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ABSTRACT
This study provides a comparison of alternative means for high data
rate communication (about 106 bps) from deep space probes, and
indicates the extent to which o: t•itin- spacecraft can aid deep space
navigation. Emphasis is on the co ,^-nunication problem. A special
effort has been made to delineate practical and theoretical constraints
en communication from a distance of 1 to 10 AU at microwave,
millimeter, and optical frequencies (I to 100 GHz and 20 to 0.2
microns w- elength), and to indicate promising avenues for extending
the art.
The interrelationship between fundamental theory, device charac-
teristics, and system performance has received particular attention in
this study. Specific missions have been synthesized, and problems of
visibility. Doppler variation, handover, acquisition tracking, and
synchronization have been investigated in order to discover the
limitations imposed by practical system considerations.
This study was initiated and directed by Ira Jacobs.
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CHAPTER I. MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
The performance of present deep-space communication
systems must be improved to meet the needs of future
missions. M thods for obtaining this improvement are being
considered at different regirtvs of frequency. The capa-
bi.dtes of a microwave Lmmunication system, one of' the
important contenders, are exanuncd in this section. Knowl-
edge of the ground receiving system, the propagation
niedium, and the spacecraft transmitting system are re-
quired to determine the performance characteristics.
The Deep Space instrumentation Facility (DSIF) is
considered first. The DSIF has provided ground system
support for space programs in the past and presumabl y will
in the future. The investment in these facilities is a factor in
the choice of operating frequencies for the future deep
space probes. The past. present. and projected deep space
receiving s% stem capabilities of this facility are listed.
The transmitter capabilities of future spacecraft are
considered next. Device limitations are discussed, and the
power, weight, efficiency, and lifetime of future spacecraft
transmitters for the '_ to 16 GFIz band are listed.
The spacecraft antenna is an important part of the
transmitter system. Five different types spacecraft
antennas are considered. Available gain is obtained as a
function of weight and frequency for antennas from I to
100 GHz. Spacecraft antenna pointing requirements are
also considered.
Tine effects of the communication indium call
determined by a study of atmospheric effects — attenua-
tion, sky, noise, and refraction under clear weather, scow,
and ice, and cloudy and rainy conditions. Except in the
case of communication throu g h rain and clouds, when_
there is inadequate knowledge of path characteristics, the
effects are generally well known and small. The limitations
are discussed and a method is recommended which will
enable the lack of knowledge to bt overcome.
The choice of microwave or millimeter uperating
frequency is strongly influenced by the cost and p.r-
fertnance of large ground station antennas, and this subject
is discussed. Mathematical models relating dianicter, cost.
gain, frequency, and rms surface tolerarce are developed
for antennas with and without a radome. Any three
variables call 	 determined if the other two are provided.
Examples of the nse of these nxidels are given.
Finally . the communication performance of biorthog-
onal modulation systems is considered Available trade-offs
and Ldvantages of the system arc considered for a single
digital transtttission link from the deep space probe to the
Earth.
I. DSIF
The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) is an
element of the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) and is
managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The DSIF at
present includes stations at Goldstone (4). Australia (2).
South Africa. Spain, Cape Kenned y , and the Ascension
Islands. It provides, as a minimum. a three-longitude
network for deep space communication in sup port of the
NASA unmanned space exploration program. In addition, it
permits the "cautious integration" of reliable. operational
field devices and laboratory techniques without jeopardiz-
ing current spacecraft programs. The Goldstone stations —
Pioneer. Echo. Venus, and Stars (named after the projects
for which they were first used) --are the testing grounds
for most of the technological advances.
Since 1958 the DSIF has evolved with steady improve-
ment in receiving and transmitting capabilities. The DSIF
performance (past. present, and future) is listed in Table
11. There have been considerable variations in the reported
system performance (in particular in the noise temperature)
because of development activities at one or more stations
which extend the state of the art but are not used until a
later date in all
	
operational system.
Of paiticular note in the increased performance over
th- years are: (1) the increased antenna diameter front 85
to 210 feet. (2) the advent of the maser which is primarily
responsible for decreasing the system's noise temperature
from 1-350°K. and (3) the increase in transmitter power
from 10 to 300 kW.
Some of the lesser known JPL efforts offer promise for
the future. The X-band (8.348 Gliz) work has developed to
Table I I
DSIF PERFORMANCE
1960
	
1062	 1965	 1967	 1970
Antenna
Noise tcmperature (°K)	 -
Diameter (ft)	 85
Efficiency	 55
Transmitter
Frequency (MHz)	 378
Power (k«')	 10
Receiver. noise temperature (°K)	 -
System, noise temperature (°K) 	 1450
-	 -	 10	 7-10
85	 85	 85	 210
58	 47	 70	 77
960	2100	 2400	 2500
13	 100	 100	 400
-
	 10	 7	 7
65	 65	 55	 25
such an extent that it has been used as a backup in the DSN
and was actually used to track Mariner IV for three days.
71e receiver, incorporated at the Venus station in the
85-foot antenna. uses a maser with an 18°K equivalent
noise temperature. Systetn noise temperature is 38°K. It is
to be used at the Mars station to provide information about
the performance of the_10-too* antenna at this frequency.
JPL has proposed three design goals for advanced
antenna systems spanning the next decade: t
1. Increase the transmitter power-handling capabihty
of the feed and associated components to a
minimum of 500 k«' CW with a design goal of
2000 kNN' CW.
Increase the antenna gain by extending present
feedhorn techniques to the transmitter frequency
band in addition to the receiver band.
3. Increase the antenna figure of merit (the ratio of
aperture efficiency to antenra noise tempera-
ture) 2 over the receiver band.
Initial measurements indicate the design goal of obtaining
2000 kW components may be achievable.3
2. SPACE TRANSMITTERS
Space transmitters at nucrow•av° frequencies, as con-
sidered in this section, include oscillators and amplifiers at
frequencies from 2 to 16 GHz. Although a genera! review of
the subject is presented, little space is given to material
covered in detail in other literature. Tile section covers only
devices and techniques appropriate for deep space commu-
nication. Therefore. low-p,)wer devices (less than 10 watts,
e.g., negative grid vacuum tubes) and multikilowatt devices
(>10 kW) are excluded.
Microwave power sources in general are either vacuum
tubes or solid-state devices. Vacuum-tube sources include
crossed-field and linear beam devices. (Negative grid tubes
are not competitive in power or in ma-imum operating
frequency.) Solid state sources include transistor, tunnel
diode. varactor. Gunn. IMPATT, and LSA devices.
Various aspects of microwave power output devices
have been studied previously. These studies provide an
accurate state of the art description and in addition provide
valuable sources for bibliographic material. Two survey
articles • ` discuss microwave tubes in broad terms with
trends and capabilities highli-hted. DeLoach 6 presents a
surrey of capabilities and limitations of solid state devices.
Several articles have discussed trends of space trans-
mitters. Feldman ? discusses the relative characteristics of
various satellite output devices and provides an excellent
bibliography. Others have specifically discussed the use of
traveling wave tubes for spacecraft transmitters.'' 10
Specific advantages and disadvantages for space use of
known types of microwave power sources are also listed in
a recent reports
For the devices considered rtwst likely to be adaptable
for use as high-power space transmitters, power, efficiency.
weight, and lifetime are discussed while bandwidth and gain
are not discussed in detail. The (3 dB) bandwidths of the
devices all exceed 10 MHz (which is adequate for the
advanced nwdulation techniques discussed in other chap-
ters of t`tis report). Gains are adequate and typically are
greater than 30 dB. The actual gain required involves a
tradeoff for each specific system between the weights.
efficiencies, and power output of the driver stage and
amplifier.
Problems associated with the transmitter such as power
supplies, prime power (Appendix 1), and thermal diffi-
culties are discussed in this chapter. Limitations imposer? by
2
these problems are considered after the devices themselves
are discussed.
2.1 Vacuum Tube=
Cros.;ed-field and linear beam devices have many
subclasses. which differ mainl y in the form of the rf circuit
that interacts with the electron beans. Of the crossed-field
devices, the amplitron and the CFA (crossed-field amplifier)
especially deserve consideration.
The amplttron is a continuous cathode. re-entrant
beans, backward-wave amplifier. The efficiency of the
amplttron (50 to SO percent) exceeds that of other
microwave tubes. In addition. the ratio of power output to
weight is comparatively high. There has been considerable
interest in the atttplitron. A Raytheon amplttron (QKS
1300) is to be used on the LEM ( Lunar Excursion
Module).' (Primary communications, however, are pro-
vided by a TAT chain in the orbitin g command module).
he tube provides _2 5 watts of output power in S-band and
16 dB gain with air transmitter efticiencv (including
the power supply) of 35 to 40 percent.
However, several basic limitations exist which make the
anplitron unattractive for long4ife. deep space probes.
More than one amplifier might be necessary for high power
requirements because the tubes have a limited gain (approx-
inmately 10 to 17 M. The lifetime of the amplitron is also
questionable. Life tests on the QKS 1300 have demon-
strated only a 3000 to 4000 hour lifetime.' The life is
limite3 by the lack of cathode emission due to back-
bombarding electrons -- an inherent feature of time
amplitroo. An extension of the lifetimes presently ob-
tained, if possible, fo- higher power amplitrons, will require
a significantly different cathode design. No such effort
currentl y exists.'
The CFA is air forward-wave amplifier.
This tube overcomes the objections listed for the
amptitt ,n - the gain is higher (45 dB), and lifetime is no
longer severely limited by cathode bombardment because
time device has a collector. However, its efficiency is less (35
to 50 percent), The resulting tube has no significant
advantage over the more commonly used linear-beam,
traveling-wave tube. !n fact, one of the difficulties is the
lack of interest in the CFA: it is expected that problems
will not be adequately exp!ored and future development
will be impaired.
Linear beam tubes include the traveling-wave tube (an
injected-beam, forward-wave amplifier) and the klystron
(an injected-beam, standing-wave amplifier). Both are
proved microwave devices and both are being considered
for use in active deg space programs.'P P'	 P granms.t .,t.
The traveling-wave tube is about seven years younger
than the klystron. its wideband capability brought it to
prominence as an important advance. The wide bandwidth
is due to the cliaracte r istiCS of the helix interaction circuit.
Bandwidth is hinted to about an octave by the couplers at
the input and ou t put of the helix. Power is limited to I to
kW or slightly greater. The maximum beam voltage is of the
order of 10 kV because at higher voltages the desired mode
of propagation begins to deteriorate and the rf interaction
with the bearn is reduced. Current is limited b y the electron
optics.
A variation of the helix structure (commonly called the
ring-bar or counterwound helix) increases the average
power-handling capability slightly. The coupled-cavity
circuit provides still higher average power. It has a more
massive structure and is easier to cool. In general, the cost
of this high-power capability is decreased bandwidth (5
percent overall bandwidth is t)pical). Also, a solenoid is
required for focut.ing. thus weight and size are increased,
overall efficiency is decreased because of power supplied to
the solenoid, and power supply requirements are increased.
Figure 19 is a map, on a coordinate system of power vs
frequency, which displays a boundary for some types of
TWT's. Points for helix and ring bar TWT's lie in the
cross-hatched region. Points representing the highest known
power obtained at 3 GHz 14 and 16 GHz with helix type
TNT's are plotted. The line connecting these two points has
a slope of about It has been shown theoretically that
this slope should exist when scaling traveling wave tubes' 5
(or. as f:equently stated, Pf2 is constant) and that the line is
determined by the thermal design technology. A line is also
drawn at power of kW since this is approximately the
maximun- power for helix and ring bar TNT's.
All resently space-qualified TWT's lie in the cross-
hatched ,egion. Emphasis has been placed oil efficiency
and --liability of these lighter, lower power, helix-type
satellite tubes. Since existing techniques are adequate for
present requirements. these has been no great endeavor to
push for the higher powers. 1)oweve ► . helix and ring bar
T«'T's may ultimately be extended to higher frequencies.
To do so will require techniques (which do not nowexist)
to overcome the thermal problems. Ver y little effort will be
devoted to these problems because coupled cavity TNT's
can be used, thus avoiding the thermal problems inherent
in the helix type TAT.
Coupled-cavity VAT's must also be considered for
kilowatt devices abov,: 4 GHz. A number of coupled-cavity
TNT's have been developed with 7 to 12.5 kW output
power from 6 to 8 GHz for use in ground stations for
satellite communication (see Table 1-2 ). These designs can
be scaled in frequency, cathodes call derated to extend
lifetime by reducing power, consideration can be given to
weight reduction and efficiency improvement techniques,.
and thermmal problems can be reduced. This should result in
a tube capable of deep space oper mion with a nower output
of " to 5 kW over frequencies from 2 to 16 GHz. In fact,
there appears to be no reason (frog the device standpoint)
why this power output could not be extended to even
higher frequcncies.
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Figure 19. Limits of power and frequency for various types of traveling wave tube:
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Table 1 _'
IIIGI14'OWER I UBES DLS!GNIiD FOR GROUND
STATION OPERATION
Tube	 Frequency	 Weight	 Power Output
Tvpe	 (GH/,)	 (lb)	 (kW)
M4444	 7.7-8.4	 125	 12.5
YH 1045	 5.925-6.425	 -	 12.0
TWC 287	 6.275-6.45	 -	 8.0
614H	 5.9-6.4	 95	 10.0
71011	 8% B 	 60	 10.0
In X-band
The second type of linear beam device to be discussed
is the klystron. This device is noted for its average
power-handling capability. It is a high gain device, reliable
when conservatively designed, and has well-known cha,ac-
teristics. Since the gun design is similar to that of the TWT,
the lifetime problems shou'd bet similar.
The klystron is efficient (45 to 60 percents at power
levels from 1 to 100 kW over tae nur_rowave region of 2 to
16 GHz. (Until recently, efficiency has been poor at lower
power levels because of emphasis on gain and stability.)8
Advances in the electrostatically focused klystron (ESFK)
have p roduced efficiencies of 30 to 45 percent.', r e Weight
is saved by the elimination of magnets. Other advantages
are that the focusing fields act as all trap which
increases tube life, and power output levels can be varied
efficiently by changing the cathode voltage
The ESFK is a promising candidate for high power
output, at low microwave frequenciesip, particular. t ' A 100
watt ESFK hasbeen desigitedwith 38 percent efficiency, 30
MHz bandwidth at 2.3 GHz, 40 dB gain, and :r weight of 3
pounds. This tube is cooled by a new approach to radiation
cooling - a sappb-re window in the collector radiates
directly into space r a,"
A fundamental linutation in the power capability of
the ESFK is its %olta-e-breakdown probler,t. Lifetime has
not yet been demonstrated, although there cents to be no
reason why the 'ifetime should be less than that of the
,.onventional kly, ron.
The highest power ESFK's known are a I kW tube at S
Willi and a proposed" 5 kW ESFK at S band. This suggests
that the kilowatt level ESFK is limited to fre q uencies below
5 GHz. Conventionally focused classical or extended
interactiur klystrons would Ihen be required to obtain the
kilowatt power level above 5 GHz.
The extended interaction klystron (L• IK) nta!tes a>.r• of
a TWT Type, coupled-cavity, slow wave output ,ection. By
extending the interaction between the beam and the circuit.
the power per unit area of interaction surf;rce is reduced.
Thus the power-handling capability of the t:1K !s outstand-
ing" ` The EiK has yielded high efficiencies (65 percent) at
the I kW level at S band and also for high power de0ces
(500 kW at 8 GHz). t9—" The bandwidth of these tubes is
about I percent, which is approximately double that of
other conventional klystrons. At present, this tube has not
been developed at the lower microwave frequencies because
classical klystrons have stet the requirements. However, the
device is currently being considered in the 20 to 500 watt
range at S band for space communications." There seems to
IX no practical limit either at lower or higher power levels.
Further developinew remains to demonstrate long-life.
reliable communications at power levels of 2 to 5 kW over
the 2 to 16 GHz frequency hand.
2.2 Solid-State
Solid-state sources of microwave power have often
been proposed as satellite transmitters because the size,
weight, and apparent reliability seem to make them obvious
candidates. However, these devices lack truly high power
capability with the present technology. "Present tech-
nology." however. chanties rapidly in the solid-state field;
the LSA oscillator diode z z is new within the past year.
The relative capabilities and basic limitations of solid-
state Sources have been reviewed in a number of previous
paper S.7,23,24 At low microwave frequencies (2 to 8 GHz),
the multiplier chains (oscillators and transistor amplifiers at
frequencies less than 500 MHz with varactot diodes to
multiply the frequency) can presently obtain 10 watts or
greater at relatively High efficiency 00 to 50 percent). Of
the solid-state devices, only the Gumr oscillator, IMPATT.
and LSA diode offer promise of y ielding a higher power
output.
Varactor multiplier chains may be particularly im-
portant at the lower microwave frequencies (S band).
Techniques in this field are steadily advancing and the
required capabilities are gradually approaching the S band
frequency range. For example, a 115 W transistor amplifier
with 70 percent efficiency at 250 Mllz was recently
reported . `5 Tire high power is obtained by paralleling eight
16 W power amplifiers using 3 d13 hybrids. The technique is
scaleable to any frequency at which a high-power transistor
is available with a cutoff frequent y of three or fair rimes
the operating :requency. By taralleling diodes, varactor
multiplier chains are also capable of high power, high
efficiency operation.26
A potential of better than 100 W with 30 to 40 percent
efficiency exists in the near future at S hand by using 500
to 1000 MHz amplifiers, then quadrupling and adding using
hybrid couplers. Ultimate power and frequency limits for
this type of source are not known. One of the limiting
factors may be sii.e, since typical high power hybrids at uhf
frequencies are not small. An outstanding feature of this
1, pc of source would be the possibility of high reliability
because of "buill-in" redundancy. Such a device might be
attractive as a hackup to a linear beam device (TWT or
5
klystron) to provide redundancy rather than, Iwo identical
Imcaf beam devices. For a power output equal to the
primary device• the size of the multiplier chain might be
excessive: however• it might be suitable as a low power
backup of reasonable sire.
The Gunn diode at present is limited by the lack of
highly pure and well controlled GaAs material. Along with
the INIPATT device, there is a low-frequency limit for CW
operation in the vicinit y of 3 to 10 GHz because of
increasing thermal resistance of the active region. The
maxirnunt output to: the Gunn device in the 2 to 10 GHz
region is not expected to exceed 10 N' in the near future. 2 7
The maximum power that call obtained front IMPATT
and Gunn devices at higher frequencies caries with fre-
quency to the -2.5 power because the thickness of the
active region. and hence the maximum voltage, must
decrease as the reciprocal of the frequency. The current
through these devices must decrease even faster than the
voltage as the frequency is increased in order to keep I is
magnitude of the device negative resistance larger than the
series circuit loss resistance which (because of skin ette;a)
increases as f 112
The IMPATT diode now operates near its theoretical
limit. The ultimate CW power of this device probably will
not exceed 50 W at 1 0 GHz. Efficiencies of these devices
are about 6 percent. It is expected that 12 percent is a
reasonable estimate of the ultimate diode efficiencv.24
The potential of the I SA diode has not been fully
realized . 22 The maximum size of art diode has no
intrins'.c limit because the LSA mode is not subject to the
transit-time limitation. These larger diodes provide the
possibility of bonding more efficiert heat sinks to the
material. thus permitting higher power to be generated.
Practical limits are set• however, by the dimensions of
microwave cavities and the size of uniformly doped gallium
arsenide crystals. 27 To make the most of the LSA mode of
oscillation at microwave frequencies. the original oscillator
diode design, which is thinnest in the direction parallel to
the current, must be altered so that the diodes are long in
the direction parallel to the current and thin in a direction
perpendicular to the current. 22 It has been predicted that
power levels of the LSA devices will increase 1 to'_ orders
of magnitude within a year 27 and ultimate power levels in
the kilowatt range have been projected. However, sonic
reservations have been expressed about these projections"
The required highly pure and wel! controlled GaAs material
ntay not become available quickly. Techniques to insure
adequate thermal dissipation have not been proven and
reliability of these high power devices is questionable. Also,
rile electric field intensity. maximum current den s ity, and
thermal conductivit y are lower in GaAs oscillators than
they are in Si INIPATI, 2K thus the inherent ('W power
capabilities of LSA devices may be less than that of the
IMPATT — in particular at frequencies near 10 GHz where
the IMPATT is performing best. Efficiencies obtained thus
far are low: the maxinuun efficiency predicted for ('aAs is
18.5 percem ."
Thus, except for the multiplier chains and perhaps the
LSA device. the solid-state source; have maxinrtnn pow-:r
outputs Mich are not and evidently will not be high
enough to satisfy requirements for deep space conununrca-
tions 10 years frnn today One way to use transistors and
IMPATT oscillators might be to parallel the t •ansmitters by
phase-locking them. It may be possible to do this with
transistors more easily than with IMPATT diodes. Soule
preliminary work of this kind (with IMPATTs) has been
perfOrnted, 1O
 although the weight and size of the resulting
source wouid be substantially greater g ran that of the sum
of the individual units.
Assuming that by sonic means ( unknown at the present
time) the power level of solid-state devices proves satisfac-
tory at sonic future date, its low efficiency may still rule
out its use. (This statement includes all solid state devices
except the multiplier chains previously mentioned.) For
example, if the solid -state source has alt overall efficiency
of 10 percent and a tube ty pe source has an overall
efficiency of 40 percent (including power supply), the
weight of the prime power for the solid-state source would
be higher by a factor of four and the cooling capacity
required would be six times as great as that required for the
tube.
2.3 Performance Characteristics
The klystron and traveling wave tubes are the most
likely candidates for use as deep space transmitter tubes. It
is not clear that one class is superior to the other; therefore,
the performance parameters discL-sed pertain to both
classes of tubes in genera!
_.3.1 Power
Klystron and TWT's are capable of at least ' kW over
the entire microwave region. A 5 kW space-qualified tube
can be obtained in ten years but would require an effort
substantially increased over that which now exists. In com-
parison, a 2 kW tube will probably not require a iarger
effort. The coupled cavity TWf's and the extended inter-
action klystron have a 2 to 5 kW power capability over
the entire microwave region. Effort should b^ concentrated
on these tubes.
2.3.2 Efficiency
Iligh efficiencies (- 65 percent) have been reported
using extended interactiot klystronsr"- 21,23 and
coupled-cavity TWT 's.31•32 Problems Exist in incorporating
these techniques at high microwave frequencies (12 to 16
GHz): however, a goal of 50 percent over the e,ttire
6
microwave region is realistic. Program.i presently exist to
obtain efficiencies of 45 to 55 percent at S band with space
qualified tubes. 1 1.13
The net power efficiency of high power tubes is
reduced it' power is rc(.Iuired for solenoid focusing. 1 he
solemiid for a 2 kW T,%T uses approximately 600 watts.
Assunung a 50 p-rcew to )e efficiency, the overall efli-
ciency would be reduced to approximately 45 percent.
The choice of a permanent magnet to focus a TWT
would involve ll trade-off since the
magnet weight is higher than that of the solenoid (at least
for microwave frequencies less than 8 GHz). No known
efforts exist to develop lightweight permanent magnets to
focus high power TWT's at low microwave frequencies. Per-
manent periodic magnets and field reversal magnets have
been successfully used to focus microwave devices up
to several hundred watts of output power. E: , tending the
capabilities of these schernes to the kilowatt level and above
wiil require continuing development of temperature-stable,
lightweight ma gnets (such as plati;iuni-cobalt) capable of
high fields. Technically such magnets probably can be
ni3de. So far, however, the :ost of candidate materials is
prohibitive. At the present time the required capabilities do
not exist and no significant effort is being made to develop
them.
Extended interaction klystrons also require solenoid
focusing for high-power operation over part of the micro-
wave band. An alternative at the lower microwave fre-
quencies is electrostatic focusing; however, ESFK power
capabilities are liviited. The results of ti,c efficiency-weight
trade-offs between permanent magnets and solenoids for
klystrons are not known.
2.3.3 Weight
When estimating Overall high power transmitter system
weignt, errors in predicting a relatively small weight s.ich as
the transmitter tube shout(' be insignificant compared to
the weight of the prime power source. The procedure aserl
to estimate tt:be weight is described with.nit justification.
However, as a result of thi procedure, a satisfactory
predictor is obtained with the uncertainty insignificant
compared to the total high power system weight.
Weight vs. power in each of the frequency bands from
2 to 4, 4 to 8, 8 to 12, and 12 to 16 GHz were initially
plotted for CW tubes listed in manufacturer's data and in
other general literature. Weights obtaine._ incluje focusing
solenoids or magnets but not the power suPply or cooling
system. Approximately 106 points in the power range
front 2 to 10,000 watts wer included with no attempt to
bias results by any elimi+lation process except for a few
obvious cases of extremely high weight. Initially, TPrf's
were separated from I dystrons, but no signiticant trends
were noticed so the rata were combined. Tile data for the
different frequencies are shown oil  20. Also. ;in
indication of the number of sanipl^ points front each
ni;nn!facturer is given. "Rubes which are either proposed o
used for a space anphr-hon Or have characteristics similar
to those required fur a space environment are specially
indicated. The curve shown oil ligure is a ntininuun
N%eight prediction for futurlt space qualified microwave
tubes, indep nident of fregw_rtcy. Comparing the prediction
with present space qualified tubes indicates that the uncer-
tainty in the weight prediction is relatively small.
2.3.4 Lifetime
The reliable lifetime of a vacuum tube may be
considerably different from the lifetime quoted by manu-
facturers. The quoted lifclinte is usually the design life of
the cathode. The reliable lifetime of a microwave vacuuni-
tube amplifier is actually determined by many factors,
including mechanical construction, inipuritieF in il'e
,-athode. manufacturing processes, and operating power,
and can be determined only by a qualified reliability stud
and life test program.
Several programs have been initiated to test low-power,
space-qualified traveling wave tub^s and as a result a
satisfactory technology for low power tubes has
evolved.33 - 35 Sonic of the information obtained in these
programs can be applied in the design of high power tubes.
A coupled cavity TWT with a theoretical lifetime of
25,000 hours and a power output of 10 kW at X band has
been designed and Operated. 36.37 The basic electron gun
design has demonstrated more than 13,000 hours of life test
operation without failure. -16 By scaling this design and
reducing cathode loading, a lower power tube at other
microwave frequencies should have a theoretical life time
greater than 25,000 hours.
Reliable life time, power output, weight, and efficiency
are related in a complex manner. However, the 2 kW
klvstrun, or TWT's previously discussed should be capable
of 20,000 hours of reliable life at frequencies of 2 to 16
GHz.
2.4 Other Restrictions
There are other limitations oil transmitter power
output obtainable for deep space probes. The main restric-
tion today is the prime power source. The cost (in weight)
of various types of prime power is considered in Appendix
1. Figure 21 shows thc, dependence of transmitter output
power oil
	
of solar cells and distance from the sun. A
transmitter efficiency of 40 percent is assunied. Front
weight consideration viewpoint, a nuclear reactor would be
preferred beyond 2 AU as shown in figure 22.
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The power s , pplies referred to in this section arr
associated only with the transmitter. Their function is
conversion of the prime power (regulated low voltage dc) to
high-voltage dc. Conversion is not required for operation of
solid-state devices, but vacuum-tube devices require do-to-
dc hi gh voltage converters.
The most important power supply characteristics for
the purposes of system comparisons are efficiency. power.
and weight. Tl:e best overall efficiencies reported vary from
85 to 95 percent.', ' * Converters are lees efficient at low
power levels because of fried power requirements. At
higher powers the efficiencies presently obtained will not
be significantly increased.
Power supplies used in space so far have been low-
power devices_ However. a weight-power relationship can be
p:o;ected for high-power, space-qualified power supplies
from data for several types of lightweight power supplies_
There have been a few high-power power supplies
designed for various space applications 1 but not actually
tluwn ).31 - 43 A few power supplies have been designed for
elassifted. low wciOlt. extreme environment airborne
applications. Other power supplies have been Guilt for
lightweight around applications. 44 * 45 Weight .s. power
data for these power supplies are plotted in Fi gure '3_
None of the power supplies plotted precisely satisfies
the requirements needed to operate a high-power trans-
mitter. Considerable time will be required to develop the
necessary power supplies. However. the data plotted pro-
vide a useful approximation of future capzhilitiez.
An overall weiOlt-power relationship was obtained by a
straight line fit to the data. The line is biased toward power
supplies that arc most nearl y 'tike that required to operate a
high-power transmitter. The result is given by.
fit'= 10.3 P0.75	 (1)
where W is in pounds and P is in kilowatts_ in addition. the
results of a 1962 internal BTL study has been added in
Figure 1_3. thus offering a eompanson with the 196'
state of art.
Integrated transmitter power supply units would weigh
less than the sum of the weights of units designed
separately. Such an approach has been --onsidered_17-41
Wienever possible it is recommended that the procedure bra
adapted to future designs.
Another limitation on output pwxer is that p(.wer
must be dissipated at the rate of the transmitter output
power times ( I - Efticiency)JEffi ncy. At present. the
Mariner spacecraft has experienced some difficulty dissipat-
ing 75 watts.°' For powers in the kilowatt region, the
technology being developed to enable devices to be cooled
adequately is vital.
There are several cooling techniques which offer
promise: the "heat pipe" technique. 47.4A.49 and the direct
radiation of thermal energy iato space.' A The ultimate
capabilities of these techniques are not known: however.
the additional weight of these systems should be small
compared to the wei ght of the prime power.
A limitation is also imposed on the average power
rating of the output waveguide. S) Because of the finite
conductivity of the waveguide walls, power transmitted
through the waveguide is attenuated. The power loss is
dissipated as heat. Thus the microwave power through time
waveguide is limited by the maximurh allowed waveguide
wall temperature.
In generl, the wall temperature should not exceed the
point at which the tensile stren gth, yie ld strength, and
I:ardness begin to decrease rapidiy. the temperature at
which this occurs varies with time type of i,iaterial but is
approximately 200 `C for materials contmon_ly used fnr
waveguide (copper. brass, or aluminum). For ? standard
rectangular copper waveguide in a ground environment with
convection and radiation cooling. an  allowable temperature
rise of I10°C from an ambient 44)'C limits the average
power in the waveguide to approximately 1.8 kW at 1h
GHz. 50 The wav-zguide it a typical spacecraft ernironm:-nt
(with no active cooling) is cooled largely by radiation to ice
surrounding environment. Such a wavicetnde would be
designed for minimum weight ( thin walls ► with maxitnun)
surface area for radiation_ Conduction cooling is lirruti^d by
the thinness of waveguide wails and by a large thermal
impedance at structural joints when these jeinti are in
vacuum_
As an example. consider a standard 1.:, GHz copper
waveguide in a spacecraft environment. Assume that the
ambient temperature is 30 0C. ih: wall temperature :s
ailowed to increase to 200°C, the :.kilirg is by radiation
only. and the radiating surface of the waveguide is increased
by a factor of 10 by adding fins. B} using t ime data
presented in Reference 50, i, can be shown tint the pevve`r
limit is approximately 4 kW for this example (at 16 GIB).
Because the parameters were chosen arbitrarly, this
iirnit is not strict. However, the example is optimistic in
that it a;lows the temperature to reach 200°C and does not
allow a safety factor for standin g waves in the waveguide ' °
(which would increase the wall temperature)_ Therefore.
this limit indicates that due consideration should be giycn
to the exact problem. For waveguides at lower
frequencies. the average power rating increases. It is
possible that the waveguide temperature wall require active
thermal control at the nig g er power levels.
2.5 Conclusion
The most likei; candidates for deep space transmitter
tubes are the klystron and the travehne wave tube. T: blc 13
summarizes the charactemlics of the future deep space
tube.
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Even though it is possible to attain it) output power of
5 kW in a space-qualified tube. rcstnctiuns imposed by
cooling requirements and the weight of the pane power
tend to suggest output powers tit die ' kW range.
Means must soon he found for cooling the high-power
space t!ansmitters at microwave frequencies. The solution
to the problem will result tit 	 additional weight:
I owever. it should be small compared to the weight of the
prime power Isee Appendix 1). The wei giti of an entire
transmitter s]6 stem prime power. power supply. cooling
system. and transnuticr tube can be estimated las a
functit'" .. 1 f power output. efficiency. and mission distance)
using data p• sented in this section. Figures 24 to 26 show
the results plotted for mission distances of 1.5, 2. and '.>
AU from the Sun.
3. SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS FOR MICROWAVE AND
MILLIMETER WAVE COMMUNiCATIONS SYSTEMS
Tne field of high-gain parabolic reflectors for space-
craft is characterized by a proliferation of different
structural concepts. development techniques, and promising
ideas, few of which have actually beer reduced to practice
except in scale-model experiments. Typically, gains of 40
dB or less at gigahertz frequencies have been acceptable in
operational antennas. Such antennas provide the only
actual experience for this study. To in vestigate the poten-
tialities for a ran ge of frequencies from i to 100 GHz with
antennas weighing from 50 to several hundred or even
thousands of pounds. considerable reliance must be placed
on proposals for these kinds of structures. A good bit of
faith in the abilit y of industry to reduce tite results of these
feasibility studies io reliable or operating hardware is also
necessary.
The basic performance characteristic used for compari-
son is power gain, just as it will be in the ground antenna
study of Section 5. The available gain is considered as a
function of weight and frequency. Weight replaces cost as
an inde-, endent variable here, since the cost of a high-gain
antenna is a relatively minor contribution to the total cost
of launching a complex spacecraft. This is not to say cost
can be neglected entirely, however. The total development
cost of a complicated, deployable, large diameter amenna is
treasured tit of dollars. and clearly
 a cost trade-off
must e%entualk enter the picture. Nevertheless. for a
general comparison. antenna weight is the more natural
variable to use at this stare.
A diversity of structures has been propowd to meet the
need tot spacecraft refletor antennas. but no single
concept is arplicable to the tance of operating frequences,
weights. tolerances. and gains that are of interest here. Five
different types of antennas are considered. These types of
antennas together spat the entire region of interest. but
there is no clear demarkation between alternative types
within the region. The five types of antennas ill be
discussed in more detail below.
Each antenna type. or class, is characterized by two
relations which express the weigla and the rills surface
tolerance as functioi,s in diameter_ [it case, a
power-law expression of the form aDo was appropriate for
these relations. but the parameters u and 0 are different for
each class. These expressions were combined with Rttze's
;ain formula ` t in order to relate the gain to frequency and
weight. When this had been done for each class. the classes
were considered together and a cortrposite performance
estimate was established by constructing a gzin envelope for
the performance of each antenna class considered separately.
The study concludes with a brief discussion of the
problems of attitude control and antenna-pointing toler-
anc:s. It is difficult to discuss such problems in general
terns. but it is clear that difficulties ma y
 arise if ven high
gain 160 to 70 dB) antennas are considered_ In any specific
case, it should be possible to generate an acceptable
solution to the cantrol problem. It is presenth not possible
to estimate either the weight penalty or the required
development time explicitly.
Phased array spacecraft antennas are not treated in
detail P- , considerations re gardin g satellite antennas at
BTL ha .enerally led to the conclusion that the weight,
cost. and complexity of phased arra ys were not justified
Phased arrays are attractive when their special capabilities
are needed. such as rapid and versatile beam steering,
multiple 'learn operation, unusual aperture illuminations. or
very high power lever. It seems clear that a deep space
probe does not require the special features of phased arrays.
and weight considerations argue strongly for con ven-
tional antennas. A study` s by General Dynamics provides
an example of the weight penalty involved. In their
treatment, the phased arra y is more than an order of
magnitude heavier than conventional types. A 60 ft
diameter phased array would weigh about 25,000 pounds.
3.1 Environment, Design Loads, and Other General Con-
siderations
The weight assumed for each class of antenna includes
the weight of the primary retlectc,r, the feed support
structure, the structural attachment to the spacecraft, and
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the erection mechanism, it applicable. No provision for
weight of electronics has been made. No separate considera-
tion is viven to the various types of feed arrangement and
design that are possible; e.g., Cassegrainian, or focal point
feed. There is insufficient information regarding the weight
of such alteniaiivcs tc, permit :,iny important distinctiur; to
be made. The antenna weight does depend oil ratio of
final leneth to diameter of the reflector. since the 17D ratio
influences the surface area, and hence structure, for a
retlector of diameter D. However, the f;D ratio for most
spacecraft reflectors will be in the range of 0.30 to 0.40.
and the vat lit ion of weight ill restricted interval is not
pronounced. As a result, the dependence of weight on
reflector f1D rain is not included in this study. Cases which
nia^ require ail 	 deep or shallow reflector because
of special design requirements must be considered sepa-
rately.
The structural loads which inlluence the design of the
spacecraft reflector for a deep space probe are relativelx
benign. The thermal environment caused by solar flux and
the dvnamic loads associated with maneuvers of the
sp ,-tc,craft are the nl°jor effects to be considered. The
thermal environment for a deep space probe is much
different than for an Earth-orbiting satellite. The incident
flux is reduced with increasin g range from the Sun. I.
addition. as the range of the probe increases, the solar flux
becomes snore unidirectional with respect to an Lath-
pointing reflector. For example. at 2 A U From the Sun, the
Sun lies within 30 degrees of the axis of an Earth-pointing
antenna. At 1.0 AU this angle is reduced to less than 6
degrees. This is in distinct contrast to Earth-pointing
reflectors on orbiting -atellites, which are exposed to solar
flux from virtualh all directions ( rckttive to the antenna)
during their lifetime and which also are in the Earth's
shadow occasionally. Tnis condition substantiall y allc^iatcs
the thermal desi_tn problem. The differentiai dellections
which exist when a reflector is exposed first from the front
and then from the back do not occur. The fact that the
t;lernlal loads act in a direction which is relatively constant
with re!:pect to the ieflector suggests that their detrimental
effect %%ill be substantially reduced and perhaps chioinated
entirely b % proper design.
Tire dynamic loads are another matter. As long as
maneuver of the spacecraft is necessary , which for practical
purposes Is throughout its entire useful lifetime, the
dynamic loads will he present. Piclt inagimude-, can be
minimized by maneuvering with low accelerationsover long
penttds of mite. tf such comtrunts are conrpattble with
niht r mission requirements, but dynannc loads cannot he
cntucly eliminated. It is also important to realize that the
detlectiou, limn !Nnanuc loads cannot be reduced %cif
mach by	 a .offer structure. This 1, rslh clall) li fit•
of .helktypc nellcctors. because nrcinbrane stresses Ill the
shell are tlic prrrnary mcains by Mitch the loadsare cannted
Membr:tne stiffness and mass both increase linearly with
thickness, so no improvement ill response whatso-
ever is provided by a stiffer structure. ll the reflector has a
back-up structure of ionic sort in which significant bending
action call 	 realized, some improvement in dyr,anlic
performance call
	 effected. The important point to bear
in mind is that ail weight-sin face accuracy
trade-off is much less plausible for spacecraft antennas
than, for example, the cost-surface accuracy trade-cuff
postulated for ground antennas. As a result, the rms surface
accuracy of a spacecraft antenna is determined mainly by
the type or class of antenna chosen rather than by design
modifications within ;any particular antenna class.
Front a digest of' the existing literature. including
proposals and state-of-the Lrt surveys, a relation between
ins surface tolerance and diameter is suggested for each
antenna class considered. A certain amount of fait 11 attends
such a suggestion because of the uncertainties involved and
the rather skimpy data one has to go on in each case. The
rins error budect for surface deviations was established by
doubling the estimate for manufacturing surface tolerance
achievable for each type of antenna. Even this arbitrary
factor of two represent , a considerable oversimplification
of ali the condition involved. Dctlections caused by
environmental loads v re generally much larger than manu-
Iactn ing surface tolerances for small. high-precisil , t, re-
Ilectors. the cony, rsc is true for lame. inflatabl: antenna
stn-ctutes, for example. However. the environmental Icads
themselves are relatvely modest ill 	 preseni application.
as already Feinted out. In any case, ;he factor of 	 is
Intended to includ, all &Ilectiun effects which contrioute
to loss of gait 1 ^u,:h .ts Me trod-supporl dcflectinn, which is
not exphclth ctmslJcietl tahcnvtsel. Such a factor also
reduces the effe,l -it the uncertainties inl rent in the
estintatl-m of the Iaanufacturintr surface accurac% attainable
for each case. Pits factor also recognizes the prii ciple that
it one msis+s oil areas fraught with unknown
quantities. some vesli ge of technical respectability call
mainriined by being conservative. A factor other than '
can. of course. be uicorporated without difficulty if its
validit y call 	 demonstrated.
There is often confusion about stns surface tolerance•
in respect to the datum to which the% are referred. It is not
unusual to achieve a reduction ill surface tolermce by
an order of magnitude simply by measuring it with respect
to a best fit paraboloidal surface instead of the design
paraboloid. H(wever. this procedure Implies that one will
be able to lake full advantage of the revised datum b)
IlLlcing Ihr 1,cd ,I Ilse local point ol ' the best -fit p.;raho-
liod This. ut turn, regimes a movable feed, and it is
unhkel) than such sophi,lication will he avaii:ihle in
, paCeiraft	 111 the ne.ii fulare. llelh:e, [lie
loietanccs suggv%lcd bete :ne wnlh redact lo the design
snl fit y tilde %c'.pll 'oUI) rintrd orhel%kiw.
to
3.2 Gain Fornutla
Ruze's gain I'M r mulas u
fl)
	
-lilt
G = r1	 exl'
	 J	 (' ►
is used to describe the dependence of gain oil
frequency, and surface tolerance. Extensive use of this
formula is also g lade u, Section 5. D is the diameter. \ the
wave length, and e the rms surface tolerance and all are
pleasured ill same units. The aperture efficiency is
denoted by q and is set equal to 0.70 henveforth. The
justification for this selection is identical to that givenn in
Sect ion 5.
Ruze introduces several assumptions im the derivation
of Equation ('). lie assumes the deviations of the surface
are uniformly distributed over the aperture, and the local
deviations !runs the desired surface are essentially inde-
pendent, and obey, at least approximately, a Gaussian
distribution law. Rtize gives a good discussion rf the
limitations of Equation (') due to these constraints in his
recent article.. 1
The significance of the rms surface tolerance in
I quatio: , 12 1 is apparent. It is somewhat disturbing to find
such a ;	 .,y defined quantity in such a sensitive spot. It is
clear „	 cfo:mrulllcations eri ineers require surface luler-
anccs to ate , small fraction of f ile operating wavelength.
Maximum eai!:. for a given reflector. is achieved at [fiat
frequency for which A = 4-ne (known as the gain-limit
Point). Isere the loss of gait, due to surface imperfections is
—4.3 dB compared with a perfect reflecting surface. Beyond
this pon,t Illc Y11111 Is a StrUtl_L' 11,111di011 o f a parameter whicli
depends on the correlation length (see Appendix 3).
1 o illustrate the sieniti:ance and elusiveness of the rnr^
stt r lace i o lerance. It is ttorlli .otiaiderjng two examples
0i ch 'cad to sttmc%vllat surprising conclusions. filar aad
kkan 52 have investigated the rats surface tolciauce of a
s`icll-t,; pe reflector under gravit% load with all other
%anahles held constant. They find that a actually increases
dtell thickness increases Although nictrih• the deflections
• mder this loading are independent of shell thickness, ther,
s an annulus al file edge ill' the rellector w which bending
effects are sornewllat larger ill thicker shells than in thin
Mmes. The net effect is air ill surface tolerant,
with [hlcknrs.
The second surprise occurs when the rills surface
loleral1LC fur a solid shell-type rellectur is compared with
that tin an open tr1 ,
 -,-like rellectur under thermal loadings
Inint incident ,,il.ir flux. Although the magnitude tit the
solace dcvial i ,u, Ilnln file design paraboloid are genetally
mu.L higher ha lire shell Than for the truss, the rats surface
tutcr,utce for the shell is o p en much luwcr if it is referred
tr, Ilic hest -tit palal`olord. The deformations of the shell
t)pe structure are more nearly homologous (see von
II„erner") than those of the truss under these conditions.
1 hese examples illustrate the dangers inherent tit
 u17-11Ie-cu11 cstintutes c0'.ce,.,l1g the rnls surface
tolerance under various types of load tit , , conditions.
The second example just discussed suggests a further
deterrent to the injudicious application of Equation 12). If
the surface deviations are not essentially independent, or
equivalently ifthe correlation interval is large, tire validity of
Equation (2) is comprr uused. Unfortunately, structural
deformations from cnvironnlcn_al loadings lead to rather
large correlation intervals. Such defoitnation patterns result
ill more severe loss of gain than predicted by Ruze's
fOrnula. Since system pe11'oiwance is the basic criterion.
the entire antenna behavior should be studied. not just that
Of the retlectur. This study should include the effect of
feed support deflections, illumination taper. correlation
interval of the reflector deformation pattern due to various
effects, inlluence of the f/D ratio, and so forth. Such an
undertakin- would provide a much better understanding of
the relative effect of all the various factors oil
performance but is nnuch too ambitious for _ general study.
In lieu of such information, system performance is assumed
to be described adequately by Equation (2).
3.3 Antenna Types
This section contains a brief discussion of each of fire
types, or classes, of ante:nas that could he used on a deep
space mission. Most of the information is taken from two
state-of-the-art surveys recenlIN published ,`4 ` s and Sup-
ported by contractor infurtmiiion Iutnished with the ATS–i
proposals from se veral manufacturers. 56-58 For all cases.
the rills surface tolerance c Is quoted ill whip
diameter is expressed in feet. This is for convenience ill
t• se of Equation ('). %there T is usualI} cxpresk • d 11
millineter .
5.3.1 ry pe 1. One Piece Solid Surf, ce
T hese antennas are generallt, compalahle to }lound
antennas at the lower end of the diameter range. A
solid-surface. one-piece retleclor is used. Suc'i a rellector
call machined to a vcr) high accuvarN and offers
considerable inn,g.al rigidity for the space envinnlnlent
even without c aensive back-up structure. The maximum
diameter ill th,s kind of rellector is limited to about 'i
feet. both by manufacturing cOnslraints and launch velticle
volume budgets. It should he possible to achieve 1 ors
surface t o leiamceS for this type of reflector eglnvalell: to
that predicted fer ground aulenuas in Section 5. 1Nhe1i this
value is doubled, as dis,:rlssed shove, ill 	 a total ci:or
budget, file appioprrate relation to a	 N110'I)' ' ( E in
nur1. D tit 	 ).
The weight estlnwte is generated fly a sit..!; .'utorward
calculation of the aniounl of material rr,lin , od by a
,rn,nocuquc %iruc ► uut of dins 1ypv. The stul_:c iwa ul t
paraboloid with 1/1) of 0.30 0.40 is approximately D2.
The ratio of' the radius of curvature to thickness for such a
shelf is probably no larger (haft 500 The volume calculated
using these estimates is inc,eased by 15 percent to provide
for an edge stiffener ring, feed support stru ,
 ure, and other
miscellaneous hardware. The total weight •tepends oil
density of the material chosen. The deformations depend
on file ratio E/p where E is Young's nlodulu.; and p is the
density. They are roughly independent of material because
this ratio is nearl y the same for all common materials. An
exception is beryllium, but weight saving would probably
be offset by machining difficulty in this case. It thermal
distortions are a problem. a trade-idT exists between
materials which ^ rc relatively heavy but have a low
coefficient of thermal expansion (e.g.. Invar) and nlateri,ls
which are lighter but are more sensitive to thermal loading
(such as alunlinunl). To make a se:nsthlc decision ill
cases, a detailed study would be necessary. The weight
relation used ill study for this kind of antenna is
W - 0.3131' , which is appropriate for aluminum. In this
relation, W is ill
	 and D is ill
	 a convention
which wil l
 be followed throughout this section.
3.3.2 Type 2: Gile Piece Rigid
Antennas of this type are similar to type I antennas,
except that they -t a considerably less substantial. The re-
flecting surface is ;cnerally mesh or perforated aluminum
honeycomb sandw;ch material. Fiberglass reflectors with
conducting material either embedded ill 	 deposited on the
surface arc: included ill class. A skeletal back-up struc!ure
of radial ribs is usually employed to support the reflecting
surface. The diameter of this type of antenna is limited to
25 to 3C feet, mainly because of launch vehicle constraint,.
Although the rnls surface tolerance of this kind of antenna
is poorer than that of the type I antenna, nevertheless they
can be fabricated, assembled. and adjusted prior to launch.
Surprisingly good numbers are cited ill literature, in
spite of the rather flimsy appearance of the structure. The
relation suggested here is e = 4(10 ► 3 D a ' 2 , (e in nun, D in
feet).
A further surprise emerges ill weight estimation for
this kind of antenna. A few reliable points exist since
most actual experience to date has b een with antennas of
this clan, e.g., %lariner, Voyager. The relation whic:l seems
to fit the data is W - IOD, and this incluclos a substaniial
allowance for ancillary structure such as feed support.
attachment to the spacecraft, and launch reulforcenreni.
The extremely low volumen tc density of these structures is
apparent. Weight scaling with diameter suggests that most
of the weight is conzenliated ill 	 back -up structure
rather [halt the reflecting surface. It is also indicative ot'an
evolving Iechnology which continues to devise means ill
squeeiing the last ounce of performance out of a restricted
weight budget.
3.3.3 Type 3: Petaline
Vetaiine is a generic tetrtl used to describe deployable
antennas that resemble the petals of it 	 as thev
deploy. There are many variants oil general scheme.
some of which hear little similarity to any known horli-
cultural species (Lockheed's Ilexrib deploys by rotation
about the rellecto, axis), but they are nevertheless included
here. figure 27 illustrates a typical petaline concept.
The individual elenunts, or petals, of this kind of
structure call be shaped as well as the reflector
surface of a t y pe -1 antenna. I lowever, additional errors are
inlroduced ill 	 latch-up process that interconnects all the
petals as the final step ill Final adjustment of
the deployed surface is not possible. All proposals for the
30 ft diameter ATS4 antennas  - sa suggested petaline
concepts, and although the specific proposals were signifi-
cantly different, there was a remarkable uniformity for
both ruts surface tolerance and weight estinia:es throughout
the propc,sa:3. On the basis of this evidence, the relations
used here are e _— 0.1 2D (e ill D ill and
W = 0.35D 2 . The weight estimate includes the mechanism
required for deployment.
Antennas of this type are appropriate in a diameter
range of 20 to 60 feet. They could r,o doubt be made
srnaller. bill in such sizes they woul- 1 suffer in cornparison
wit: type 2 antennas. The upper limit on antenna diameter
is estab!ished by launch vehicle dimensions, since the length
of vehicle required (for most schemes) is approximately
equal .o the reflector radius. Workine scale models of
petaline antennas have been built and tested, and the results
have established the feasibility of the concept.
3.3.4 Type 4: Expandable Truss
The expandable truss antenna has been proposed by
the Convair Division of General Dynanlics i5 as suitable for
spacecraft applications up to 150 feet in diameter. Ill
concept the antenna operates like a two-dimensional
compound scissors and forms a substantial back-up trCSS in
the deployed condition. The individual elements that form
the truss are ustiLily hinged at the joints and ill 	 center.
These joints are spring-loaded to provide deployment
forces. The reflecting surface is attached !o the truss at
numerous tie-down points, and a guy wire system is used to
stretch the surface to a nearly pafaboloidal contour ill
deployed state. The relhctmg surface proposed is flexible
•tnd fields with file truss to the stowed position. Figures 28
and 29 illustrate the expandable truss concept, and a
complete description can be found ill 55.
Working scale models of the device have been built and
tested, with encouraging results.
The only source of detailed information on reflectors
of this type is conluined ill 	 Convait ptolx)sal. I'heir
1S
PACKAGED	 PARTIALLY DEPLOYED
	 FULLY DEPLOYED
Figure 27. Typical petaline concept
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s • udv scents thorough and conscientious, hence their
suggestions for the "_ight and surface tolerance perlor-
mance of this kind of sttucturc at: acce,tted here. The
relations are G - 0.06D (c in met:. D in feet) :citd
W = 0.1°D ` . As mentioned above, the con -cpt has been
suggested for diameters is large as 150 feet, and there : s no
clear limitation that would pr ,)ltibit even large. dia-w-tors.
At the other end of the scale, a working model 7 feet in
diameter has been built. and this is a p•rrfcctl y good
antenna in its own right. However. the only reason to prefer
deployable antennas over type I or type = in this size range
would be a severe restriction on available package volume.
3.3.5 Type 5: Inflatable
This t ype of antenna is included mainly for purposes of
comparison and completeness. The basic antenna geometry
is established by internal pressurization of certain com-
ponents. and this shape can he stabilized 'ON , a %uriety of
techniques: rigidizing foams and coatings, strain hardening
of metal foils, and continued pressurization, to name 2 few.
Because is is necessary to inflate the basic structure, the
reflecting surface generally forms only a minor part of the
total structure required. Sonic conce p ts suggest getting rid
of this excess structure once deplo} ment has been com-
pleted. but the total weight still must be carried aloft.
Hence such antennas often turn out to be surprisingly
hea p %. The weight relation used here is W = D 3 2 . which
implies a weight penalty for small diameter antennas of this
kind since the accesso ry weight the-,.- must carry for
erection and stabilization is not a strong function of
diameter. Only for large diameters c ) the weights associ-
ated with this class of reflectors look attractive.
The surface tolerance of an antenna of this class is quite
poor. The reflecting surface is deveicined by the deplo}-
ment of other members. The developt,,ent of an accurate
surface depends upon extremely precise manufacturing and
deployment techniques which to date simply have not been
realized. Small errors in inflation pressure can lead to large
Table 14
WEIGHT-DIAMETER RELATION (W i = aiD ` '' i ) A:NiD
RIMS SURFACE IOLERANCE-DIAMETER RELATION
G i = Qi D m,
a t Ili	 (ji	 1111
Tyne 1 0.3 3	 2(10T3	 3/2
Type_ 10 1	 4(10) 3	 3/2
Type 3 0.35 2	 0.12	 1
Type 4 0.19 ?	 0.06	 1
Type 5 1 3/2	 0.6	 i
surface deviations. Improper curing of a rigidizing material
can distort tite reflector. Very little control can be
exercised over these critical processes in space. The appro-
priate rms surface tolerance estimate for this class of
antennas is G =0.61)i (G in nun. D in feet) and this
represents an average over several different approaches
which fall within this class.
3.4 Cc.nposite Analysis
tTte weight and rms surface tolerance vs. diameter
relations for cacti type of antenna can be written in t .`^e
form
Wi = a,D"'
	
(3)
and	
e i
 = O' nmt	 (4)
Table 14 summarizes the parameters chosen to represent
the weight and rms surface tolerance relationships for each
of the five classes of antennas discussed. The parameters
a l .O i . n i and m i are listed for each class, i. Equation ('_) can
be written
	
G = k, D 2 Q' exp-(k? Q 2f 2 )	 (5)
Here, kr and k 2 are constants, and Q is the frequency in
giga_hertz. The rms surface tolerance is given m terms of
diameter by Equation (4) and. in turn. the diameter can to
expressed in terms of weight by using Equation (3). The
result of this manipulation is
1i \ 2,n t 	 r 11	 2mi1nil
G i = k, --L	 n2 exp - k2(3i S2 = 1	 '^	 I (6)
(ai	
Q
\ t
Equation (6) expresses the gain available as a function of
two independent variables, frequency and weight, for each
class of reflector. For a fixed weight, there is a frequency ai
which the gain is a maximum. This is the wellgcnown
gain limit point. (The analysis is limited to frequencies up
to the gain-limit point: see Appendix 3.) Similarly, for a
fixed frequency, there is also a weight at which the gain is a
maximum This weight is given by
ai
	
W i = (k2p2o2 )nii2mi	 (T)
iril
If m i is unity. it is interesting to note that the gain at this
point is independent of frequency. Also, for m i = 1, the
gain formula exhibits an absolute maximum in that the two
maximizing conditions obtained by equating both the
partial derivati-es of Equation (6) to zero are satisfied
simultaneously. This is not true for any other value of rni,
hence. in such cases, rile frequency gain-Itntit and weight
g.-in-limit points identified above are only relative maxima.
An expression for the gain per pound can be obtained by
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dividing Equation (6) by W i . Mien this relation is ex-
arnined, it is found that the same maxima occur as before.
except that the weight gain-lima point exists only for
ni > _'. Otherwise, gain per pound varies monotonically
Willi weight.
Such poutts as these are primarily of academic interest
here. Of utore importance is the kind of performan a that
can be obtained, using existing and projected state-^of-the-
art devices, within the ran ge of weig`tts and frequencieN
specified. For each regector class. Equation (6) defines a
surface ill W. 2 sr°ce.. 'The  surface properties are
determined by the para r^. *ers listed in Table 14. If this
surface is generated for each if the five tyres of antennas.
a , ' then the five surfaces sup rrimposed with common axes,
a composite gain surface will emerge. Ti-,-, surface contains
several discontinuities, as constructed, but a smooth eme-
tope can be generated without difficulty, assuming that
technological developments will tend to fill 41 the valleys.
This surface represents if - best performance available for
any combination of weight and frequency.
The performance surface can be represented by gain
contour lines in W. Q space. Figure 30 is suet: a
representation_ These contour lines are the result of
smoothing the raw gain surface generated b% the superposi-
tion. The area of the figure in which a -'ertain antenna type
is represented is not sharply defined. For weight less than
— 300 lb, type 2 antennas are superior. For wci&,ts greater
dhan -300 lb. but gains I. ss than — 55 dB, type 4
antennas should be used. The remainder of the Figure,
R' > 300 lb, G > 55 dB. represents the performance of
type 1 retlector^. Fi gure 31 gives the diameter vs. weight
for each of the three types contributing to Figure 30.
Hence. by using the two figures together, it is possible to
determine the parameters of the antenna required for any
specified level of performance. or vice versa.
Although it would be possible to derive analytic
expressions for each of the contours in Figure 30, and
possibly for the entire surface, this is deemed to be neither
necessary nor advisable. Considurable interpolation is neces-
srr- to use Figure 30. and this is deliberate. The interpola-
tion errors which will be made reading Fi g ure 30 are
consist-.ni with the smoothin g errors made in generatin g it.
No further increase in accuracy, as would be implies' by a
complicated analytical formula, i- ware anted and, for
system .Fade-lit comparisons, the figure is considera0ly
easier to use that, an analytic expression.
Smith 59 suggests a relation for the weight of a
spacecraft antenna which depends oil and fre-
quency. His results can be converted to the parameters of
Figure 30 by using Figures ' and 4 of his paper. This
comparison is shown in Figure 32. The agreement is
remarkably good in view of the differen! approach ill
two studies and the fundamental unceru,inties involved.
Smitl, restricted his study to antennas weighing 400 lb or
less, but his results have been extrapolated for the purposes
of comparison. Since neither his results nor the results of
the present study car, he interpreted with an accuracy of
more than ±3 dB with any confidence, the qualitative
agreement of the studies is good indeed.
3.5 Attitude Control and Antenna Pointing Requirements
The beamwidth between half-power points for a
high-gain paraboloidal antenna can be estimated using the
formula
02
	
_'.7 x ] 0
V	 (8)
Here 0 is the beamwidth in deerees and G is the gain ir.
absolute units. For a 70 dB antenna, the beamwidth is
approximately I ntilliradian. At a range of 1 AU, such a
beam would span a diameter roughly twice the diameter of
an earth synchronous orbit. The diameter spanned by the
main beam of the spacecraft antenna would increase as
range increased o: gain decreased. Thus, ^t ranges of 1 AU
and g reater. the entire orbit of a synchronous satellite
would be illuminated by the main lobe of even a high-gain
spacecraft antenna.
It would be reasonable to require pointing control
tolerances of 1/10 of the beamwidth. For :he most
demanding case, this implies a pointing accuracy of — 0.1
mrlliradian or about 30 arc seconds. 1 he hrghgain antennas
discussed here will almost certainl y
 require drive and
control in two axes relative to the spacecraft, if only to
isolate the other experiments a r id sensors from the pointing
constraints placed on the communication system. Devices
capable of providing position control in two axes well
beyond these tolerances are available for industrial applica-
tions. Such devices would ha- to be adapted for reliable
operation in the space environment but, in any case.
meeting a requirement for relative pointing tolerances of 20
are _.conds or greater should not present severe tech-
nological problems.
The pointing tolerance constraint also introduces a
requirement for attitude stabilization of the probe in an
inertial reference frame. Certainly. the probe will It to be
equipped with some kind of attitude control system
regardless of the comn.unications constraint. N1tether this
system is :!d:;u-ite for the pointing requirement or •art
requires a consideration of specific cases. For attitude
control ter within about 0.5 degree or better, a gas jet
system may not be adequate, •rod gyro control will be
necessary. In principle, a gyro control system can provide
accuracies oil order of 1 arc second. A weight penaity is
exacted in order to achieve such accuracies, but it is not a
dramatic one. Larger and/or faster gyros would be required,
implying wei ght increases in the gyro itself or the power
supply system. However, a weight increase of more than a
factor of 3 to 5 over a basic gyro control system would be
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surprising. and sinc, the control system is generally a very
small traction of total spacecraft weight, this increase
would not be drastic. Again, particular cases would have to
be considered ill to identify the specific penalties and
trade-off possibilities involved. In addition, the antenna-
pointing system and attitude control system are dytiatili-
cally coupled. This is particularly true ill case of a
heavy , large-diameter antenna. This situation would require
careful study in order to establish the pointing te,lerance
that could be expected and the weight penalty necessary to
achieve it. Other than to emphasize the necessity for careful
study of the antenna drive-attitude control interface. there
is little more that ran be said ill terns about this
problem area. The anticipated t,quirenients. based on
present spacecraft antenna performance estimates, suggest
that problems may occur, but that they should not be so
severe as tocompromise the mission objectives if careful and
thorough design practices are followed.
3.6 Conclusion
An estimate of available performance of spacecraft
antennas in the frequency range of I to 100 GHz has been
made by considering five different kinds of antennas and
establishing a composite performance surface. The validity
of this estimate depends oil applicability of Ruze's gain
formula (which has some obvious shortcomings) and on the
reliability of the weight and surface tolerance parameters
associated with cacti antenna ckiss. In view of these
uncertainties, the present estimate is certainly no better
than +3 dB and ma y be somewhat worse.
Type 5 antennas, the inflatable class, need not be
considered for the frequency range of interest. Their
performance is surpassed by other types of antennas
everywhere within the region. Type I antennas, the one-
piece solid-surface categor y , are almost too good to be
considered. It turns out that such antennas are necessary
only if considerable gain (G > 55 dB) is required and one is
forced by frequency constraints to expend a substantial
weight to achieve it. Otherwise, a type 21 antenna twill
provide the required performance. Type i antennas are not
gain-limited anywhere ill 	 region of interest. Type
antennas are gain limited at approximately 67 dB, and type
4 antennas at roughly 57 dB. The occurrence of a gain-limit
for these two classes of antennas dictates the tran,ition to
class 1 antennas in the upper right-hand portion of Figure
30.
It is clear front Table 1 .3 that the expandable truss
antennas (of type 4) arc more accurate and lighter than
petaline antennas at all diameters. As a consequence, none
of the composite gain surface of Figure 30 is associated
with petaline toncepts. However. due to the uncertainties
in the estimation of the appropriate parameters, it is
entirely possible that a specific petaline design could he
more accurate than, and even lighter than. a corresponding
expandable Truss design. Since neither el;ass has been
verified ill
	 in the diameter range of interest, it is
probably more realistic to lump them together ill single
category of large. deployable antennas, and to use the
parameters suggested for type 4 antennas to represent this
entire category.
Certainl y , careful consideration will have to be given to
the attitude control problem. Stabilizing a large diameter.
high-gain reflector weighing hundreds of pounds with a
tolerance of a few tens of seconds of arc will present a
serious design prubleni but one that should be surmount-
able.
An interesting hybrid antenna concept cati be gener-
ated by imagining a melding of type I :and type 3 antennas.
The petaline approach could be used to extend the
diameter of a solid-surface one-piece central hub. This
would provide a reflector with a higli-precision central
portion surrounded by a region with larger surface devia-
tions, which would impro.,e performance over that achieved
%~lilt the central portion alone. Such a reflector aught be
particular'y attractive for broadband operation. The evalua-
tion of such a device, comprising two essentia.i: different
regions, would require modifying the gain formula, relaxing
the assumptions of small correlation interval and uniformly
distributed errors. and including the illumination taper.
These refinement, emitted in the present stud\, should be
included in any,
 case in order to evaluate properly the entire
antenna's performance and not just that of the reflector
surface. Pendine such revisions, the present approach
represents a yardstick for comparative studies, in spite of
the assumptions involved.
4. AT-MOSPHERiC PROPAGATION EFFECTS
4.1 Attenuation and Noise
The advantages in going to higher microwave and
millimeter frequencies are that larger bandwidths are
available. there is less interference from overcrowding of
the frequency space, and. especiall y significant for present
purposes, it is possible to obtain larger antenna gain. An
important disadvanta ge is that deVadation by atmosplietic
effects increases steadily as frequency is increased. The
frequency range from '_ to 8 GHz has been used widely
both for Earth-based microwave radio relay systems and for
satellite communications. Indeed, this centimeter band is
now exhausted ill
	 heavily populated seas.
The reason fo r this popularity is that atmospheric
p,opagation loss and noise are sntr.11 in this b.nd but
increase rapidly beyond 8 GHz. Atospheric gases and
liquid water exhibit strong absorption at frequencies above
S GHz. This absorption produces attenuation of the
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transmitted signal and noise by spontaneous emission. The
characteristics of the gases are reasonably we" _tnderstood.
Oxygen has a strong absorption centered at 6Q GI 1Z. Since
the concentration of oxygen is stL-M, wah time. the
magnitude of oxyg en absorption and ricise can be oredicteO
reliably Water vapor absorption has a maximtt.m at
GHz whi-:h. how^.,rer, is not as strong is the Oxygen
absorption. The attenuation and noise ^ uiiinv ;oin water
vape-r depend oil humidity. so tb-it were are large
sea.ional and geographical variations. The i • diction lit the
partial pressure of both gases with incre !-s ; -j! a ►tud. of
course, results in lower attenuation and no.i ,,: at higher
Attut&N.
The lack of detailed knowledge of rai •- a,.d cloud
characteristics constitur.s the real difCcu:t- in predicting
total attenuation and noise. Little i_ knn -vi: about the
distribution of clouds. The horizontal distribwton of rain is
not w•eli known. although measurentenrs of the 0n0 needed
are now being made 60 - 62 and knowledge is in.proving.
However, what matters in space communications is the
verticai distribution of rain, and here almosi nothing is
knov..-i. Moreover. atte n uation from water drops is caused
by both scatte ► u ►g and absor p tion. and the magnitude
depends critically oil 	 ratio of drop size to wavelength.
Attenuation thus depends oil size distribution. This is
reasonably well known at the surface of the earth," 3 - 61,
but it is not .known at hi gher altitudes, and there is no
reason to expect it to be the same there as at the surface.
For clouds, drop size distributions are not a question since
the drops are generally much smaller than ,microwave
wavelewlis. and attenuation is simple pn,po:tional to
liquid water content. Realistic calculations therefore can be
made.
4.1 1 Clear-Weather Conditions
The causes of attenuation and noise now will be
examined in detail, beginning with clear-weather condi-
tions. A model which represents the typical condition of
the clear atmosphere at inid-latitude is shown in Figure 33.
Using this model. Hogg has computed" the combined
effects of oxygen and water vapor. Tile calculated one-way
attenuation thro.ugl, the total atmosphere is shown in
Figure 34, along with measured values of absorption, and
there is good agreement. (Most of the available measured
data appear in a forthcoming review article • " 7 )Sky temr,ra-
tures are shown in Figure 35, and again the Lta agree well
with the calculation. Both absorption and sky temperature
increase rapidly beyond about 8 rHz owing to the water
vapor peak at 22.5 GHz.
Large variations in t!1e appearance of the attenuation
and noise spectra are to be expected with variations in
absolute humidity. The situation f, r very dry air is shown
in Figures 36 (attenuation) and 3 - (sky teniperatw e). Here
water vapor is neglected. Thep' is htt!c variation with
frequency up to about 1 6 GHz. Seasonal variations in
humidity call expected to produce a 20 to I variation in
density of water vapor. and even larger changes result when
geographical differences arc included.
The figures present families (A curves with zenith angle
I the angle betw.en receiver axis anO the zenith) as a
parameter. Attenuation and sky temperature vary approxi•
stately with the secant of the zenith angle down to zenith
angles of about 85 degrees.
3.1.2 Clouds
Since attenuation by clouds is simply proportional to
their liquid water content. absorption coefficients and sky
temperatures can be computed from the temperature-
dependent and frequenc y-dependent complex refractive
index. 6 '3
 Attenuation is shown in Figure 38 for tempera-
tures of 0°C and _'0°C. Use of these curves requires
knowled ge of Ovate, densit y and thickness of cloud. For
further discussion of this refer to Chapter 2, Sections 2.1
and 4.2. Sky temperatures under cloud cover have been
calculated and are plotted in Figure 39, using the model
described in that figure.
4.1.3 Rain
Attenuation by rain is a complex process involving
boil, absorption and scattering. For centimeter wavelengths
and most drop sizes. absorption predominates and attenua-
tion is approximatel y prr,Ix)rtional to w:+ e er content.
However, millimeter wavelengths are comparable in size
with the larger drops, so that scattering becomes important,
and the frequency dependence of overall loss becomes com-
plicated. Nevertheless, the problem has been solved, and the
absorption and scattering coefficients of water i rops are
weft established.69 Thus attenuation can be calcul tied
accurately for a specified density of drops of :i specified
size or size distribution. Hence the difficult y arises in
knowing the drop density (or, equivalently, the integrated
rate of rainfall along the path of the received signal) and the
drop size distribution.
For horizontal paths along tho surface of the earth,
both of these quantities are, or can be, fairly well
determined. Rate of rainfall traditionally has been meas-
ured with gaug-s which average over consid,.rable periods.
However, to evaluate the reliability of a microwave relay
system, rainfall rues should be resolved 'In time down to
seconds ever a period of a year. Recentl% a liigl ,. speed rain
gauge 61
 has been designed with an output adaptable for
computer analysis. The gauge has measurer rain rates which
change by as much as a factor of 10 in se , =-)rids. Another
method for obtainin g., rain rates with, short tin.,:-,esolution
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was successfully developed b y the Illinois State Water
Survey.62 Drops in a given volume were photographed,
counted, and measured at various locations in the United
States. The data are avalabIC 6 " as percentage-time distribu-
ttims for those locations.
The rate of rainfall measured at a point must be
converted ;o a spatial averaE,,: along •u path to determine
attenuation for an Earth-based radio relay s ystem. This can
be done readiiy if :t is known that space-tin., ergodicity is
valid: i.e.. are th distributions of the tnne-average at one
point and of the space average along a path similar" this
has been found to be the case60 for data taken over four
years on a Ime of four gauges with a spacing of'
kilometer at Bedfordshire. England. To the extent that this
may he generally true. it will be possible to use time-
averaged distributions to predict average rates along hori-
umtal paths.
Knowledge of the instantaneous spatial distribution of
rainfall at the ground is required for p!anning route-
diversity for Earth-based microwave relay systems. Such
information is being obtained oil rain gauge networks.
The network in Bedfordshire, England, is about 3 by 3
kilometers square with an mtergauge spacing of about
kilometer. The other network. at Holmdel, Ncw Jerse y , is
about 13 by 13 kilometers square with an intergauge
spacing of 1.3 kilometers. This has 96 of the high-speed
gauges" discussed above, and the time mterwal between
successive maps of rain distribution can be as short as 10
seconds. These networks have provided quantitative con-
firmation60 of what seems indicated front
experience- that rain, and especially heavy showers, have
rather fine-g ►ain spatial characteristics; i.e., the very large
rainfall rates which would cause large attenuations tend
to occur in cells of small lateral extent. As a result, re-
liability can be improved by a factor of 10 by switched-
path diversity between two parallel p:uths 2 kilometers
apart.6o
Besides rain rate, the other quantity required for
prediction of attenuation is the drop size distribution for
the rain. Laws and Parsons" ` measured the distributions of
drop sizes for rain at the ground. Their spectra are generally
accepted and used i , . calculations of microwave attenuation
by rain. Even so, th—e is not uniform agreement between
measured attenuations and the thorettcal predictions. The
earliest such calculation is tha, of Ryde and Ryde.63,64
Recently, Nledhurst" recalculated their results for -I
range of parameters and pointed out some du.'r.i 1nc;es.
Medhurst concluded that available measurements do not
entirely ;agree with theory; there is a tends ncy for measured
attenuations to exceed tine maximum possible levels
predicted by theory. Blevis et al l ' nude additional
measurements at 8 and 15 GHz. They conc!uded that there
is no definite tendency for measured attenuations to lie
above the theoretical nnaximum values derived by
Medherst 7 r and that tine theoretical calculations provide a
reasonable basis for the ptedtctou of rain attenuation.
Nevertheless, they found that tu • predicted values of
attenuation are appreciably lower ti i those measured at
low rain rates. Ilogg, however, has meta -d rather good
agreement between measured and calculated attenuation by
New Jersey rains at wavelengths of
	 inns and 4 i mmn.`'u
For prediction of sky noise-temperatures and attenua-
tions appropriate to Space communications, what is needed
is similar information oil rates (or integrated liquid water
content) and drop size distributions for paths extending
through the atmosphere at rel • ttively, large elevation angles.
No such experimental data exist. Knowled ge of the details
of the structure of ram at the ground is incomplete;
knowiedge of the structure at higher altitudes is frag-
mentary at best. Weather radar measurerr nts have shown
that rain may originate as high as 45,000 1 ,eet. 73 The
distribution of condensed water up to such all
would vary greatly with meteorological conditions, but the
details of this are unkno %Nil. It ha- been proposed to use
rrn.asurettients by weather radar to calculate attenuatiur.,
but such a procedure would be unreliable. The radar return
is proportional to the sixth power ( drop diameter, but
attenuation goes roughly %%i!h the third power. Also. radar
responds to ice particles, which are not si g nificant for
attenuation.
There remains the possibility of measuring rainfall at
the ground and relating this to attenuation and m;ise as
observed by a microwave receiver which points up through
the rain. Rather extensive measurements of zenith sky
temperature at 6 GHz along with ground rain rate have
been made by Ilogg and Semplak. 73 Nl , asurennents were
made during eight rain periods from March 3, 1960, to July
27, 1960. Several figures in their paper 73 show the
variation with time of built zenith sky-temperature and
ground rain rate. In some cases there is correlation invo!vi.
a time lag, with variations in temperature precedin,
corresponding variations in rain. In other cases, suk't as
shown by their figure for June 3, 1960, the noise measured
was fairly high, but there was no measurable amount of
ground rain. Both situations appear in the figure for !une
18, 1960, which is here reproduced as Figure 40. In
summary, "There appears to be no detailed correlation
between measured ground rain rate and zenith sky tempera-
ture. . . ."73
It seems cleat that 1 •rrge increases in sky temperature
are associated with concentrations of liquid water w;thin
the field of the receiver, but the water need not appear as
rain on the ground Thus it is not possible to predict atten-
uations for paths through: the atmosphere on "-e basis of
ground rainfall rates. But it is possible to accumulate data
on sky noise and attenuation associated with rainy condi-
r ions and to generate curves giving time d:stributions of
noise and attenuation. Ilogg and Sentplak 73 have done this
for the increase in zenith noise at 6 GHz during the eight
per ods of rain. Their figure is here reproduced as Figt-re
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41. Hogg and Semplalc point out that this is a relativel y
small statistical sample and that additional measurements
are needed. especially at heam positiens nearer the horizon.
It is also true that the noise distribuN ••n (Figure 41) does
not necessarily apply to ary other general location, even
thougtc the ground rain distribution for that location is
known Suggestions have been made that such distributions
be extrapolated to other ge•_)graphical areas by 3pplyin_ a
correction factor such as the r do of the rne3n annual
precipitation between the two areas. This cannot he
-
iumfied on the basis of present knowledge.
What call done ;s to calculate- noise and attenuation
at other wavelengths using the best estimates for the
dependence of attenuation on wavelength. Hogg has done
this'° to obtain a distri t.etion or attenuation for 30 GHz
using the above re ­ !hs ( Figure 41 ! for 6 G1iz. The result.
given in Figure 42. applies to a zenith path above central
New Jersey.
Wulfsbere neasu:ed the sk y noise in the Boston area
from February through July. 1963. 74 Whereas Hogg
measured durii.e rain peri,)d,.Wulfsbero accumulated data
for all weather zonditions. Noise was measured at 15 and
35 GHz and for zenith angles from 0 to 87.5 degrees.
11uljsberg pointed out that ltea •-y rain was not encountered.
so
 that more extensive measurements are needed for good
statistics. Nevertheless, he p rovided more information of
the type needed: a fancily of time distributions of noise at
15 GHz (Figure 431 and 35 Gliz (Figure 44). with zenith
an gle as rarameter.
More recentl y . Wu!fsberg has reported measurements
of attenuation at 15 and 35 Ghz for zenith angles from
0 to 8y degrees. 75 Measurements were made dail y over a
six-mouth period u^sucg the Sun as a source. H .)brained
families of attenuation distributions for 15 GHz ( Figure 45)
and 3 i GHz iFigure 46). with zenith angle as pawl eter.
1i ulfsberg 's results are : -lplicable only to the Boston area
and perhaps to areas haying comparable climates. Wulfsberg
stated that extrapolation of the data to other geographic
areas a difficult.
Gibbi, has obtained noise distributions at 5.35 GH7
d.uing rainfall in central New Jer ZN.76
Distributions of the kinds presentzd above are rice basic
data on noise and attenuation nee-Jed to plan space
comm in icat ions. Re gardless of whatever correlation there
ma y be with rain. such curves ellow to determine the
probai-ility that noise or attenuation will exceed a specified
value for a specified ele%atioe in a specified location. !t is
evident that move such data should be Obtat.red, partice-
larly at the existing (or prospective) locations for micr«
wave spare receiving stations. Less avention should be paid
!o rainfall statistics as such at these• le gations, be,:aus;
ground rainfall will not, at the present time. reliable
predictions of noise and attenuation to be made for vertical
paths through the atmospher.
4.I.1 i'ath Diversity
Tile fact that heavy rain has a fine-grain horizontal
structure 60 suggests that part- diversity should substantial*,)-
reduce the time that the link experiences a specified level of
attenuation. iust as it does for Eartli-based relay systems.
The primary question here is what separation is required
between ground stations such that a heav y storm Dais one
probably does not appear over the other. Weather-radar
data taken over a five-month period at Montreal, Canada,
were analyzed 77 to ol`!ain the areas of storms of various
intensities at various altitudes. Although storncs come in
assorted shapes. an average value for the suitable inter-
station spacing may be esttmatcd by taking the square root
of these areas. Such a set of equivalent diameters is given in
Figurr 47. The curves g ive the number of storms of a
specified equivalent diameter whose int;msity exceeded an
equivalent rate of 25 mm/hour. This is done for various
altitudes front to 40.000 feet. it is appare^-t that
average diameter does not change much with altitude, so
ilia good path diversity should result from an interstation
spacing of 10 miles or more. Whether such a conclusion
would he warranted for outer geographical locations is not
clear.
4.1.5 Snuw• and Ice
There is good general agreement that solid walcr
p,oduces negligible mdse and attenuation at microwave
frequencies. Noise measurements made at 6 GHz during a
snowfall showed only a slight increase over those obtained
on a clear day. 73 Wultsberg stated that cirrus aouc
composed of ice cn stals. p. oduce a negli g ible contribution
to sky noise at 15 an ,' 35 GHz. 7 ' and that attenuation
from cirrus clouds was not :measurable at either fre-
quency.75
4' Enor in Prediction of Refraction
The microwave refractivity of the atmosphere may be
expressed in terns of standard weather data as follows: 78
77.6	 4810 e,R11
N°—In-1)x106= T (P+	 T	 `t
where N is the index of refraction. T = temperature in
degrees hely .. P = total atmospheric pressure in mil` bars
RH = percent relative humidity, and e s = saturation pc:
pressure to millibars. The atmospheric bending is inde-
pendent of frequency in the microwave ran ge because tl-e
refractivity is not a significant function of frequerc'^ here.
Atmospheric retraction is determined by ray t.acing
through the refractive index prrfde. However, the detailed
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profile of the refractive index along the path of the radio
ray is seldom available. Fortun-rely. it is possible to use the
surface refractive index 7 ° to predict tine total atmospheric
bending of raoiu rays incoming from a deep space probe
and arrivin g at a ground station.
The total bendin g
 r (in radians) may be expressed as-
cot t3
=	 -'cut©„ — j	 0	 N10-'d(cot0)	 (9)N,1  (cot o)N=0
where N, is the refractivity at the surface of the earth and
0 0 is the elevation angle of arrival or departure of the ray it
the surface of the earth. The second term of Equation (9)
cunriiGute, less than 3. 5,
 percent of the total for O il = 10
degrees and becomes negligible as 0„ increases. Thus, for
space communication conducted at elevation angles greater
than 10 degrees. prediction by the firs; term of Equation
( Q ) alone provides an accuracy of at least IU° rid.
Foi lower elevation angles, as small as 10 mrad. a linear
regression equation is available for improved prediction.
Below this the ray night become trapped in a ducting
profile at which point prediction is very
 difficult. The
regression egnaiion is:
r = bN,+a	 (10)
where the coefficie • .ts a and b have been obtained by Rean
and Catxxm 79 fr_im refractive index profde samples for a
wide range of meteorological conditions at 13 climatically
diverse U.S. radiosonde stations. The above prediction has
be,u v,rified b y
 mare measurements on atmospheric radio
refract on effects. 80
A :vpical value of the surface refractivity is 313 for the
worldwide standard atmosphere. The maximum ekv-.iioi
angle bias without correction will be about 4 millirads at 5
degrees elevation. With a Corr: ► ion based on the daily
a .--fage of surface refractivity. the troll spheric bias at 5
degree elevation will be of the order of 0.1 millirdd.
Observations of the Early Bird communication satellite
at Andover. Maine, foun.f the standard deviation of random
tropospheric angle errors between 10 and 6 5
 urad." i This
range of values compares quite well with other
estimates. 82 " Theret:, re. use total tropospheric angle
error due to imperfect prediction of ray bending and
random fluctuations of refractive index is expected to he
iess than i0`
 rod at at, elevation angle of 30 degrees.
5. GROUND ANTENNAS
In this sectiva ground antennas for buti, inic ►owave
and millimeter applications (freqtiencies from I t o 94 GHz)
are considered. Perspective would he lost, and all
armament would result if the kiiscussir.n were divided
according to frequency.
5.1 Introduction
Mathematical models includin g wive significant variables
involved in ;_round antenna operation have been developed
for both exposed and radome-shel'ered structures. The five
v; riables ire diameter, cost, gain. frequency, and :nu
surface tolerance. Diameters of i p teresi lie in the 10- to
250 ft range for oxposed antennas and in :he 30- to
500 ft range for antennas enclosed by a radome. Fre-
quenc=es of inter,st vary from I to 100 Gilt. Only
conventional reflectors are included in this section. No
consideration is given to actively roiled surf-.ces.
multiple aniemia synthetic apertures, or other such con-
cepts whtich may be important in the future. Arrays are
discussed in Appendix '.
*file first ► . cation introduced in this stud y is Raze's
formula. which relates gain to diameter. frequency. and rms
surface toic — nce. In ac_tiptinc Ruze's i^rntula, one must
also accept its shortcomings. ; ,e next two relations of
intere.t. relatin g ruts surface tolerance to diameter and cost
to diameter are deduced front available o
existing and proposed installations. In marr y cases, this
information is vague and ambies w. this situation has
been dealt with by basing both the rms and the cost
relationship on only three dots points in the case of
exposed antennas and on four points (which represent the
totality of ayailaNe data) in the case of antenna: with
radomes. The points used are believed to be consistent and
span the diameter range of interest. The result of this
interpretation is a cost curve which represents the cost of
an antenna with a certain rms surface tolerance. The
specific correlation of cost. diameter. and rms surface
tolerance is a notei feature of the present approach.
Finally. a quality factor is introduced which associates
departures front 	 nos surface tolerance with depar-
tures front standard cost cure. The 1wicuonal relations
cht.sen to relate these quantities were justified with
ar g uments which are lar gely heuristic, since available d:aa
did not permit a more precise determination. Ifusece:.
when existing information on cos[ and rms surface toler-
ance was adjusted to a common standard using the
functions chosen, the resulting agreement was gratifying.
The results of this exercise are expressed as two
equations . inong the five variables of interest. A different
set of two equations was obtained for each of the systems
considered (exposed and enclosed). Although rnorL .om-
plex than IN simple power law relationship often suggested
for the cost vs. diameter of ground antennas, this :et of
equations cunruns more infotnration. \ot onl do the
equations yield information about an y specific case. but
they also provide a stUt i rig point for various optimi/ation
stuJie,. Three examples are given in this section: they deal
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amth mininunl cost gain- limited antennas, maximum cost-
effective antennas, and minimum cost antennas for a
specified gain and frequency. The last two cases were
exantined for both exposed and enclosed antennas. Timese
examples also suggest others that could easily be done. -The
model, are believed to be superior to others that have been
.uigested elsewhere.
5.2 The Nature of the Problem
Most of the effort was devoted to the determination of
appropriate rms surface tole ranceAiameter and cost-
d anlcter relationships for ground antennas. A large -lumber
of rep ,)rts were studied. and nmany personal contacts were
made in the attempt to gather the significant ani t perm .-til
information. The functional relationships which emerge are
the result of a distillatior of these raw data. The confidence
one is justified in placing in them is directh related to the
data on which they are based. The distillation process
unavoidably involved subjective jud gement. but differences
of opinion and contradictory resu.ts that come to light in
comparing this stud) with similar studies carried out
elsewhere will ultimatel y be resoh.cd in terms of different
interpretations of the raw data.
For a given antenna (or sample point), one needs to
know the diameter, the cost. and the rms surface tolerance.
There is seidom any need to question the reported
diameter. but unfortunately the situation with regard to the
other two quantities of interest is n..t :!s satisfactory . Tl,e
problems involved in measuring the surface tolerance of a
large paraboloida! reflector are themselves difficult. and
measurement is an expensive and time-consuming task_ user
demands on high-performance antenna: often are sufficient
,o prohibit the measurement of the rms tolerance in any
sort of a statistically satisfactory way. When an existing
^tructut: is measured, the nlca%mements are generally taken
using surveying technique; or by some kind of mechanical
deice which traverses the surface. These techniques them-
:elves place constraints on the stn;_.arr which are sonle-
.imes unrealistic in terms m f operational requirements (i.e.,
zero zenith angle, benign t ii0ronnlental conditions, etc.).
Such data are ti.^,n passed through a data-reduction process,
tl;e details of which are seldom disclosed. to determine the
tolerance figure which is eventually- reported. it one or two
isolated instances, tolerance is determined by measurine
lain ov •r a range of frequeucie+ and then using Ruzc's gain
equation to zilculate rills surface tolerance. This would
seem it) he a powerful and effecti%e technique.` bat it
supposes ;; knowledge of the aperture efficiency at each
frequency a qua; hty that is extremely- difficult I,
determine indepi•ndently.
There is a disterbing lack of consistency- in the
reporting of surface toletance. It is generally measured with
rasly< i to the best-iii paraboloid, but it also can be
rrierenced to the original desiEn contour. it can br a
deviation normal to the reflector surface or normal to tl-.e
aperture plane. The distinction is seldom drawn. In some
In%taiiccs. illaxiniti l peak-to-peak deviations are reported.
kuze suggests that a factor of 3 can be used to convert such
numbers to rms valoes.
Finally, the nature of the information depends on who
supplies it. Anteima manufacturers normall y have rms
information of some sort, since they are usually required to
demonstrate a spe.cified tolerance. Rare is the manufacturer
who will admit his product failed to compl). but manu-
facturers are also undeistandabl> loathe to disclose what
contrivances or bendin g of definitions, if any. we-e neces-
sary to meet required standards. The users, on the other
hand, have a different point of view. in general, they are
much less concerned with rms tolcrancc!^ per se. 11 the
device operates within 1 or ' dB of expected levels, they
are inclined not to quibble.
In short, it is geaeralh not hard to obtain something
ca!!^d the rms surface tolerance of a given reflector. but it is
exceedingly difficult to compare this number with similar
numbers for other reflectors, or to relate it to any sort of a
common standard.
For different reasons, tliz situation with respect to
costs is even more vague. A high-perfomtance antenna is a
custom-made item. Hence its price must include appro-
priate R&D, engineering. toolin g . and fabrication costs,
which are difficult to determine with am precision and
which cannot be distributed over a large number of units to
minimize their net effect. No supplier will eves. Itazaid a
Guess at the cost of an antenna of diametei D with a
tolerance a without a funded proposal study beforehand.
Since the circdnutances and requirements of each situation
must be considered separat,l% . this conservatism is perhaps
justified. In addition. there are relatively few companies in
the business of buildin g suc'1 structures, ant; competition is
.fierce. Their reluctance to make, and perhaps subsequently-
be embarassed by. off-the-cuff quotes is natural.
It would appear that establishing the cost of existing
structures would be an easier natter. However, in the
absence of any common standard, a tendency to modify
the actual cost in the most advantageous di-_. , ; is often
observed. The deeree to which this kind of bias influences
reported costs cannot be determined. but it is not unusual
to hear different storic, from the bu y er and the seller about
the price of the sine antenna.
The major items of uncertainty in determining costs is
establishing exactly what the reported number of dollars
hOuelit. Here aearn the lack of a uniform standard is
apparen t . There -ire numerous ancillary items associated
wnli a grouted ai tcnna that 1113) or may not be included in
the reported cc ,1. These include electronics, feed structure,
land ,cquisitic a, servo systems, data read-out. main and
auxiliary pow r plant. sl:ppo.t buildings, heating, lighting,
and ventilah,,n The reported costs are seldom broken
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down in sufficient detail. Since sonic of the items men-
tioned above are very expensive, it is clear that a direct
comparison of costs without a clear breakdown could he
misleading. The alternative, :a ignore questionable cost
information entirely, is even less appealing.
At this po i nt it is natural to ask what progress can be
made, in view of all the treacherous areas that have been
charted above. The answer is that considerable progress can
be made, but with a couple of provisions. First of all, it
must be kept in mind that t re functional representations
derived from the data and used to make up the mathe-
matical modei are .hc result of only the present interpreta-
tion. In spite of efforts to be objective. impartial, and
'horoug.h, these representations contain a substantial dose
of judgment and subjective opinion. Because of the present
state of the information available, thq cannot be other-
wise. The results presented are clearly not unique and
probably cannot even be called right or wrong, except in a
qualitative sense_ This is not the first study of this sort and
certainty will not be the las'. The results presented will
certainly not agree ip. detail with others, since it is almost
mandatory that each new interpretation of essentially the
sarn^ data provides a somewhat different result, if only to
justify the effort expended. The present study is no
exception. Second, the mathematical model that is de-
veloped can be (and was) evaluated for answers wit] ,
 eight
significant figures. To infer this degree of quantitative
precision in actual practice would f`r nonsense.
5.3 Gain Formula
In 1952. Ruze suggested a formula for the gain of a
reflecting antenna. 84 This formula has been generally
accepted by antenna designers and communications en-
gine,rs in spite of several restrictive assumptions incor-
porated in i.s de , ivation_ These assumptio. s have beer.
clearly restated by Ruze in his 1966 article. 5 t Ruze's
formula states:
rrD 2	 4rre
G=r7 i ^) eX P — ^ ^ ^
	 (I 11
Here D is the -eflector diameter, a is the wavelen g th at the
frequency of interest, a is the rms &viation of the reflector
surface, and n is the aperture efficiency, a measure of the
overall electronic properties of the antenna. D, a, and e
must be in consistent units.
The first factor in Ruze's formula is the gain to be
expected w;th a perfect, uniformly illuminated retlector.
The effect of deviati-ms front perfect paraboloid are
contained in the exponential factor, although ^j distinction
is made between manufacturing inaccuracies and random
deflections of the reflecting surface due to environment.
The gain of a given antenna, with specified diameter and
surface tolerance, increases as frequency is increased.
However, a point is reached at which the exponential factor
;tikes over, and a further increase in frequency rc:ults in a
decrease of the gain. This point, at which the gain is a
maximum for a given retlector, is called the gain-limi.
point.
Much the same type of behavior is noted if the
operating frequency is held fixed and the diameter is varied
The cause for a "gain-limit" point in diameter is not
immediately apparent from inspection of Equation (I I),
but it occurs simply, because the rms surface tolerance is a
function of diameter. Stack "' has p-inted this out in his
work. and curves of gain vs. diameter for a number of
frequencies can be found in his report.S6
The aperture efficiency, n, includes the c0ect cf
nonuniform illumination, spillover, aperture bloc%age,
front-end !osws in antenna electronics, and other sim iar
factors which contribute to degraciation in perfJrr .:auce. It
specifically does not include the effects of an ttnpttfect
reflecting surface, at least as used in this report. For a
well-engineered antenna, 17 should lie between 0.65 and
0.75, but this general statement provides no assurance that
the aperture efficiency of a specific antenna is indeed
within this range. Reliance on published information can
also be misleading, since many authors tend not to define
their particular concept of aperture efficiency carretully.
This elusive quantity also depends to a certain extent on
antenna geometry. The aperture efficiency of a Cassegrain
antenna certainly differs from that of a focal point
retlector, even for identical reflecting surfaces. A still
different value would be found for an open Cassegrzin
antenna. Finally, the aperture efficiency is a function of
operating frequency and the required noise temperature.
However, no information is available on the specific
character of such functional relationships.
As a result of the uncertainty associated with the
aperture efficiency, it has been 3ssunned that, when
Equation (11) is used in this report, the aperture efficiency
is taken to be 70 percent. Certainly, this represents a rather
gross assumption, but no more sophisticated relation can
presently be justified.
The gain calculated by Ruze's forntula 5 t is the gain "at
antenna," so to speak. Atmospheric effects on sig-. '
strength such as turbulence or rain are specifically not
included. These effects may be extremely important,
particularly at high frequencies, but are not explicitly part
of the ground antenna considerations.
5.4 Relation Between Surface Tolerance and Diameter
Thy data available on mis surface tolerance of existing
antennas are plotted in Figure 48. The ranges .associated
with many of the data points are attributable to a number of
factors. In a few cases they reflect an honest uncertainty. In
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others they are due to different tolerances reported at
different clevatiot: angles, or under different environmental
conditions. [it 	 cases the range sho'An is a result of
diffetent values reporte t from different sources for the
sau te antenna. For one or two antennas, the range shown
represents the design goal and the performance evidence has
not ym been reported.
The surface tolerance dma represent the surface
accuracy under operating cond i tions. Thus, all factors that
combine to produce mechanical deviations from a perfect
paraboloid art: included. These include manufacturing
inaccuracies as weir as surface lellections caused by
environmental loads such as gravity, wind, and thermal
effects. In general, the antennas represented are fully
stecrable and operate satisfactorily in stead% winds tip to
about 30 mph or so and in other environmental conditions
normally expected for such antennas.
In spite of the considerable scatter of the data on
Figure 48, it is reasonable to represent general e -D trends
by two straight lints: one for exposed antennas, and the
other for antem:as operated inside a radome. The appro-
priate functional relationship is of the form:
f* =aD312	 (11)
where e* is the cots surface tolerance in miLineters, .nd D
is the reflector diameter in feet. The reader is cautioned to
take special note of this rather unusual juxtaposition of
units. The constant a is:
a = I .?I 10)- ' for expo--.-d antennas
a = 4.5(10)- ° for antennas under a tadonte.
More must be said about the n»s-diameter relation for
exposed antennas, particularly in view of the scatter of the
data for antennas of this type. However, further discussion
is deferred until the section on cost-diameter relations,
where it can be included more naturally. The curve fur
reflectors under a radome is based on regrettably few points
(four, to be specific). but additional data are not available.
The cure! has the same slope as the uue fat exposed
structures, hut, at any given diameter, the surface errors are
considerabl y less for the enclosed structure because of the
benign environment.
5.5 Relation Between Cost and Diameter
A plot of :ost vs. diameter for ground antennas
contains a ,catter of he data at least an order of magnitude
worse than the data presented in Figure 48. A straight line
"fit" (oil
	 standard log-log plot, which corresponds to
the power law relation Cost = (Const.) D", is simply un-
acceptable over the entire size range of interest. A
piecewise-linear cost function, correspundivg to an incr ase
in the power law exponent with diameter, would be much
better but would introduce troublcEonie analytic complicu-
ions.
The uncertainty introduced by this kind of vi ual curve
fitting; is appalling. but the method is probably no worse
than attempting to establish an ins best- fit curve in
logarithmic coordinates. In lieu of such methods, *hr--
basic antenna <tructures have beer. cl!osen. The points span
the size range of interest and call tit by a tluce-
paraneter , xpression. 'file three antennas chosen are:
I. The 15-foot antenna operated by Aerospace
Corporation, El Segundo, California
The 85-foot antenna operated by the \a%al
Research Laboratory at Maryland Point, Maryland
3. The 210-foot AAS antenna operated by Jet
Propulsion Laboratory at Goldstone, California.
All three antennas were manufactured b y the same
company'. all are exposed and fully steerahle, although the
first two are polir mounts while the third is az-el; and
reasonably good rr •.is surface tolerance information is
available for all thw_ More important, the cost data
obtained front user and manufact tire r agree to within 10
percent for the first two wid agree exactly for the 21040ut
antenna. The costs cited include structure, drives, and
control but do not include electronics, readout equipment,
or other ancillary costs, insofar as could nc determined. The
cost-diameter re lation obtained by this process is
S* = 6.7(10) ` D`3 exp (D;45) ( I?a)
This .urve is shown in Figure 49Y. In Equation (13a), the
,-'iameter D is in feet. Potter's power law curve R ' for the
85 to 250 ft range is also shown in Figure 49.
Although Equation (13a) tits the three selected points
very nicely, problems occur ; f unconscious extrapolation is
atten• pted. Beyond 210 feel, the costs increase rapidly with
dianro ter because of the exponential factor. Oil 	 other
end there is a singularity at D = 0, and costs again increase
as diameter decreases below 15 feet. Upon reflection,
neither of these tendencies is entirely unrealistic. However,
it is recommended that Equation (13a) be used only over a
diameter range of 10 it) 250 feet.
The cost-diameter relation for antennas with a radome
is also shown in Figure 49, In this case, the items included
in and excluded from the reported cost are the same as for
the exposed antennas with one important exception—the
cost of the radonnc is included. A power-law relation is
satisfactory for these antennas over a diameter range of 30
to 500 feet. This relation is
S* = 6.75(10)3Dr..,,,
(1?h)
Again, the diameter is expressed in feet.
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Fxperience with the operation of radome-enclosed
antennas has been satisfactory at microwave frequencies.
The radome is responsihle for approximate;y I- to 1.5-dB
loss ill primarily because of aperture b lockage, and i,
also contnhul. to system noise tem{)erattire. The system
degradation depends to a considerable extent on local
weather conditions. A discussion of these effects is beyond
the scope of this report, but a trtorough explanation of the
cledrontc properties of radomcs call
	 found ill
CA!t1R!H' report."" There is little experience with radomes
at mtllrntetet frequencies. In this region the radome
thickness is no longer smaa with respect to wavelength, and
special design techniques would clearly be necessary to
nunnnve losses.
The cost of the radome alone, including foundations
and environmental control equipment, is sLown in figure
Both air-supported and rigid space frame radomcs are
,_iudcd. This Information is taken directly from Ow
_ A;tIROC report"" for the rigid radomes and Ilon1 the BTL
antenna study"" for the air-supported radomes. A gross
extrapolation is required in each case to include the entire
dian:ter range of interest. In lieu of all
alternative the required extrapolation is made, but not
without considerable reservation. The diameter of the
radome required to enclose an antenna of diameter I) is
assumed to he 4/3 D. Re cost of the antenna alone call
determined by using Figures 49 and 50.
The antennas used as the basis for the cost curves also
determine the runs tolerancedianteter curves (refer to
Figure 48). Thus the cost-diameter relations JEquations
(1311 give not just the cost of an antenna of diameter D,
but specifically the cost of an antenna of diameter D with a
surface tolerance given by Equation (1'). This correlation
between the cost-diameter and nnsdiartteter curves is
extrennel) irnpotlant. The two telationships, taken !o-
gethcl, express cost In terms of diameter and rn;s tolerance.
The step front rms tolerance to frequency is simple: thus.
the cost is rel:ited to diameter and frequenc y. , Abell
implicitly. However, the frequency dependence of the cost
function is identified by this approach. The two sets of
curves, as given on Figures 48 and 4 11, must he interpreted
together, not separately. The costs and rnrs surface toler-
ances defined by these cu ves will be referred tc as standard
rnrs and standard cost, identified by e • and $•.
lieveral well-known antennas have not been included m
these plots, generally because of lack of data oil cost
or rms su.face tolerance. None of the good Russian
antennas appear because no reliable cost information is
availahle. Other antennas were excluded, even though all
the utfom»alion was available, it' there was ill
tslack M ° {. .upusr.l lite rrtauuns If = 1 /u, fl = h. rte A.-.0 t.npos.d
the c, nstratnt laat t = ' I f.r all b. Pqualion (14 •x) correspond. to
Slack's original i hutcc but I quatlon I 1 Jbt removes the constraint
Stack unposed on 1=
3110111aly for which a reasonable explanation could he given.
For example, the 140 ft dish at Greenbank, West
Virginia, has an astronomical price tag because of faults in
the original design. The 210 ft CSIRO antenna at Parkes,
At,straha, has a phenomenall y low ct'st (1/6 tit AAS) %%hich
is attributed to low labor costs and to the limited steering
carahihiy of the antenna. Such points are not included.
5.6 Quality Factor
The standard case is represented by Figures Ott and 49.
The effects of moving off the given curves must now he
examined. In other words, how much can be saved by
relaxing the rins requirement at a given diameter, of
conversely, how much will It C nst to improve the surface
tolerance at some I:iyen thanleter? These questions lead
naturall y to a host of others, such as. Is it better to increase
diameter or surface tolerance to achieve desired perfor-
mance? Front such questions the possibilities of a fu!I-
Iledged optinuiaUOn study begin to emerge.
To deal with such questions, the quality factor is
introduced. III it relates a change III rms surface
tolerance to a change in cost. This ingenious approach to
the -troblem wa y first introduced b y Stack."'` The actual
RNIS (e) and 'actual cost (S) are expressed as
E=1IC*
S = f. S'
where e • and S • are the standard values found from Figures
48 and 49. In the radome case the cost appearing in these
relations must he the cost of the antenna alone. The
problem reduces to a determination tit' the functions 1'.  and
fl.
It is unnecessary to trice in detail the tortuous path
leading to the selection of the functions fu and f.. The
functions ultimatel y solected have the form
f l = I/\
	
(14a)
f= = cxp(\
	 I)	 (141))
The .luanttty X is defined as the qualit y factor, For )I> I,
the rms surface error is less than the standard rms error
given by Fquation (1 2'1. Conversely, for \< f the surface is
less precise than given by the standard curves.t
Tht range of the variable \ Is 0< ?(<°° • This range
therefore i-:eludes the possibility of achieving a nearly
perfect reflecting surface by tcqurring that \ be very large.
Physically. of course, this Is wit possible. There exists a
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limiting tolerance, almost certainly a function of diameter,
beyond which the surface accuracy call longer be
improwd. Unfortunately, nn one seems to know what that
limit is. Equations (14) represent a compromise with this
situation. Although Equation (14a) admits the possibility
of infinite improvement ill 	 surface toierance. Equation
(14b) associates ill 	 cost with such all
In fact, the cost factor f; expressed by Equation (14b)
extracts a very heavy cost penalty for even modest ems
surface tolerance improvements. In additiu n, Equation
(14bi limits the possible reduction of cost to approximately
113 of standard, regardless of the reduction of quality of
the reflecting su. 'ace.
These two modifications in the properties of the cost
factor are the major differences between t r'is and Stack's
original work!" They are based on the realiLation that the
standard curves of Figures 48 and 49 represent very good
reflecting surfaces. It is reasonable to expect that further
improvement of the surface quality will be extremely
expensive, while some saving should result if the standards
of :accuracy are relaxed. The cost factor expression.
Equation (14b), would probably not be applicable if the
three basic antennas from which the standard cost carve
[Equation ( l3a)] is derived has been nearer the center of
the spectrum of available products. However, the three
points actually used represent a definite bias toward the
exce t ic ,it, and this bias justifies the form of the cost factor.
There is not enough good raw data on the rms
tolerance and cost of existin g antennas to establish the
nature of the quality factor functions. To set up t, a quality
factors, at least two relatively high confidence data points
would be necessary for several different diameters. With the
present standards of reporting, it was difficult enough to
establish one such point. The quality factor functions riven
in Equations (14) should also somehow reflect the influ-
ence of diameter. It seems reasonable that it would be more
difficult to achieve a given improvement in a large reflector
than a small one. Including this effect in Equations ( 14)
could not be justified on the basis of the present data.
"owever, the chosen quality factor functions were
checked against the available raw data. For each antenna.
the quality factor was determined by comparing actual and
standard rms values according to Figure 48. The appro-
priate cost factor could then be found from Equation
(14b). The inverse of the calculated cost facto, was then
applied to the reported cost of the antenna !o find a revised
standard cost. This re presents the e::pected cost of that
antenna if it h; d been built to the standard rats surface
tolerance. The Joints obtained by perforating this exerci.,e
f,)r as many :mtennas as possible (i.e., those "or which
reasonable values for both rms tolerance and cost were
availablet are shown in Figure 49. While agreement is not
perfect, it is at least considerably better than any possible
fit to the unmodified raw data.
It should not be inferred that the quality factor
functions of Lquations ( 14; are unique in any sense. Other
functions provide the samt )rt of qualitative trends. It is
possible to suggest functions which include provision for
placing finite limits on the possible improvement or
degradvion of the standard surface tolerance. and finite
limits for the associated cost factor as well. These functions
are somewhat more complicated than those actuall\
chosen. and the implications of us..,g then have not
investigated. Present information simply does not permit a
&linite choice to be made °niong all the possible quality
factor functions that can ve suggested. Hence. the com-
promise w• as to acc i.t the set of functions given in
Equations (14), which were both qualitatively reasonable
and analytically convt.Jent.
5.7 Mathematical Models
By combining the equations developed in preceding
sections, one can find the equations appropriat° f — the
study of the interrelations of gain. cost, diameter, surface
icleraace. and frequency for both exposed and radome-
enclosed antennas. For exposed antennas:
ar D3
C = —	 ( 1 5a)
S =a2D-r 3 exp(a 3 D+)(— 1)	 (15b)
G = i (a, DQ) 2 exp — (as et:)2
	( I' .)
Here, e is the rnis surface tolerance is millimeters, ^ the
antenna diameter in felt, G the gain in absolute units, S tine
cost in dollars, 17 the aperture efficiency. S2 the frequency
in GIL and Y, nondimensronal, the qual i t' fa,7tor. Appro-
priate values for the constants are:
a, = 1.3 x 10-3	a: 6.7 r 10 5 	 a3 _ 2.22 x 10-2
a, = 3.20	 as= 4.19x!0'	 tj 0.70
Equations ! 15) ire appropt.ate for a diameter range of
approximately t0 to 250 feet.
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For antennas in a radome:
011)
 
3n
e =(16a)
$ =exp(X- 1 )[02D R3 - 04D O5 1 +04 D OS (16b)
also appropriate for Equations (16), with obvious changes.
For all examples including a radome, a rigid radome was
assumed.
Example 1. Minimum-Cost Gain-Limited Antenna.
In this example it is assumed that the antenna operates at
the point of maximum gain; that is, the gain-limit point. At
this point, the relationship between rms surface tolerance
and frequency iss i
e _ (as Q)-i
I
G = —
1.26 n (06 
DW exp	 62)2	 (16c)
The terms have the same meaning as for exposed
antennas. The cost factor is applied only to the cost of the
antenna, since the cost of the radome is obviously
independent of the quality of the antenna inside. The total
cost includes the cost of the radome. The expression for
gain has been modified by a factor of 1.26, which
corresponds to an assumption of a 1 dB loss caused by the
presence of the radome. The system effect of the noise
temperature added by the presence of the radome has not
been considered. Appropriate values for the constants in
Equations (16) are:
R, = 4.6 x 10-4 	 02 = 6.75 x 10 3	0 3 = 1.30
06 = 3.20	 R, = 4.19 x 10-2 	 n = 0.70
For rigid radomes: 04 = 1.28 x 102 ; RS = 1.85
For air-supported radomes: 04 = 1.69 x 10 2 ; Rs = 1.65
Equations (16) are appropriate for a diameter range of
approximate:; 30 to 500 feet.
5.8 Examples
Much information can be obtained from the models
expressed by Equations (15) and (16). Each set is com-
prised of two expressions among five variables. Thus any
three can be specified and the other two found directly.
There are so many possible combinations that no general
solution curves are given. It is simpl y: to enter the
appropriate equations for each specific case and work out
the result.
Of more interest are the various types of optimization
studies that can be carried out using Equations (15) and
(16). The results of three specific studies are given here.
These are obviously not the only such studies that can be
carried out. The details of the necessary algebraic manipula-
tions are omitted, since they are generally straightforward
but tedious. However, the procedure is indicated in each
case. The discussion is presented in terms of Equations (15)
for exposed antennas, although the procedure described is
When this relation is substituted in Equation (15a), it can
be solved -for X (SL, D). By inserting this result in Equation
(I 5b) the cost can be expressed as a function of D and n.
The extrema of this function are found by equating its
derivative with respect to D to Zero and searching for roots.
Such roots, if they exist, must be tested for maximum or
minimum properties. The values of the roots D will depend
on frequency.
The results of this example show that this cost,
considered as a function of diameter and frequency, has no
internal minima within its range of validity. There is a
relative minimum at the lower end of the diameter range.
Thus, for a minimum cost gain-limited antenna, one should
use the smallest possible reflector, operate at the highest
possible frequency consistent with other constraints on the
system, and build the reflector to a surface tolerance
corresponding to the gain-limit point at the operating
frequency. Any increase in diameter will increase the cost
but will also increase the gain.
This example was not carried out for antennas with a
radome.
Example 2. Maximum Cost-Effective Antenna. A
maximum cost-effective antenna is defined as one which
provides the most gain per dollar of cost. As in example 1,
it is assumed that the antenna operates at the gain-limit
point, and the cost of the antenna is expressed in terms of
diameter and frequency, as before. At the gain-limit, gain
Equation (15a) becomes
G = 1 7? (a4 DS2)2
This expression is divided by the cost expression to form
the ratio G/$. The maxima of this expression, considered as
a function of D. are sought by using standard techniques.
This time the search is fruitful. The expression G/$ has a
single maximum in the diameter range of interest. The
location of the maximum depends on the frequency, as
expected. The results of this example are plotted in Figures
51 and 52 for exposed and radome-enclosed antennas,
respectively. The ordinates are diameter and cost, plotted
against a common abcissa, frequency. The gain at the point
of maximum cost effectiveness is cross-plotted along the
diameter curve. There is a much greater range of gain with
frequency for the exposed antennas than for antennas with
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radontes. This is directly attributable to the diameters
involved. No exposed antenna is larger than 105 feet, while.
at the low frequencies, radome-enclosed antennas several
hundred feet in diameter are found. The small variation in
the cost of exposed antennas for all frequencies is sur-
prising. All exposed maximum cost-effective antennas cost
S500.000 ±10 percent. regardless of the operating fre-
quency. The minimum in the cost curve at — 50 GHz also
reveals the min-max properties of this example.
Example 3. Ifininninr-Cost Antenna for a
Specij'ied Gain and Frequenev. In this example the operat-
ing frequency and the gain required of the ground antenna
are specified in advance, perhaps as a consequence of other
system constraints. The first step of the optimization
procedure is to substitute Equation (15a) into Equation
(15c). The resulting expression is then solved for the
quality factoi X (D). The variables G and Q have been fixed
at their specified values. This expression for X is inserted in
Equation (15b), yielding cost as a function of diameter.
The diameter that minimizes the cost is then found by
differentiation of this expression. The algebra involved in
this example is unpleasantly heavy, and numerical search
techniques were used to dctemnine the minimum cost
diameter for both the exp )sed and the radome-enclosed
case. The results appear in Figures 53 and 54 respectively.
Figure 53a shows diameter vs. frequency and 53b gives cost
vs. frequency for several different values of gain. The same
pattern is found in Figure 54a and b.
For radome-enclosed antennas. the results of this
example for diameter vs. frequency and cost vs. frequency
are represented by a set of straight lines in log-log
coordinates (see Figures 54a and 54b). Therefore, the
solutions have the form D = ¢(G)Q n
 and S = y (G)S2 °1,
where 0 and v are some functions of the gain only.
One variable (either gain or frequency) could be
eliminated leading to a single expression for the cost in
terms of diameter and the other remaining variable.
However, for any specific case it is just as easy to use the
curves given.
The diameter vs. frequency relations for exposed
antennas are also straight lines in log-log coordinates for
the lower frequencies, but exhibit a definite curvature at
higher frequencies, particularly for the lower gains (see
Figure 53a). The cost vs. frequency curves (Figure 53b) are
not even approximately linear. They illustrate the excep-
tionally high cost of gain at low frequencies which results
from the large-diameter antennas required.
An interesting comparison can be made between the
results given by Figures 53b and 54b. For a specified gain.
there is a range of frequencies (or diameters according to
Figure 53a or 54a) in which an exposed antenna is less
expensive than one enclosed in a radome. This range of
diameters varies with gain. For 55-dB gain, an exposed
antenna with diameter between 24 and 190 feet (cor-
responding to a frequency range of 1.18 to 11.6 GHz) is
less expensive than an equivalent system with a radome. At
75 dB the range is reduced to 44 to 68 feet (37 to 60 GHz).
For diameters, or frequen Jes. outside these limits the
radome-enclosed system represents a better buy for a
specified performance.
5.9 Summary
Mathematical models relating cost, diameter, gain, rms
surface tolerance, and frequency have been developed for
both exposed antennas and antennas in a radome. The form
of the model in each case is a set of two equations among
the five variables of interest. This model is more com-
plicated than other cost vs. diameter relations suggested in
the past, but it is considerably more general and can be
used to study a variety of possible trade-off situations.
The major features of the models presented are:
1. The inclusion of an exponential factor in the cost
vs. diameter relation for exposed antennas. This
reflects, at least qualitatively, the exceptionally
high cost associated with large, high-performance.
exposed antennas.
2. The specific correlation of the cost vs. diameter
and rms surface tolerance vs. diameter relations.
As a result, costs are associated not onl y with
diameter but also with rms surface tolerance.
3. The introduction of she quality factor. This factor
relates changes in rms surface tolerance specifica-
tion to expected changes in cost. Although
qualitative in nature, this factor reflects acknowl-
edged trends.
The two equations constituting the model will pro-
vide values for any two of the variables of interest, once
the other three have been chosen. Additional relations
among the variables, such as an rms surface tolerance-
wavelength relation. for example. can be added. There is
virtually no limit to the kinds of optimization studies and
trade-off investigations that can be carried out within the
framework of the suggested models. Examples of three such
studies have been included. Through the credibility of the
results, these examples further demonstrate the qualitative
validity of the models. Minor revisions in the constants of
we present model, resulting from new information or even
from different interpretations of present data, are to be
expected and encouraged. However, such refinements
should not invalidate the general applicability of the
present model nor any qualitative conclusions drawn from
its use.
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6. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
6.1 Performance Criteria
It is not the intent of this section to provide a
comprehensive review of deep-space communication theory
or practice, but rather to note briefly the trade-offs that aie
available and to indicate the advantzges and performance
associated with biorthogonal modulation systems.
It will be assumed that information is transmitted from
the deep-space probe to Earth by a single digital trans-
mission link. This implies that time-division-multiplex is
employed to combine the various communication channels.
However, the specific details of analog-to-digital conversion
and multiplexing of several channels are not within the
scope of this study.
The choice of digital, & ipposed to analog, modulation
is prompted by several factors, most important of which
are:
Digital tranmission allows greater flexibility than is
known in analog techniques (e.g., FMFB) in
achieving maximum communication rate for a
given transmitter power.
2. Digital transmission facilitates computer signal
processing, including correction of distorted video
signals, and the u=e of error-control techniques.
Communication systems may generally be evaluated in
terms of three criteria:
1. Power requirements
2. Bandw'dth requirements
3. Fidelity.
In the case of analog commurications, item I is usually
expressed as the carrier-to-noise ratio (measured in the
baseband), item 2 is the ratio of rf to base-bandwidth, and
item 3 is the output signal-to-noise ratio. In the case of
digital communications, the three criteria are most
conveniently expressed in terms of three dimensionless
quantities:
1. E/No
2. H/W
3. Pe
Here E is the energy per bit. If S is the average received
power required to achieve an information rate H bits per
second, then E = S/H. N o
 is the noise spectral density,* so
that E/No is the ratio of bit energy to noise energy per
cycle of bandwidth. W is the rf bandwidth and P e
 is the bit
error probability.
*No - kTe where T  is the effective system Eloise temperature
(degrees Kelvin) and k - 1.386(lo)-23 joulesi K is Boltzmann's
constant.
tAs noted in Chapter 4, the Gaussian assumption may often, but
not always, be applied in the case of optical communications
For the case of communication in the presence of
additive white Gaussian noise, a situation which prevails for
space communication at microwave frequencies,t the maxi-
mum communication rate consistent with arbitrarily small
error probability is given by Shannon's formula for the
channel capacity:
S
H < C - W log= 0 + Now)	 (17)
It follows from Equation (17) that
E/No > 2
H/W
/W 
,_ 
I > loge 2	 (18)
so that there is a lower bound to the required energy per
bit. 9 0,9 1
6.2 Choice of Modulation
Digita! modulation consists of associating blocks of L
bits of data with one of M = 2 L distinct waveforms of
duration T. The information rate is then given by
H = .11, = log, M	 (19)
where M is termed the alphabet size; M = 2 corresponds to
binary communication.
Digital modulation may, therefore, be considered as a
transformation between a sequence of binary data and a
voltage waveform. This is .0 be distinguished from coding
which is a transformation from one binary data stream to
another. For example, a block of L bits of data may be
transformed (coded) into a block of N binary digits (N >L)
and these may be modulated taking L' binary digits at a
time, where L' may be chosen completely independent of L
and N. Typically, L' = 2. i.e., coding is followed by binary
modulation, but this is needlessly restrictive, as will be
noted below. Principal emphasis will be given here to the
choice of modulation, but some discussion of coding will be
given in the following secti;inn.
An Mary modulation scheme is defined by prescribing
a set of waveforms S i(t), t - 1, ... , M on the interval (O,T)
and a procedure for associating each of the M possible
combinations of L bits (M = 2L ) wi'h a particular S i . The
transmitted signal (apart from a possible frequency
translation) is then of the form
E SKn)(t-nT)
n
where n indexes the blocks of L bits.
For fixed M. the optimum modulation system (in the
sense of minimizing the E/No
 required for a given error
probability) is simplex modulation,91,03 which is
characterized by
53
Es for i = j
	
T 3t Si (t) Sj (t) _	 - Es for i -.tj (20)f0	 M-1
Thus simplex modulation has the property that any
two distinct waveforms have the same ;orrelation coeffi-
cient. It should be noted that Equation (20) does not
uniquely define the S i(t), but rather prescribes a class of
systems which all yield the same performance.
A system which achieves very nearly the same power
efficiency as simplex with, however, important simpli-
fications in the generation and processing of the signals is
biorthogonal modulation9 3-9 9 which is characterized by
Esfoti=j
1
T
dtSi (t)Sj (t) _	 —E,fori+j = M+ I	 121)
U
0 otherwise
Thus, an M-ary (M even) biorthogonal modulation
%yitem employs an alphabet consisting of M/2 orthogonal
wavcformis together with the negatives of these waveforms.
Although this might be implemented by combined pulse-
positior (or pulse frequency) and phase modulation, there
is a particularly simple method of generating the signals as
binary phase-reversal sequences.94,95
An example of a biorthogonal set of waveforms, for
the case of M = 8, is shown in Figure 55. Each signal con-
consists of four binary pulses (in general, the number of
pulses is M/2). This binary waveform is used to modulate an
rf carrier in such a way that a change in pulse sign
corresponds to a 180-degree phase-reversal of the carrier.*
In the above example, four pulses are used to transmit three
bits of information. More generally, M/2 = 2 L - 1 pulses are
Used to transmit logz M = L bits of information so that the
ratio of pulse rate Wt to information rate H is given by
W	 1H	 2L -t
H 21092 M	 L	
(22)
*This results in a DSO-S% system. Although there are techniques for
recovering the carrier form the sidebands it is simpler to use slightly
less than i 90-degree phase shift, in which case a carrier component
is present. The fraction of power devoted to the carrier may be
trade negligibly small in a hilLh data rate s stem, since the
bandwidth of the carrier tracking circuit is muc i ess than the
information bandwidth.
Note that the pulse rate is essentially a measure of the rf
bandwidth.
*Altercate mechanization of the Reed-Mutler code generator are
dikvssed in References 94 and 95.
it should be noted that, although (according to the
definitions given here) a modulation rather than a coding
system has been described, the transmitter may be imple-
mented in the same way that a simple shift register
binary-coded system is implemerted. Thus an ipirit
sequence of L hits generates an output sequence of
M/2 = 21.4 binary digit% in a Reed-Muter code generatotJ
and these output digits are used to biphase modulate an rf
carrier, as illustrated in Figure 56.
'The entire waveform generating process is extremely
simple and represents cv-dy a small additional complexity to
any digital communication system.""' Although receiver
complexity is somewhat greater, the receiver is on the
ground, and the additional complexity is by no means
incommensurate with the inherent complexities of the
ranging and tracking systems.
The basic elements of the receive consist of
I. Carrier recovery and coherent demodulation to
baseband
2. Pulse synchronization
3. Word synchronization
4. Data demodulation.
Carrier recovery is obtained most simply (as mentianed
above) by using less than 1804egree modulation, in which
case there is a carrrier component of the transmitted
waveform which may be aetected in a coherent phase-lock
receiver.
The achievement of pulse synch:ov ation is similar to
that of achieving bit synchronization in a binary com-
munication system. It is made sor•,ewhit . more difficult,
however, by the larger pulse rates and the smaller
signal-to-riciise ratio with which biorthogonal systems nor-
mally operas,:
For a giver: information rate, the pulse rate increases
almost linearly with alphabet size, as indicated by Equation
(20) and shown in Figure 57. For example, the use of
M - 256 (1, a 8) requires s pulse rate of ! 6(10) 6 p/s to
achieve att information rate of I Mbjs which, however, is
well within the capabilities of digital circuitry. Pulse
synchronization needs to be obtained to within about 6 ns.
Although this can in principle be obtained from the data, in
practice periodic use of synchronization codes is simpler
and need only take a small fraction of the available tine.
Such codes may also be used to achieve word
synchronization.
Once pulse and word s) nchronization are obtained, the
basic receiver operation (sec Figure 56) consists of a phase
detector (multiplication of the bawbznd signal with a
synchronized square-wave clock) and an integration and
dump circuit for the pulse period. Each output is fed to M
amumulatots which either add nr subtract successive inputs
=cording to a preset pattern determined by the
Reed-Muller code. After M/2 such inputs are "added"
54
F.;ure 55. Octary biorthogonal waveforms
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Figure 56. Biorthogonal communicati:-n system
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Figure 57. Cycles per bit vs. code block length, biorthogonal modulation
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in each of the M accumulators, the data demodulation is
obtained by determining which accumulator output is
largest.* This then determines which of the M waveforms
was probably transmitted, and then fixed digital circuitry
converts this into a stream of L binary digits. Although the
above can be implemented with delay lines and analog
circuitry, in practice (particularly for large M) special-
purpose digital techniques seem preferable. Since there are
M accumulators, each of wt:. h has M/2 inputs, and since
the largest output has to be determined, of the order of
M 3 /2 additions have to be perfon ed.t
 Certainly, values of
bl of the order of several hundred are practical, and wit]:
parallel logic several thousands are feasible.
It is difficult to set an upper bound on M on the basis
of complexity. However, there is definitely a point of
diminishing returns for improvements in efficiency asso-
ciated with large values of M. In Figure 58 the E/No
required to achieve a bit error probability of 10 5 (as
obtained from Reference 94) is shown as a function of M.
If one were to adopt the rather arbitrary requirement that a
doubling of M is justified only if it achieves at least a 0.5-dB
reduction in E/N o , then Figure 58 indicates that one should
stop at M = 64, for which E/No
 = 6.1 db. This is 3.5 dB
better than the best binary system. To achieve E/N o = 5 dB
requires M = 29
 = 512; to achieve E/No
 = 4 dB requires
M=214~3.3(10)5.
The above considerations suggest a value of M between
26 and 29 with E/No requirements (for Pe = 10-5 ) between
5 and 6 dB.
6.3 Threshold Demodulation
An inherent difficulty with large alphabet modulation
or coding techniques, when employed, on high data rate
channels, is that the computational-speed requirements may
exceed practical limits. In the case of biorthogonal modu-
lation, the M/2 accumulators in the detector, of course,
operate in parallel. However, at the end of the word period,
optimum detection requires determination of which accu-
mulator has the largest value, which requires M/2 compari-
sons to be made in a time that is small compared to the bit
period. Although many of these comparisons can be done
in parallel, approximately 1092 M sequential operations must
be performed.
It is possible to circumvent this problem, at some
expense in E/N o , by using threshold rather than optimum
demodulation. For threshold demodulation, each accumu-
lator is compared with a fixed threshold rather than with
one another, and this can be done completely in parallel.
"Alternatively, because of the biorthogonal property, only M/2
accumulators need be employed, and the decision is then made on
the basis of the sign of the accumulator whose output has the
largest absolute value.
tSince the number of operations increases as a power of M, it is
exponentially growing in L. This is characteristic of "block" coding
and modulation systems.
The error probability for threshold detection may be
given approximately by 9'
ll M
Pe	 -u(1 — a)
J
 + 2 — 1	 (-a u)	 (73)
where
1	 x	 -y2/2
	
0 (x) = — J dy e
	 (24)
la _
is the cumulative zero-mean unit-variance normal
distribution,
U
 = ^
2E --
	
N Iog 2
 M	 (25)
0
is the average output of the "correct" accumulator, and a u
is the threshold. The first term in Equation (23) is the
probability that the "correct" accumulator does not exceed
the threshold, and the Eecond terns in Equation (23) is (to a
good approximation) the probability that at least one of
the incorrect accumulators exceeds the threshold. The
fractional threshold a may be chosen to minimize Pe which
essentially corresponds to making the two terms in Equa-
tion (23) equal. This results in the following expressions for
the optimum threshold and the resulting error probability
a = I + I loge (_M —^	 (26)
u
PL :=20  L ^+ u logeCM — 1	 (27)
This is the word-error probability which is then readily
converted into the bit-error probability 9 °
The above results assume M > 4 and Pe < 1. Specifi-
cally, to achieve Pe
 = 2.2(10)-5 with M = 2 8
 (this corre-
sponds to a bit-error probability of 10-5
 ) requires
E/No
 = 7.6 dB which, is 2.3 dB greater than optimum
reception (see Figure 58).
The use of threshold demodulation permits an interest-
ing option. If the threshold is chosen to be higher than the
optimum value given by Equation (26), then the likelihood
of an incorrect accumulator exceeding the threshold is
diminished, at the expense of an increased probability that
the correct accumulator will be below threshold. If,
however, the latter occurrence is considered to be a
"deletion" rather than an erro-, then the allowance of a
deletion probability in excess of the desired error proba-
bility can result in considerably reduced E/N o . This is
illustrated in Figure 59, where deletion probability is shown
as a function of E/N o
 for Fixed-bit error probability of 10-5
for M = 2 8
 and M=2 1 2 . It is seen that if a 1-percent
deletion probability is allowed, than the E/N o requirements
are 5.4 and 4.3 dB, respe:tively. If a 10-percent deletion
58
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t
probability is allowed, the corresponding numbers are 4.1
and 3 dB. Thus, by allowing a modest deletion rate, a
significant reduction in E/N o may be achieved.
It is possible, of course, to apply the optimum
detect ion procedure to that small fraction of the data for
which a deletion occurs.* If the deletion rate is small, the
computational requirements for this operation can be kept
modest. It should be noted, of course, that the combination
of threshold and optimum detection cannot yield better
performance than optimum detection applied to the entire
data. However, the former procedure can make practical
much larger alphabet sizes than are practical with optimum
detection, and in that sense can afford significant perform-
ance improvements.
6.4 Convolutional Coding
The biorthogonal modulation system discussed above
may also be considered as a special case of a block code.
Both the optimum and threshold demodulation described
in Section 6.3 differ from conventional decoding in that
hard decisions are not made on the basis of individual
received pulses; rather, the analog voltages in each sampling
interval are accumulated. If the receiver is to be imple-
mented digitally, then these voltages must be quantized.
Although the above results apply strictly to the case of
infinite quantization,tr, practice 8-level quantization gen-
erally comes to within a small fraction of a decibel of the
infinite quantization result. 96
 On the other hand, 2-level
quantization (hard decisions on the basis of each pulse)
generally entails a 2-dB penalty.
In a block code, successive blocks of L bits of data are
transformed into successive blocks of N binary digits, and
there is no interrelation between blocks. Convolutional
codes, on the other hand, achieve a sliding dependence in
which each bit of input data affects Lv digits of the output
sequence where Lis the constraint length of the code and v
is the redundancy. A convolutional coder consists simply of
an L-bit shift register with v modulo two adders as
indicated in Fibure 60. Each time a new bit enters the shift
register, the v adders are sampled to produce v output
digits. Typically v = 2 or 3 corresponds to an output binary
digit rate 2 or 3 times the input rate.
It should be noted that shift register and adders might
also be employed to generate a block code. If L bits are to
be encoded into N bits, then N adders are required. Since N
typically is a large number, whereas v is typically a small
number, the convolutional coder offers important imple-
mentation advantages.
Since convolutional coding does not divide the input
and output sequences into independent blocks, optimum
decoding requires observation of the entire message.
*The use of a feedback channel with request for retransmission may
not be practical because of the long transmission delay and con-
sequent storage requirements imposed on the transmitter.
Sequential decoding is a probabilistic procedure for
avoiding the exponential growth feature of optimum
decoding.
In a convolutional encoder, each time a new input bit
is added, one of two branches on a code tree is followed.
For L input bits there are 2 L branches. The purpose of a
sequential decoder is to proceed through this tree
examining substantially fewer than the totality of branches.
Unlike block decoding, the number of branches examined,
and herce the number of computations which must be
performed, is a random variable. In practice, the number of
branches which can be examined before proceeding one
node is limited by the computational speed of the decoder.
If this number is exceeded, it is impossible to decode and
this may be considered (as in the previous section) as
causing a deletion. Recent results 97,98 indicate that to
achieve deletion probabilities of the order of 1 percent may
require the ability to examine several hundred branches.t It
is questionable whether this is feasible at megabit rates.
Several recent papers97-99 have described, evaluated,
and advocated the use of sequential decoding for space
application, but specific implementations 98,99
 are limited
to data rates in the kilobit range. Jacobs 97 indicates that
"the application of sequential decoding to space com-
munications is very attractive and promises operation
within 3 to 4 dB of the ultimate limit set by channel
capacity.... In practice, the difficulty in reducing Po
(deletion probability) to a truly small value is the ultimate
limit on the performance of systems with sequential
decoders."
Although sequential decoding appears to yield perhaps
2 dB smaller E/N O than biorthogonal (or other block
codes), it appears to have two disadvantages relative to the
biorthogonal system:
The variable computational requirements make it
difficult to engineer a high data rate system,
2. Sequential decoding requires that the bulk of the
computation be done sequentially, whereas
biorthogonal (or other block-coded) systems allow
considerable parallel operations.
The intention is not to advocate a specific modulation
or coding system here but rather to indicate that there are
systems which achieve improvements of the order of 4 to 6
dB relative to uncoded binary modulation systems. Detailed
comparisons of different modulation and coding techniques
are outside the scope of this study. However, the limits will
probably be imposed by the computational requirements
on the receiver and, if moderate deletion rates are allowed
(in either block or convolutional codes), the computational
problem may be greatly reduced.
tAlthough systematic 6procedures have been developed for both
decoding algorithms  and for obtaining good codes,98,99 un-
fortunately the determination of performance is still largely on the
basis of simulation rather than analysis, and it is difficult (at least
for those not well versed in the field) to draw general
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2. MILLIMETER SYSTEMS
The characteristics of millimeter wave, deep space
communication systems are considered in this chapter.
Space vehicle transmitting devices, propagation effects, and
ground station receiver capabilities are considered.
Antennas for both ground station and space vehicle
applications at millimeter frequencies are discussed, along
with the microwave antennas, in Chapter 1.
Information in this chapter is concentrated at fre-
quencies near 35 GHz and 94 GHz because of the
transmission windows (relativ!ply low, clear-sky attenuation)
that exist through the atmosphere. The high attenuation at
other millimeter frequencies justifies their elimination for
the study of communications from an Earth-based ground
station to a deep space probe. Previous studies have
indicated a rel:aively high atmospheric attenuation at 94
GHz under conditions of moderate rain and cloud condi-
tions. Therefore, studies in the millimeter wave region were
primarily focused at frequencies in the 33 GHz atmospheric
window.
Space vehicle transmitting devices are considered first.
Future device capabilities and limitations in terms of
power, efficiency, lifetime, and weight at 35 rHz are
discussed.
Next the atmospheric effects on millimeter wave
propagation are discussed under conditions of clear sky,
rain, snow, and ice. A comparison of the relative effects at
35 and 94 GHz is made. Refraction effects are also
discussed. It is shovm that planewave phasefront distortion
is severe, at low elevation angles in particular, at 35 and 94
GHz.
Receiver noise temperature capabilities are considered
fer frequencies from I to 100 GHz. The data a;e oriented
toward ground station use; however, some of the devices
discussed may be used for spacecraft receivers. Present and
projected ground station system noise temperatures
(including the antenna, clear sky, and receiver noise) are
also obtained and plotted.
The final section considers the effects of atmospheric
turbulence, attenuation, and sky noise on communication
performance at millim :ter frequencies. Limits on antenna
diameter, caused by atmospheric phasefront distortion, are
obtained at 35 and 94 GHz. Rain and cloud attenuation are
compared at various frequencies based on previously
measured attenuation distributions. Since it appears that
operation of a millimeter system under all weather condi-
tions is not feasible, the alternative of specifying system
margins for required operating conditions (zenith angle and
allowable percent outage time) is proposed as a logical
method for system comparisons.
1. SPACE TRANSMITTERS
Space transmitters at millimeter frequencies, as con-
sidered it, this section, include oscillators and amplifiers at
35 and 4 GHz. Much of the groundwork for this section
may b found in Chapter 1, Section 2. Practical and
theo cilcal device limitations are considered and the perform-
ance characteristics of a millimeter-wave space transmitter
for the 1980 period are specified.
Recent surveys hav^ adequately covered the new
techniques and devices for transmitters at millimeter
frequencies.' 2 Others have previously considered space
transmitters to some degree. Advantages and disadvantages
of various devices have been considered  and useful data
have been listed.°
1.1 Device Considerations
Linear beam devices dominate the millimeter fre-
quency range. Many low-power devices with poor
efficiencies fall in this class and will not be considered.
The devices which offer the most promise at millimeter
frequencies are quite similar to the extended interaction
devices which dominate the higher microwave region — the
extended interaction klystron and the coupled cavity
TWT's.` ,6 B°cause these structures are extremely small at
millimeter-wave frequencies, fabrication tolerances and heat
provide ultimate power restrictions. However, a great
amount of design effort has gone into the deveiopment of
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machining techniques, tolerance control, and ways of
obtaining precise beam optics. 5 ,' ,a As a result, the power
obtained by use of these "conventional" techniques appears
to be more than adequate to satisfy the space com-
munication problems considered in this report.
1.1.1 Power
Impressive powers have been reported for coupled
cavity traveling wave tubes at frequencies from 35 to 94
GHz.' •5-a Many of these devices ;lave been built in the 50
to 55 GHz range. To scale these results to 35 GHz a
reasonable scaling law must be assumed for each device.
The actual dimensional scaling of a TWT follows a complex
set of conditiont., but it has been shown" that a TWT can
be scaled according to a PO scaling law. In particular,
scaling from a higher to a lower frequency is feasible.
In Figure 61 several coupled cavity TWT's are plotted
on a power-frequency scale. The point plotted as a square
represents a recent estimate' ° suggesting that a 20 watt
TWT, at 55 GHz, suitable for long-life space operation
could be built (from existing designs) in one year. This
point was scaled by Pf 2
 to 35 GHz (the triangular point)
and indicates a present capability of approximately 50
watts. If the other 55 GHz tubes (813H and 819H) are
scaled, very high powers (as much as 10 kW) would be
predicted at 35 GHz. These same conclusions can be
reached by assuming nearly any reasonable scaling law. At
present these very high power tubes are useful only in the
laboratory
 with elaborate cooling techniques. Much is to be
learned about cooling techniques in a space environment. It
is likely that the capabilities of the cooling system will
necessitate limiting the power output of the tubes.
In addition to the necessity of cooling the tube at 35
GHz, the standard rectangular waveguide at the output of
the tube may also have to be cooled because of attenuation
in the waveguide walls. Without accurately specifying the
parameters in the heat transfer problem, it is impossible to
determine exactly when cooling may be required; however,
estimates can be made in the manner previously described
(Chapter 1, Section 2.4). As an example of the calculation
for 35 GHz waveguide, the CW power is limited to 470 W
(assuming the same conditions as applied in Chapter 1). By
adding larger radiating fins to the waveguide, a higher
power limit (possibly I kW) is likely. Depending on the
spacecraft design, some active means to conduct heat to an
exterior radiating surface may be required. Thus, it appears
that a reasonable power limit for the waveguide at 35 GHz
is about I kW.
Such a goal for the tube should also be feasible and
should require only a moderate cooling system capacity.
Although 1 kW may be well below the power capability of
the tube, this limit will simplify the reliable lifetime
problem.
1.1.2 Efficiency
The efficiency of the coupled cavity TWT's is impres-
sive compared with other millimeter wave devices. In fact,
reported efficiencies as high as 35 percent are comparable
to the microwave devices.
Efficiencies of 50 to 60 percent have been
demonstrated" > 1 2 for X band tubes which are in the same
basic coupled cavity family as the millimeter tubes in
Figure 61. Since the millimeter tubes are so much smaller
than the X band tubes, the techniques used to obtain these
high efficiencies will be difficult to apply at the millimeter
wave frequencies. Thus, an overall frequency of 40 percent
within 10 years is a reasonable goal and a likely limit. This
will be particularly true if the focusing structure is a
solenoid and thus requires additional power (see the
discussion of permanent magnets vs. solenoids in Chapter 1,
Section 3.2).
1.1.3 Lifetime
Reported lifetimes for millimeter wave tubes usually
correspond to the theoretical operating lifetime of the
cathode. Thus the lifetime is distinct from the reliability of
the tube (as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 2.3.4).
For the family of tubes in Figure 61, there is a large
amount of lifetime information. A comprehensive study5
produced designs for four tubes — two each at 15.5 and
31.65 GHz — with power levels of 10 kW and 25 kW at
each frequency. These tubes were designed for a 10,000
hour lifetime. Tube construction is very rigid and should be
inherently reliable. If precautions are taken in the manu-
facturing processes to avoid impurities, a 15,000 hour
reliable lifetime for a 1 kW tube at 35 GHz should be
possible.
There is an important qualification to the projected
reliable lifetime. Millimeter tube development has been very
slow. This trend is not sufficient to obtain a long reliable
lifetime by 1980. To do so would require a specific
program of several years' duration.
1.1.4 Weight
The largest contribution to the weight of the coupled
cavity tubes of TWT's is made by the structure used for
focusing. The required magnetic fields cannot be supplied
by periodic magnets. The weight of the solenoid or
permanent magnet required for a I kW 35 GHz tube is
approximately 30 to 40 lb at present. This is already
higher than that predicted by the weight-power relationship
for the microwave tubes in Chapter 1, Section 2.3.3 (in
Figure 20, W = 10 lb for P = I kW). Recent efforts to
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reduce solenoid weight by approximately one-half have
been successful but the cost has been added complexity in
the cooling system required for the solenoid.
There is no space-qualified tube in the millimeter
region. The projected weight of such a tube is speculative.
In the past, each time a new tube has been introduced at a
higher frequency, the weight has initially been high but has
been reduced by ultimate development. If serious devel-
opment in the 35 GHz range should ever begin, the present
focusing structure and therefore the overall tube weights
will undoubtedly be lowered. However, it is doubtful that a
tube capable of 1 kW CW at 35 GHz will ever be as light as
that predicted for the microwave region. A weight of 25 lb
is a mor., conservative estimate.
The cooling system, power supply, and prime power
source for the transmitter also add to the system weight.
Until adequate techniques are developed, weight estimates
for the cooling system are speculative. However, it is likely
that the weight of the cooling system will be insignificant
compared to the weight of the required prime power
source. The power supply weight should be close to that
predicted by Figure 23. Even the variation in actual tube
weights from that predicted in Figure 20 will be small
compared to the prime power. Thus the weight required for
the millimeter transmitter system should be very close to
the weights calculated for the microwave system (shown i,Z
Figures 24, 25, and 26).
1.1.5 Gain
The high-power tubes discussed thus far in this section
are amplifiers. For a specified power output, the gain of the
amplifier determines the power requirement of the driver
stage.
The gain of a TWT is a function of its length the
higher the gain the longer the tube. As the length increases
beyond a certain length, focusing with a permanent magnet
becomes very difficult and a solenoid must be used. With
today's technology a solenoid is required if the gain of a 35
GHz amplifier is to exceed 20 dB. This technology is not
expected to change appreciably in the future.
A solenoid for a 1 kW, 35 GHz tube would require a
drive power of about 1 kW and additional capacity would
be required in the cooling system. Therefore, the overall
system efficiency would be reduced.
If a permanent magnet is used and the gain is limited to
20 dB, a 10 watt driver stage is required. The development
of a 10 watt solid state driver at 35 GHz would be useful.
An alternative to the solid-state driver is the extended
interaction klystron oscillator.' ' 3 It is capable of long life
operation at 35 GHz with 10 watts (or slightly greater)
output power and an efficiency of approximately 10
percent. Weights of existing tubes are approximately 5 lb.'
1.2 Solid-State Devices
Solid-state sources were considered in some detail in
Chapter 1, Section 2. The conclusion reached was that high
power solid-state devices could not be expected to compete
with microwave tubes because of their poor efficiencies
even if they were to match the power output (a doubtful
assumption). This is also true at millimeter wave
frequencies.
In the previous section of this chapter a requirement
for a 10 watt solid-state source at 35 GHz was noted. This
power might be obtained with a single LSA oscillator.' 4 A
second possibility might be paralleling or phase locking
IMPATT devices.' 5 ,1 6 Although the devices or techniques
are not available to accomplish either of the two alterna-
tives, it is likely that they will be in five years. The weight
of the resulting device will be small enough to be neglected
in the transmitter system and the power required to operate
them will be approximately 100 watts.
1.3 Conclusions
Table 15 gives a summary of the performance charac-
teristics for a potential deep space millimeter wave
amplifier. The tube used is a coupled-cavity TWT with
permanent magnet focusing. Its power capability is limited
by the assumed capacity of the cooling system. The weight,
efficiency, and lifetime represent goals which can be
obtained with concentrated effort.
Also required to complete the transmitter is a driver
stage capable of an output power of 10 watts. This goal is
likely to be reached by solid-state sources within five years
of normal development time.
The overall system weight associated with the trans-
mitter is approximately equal to the weight of a microwave
system with the same overall efficiency and output power.
Table 15
CHARACTERISTICS OF TUBES FOR
DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
AT 35 GHz
Lifetime 15,000 hours
Power 1 kW
Efficiency 40 percent
Weight 25 lb
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2. ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON MILLIMETER
WAVE PROPAGATION
2.1 Attenuation and Sky Noise
The steady advance in millimeter wave technology
suggests the possibility of planetary space probe comniuni-
cations using a millimeter wavelength system. It is well
known that there exist two transmission windows (at 35
and 94 GHz) through the atmosphere in the millimeter
wave region. But, the imperfections of these two windows
must be closely examined. Comparison between relative
merits of 35 and 94 GHz is also of great interest.
The total attenuation and sky temperature of milli-
meter waves in clear weather have been shown in Figures 34
and 35 (Chapter 1) for centimeter waves for both typical
nidlatitude atmosphere and dry atmosphere. Measured
values available at 35, 1 ' -19
 69.75, and 94' 0 GHz are
shown to be consistent with the calculated curves.
To avoid excessive absorption, very low elevation
angles have to be excluded. Assuming a minimum elevation
angle of 30 degrees, the estimated attenuation in clear sky
for 35 and 94 GHz may be taken to be 0.5 dB and 2.4 dB
from the curve w = 60 degrees in Figure 34.
Since the water drops in cloud and fog are small in size
compared with a millimeter, the attenuation of tnillimeter
waves by cloud and fog is simply proportional to their
liquid water content. The cloud attenuation coefficients
may be computed from the temperature and frequency
dependent complex refractive index21
 and have been
graphically presented for 0°C and 20°C in Figure Sit
(Chapter 1). The worst temperature-zone cloud cover of
long duration associated with a frontal zone is equivalent to
about 1(gm-km)/m 3 . The predicted attenuations for this
possibly extreme condition at a 60 degree zenith angle are 2
dB for 35 GHz and 9 dB for 94 GHz. A more moderate case
based on the model in Figure 39 results in an attenuation
of 0.8 and 3.6 dB for 35 and 94 GHz, respectively.
Attenuation by rain is the main obstacle to millimeter
wave communication. The calculated rain attenuation
coefficients using laws-Parson drop size distributions are
shown in Figure 62 for the two frequencies under dis-
cussion. (These drop size di ,.tributions still are not known
tj be the correct ones, but they nevertheless will allow a
comparison of attenuation at different millimeter fre-
quencies to be made.) These two curves are obtained from
interpolation of the data in the literature .2 2 ,2 3 Space
diversity night be necessary to overcome heavy rain.
However ;
 if it is essential to keep the system working in
light rain, say 0.1 in/hr (which will not be exceeded for
more than I percent of the time in most temperate
regions), and assuming an average rain height of 3 km, the
estimated 0.1 in/lir rain attenuations at 30 degrees elevation
angle are 3 dB for 35 GHz and 11 dB for 94 GHz. The
comparison between 35 and 94 is shown in Table 16.
Table 1 o
PROPAGATION LOSS OF MILLIMETER WAVES AT a0
DEGREES FROM ZENITH
35 GHz 94 GHz
Attenuation through
clear atmosphere (dB)	 0.5	 2.4
.attenuation due to
dense clouds (dB) - Worst case	 9
Moderate case
	
0.3	 3.0
Fstintated attenuation due
to 0.1 in; hr rain (dB)	 3	 11
For a millimeter wave system to be profitable relative
to a centimeter wave system, it is essential that very dry,
high-altitude sites for ground stations be selected. The
favorable atmospheric conditions would minimize the
adverse factors of millimeter waves. Since die loss tangent
of ice is negligibly small at millimeter wavelengths. dry
snow is essentially transparent to longer millimeter waves
such as 35 GHz. This prediction has been confirmed by
measurements at BTL. 2 ° ` $ On the other hand. the
dimensions of snow flakes are comparable to the wave-
lengths of shorter millirnctcr waves such as 94 GHz, so
scattering loss may occur. While reliable theoretical predic-
tion of attenuation by snow is hardly possible. future
experimental data will tell whether significant scattering
loss may occur at shorter millimeter waves. This observa-
tion also implies that a ground station in all or
antarctic region would operate well at 35 GHz.
The sky temperatures shown in Figure 35 also apply to
the millimeter waves. The values computed are for a
typical clear, summer atmosphere in the temperate zone.
The temperatures under clouds or light rain are higher than
those for clear sky.
2.2 Error in Prediction of Refraction
The effect of atmospheric refraction may be divided
into a largely predictable ray-bending component and an
unpredictable short-term fluctuation component by atmos-
plieric turbulence. Very little experimental information on
atmospheric refraction is available at millimeter wave-
lengths. Fortunately, this refractive effect is essentially
frequency independent down to millimeter waves and
therefore the experience with centimeter waves should
be applicable here, especially for 35 GHz. Oil basis
the estimated residual error in the prediction of ray bend-
ing and the rapid random fluctuations are less than about
10 - ° rad (see Chapter 1, Section 4?).
2.3 Phasefront Distortion
Phasefront distortion and amplitude scintillation of
signals occur when electromagnetic radiation propagates
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through any medium that has a randomly varying inhomo-
genous refractive index. Amplitude scintillations are small
and are usually neglected. However, in some circum-
stances, they may cause serious effects. These effects are
considered in Chapter 4, Section 2.3. Phasefront distortions
will be considered in detail here because they can seriously
limit the performance of millimeter communication
systems.
Signals originating from deep space sources pass
through three interfering media — interplanetary space, the
ionosphere, and the troposphere. The interplanetary
medium contains solar plasma ejected from the Sun at high
speeds. The ionosphere consists of an ionized medium in
which the electron density varies with space and time. The
troposphere has a randomly varying inhomogeneous refrac-
tive index caused principally by water vapor irregularities
attributed to turbulent movements or random tropospheric
winds.
Results of experiments 2 6 and theoretical work  ' at
microwave frequencies have indicated that the inter-
planetary medium has little effect on propagation in the
ecliptic plane. Millimeter signals should be affected even
less by the interplanetary medium since, in general, low
density plasma has less effect at higher frequencies. 2 8
The ionosphere, a weakly ionized medium extending
from about 50 km to about 1000 km above the surface of
the Earth, can distort a signal passing through it at low
frequencies, with lesser effects observed at L band and the
lower portion of S band. Ionospheric effects have not
placed significant limitations on communications at micro-
wave frequencies at S band and above, and should have no
measurable influence on millimeter waves.
The troposphere is the lower portion of the Earth's
atmosphere and extends from the surface of the Earth to
about 10 km. In addition to the attenuation, noise, and
refractive effects mentioned earlier in this chapter, the
atmosphere can introduce significant random fluctuations
in the phase of transmitted millimeter wave signals 29,30
Phasefront distortion of signals passing through the
troposphere is caused by random variations of the refractive
index. Average values of the parameters in the equation for
refractive index can be determined as a function of altitude
and measured meteorological conditions, thus allowing
construction of tropospheric models of major geographic
and climatic regions of the world. Several of these models
have been used to calculate the effect of random variations
of the refractive index on signals propagated through the
troposphere 29,30 These models are useful because average
conditions are represented, thus allowing estimates of phase
distortion that may be typical for a given area. The extreme
variability of weather with space and time limits the
application of estimates of phase distortion. For example,
snow, rain, and had may occur at different altitu4as
simultaneously. Also, the water vapor content of the
atmosphere may change with space and time, and the type
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of clouds and their distribution may vary. Good models for
clouds have not been developed; therefore, most calcu-
lations are based on the assumption of minimal cloud cover.
Three statistical parameters are of particular interest in
characterizing phasefront distortion: the spatial correlation
distance, the time variation of distortion, and the rms phase
deviation. The spatial correlation distance has been
measured and is believed to be 100 to 200 meters
depending on location and weather conditions. 31,32 The
phase variation at two points on the phasefront separated
by a distance equal to the correlation distance is essentially
uncorrelated. The correlation time of phasefront distortion
is believed to vary from several seconds for high elevation
angles to several minutes for low elevation angles. 30 The
importance of correlation information will be shown in
later sections of this report.
The amount of tropospherically produced phasefront
distortion that occurs in a signal originating from a deep
space source can at least be estimated from the results of
experiments conducted over ground-based paths. Theo-
retical estimates of phasefront distortion can also be
obtained from appropriate models of the atmosphere.
Although much of the experimental work has been done at
microwave frequencies, the results should apply to the'
lower millimeter frequencies. This extrapolation should be
valid to about 100 GHz, because the tropospheric refractive
index can be considered frequency independent below that
frequency. 3 1 33
Figures 63 and 64 show theoretical results obtained by
Smith30
 using model parameters based on the results of
several meteorological and propagation experiments con-
ducted by independent groups under differing weather
conditions at different locations. For the purposes of this
report and in accordance with the previous assumptions,
the results have been extrapolated from 20 GHz to 100
GHz. The curves were truncated at 5 GHz to eliminate
ionospheric effects that occur at lower frequencies. Figure
63 shows the single-path standard deviation in signal phase,
with elevation angle as a parameter, that would be expected
when measuring the electrical path length of many parallel
paths over an area having linear dimensions of several
hundred meters. Figure 64 shows the differential phase
deviation that would be expected over paths separated by
the indicated baseline distances. Baseline is used here to
mean the line between two points located in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Figures 65
and 66 show the same results as Figure 63 and 64 except
that they are for elevation angles of 15 and 30 degrees,
respectively, and were obtained by using elevation angle
data from Figure 63 and baseline data from Figure 64.
Two important trends may be noted in Figures 63 to
66. Figure 63 shows that the elevation angle at which the
system must operate is very important. For example,
distortion at 15 degrees -s about twice as bad as at 90
degrees and about 4 times as bad at 0 degree as at 15
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degrees. Figures 64, 65, and 66 show that, for any elevation
angle, parallel path phase differences increase rapidly as the
baseline increases up to about 200 meters. Beyond 200
meters, phase variations are not strongly correlated and rms
phase differences increase slowly:
It should be noted that all curves presented in this
section represent moderately cloudy, midlatitude U.S.
conditions. Clearly, the curves are average in nature and
should not be interpreted as applying exactly to any
particular area or time. They are useful because they can be
used to obtain the magnitude and effect of phasefront
distortion for "average" conditions. For example, distor-
tion would be less severe in relatively high and dry locations
such as the desert mountains of the Southwest than in the
relatively high humid areas of the Southeast.
3. RECEIVERS
At present, receivers at microwave and millimeter
frequencies can be separated logically by application—for
spacecraft or for ground station. The performances of the
receivers in these categories, as well as the types of
receivers, are sharply delineated. The primary purpose of
this section is to summarize receiver performance for
ground station (masers and parametric amplifiers); however,
the subject of spacecraft receivers is also briefly considered.
Because the low noise amplifiers are only part of the
receiving system, the future amplifier improvement must be
considered from a tradeoff or economic standpoint in terms
of system performance. The noise temperature of the
receiving system is a useful measure of the overall perfor m-
ance. Therefore, present and projected system noise
temperature will be obtained (for the ground station
application) from I to 100 GHz.
The best spacecraft receivers employ low-noise pre-
amplifiers such as a TWT, tunnel diode, or transistor
amplifier at the lower microwave frequencies. At millimeter
frequencies and higher microwave frequencies, down con-
verters using Schottky-barrier d;odes have shown promise as
the most sensitive means of detection which does not
involve cooling to low temperatures. The ultimate noise
temperature for these types of receivers H,II probably be
about 100°K at the microwave frequencies.
Present spacecraft have adequate up-link performance
because of the high-power ground transmitters that are
available. Therefore, development of improved cooled
spacecraft receivers is practically nonexistent. However, in
the future it may prove economical to i;t rease the system
bandwidth by increasing the frequency and by using a
synchronous satellite as a repeater station for deep space
communications. Under these conditions, it is probable 'hat
cooled amplifiers would be important. The traveling-wave
maser as a device is well suited for remote operation;
however, the associated cryogenic system reliability must
be greatly improved. The problems and associated costs of
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overcoming them are not small, but the investment might
be worthwhile. Further development of this device could
also have important side effew as it would drastically
reduce the maintenance costs of ground station receivers.
3.1 Devices
Since the introduction of the maser, development up
to frequencies as high as 35 GHz has progressed rapidly to
the point where little decrease in noise temperature can be
expected in the future. Table 17 lists the performance of
masers actually operating in systems today. It is anticipated
that a noise temperature of at least 10 0 K is ultimately
possible for all the masers listed in the table. In addition
to AIL maser 34 at 35 GHz (listed in Table 17), several
other masers at this frequency have been reported in the
literature. 35 •36
Masers at higher frequencies (70, 81.3, and 96 GHz)
also exiSt.37-39
 The noise temperatures of these masers
have not been reported. however, it has been estimated that
noise temperatures are in the order of 200 to 3000K. 40
Their bandwid!hs are in the range of only 1 to 6 MHz.
Wide-band traveling-wave masers at these frequencies would
be difficult to develop because of severe tolerance require-
ments.
The parametric amplifier has been an important com-
petitor of the maser. Improvement in the paramp perform-
ance has been continuous until today it is approaching
theoretical limits at the lower microwave frequencies.
Figure 67 shows data points which represent existing
cooled parametric amplifiers. The lower curve  r represents
the theoretical limits by fully opii,nizing the present
designs and cooling the amplifiers to 20°K. Cooling to this
low temperature presents problems in the design of
varactors and low-loss circulators. This will cause diffi-
culties in reaching the projected values, particularly at the
millimeter frequencies. One point of Figure 67, that at 35
GHz, is worth mentioning because it represents a recently
reported 42 working model at this important millimeter
frequency and because it is clearly representative of what
could be expected at 35 GHz in the light of the current
state of the art. It is cooled to 77°K and is voltage tunable
from 34 to 38 GHz. A 94 GHz parametric amplifier is also
being studied 43 by TRG, Incorporated. The major prob-
lem is the realization of an adequate varactor diode.
Table 17
MASER NOISE TEMPERATURE (°K)
System Frequency (Gtiz) Present Future
JP-Venus'' '_.3 50 5°
BTL-Teistar" s 4.16 50 5°
JPL-Venus 59 8.448 18° 5°
All L 34 35 200 100
500
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100
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Figure 67. State of the art of cooled paramps and projected performance
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No significant improvement can be expected up to
frequenciesof 10 to 12 G1lz in the way of cooled paramps.
However, paramps will cUntinue to improve at higher
frequencies as the varactor diodes are improved. Perform-
ance of varactor diodes can be measured by a commonly
used figure of merit -- the cutoff frequency. For best
results, the cutoff frequency of the diode should be at least
ten times the pump frequency. Recently used varactors
have cut off frequencies of 300 to 500 GHz. 44 However,
considerable improvement has recently been obtained.
Cut-off frequencies of 1000 to 1500 GHz are being
obtained regularly with planar diffused gallium arsenide
varactors.45 -47 Schottky barrier diodes have also
been made with cutoff frequencies greater than 2000
GI IZ 4 s ,4 a ,4 v These improved diodes provide the critical
element required for parametric devices as high as 100 GHz.
Without nunimizing the problems of designing the required
coupling circuits (i.e., low-loss circulators, etc.), it is likely
they can be overcome in the foreseeable future.
The paramp may be designed to operate in either a
cooled or uncooled mode. In addition, it can operate
continuously during the temperature variation from the
cooled to the uncooled state (with corresponding system
degradation). Thus it can still operate despite a breakdown
in the cryogenic system. This property distinguishes it from
the maser, which zan operate only near cryogenic tem-
peratures. In the uncooled mode, the paramp is the most
sensitive uncooled amplifier available at microwave fre-
quencies.
The theoretical limitation for the noise temperature of
uncooled paramps using the ci , toff frequency as a
parameter is plotted in Figure 68. Also plotted is the state
of the art (in March 1966) and the theoretical limitation
associated with these paramps. It can be seen that the limit
is approached but that degradation exists because of circuit
hisses and other noise contributed by imperfect diodes.' o
The recently developed diodes are being used in
development of laboratory type down-converters at 32 and
94 GHz 4 5 Noise figures equivalent to a single sideband
noise figure of 8 to 9 dB at 32 GHz and 13 to 15 dB at
approximately 94 GHz have been measured.* In addition,
the diodes have been used for a down-converter at 50 GHz
with a resulting noise figure of 9 to 10 dB (including the 3
to 4 dB noise figure for the i-f amplifier) 4 1 A noise figure
of 8 dB should be obtained shortly at 50 GHz. Additional
measurements49 have been reported and indicate the possi-
bility of 5 to 5.5 dB noise figures at 50 to 60 GHz.
Others4 s have obtained a n _;se figure of 7 to 8 dB at 35
GHz wi*.h a down-converter; however, the diodes used do
not represent the highest quality presently available. Barber
•T'hese measurements are currently being made. The data are
tentative.
has predicted an ultimate noise figure of 3 dB at X band
(assuming an i-f amplifier having a 2 dB noise figure). In
Figure 69, these points are plotted, in terms of noise
temperature vs. frequency, along with the projection of the
noise temperature which . will be obtained in the next ten
years.
A problem in the design of good down-converters has
been the pump or local oscillator supply. Recently the LSA
device s 2 has been used as a local oscillator and its noise and
stability performances exceed those of an available kiystron
at 50 GHz.51 This device offers great possibilities for an
entirely solid-state mixer at millimeter frequencies. Several
efforts in this d irection exist. As an example, a project at
Texas Instruments is currently investigating the possibility
of a 94 GHz integrated receiver on a gallium arsenide
chips a
3.2 Systems
In a low-noise receiver system there are contributing
factors to the system noise temperature other than that of
the receiver itself. Provided that system losses are small, the
system temperature may be expressed by:
Tsys - Tsky + Trad + Tant + Trec
where Tsky is the sky noise which consists of the
tropospheric noise and the extraterrestrial noise; Trad is
the radome noise due to lossv material and reflections from
the ground-, Tant is the antenna noise due to feed spillover,
scattering, and resistive loss; and Trec is the receiver noise
which comes from the receiver temperature and the
transnussion line loss.
In Section 2 of this chapter and in Chapter 1. Section
4, tropospheric effects are considered. The sky noise was
found to be a function of weather (clouds and precip-
itation), elevation angle, frequency, and location.
At frequencies as high as 35 GHz, where the maser can
be used, the basic limitations in addition to the tropo-
spheric noise are the maser temperature of 4°K and the
extraterrestrial noise of 3.5°K. 54 This latter radiation is
identified as isotropic in space and must be treated as a
constant in the sky noise.
A few existing low-noise receiving systems 55•5f are
listed in Table t". The horn reflector antenna at Crawford
Hill presents the lowest system temperature. If enough
efforts are inade to min;niize the waveguide loss. th- system
temperature of a horn-reflector antenna may be further
reduced to about 12°K, which is close to the achievable
limit. The near-field Cassegrain antenna without a radome
also has the p,)tential to approach this limit. Although the
antennas described are used at the low microwave fre-
quencies, similar antenna noise temperature could be
expected at higher frequencies.
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Waveguide and other circuitry losses are not separately
listed in Table 18; however, a factor of approximately 10°K
is contributed to the system temperature of each of these
systems. As frequency increases, these losses will increase
proportional to \r
 f (at least). For the purposes of this
report, this loss is assumed to contribute 15°K to the
system temperature at 35 GHz.
The minimum system temperature discussed is in the
zenith direction of the clear atmosphere. The tropospheric
noise becomes increasingly important when the frequency
increases. The curves of Figure 35 in Chapter I show the
increase in sky temperature as a function of frequency and
zenith angle. By using these data and other data listed in
this section for antennas and various types of receivers,
Figures 70, 71, and 72 were obtained. They show the
system noise temperature from 1 to 100 GHz at zenith
angles of 0 degrees, 60 degrees, and 80 degrees under clear
atmosphere conditions. In the case of rain or clouds, the
system temperature is increased.
A few points are worth discussion. The cost of
operating at a zenith angle greater than 80 degrees at
frequencies above 10 GHz is very high in terms of noise
temperature. To compare systems at zenith angles greater
than 60 to 70 degrees, one must be certain that such angles
are indeed necessary during critical communication periods.
Present systems seldom operate at zenith angles greater
than 65 degrees. Therefore it may not be fair to compare
system performance at these angles when such a drastic
penalty is paid over some of the frequency spectrum.
If, however, the specifications logically require that
such large zenith angles be considered, the comparison of
noise temperatures for systems using cooled paramps and
masers is interesting. The ultimate limit on the sensitivity of
a ground-based receiver becomes increasingly dominated by
the tropospheric effects as the frequency increases and/or
as the zenith angle increases. Because of this the receiver
contributes only a small part to the system performance.
Thus an increase in receiver performance has a relatively
small overall effect. This is most apparent at 35 GHz with a
maser as a receiver where a 3 dB increase in maser
performance results in less than 1 dB improvement in
system performance.
4. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
In earlier sections of this chapter, atmospheric effects
have been discussed. These atmospheric effects require
further interpretation before useful statements can be made
about system performance. This section will present the
effects of atmospheric turbulence, attenuation, and sky
noise for the millimeter wave case and show what modifica-
tions must be made before microwave equations and
concepts can be used at millimeter frequencies.
4.1 Atmospheric Turbulence
Phasefront distortion of signals passing through the
atmosphere must be considered when large antenna systems
NASA-JPL 85 ft diameter
Cassegrain at	 r
Goldstone, California
	 J
Deutsche Bundepost
near-field Casse-
grain at Raisting,
Germany
A.T.T.-Comsat
conical horn
reflector at
Andover, Maine
BTL horn re-
flector at
Crawford Hill,
Holmdel, New Jersey
NASA-JPL 210 ft diam-
eter Cassegrain at
.,ldstone, California
Table 18
LOW-NOISE RECEIVING SYSTEMS
Freq Gain Efficiency	 Sky Noise Radome Antenna System
(MHz) (dB) (percent)	 at Zenith (°K) Noise (°K) Temp (°K) Temp (°K)
2400 54.4 65	 6 0 4.5 28
2400 54 55	 6 0 9 --
8448 -- --	 7 0 7 38
4160 58.4 55	 6.5 6 2 29
6300 61.5 55	 -- - - --
4080 57.7 76	 6 10 0.05* 34
2390 43.3 76	 6.5 0 1* 22
4080 47.65 69	 6.8 0 0.2* 20
2400 62 75	 6 0 3.4 21
*Revised estimates based upon more recent measurements showed these less than 0.2°K.
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(i.e., both single and multiple apertures) are used. For single
aperture antennas the rms deviation from a plane phase-
front and the spatial correlation distance of distortion place
upper limits on antenna diameter for a given frequency. For
multiple-aperture antennas the time variation of distortion
determines the lower limits of thresholds for the phase-
tracking loops employed in dynamic correction of phase-
front distortion. For simplicity, multiple aperture antennas
(arrays) will be considered in Appendix 2.
The correlation distance is probably about 100 to 200
meters. Therefore, it seems that for efficient antennas the
diameter should not exceed 100 meters. If the antenna
diameter is larger than the correlation distance, strong
correlation between phasefront fluctuations at different
portions of the antenna will not exist, and destructive
interference of the field will reduce the antenna gain. Large
increases in aperture will result in small gain increases and
reduced efficiency.
The magnitude of phisefront fluctuations across the
antenna aperture will limit the antenna aiameter for a given
frequency. The remainder of this section will establish this
bound within the limits of existing knowledge. The
follov ' ag assumptions will be made to simplify the
pry -Naure -
1. Antennas discussed will be parabolic refle -tors
with no surface errors. (This allows the bound to
be established by atmospheric effects only.)
2. Deviations in the phasefront of an incoming
planewave having rms value a cause the .same gain
reduction as an rms error a12 in the reflector
surface.
Antenna gain can be expressed as
G = 77 (7rD 1 z exp -(4 rr a / A) z
where n is the aperture efficiency, D is the diameter, and X
is the operating wavelength. If a is a small fraction of a
wavelength, very little gain reduction will result from phase
distortion. For example, if a = X/32, the gain reduction will
be less than 1 dB.
Figure 73 shows the data of Figures 64, 65, rnd 66
expressed as a function of baseline rather than frequency.
The standard deviation of the phase difference between two
points separated by a distance d on a plane perpendicular to
the signal direction is expressed as a function of d. Curves
are shown for three elevation angles and frequencies of 35
GHz and 94 GHz. Three trends are clear:
1. Phase differences increase as d increases.
2. Phase differences increase as the elevation angle
decreases.
3. Phase differences increase as frequency increases.
It is important to estimate the maximum useful
antenna diameter available at millimeter frequencies. The
following approach will be taken. Let the rms signal phase
difference at two points on the antenna surface be less than
or equal to X/6 when the two points are chosen diametri-
cally opposite on the minus 20 dB aperture illuminatior_
circle. For all point¢ separated by distances less than the
diameter of this aperture illumination circle, the rms signal
phase difference will be less than X/6. Thus the equivalent
rms phase error for the entire antenna will be much less
than X/ 12.
No standard exists by which {he maximum useful
diameter from atmospheric turbulence considerations can
be established. Any practical criterion may be chosen. It
has been stated" that a good choice of operating fre-
quency is in the range of 0.6 to 0.7 times the gain4imit
frequency.This corresponds to an aperture rms phase error
of X/21 and results in a gain of 1.8 dB less than that
obtained at the gain limit frequency. Using the X/6
criterion, it can be shown that the frequency of operation
will be below the gain-limit frequency, but not so far below
that the resulting diameter limitation is overly restrictive.
Table 19 shows the aperture illuminations chosen as
typical. Table 20 shows the antenna diameter at which the
-20 dB points incur a phase difference of X/6 for elevation
angles of 3, 15, and 30 degrees, at 35 and 94 GHz.
According to the criterion chosen, these diameters are
significant because they represent basic limitations. It can
also be seen that the diameter limitation is about the same
for both aperture illuminations.
A particularly interesting result is the fact that, under
similar atmospheric conditions, less antenna gain is available
Table 19
TYPICAL APERTURE ILLUMINATION DISTRIBUTION
X at	 Sidelobe Level
Illumination Type	 -20 dB Point	 (dB)
1. Uniform A(X) = 1	 1	 17.6
2. Parabolic A(X) = 1 -X2	 0.955	 24.6
Z = Distance off axis
Zo = Radius
Z
X=-
Zo
Table 20
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE ANTENNA DIAMETER (Meters)
Elevation Angle (degrees)
Aperture
Illumination
	 3	 15	 30	 3	 15	 30
Uniform
	 16	 76	 170 2.4
	
8.3	 15
Parabolic	 16.8	 79.5
	
178 2.50
	 8.7	 15.7
35 GHz	 94 GHz
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at 94 GHz than at 35 GHz. The gain of the antenna is
proportional to (D/X)2 . The results of Table 20 show that
(D/X)2 is significantly greater for the maximum allowable
antenna diameter at 35 GHz than for the one at 94 GHz.
Thus, when antenna gain is limited by atmospheric turbu-
lence, higher gains can be obtained at lower frequencies.
This result represents a significant change from microwave
concepts, where atmospheric turbulence presents little or
no problem.60
Another interesting result is the effect of elevation
angle on maximum antenna diameter. It is clear from Table
20 that elevation angles below 15 degrees are costly in
terms of antenna gain and that elevation angles below 3
degrees may be prohibitive at millimeter frequencies.
Although it has been shown that elevation angles below 25
to 35 degrees may not be necessary for deep space
communications,61 maximum antenna diameters are
chosen on the basis of a 15 degree minimum allowable
elevation angle.
Thus 75 meter and 8 meter antenna diameters are
chosen as the largest practical size for communicating with
deep space probes at frequencies of 35 GHz and 94 GHz,
respectively. At least one other report 62 has concluded that
4.5 meters is the largest practical antenna diameter at 94
GHz. However, a criterion of X/30 was chosen for the phase
difference between points on the opposite edges of a 15
ft diameter antenna at 94 GHz. The resulting diameters
were smaller than those obtained here.
This same report" used an approach in evaluating
available propagatior data which also is quite pessimistic.
The data (from Maui, Hawaii) have a variance about four
times as great as similar data from the mainland United
States 6 3
 To avoid pessimistic outcomes, the data must be
considered along with an appropriate model to account for
meteorological conditions, as shown by Smith6 3 The Maui
data were taken at an elevation angle of 6 degrees. Data at
higher elevation angles are not available at present; how-
ever, the use of the Maui data without correction to a
higher elevation angle is also too pessimistic (at millimeter
frequencies in particular).
Millimeter frequency antennas on the order of 75
meters and 8 meters for 35 GHz and 94 GHz have not been
built and may never be built because of structural "cost
effective" arguments set forth in Chapter 1, Section 5. It
can be concluded that turbulence will not limit communica-
tions except at very low elevation angles, at the highest
millimeter frequencies, and under conditions of unusually
turbulent weather.
4.2 Atmospheric Attenuation
Electromagnetic energy propagated through the atmos-
phere can be attenuated by water vapor, oxygen, rain, fog,
and ice. The amount of attenuation depends on several
meteorological parameters as well as on signal frequency.
Atmospheric attenuation for microwave frequencies was
discussed for several weather conditions in Chapter 1,
Section 4 and for millimeter frequencies in Section 2 of this
chapter. It is clear from both sections that operation at
millimeter frequencies requires that more system margin be
allowed for atmospheric attenuation. This section will
discuss methods of determining such margins and will
attempt to estimate the margins. Examples are given in
Table 21. Clear-sky, cloud, and rain attenuation will be
considered separately.
Table 21
MARGIN REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM TO OPERATE
AT Vo ZENITH ANGLE IN THE BOSTON AREA WITH
5 PERCENT OUTAGE TIME BECAUSE OF WEATHER
Type of
	
Frequency (GHz)
Attenuation	 6
	
is
	 35	 94
dB)	 —	 r
Clear sky	 0.08 0.20	 0.75	 3.6
Cloud and Rain <0.08 0.5
	 2.3	 x7
Total
	 <0.16 0.7	 3.05	 x10.6
Cle it-sky attenuation at a given frequency (attenuation
by o-.ygen and water vapor) depends upon absolute
humidity, elevation, and elevation angle. Clear-sky attenua-
tion is always present and can be estimated for a given
frequency, elevation angle, and location. When an estimate
is made of margin required to overcome attenuation due to
rain and clouds, clear-sky attenuation will be added.
Cloud attenuation varies with cloud density and path
length through the cloud. These factors are required to
calculate cloud attenuation from Figure 38. Since total
overcast occurs at least several percent of the time in most
locations,ba,bs it is necessary to obtain a measure of how
large the water content may be. Preliminary measurements
of Sun-signal attenuation at 30 GHz made at BTL suggest
that excess attenuation is small during a high percentage of
overcast periods. These measurements were made at zenith
angles greater than 60 degrees. The results further suggest
that the "integrated" water density may be small for a large
percentage of total overcast conditions.
Rain is the most significant attenuator at microwave
and millimeter frequencies; therefore, rain attenuation will
be discussed in some detail. As documented in Chapter 1,
Section 4, there is no detailed correlation between the rain
rate measured on the ground and sky attenuation (or
correspondingly Fky noise). Comparison of system opera-
tion at different frequencies may still be made, using
attenuations based on Laws-Parsons distributions.
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As an example, it can be seen (from Figure 62) that
if the rainfall rate were 16mm/hr, signal attenuation would
be as follows:
	
Frequency	 (GHz)	 Attenuation (dB/km)
	
3	 (4.5X i0-3)
	
35	 4
	94	 8
If rain at this rate were uniform and perpetual,
communication at millimeter frequencies would be diffi-
cult. Conversely, if rain never fell, operation at millimeter
frequencies might be attractive. An approach more useful
than the previous comparison is to determine the proba-
bility that atmospheric attenuation due to rain will exceed
some value, A, as a function of zenith angle and frequency.
Comparisons may then be made. The attenuation distribu-
tions for the Boston area, shown in Figures 45 and 46, may
be used at 15 and 35 GHz. The frequency-dependence of
rain attenuation and the frequency relationship for cloud
attenuation in Figure 38 permit reasonable estimates of
attenuations at frequencies other than 15 and 35 GHz. The
data for 6 and 94 GHz in Table 21 were obtained in su,*. a
manner for a zenith angle of 70 degrees and a 5 percent
outage time.
These values are only rough estimates. This is partly
due to the coarseness of the data of Figures 45 and 46 at
low time percentages. Values of attenuation at small time
percentages (< 1 percent) may be required when considering
deep space communications. To obtain these values, addi-
tional measurements covering more periods of heavy rain
are required.
The Boston area is not an ideal site for space
communications because of the relatively high annual
rainfall. Presumably, at better locations such attenuations
would correspond to a smaller outage than 5 percent.
However, the attenuation differences at the frequencies
shown in the table are indicative of the problems that exis ►
for low elevation angle operation at 35 and 94 GHz as
compared to 6 GHz.
Continuous operation at millimeter frequencies may be
impractical. If so, an allowable outage time must be
specified for millimeter system operation. A system margin
requirement is then defined as the maximum atmospheric
attenuation encountered for the given allowable outage
time. By determining the margin requirements for various
locations, performance comparisons can be made. Extensive
data and good statistics for attenuation distributions at
pref rred locations would be most helpful.
4.3 `,ky Noise
The increase in effective antenna temperature because
of reradiation of energy by atmospheric gases and precipita-
tion reduces system sensitivity. It is desirable, therefore, to
be able to predict the fraction of time that sky noise
exceeds chosen levels. With that knowledge, °nough system
margin could be allowed to ove;cume the noise a large
percentage of the time. Oxygen and water vapor, clouds,
and rain contribute to sky noise, and an approach similar to
that in the previous section is taken. By using the known
relationship between sky noise teniperatum and attenua-
tion, distributions for attenuation described in Section 4.2
can be used to obtain the Boise temperature margin
requirements.
Sky-noise temperatures were estimated for the condi-
tions in the example of the previous section. The results, in
Table 22, show maximum sky temperatures for a system in
the Boston area for 95 percent of the time, at an antenna
elevation angle of 20 degrees.
Table 22
SKY NOISE FOR SAME OPERATING CONDITIONS
IMPOSED IN TABLE 21
Frequency
(GHz)	 6	 is	 35	 94
Total sky
Noise	 10.5	 43.5	 147	 265
Temp (°K)
4.4 Conchrsions
The effects of atmospheric turbulence, attenuatiu:,
and noise have been discussed in this section. The results
indicate that millimeter systems should be located in Oe
best possible locations from a weather standpoint and
perhaps rely on diversity of ground stations if a high
probability of uninterrupted communication is desired.
Microwave systems appear to be rather immune to
weather-produced outages except possibly for extreme
cases. The system implications of atmospheric effects on
microwave and millimeter systems are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3. OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY
1. LASERS
Two basic applications of the laser are considered for
deep-space optical communications. They are the com-
munications transmitter aboard the deep-space vehicle and
an optical beacon either on Earth or on an Earth-orbiting
vehicle. Discussion of transmitter lasers will be confined
to CW oscillators because: (1) the bit rate objective,
106 f l ,  is higher than pulse relaxation rates of relevant
lasers and (2) the preferred forms of modulation are binary
polarization or phase shift FM (Chapter 4, Section 5). Only
high-power pulsed lasers are considered for an optical
beacon because of SNR and beamwidth relationships at the
beacon receiver (Chapter 4, Section 4). In this section,
selected laser oscillators are evaluated from the viewpoints
of power, efficiency, size, weight, life, and reliability.
Efficiency characteristics relative to theoretical limits and
possible means for more closely approaching these limits
are discussed.
1.1 Laser for Communications Transmitter
Bandwidth and SNR considerations (Chapter 4,
Sections 5 through 9) require an optical output power
Pout >1 watt for a communications transmitter at a
range — 1 AU. To achieve optimum transmitter gain, which
is essential for a high-performance optical system, the laser
must oscillate in the diffraction-limited TEMoo mode.
Surface tolerances of the transmitting antenna mirror and
beam-pointing precision required for diffraction-limited
transmission are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
Continuous-wave laser oscillators which yield an
output in the watt range include: argon' (0.48 and 0.51µ),
second harmonic generation (SHG) Nd:YAG.' ,' (O.53µ),
ruby  (0.69µ), GaAss (0.84µ), Nd:YAG4
 (1.06µ),
Ho:YAG4 (2.12µ), Dy:CaF 2 4 (2.36µ), and CO2 ' ( 10.64
*L.A.D'Asaro and J.C. Dyment of BTL recently achieved CW
operation at 200°K heat sink temperature, the highest reported
so far for GaAs.
Four of these eight types, namely argon, both Nd:YAG
lasers, and CO2, will be discussed in depth. -he others are
less advantageous at present because the CW ruby laser
output is unstable (spiking) and because CW oscillation of
Ho:YAG, Dy:CaF2 , and GaAs requires low temperatures
(-77°K).* Although low-temperature laser cooling is tech-
nically possible, the penalty in power efficiency and system
complexity would be substantial. Also, for state-of-the-art
GaAs lasers, restriction of oscillation to the TEM., mode
generally reduces the total CW output power substantially.
Characteristics of the four leading candidates for a
deep-space optical transmitter appear in Table 23. TEMoo
power levels listed in the table have been experimentally
realized, with laser cavity lengti,: -1 meter and with laser
o mps which appear compatible for space qualification.
Higher TEMoo power levels should be achievable, at least
for Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers, with longer (including folded)
cavities and with comparable power efficiencies. As an
example, 30 watt' TEMoo radiation is reported for a 2
meter long CO2 laser.' The laser beam is coupled out in
most cases by partial transparency of one of the two cavity
mirrors. Output power in the TEMoo mode, for a given
cavity diameter and length, is maximized by appropriate
selection of mirror curvature.'
Laser cooling, which is needed for all types discussed,
is an exceedingly critical problem from at least three
viewpoints. They are: (1) cooling system power, (2) cooling
system weight, and (3) vibration produced by flowing
coolants. The last may pose the most formidable technical
problem if the requisite pointing precision is an arc second
or less (see Section 4 for effects of vibration on pointing
accuracy).
1.1.1 Argon Ion Laser Cavity Design
Extensive parametric studies of argon laser characteris-
tics have been published.' ' to ' t A strong consensus,
based on these results and also on more recent development
work of TEMoo
 mode argon lasers, is that optimum
performance is achieved with a bore diameter 2.5 to 3
mm and a discharge length — 30 to 60 cm. Pump power
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Table 23
LASER CHARACT
Observed
Basic Efficiency*
Po(TEMoo)	 %
Laser	 (microns)	 (watts)	 (percent)
'ERISTICS
Theoretical*
Efficiency	 Length
	
Diameter of
??BT	 of Active	 Active Medium
(percent)	 Medium (cm)
	 (cm)
Argon 0.48 1.5 0.04 do Pump
0.51 1.5 0.06 rf Pumps 7 30.60
0.25-0.30
Nd:YAG 0.53 >6* 0.2# 30 5 0.6
Nd:YAG 1.06 12 0.4 30 5 0.6
CO2 10.6 10§ 10§ 40 100 1.2
* See Section 1.2 for discussion.
t Data on rf ring excitation from Reference 19.
$ Results' with newly developed SHG materials show that power and efficiency at 0.53 micron will be > 50 percent of
1.06 micron performance.
§For flowing gas systems; values for static systems are < 70 percent of this value (Section 1.4.2).
into the discharge is ^- 6 kW for a total TEMoo beam
power — 3 watts (see Section 1.2). A critical factor affect-
ing optimum design is the beam confining magnet.' to t t
Magnet weight and size, as well as Pin/Poat ratio, decrease
rapidly with decreasing diameter; on the other hand,
diffraction losses in the cavity and discharge wall erosion by
charged particle bombardment become excessive at very
small bore diameters. The axial magnetic field is typically
1000 gauss for a 2.8 mm bore discharge tube. Pumping can
be either rfl
 or dc;7 to 11 overall power efficiency is
comparable for both types of excitation (Section 1.2).
References 12 and 13 cover examples of argon laser designs
with simultaneous high performance in four parameters:
TEMoo
 power, power efficiency, size, and weight, all of
which are important for spaceborne lasers. Brewster angle
windows yielding a Ynearly polarized output beam and
dielectrically coated external cavity minors are used in
nearly all argon lasers. The cutput beam contains several
wavelengths in the blue-green spectral region with a power
distribution typically 45 percent at 4880A, 45 percent at
5145A, and 10 percent at other wavelengths.', to to It
also is possible to attain 70 percent of Ptotal in TEM o t
at 5145A.13
 Tunable wavelength selection can be achieved
with a prism inside the laser cavity. Recent results' ° with
very high current (30 to 300 A) wall-stabilized are dis-
charges show that high efficiencies 17B can be attained
without a magnetic field in 7 to 15 mm bore argon lasers.
Total input power is high, however, and no data on TEMoo
power appear in Reference 14.
1.1.2 Nd:YAG Laser Cavity Design
Published parametric design investigations for Nd:YAG
are not as complete as for the argon types. A basic reason is
that experimental variation of laser length and diameter is
limited severely by available Nd:YAG crystal and pump
lamp sizes. Typical laser rod diameters are 0.25 to 0.6 cri
with lengths of 2.5 to 5 cm. Power output in the TEMoo
mode as high as 12 W for a 3 kW pump power level is
achievable (present lamp life at this power is 1500
hours). An ellipse is used to focus the optical pump (usually
a tungsten lamp) on to the laser rod. Optimum design
requires that the lamp image match the laser rod diameter.
Double elliptical cavities (two lamps) provide higher
TEMoo power efficiency than a single ellipse (one lamp)
becar.se of pump threshold effects. Because of the low gain
in Nd:YAG, — 2 percent per cm, high optical quality of
crystal end face polish and of the dielectric mirrors are
critical for peak efficiency. Most power output data
reported for the 1.06 micron Nd:YAG laser are for an
unpolarized output beam; i.e., end faces of the laser rod are
cut perpendicular to the axis. Linearly polarized output
beams can be obtained by addition of a Brewster angle
plate inside the cavity, which reduces Pout only slightly
with high-quality optical components. Polarized outputs
also can be attained by cutting at least one end of the
Nd:YAG rod at Brewster's angle. With this approach,
however, off-axis cavity mirror alignment is required. This
feature can introduce mechanical design difficulties, since
cooling of the laser rod and pump is essential. Also a much
longer crystal boule is needed to obtain the same output
power with a Brewster angle cut as for crystals cut
orthogonal to the axis. The 1.06 micron line width
increases with temperature, which reduces the laser power
efficiency. Preferred operating temperature is < 30°C, with
— 70°C as an upper limit. At this point substantial losses
appear in efficiency from line broadening.
Efficient second harmonic generation (SHG) at 0.53
microns in Nd:YAG has only recently been achieved in the
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CW mode. 3 A nonlinear crystal oriented for SHG phase
matching is placed inside the cavity. The material used in
earlier2 pulsed 0.53 micron SHG work was LiNbO3.
Attempts for CW operation with LiNbO3 have been
unsuccessful, or at best extremely inefficient, because of
optical inhomogeneities or damage produced in LiNbO 3 by
intense optical radiation." Recent developments of a new
material, Bat NaNbs 0 1 5, which is more resistant to optical
damage, has permitted a SHG power conversion efficiency
of 50 percent. 3 Increased conversion efficiency is ex-
pected with further experimentation (an efficiency
approaching 100 percent is theoretically possible). 2 Tem-
perature of the SHG crystal must be maintained near 80°C
to within — 0.2°C to maintain phase match conditions.3
Power needed for such constant temperature control is a
few watts which is negligible relative to pump lamp input
power.
Output power of the Nd:YAG for a fixed pump power
per unit length should be at least linearly proportional to
the laser crystal length. Significant increases in rod length,
if longer crystals with appropriate optical quality can be
grown, should be possible before diffraction or pumping
losses become limiting. Accordingly, TEMoo power levels
higher than those given in Table 23 for — 5 cm rod length
should be achievable with longer pumps and laser crystals.
As previously mentioned, limitations on availability of
Nd:YAG crystal lengths and pump lamp geometries have
impeded studies of longer cavities. Since the overall
Nd:YAG laser head length is small (-12 inches; see Section
1.3), compared to those of gas lasers, further development
of longer Nd:YAG lasers would merit consideration in an
optical space communications program.
1.1.3 CO2 Laser Design
Conditions for optimum CO 2
 laser efficiency, in terms
of gas discharge conditions, gas pressure, gas additives,
temperature, and other factors, have been studied com-
prehensively. 1 , 16 to 2 o Output power is relatively insensi-
tive  to discharge tube bore but depends strongly on type of
gas additive(s) mixed with the CO2
 and also on the linear
rate of gas flow through the laser tube. Typical conditions
for optimum TEMoo Pout with a I meter long discharge
are: (1) 1 cm bore discharge tube, (2)CO2 : N2 :He gas
mixture at respective pressures of approximately 2:1.5:6
torr, (3) 20 mA discharge current at 9 W, (4) gas flow
rate _> 50 cc/min STP (standard temperature and pressure),
and (5) dielectrically coated cavity minors on a substrate
transparent at 10.6 micron: (e.g., Irtran II). Data 17 on gain
per unit length as a function of gas flow ;ate, with gas
mixture as a parameter, are shown in Figure 74. Experience
has indicated that optimization of gain vs. flow rate and gas
mixture closely coincides with optimum Pout.
Stoppage of gas flow (i.e., static or sealed-off lasers)
from — 50 cc/min STP reduces Pout by > 30 percent. This
effect is due in part to accumulation of CO (by CO2
uissociation) in static systems and also is a critical factor
affecting life (Section 1.4). It should be noted that
discharge conditions stated above for optimum Pout in a
flowing laser can be substantially different in an optimized
static laser, as discussed in more detail in Section 1.4.
Cold cathodes normally are used because CO, laser
current is low, cathode fall potential is small compared to
total discharge voltage, and the oxidizing atmosphere of the
CO2 discharge tends to poison heated cathodes. A ballast
impedance is required in series with the power supply and
discharge. Minimum ballast power is dissipated with a
constant-current electronic regulator rather than a passive
resistance. Output power and gain become higher as
discharge wall temperature is decreased, as illustrated in
Figure 75. Thus, laser cooling to < 30°C again is essential.
Internal mirrors attached to the discharge tube appear
advantageous because of adverse absorption losses and/or
hygroscopicity of available Brewster window materials at
10.6 microns. Experience indicates that deterioration of
dielectric coatings of internal mirrors by the discharge, a
problem in the argon laser, is very low in CO 2 lasers.
1.2 Efficiency
Most data on laser power efficiency pertain to the basic
efficiency, r1B , defined as the percent ratio of output
power, Po , to pump power dissipated in the active laser
medium Pil . In general, Po and 71B do not reach maximum
at simultaneous experimental conditions; however, opera-
tion near maximum TEM., P o levels usually is the
best compromise between optimum power and efficiency.
Consequently, in discussions of Po and 77B values in
this section, emphasis is placed on maximum achiev-
able Po at a laser life > 103 hours. Experimental 77B
data and theoretical maximum efficiency nBT are given
in Table 23. Definition of 17BT is the ratio Eui /Epg , where
Eul and Ep9 are energy differences respectively of the upper
to lower laser levels and the upper pump level to ground
state level of the active atom or molecule. It should be
noted that the relevant argon ground state is that of the
neutral atom rather than the Ar+ ion.
1.2.1 CO2
The observed basic efficiency is closet to theoretical
for CO2 , within a factor of — 5. The maximum multimode
r)B reported for CO2 is 20 percent, or one-half of 17BT,
which is close to the best that may be expected in the
future. Static CO2 gas lasers would require less weight
(Sectiorr 1.3) on a space mission but at a penalty in both
efficiency (at least a 30 percent reduction based on present
experience) and life (Section 1.4). The minimum usable
flow rate is — 10 cc/min STP (Figure 74), which is the value
used for weight calculations of CO 2 gas storage in Section
1.3.3.
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1.2.2 Nd:YAG
In the remaining portion of Section 1, the 0.53 micron
and 1.06 micron lasers will be treated as a single type. For
the Nd:YAG laser, 77B is 10 -2 of theoretical efficiency,
which is almost entirely due to a spectral mismatch
between the optical lamp and the useful pump bands of
Nd:YAG in the 0.5 to 0.9 micron range.° 2 r Proposed
approaches for improving the spectral match include new
lamp types and special doping of Nd:YAG to widen the
pumping band.° Some points that merit mention are that
any new pump lamp must have a geometry that matches
the Nd:YAG rod in the lamp focusing structure, that long
lamp life is essential, and that any doping added to
Nd:YAG should not significantly degrade the optical
quality of the crystal or broaden the 1.06 micron linewidth
of the Nd dopant. Experience to date suggests that new
lamp types, e.g., electroluminescent diodes, offer much
greater promise than selective crystal doping.
1.2.3 Argon
The present basic efficiency of the argon laser is
also-10-2 of theoretical. The outlook for efficiency
improvement in argon is enhanced by the square law
dependence  of P, on discharge current 1. Since P isa 1, the
basic efficiency 7) 1, « I. Basically the task is to reduce tube
erosion by improved discharge tube structures and cooling
techniques. Possible means for achieving this include:
(])segmented metallic discharge tube,' , " (2) more
efficient cooling of discharge tube, e.g., radiation or heat
pipes (Section 1.3.4), and (3) reduction of ion loss at walls,
e.g., by higher magnetic field. The last item, of course,
involves a trade-off with weight. Basic efficiency of the
rf-excited laser is about 1.5 that of dc-pumped lasers. This
advantage is more than compensated for by a less efficient
and heavier power supply, as discussed in the next section.
1.2.4 Overall Efficiency
For systems comparisons the relevant quantity is the
total efficiency r?T , which includes power consumption of
ancillary components such as power converters, cathodes,
ballasts, magnets, and laser cooling systems. A compre-
hensive evaluation of ??T is premature because of the
paucity -)f lasers specifically engineered for space or
airborne application. It is of merit, however, to examine
semiquantitatively the factors that contribute to 71T ; these
factors are summarized in Table 24. Available data on
do-to-do power converters in the 10 V to 10 kV range
indicate that 90 percent conversion efficiency is feasible
(Chapter 1, Section 3). For the rf-pumped argon ion laser
the power conversion efficiency is — 50 percent.2 2
Cathode heater power is required only for the argon
laser; a cold cathode is proposed for the CO 2 laser (Section
1.3). Recent cathode research 2 3 shows that a Heated
hollow cathode offers advantages, when used in high
current lasers, in life and in cathode fall potential relative to
oxide or matrix types. Power consumption of this cathode
is — 25 watts for the argon laser power levels given in Table
23.
Ballast power is essential for the CO 2 laser and
probably is necessary for the argon laser, depending on the
output bea,a stability required. Minimum ballast power is
dissipated in the CO 2 case with an electronic constant-
current regulator. Experience indicates that a ballast
dissipation of 0.1 to 0.2 of discharge excitation power is
adequate (0.15 is assumed in Table 24).
Table 24
FACTORS AFFECTING TOTAL POWER EFFICIENCYr) T (TEM 00
 Mode)
Power Converter Cathode Magnet Cooling
Efficiency Power Ballast Power System
Laser	 (percent) (watts) (watts) (watts) (watts)*
r,:gon	 90dc pump !!
50 rf pump)' f 25 100# 1000 3300
Nd:YAG	 90 None None None <560 (0.53µ)
280 (1.O611)
CO 2 	 90	 None	 0.15 Pin	 None	 13§(cold)
* Watts to be dissipated by the cooling system per watt output (for lasers of Table 23).
t Reference 22.
* Optional, depending on stability required (see Section 1.4).
§ For flowing gas system. It is> 18 watts for static CO 2 systems.
<For flowing gas system. 77 T is <5 percent for static systems.
100
nT — —
Excluding
Cooling
(percent)
0.03
>0.18 (0.53µy
0.36 (1.06µ)
8<
Weight considerations presently argue against a perma-
nent magnet for the argon laser. However, preliminary
results on a periouic permanent magnet show Fr%^mise
for the future.' 3 Required power dissipation for an
appropriately designed electromagnet producing 1000
gauss axial field for the argon laser dimensions given in
Table 23 is not more than 900 to 1000 W and probably will
--:-crenr:- with advances in technology.
P(-..ver required for the cooling system is expressed as
wat .s dissipated per watt of laser output. Quantitative
determination of cooling system power (and, incidentally,
weight and size) await more engineering work on heat
dissipation in spaceborne laser systems (see Chapter 1,
Section 2 i"or status of microwave and millimeter wave
cooling systems).
1.3 Size and Weight
Engineering of lasers for space or airborne application
is in the early stages. Consequently, availability of data on
size and weight, as well as on power efficiency and life, is
extremely limited compared to that on microwave tubes.
The following discussion should be interpreted in that light.
In many cases, it is necessary to extrapolate information on
lasers developed for applications where weight and size
were not of critical importance. Future improvements in
size, weight, and efficiency are potentially much greater,
percentage-wise, for lasers (and perhaps also millimeter
wave tubes) that for microwave tubes. Table 25 summarizes
size and weight estimates.
1.3.1 Argon
References 12 and 13 are examples of the present
state of the art for an airborne air-cooled laser and serve as
a basis for estimates given for argon in Table 25. The weight
of an rf power converter would be significantly greater, by
perhaps about a factor of 2, than the 50 pounds projected
for a do supply. This would argue against use of an rf
argon laser unless significant advantages exist in other
parameters, such as life, over the dc-pumped type.
1.3.2 Nd:YAG
Size given in Table 25 has been achieved in a
commercial model (Korad Model K-Y1). A weight of 10 lb
Table 25
LASER SIZE AND WEIGHT ESTIMATES* OF LASERS IN TABLE 23
Size
Excluding
cooling (cu.
ft.) Argon Nd:YAG C-0
Laser head 1.0 f't 3 0.1 ft 3 1.0 $	 ft,
(32"X9"X6") (12"X4"X4") (48"X6"X6")
Power converter 1.0 0.2t 0.5
Weight
Excluding
cooling
(lbs)
Laser head 25 10 25#
Magnet 25 None None
Power converter 50 L5f Ji
Total weight 100 25t 50#
Cooling System
Watts dissipated/ 3300 280 13
watts PO
' See discussion in Section 1.3.
t Power converter may not be needed at all if voltage of the Nd:YAG optical pump lamp can be matched to that
available from the spacecraft power supply.
# Does not include gas storage if i flowing gas CO 2 system is used. It would require ~ 0.7 lb of premixed gas per 1000
hours of flow at a 10 cc/min STP rate (10 grams/mol gas weight assumed, e.g., CO2 : N2 :He in 2:1:12 ratio). Volume
could be conserved by storage in liquid or solid state at low temperature.
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excluding cooling would seem reasonable in view of what
has been accomplished for an argon head. As noted in the
table, the possibility exists that Nd:YAG power could be
taken directly from the spacecraft raw supply.
1.3.3 CO2
Estimated laser head size is somewhat smaller in cross
section than argon but 16 inches longer. Laser head weight
Of CO2 is assumed equal to that of argon; weight of the
more rugged discharge tube and anode structure necessary
for the argon laser is assumed equal to weight of the
additional 16 inches of CO2 head length. Power-converter
size and weight are based on an input power of — 125 W,
vs. — 10 kW for argon, and include a constant-current elec-
tronic ballast dissipating 15 W.
Weight of gas storage for a flow system is rather high
(Table 25, footnote* ). The weight advantage of the static
CO2 system, however, is oftset at present with a lower
efficiency and life (Sections 1.2 and 1.4).
1.3.4 Comments on Cooling System Size and Weight
Althotigh the argon laser appears to bear the greatest
penalty in size and weight of the cooling system, it can
operate at a much higher temperature (— 1500°C) than the
other two laser types. Direct cooling by radiation through a
window in the spacecraft may then be feasible, similar to
that proposed for some microwave tubes (Chapter 1,
Section 2). Another ccx)ling technique which may be
promising for space systems is the heat pipe (Chapter 1,
Section 2) which may have advantages in efficiency and
reduction of vibration (of concern in pointing precision
— Section 4).
1.4 Life and Stability
1.4.1 Life
The present status of life and th„ primary life-limiting
factors for the three laser types are given in Table 26. The
limitations listed in the tai le are well recognized and
intensive development efforts are in progress at many
laboratories to increase the life of all three types. In view of
this state of flux, it is perhaps most appropriate to list the
magnitudes of present life performance and the principal
approaches under investigation for life improvemen t, which
are also shown in Table 26. Within the next five  years, life
objectives of at least 10,'00 hours for all three iaser types
would not appear unreasonable.
Factors that have limited life in the past, and are not
included in Table 26, are deterioration of mirrors and
Brewster windows. Progress has been made in under-
standing the relevant physical mechanisms and in develop.
ing the necessary technology so that Hindows and minors
no longer are regarded as primary components that limit
life.
Table 26
LIFE LIMITATIONS OF LASERS
Argon	 Nd:YAG
	
CO2
Life at present (hr) 1000-2000 1500 No known limit (flowing)
300-1000 * (static)
Primary life Discharge tube Pump lamp Gas dissociation and
limitation structure cleanup (static)
Other life limitations 1. Cathode
2. Gas cleanup
Means of increasing 1. Segmented metal 1. New lamp types I. Electrode and discharge
life discharge tube wall materials to mini.
2. Development of mize gas cleanup
2. Hollow cathode longer life tungsten
lamps 2. Oxidizing agents to
3. Argon reservoir and/or convert CO into CO=
automatic leak valve
4. Minimize electrode
sputtering
*Life data in the range of 3000 to 5000 hours have been repotted for static CO 2 systems; however, the discharge conditions
for the longer life were such that the power efficiency was much less, - I-'- percent, instead of the 7 to 10 percent given in
Table 23.
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1.4.2 Nonflow (static) CO 2 Laser Life
The life of the static CO 2 laser became an area of
intensive study during 1967 and a few comments on what
has emerged are of merit. The basic life-limiting mechanism
(Table 26) is disso c iation of CO 2 and a resultant gas cleanup
by gettering and/or precipitation.
Comparisons of gain and spectral content of visible
sidelight emission, between static and flowing CO 2 dis-
charges, show that a substantial concentration of CO
accumulates in static systems within a few minutes after the
discharge is activated." This dissociation of CO2 causes
the excitation conditions for optimum laser output power
to be substantially different from those of flowing systems
with a concomitant loss in efficiency. Gas decomposition
of both CO 2 and CO occurs continuously for CW discharge
operation until the CO 2 partial pressure becomes insuf-
ficient to sustain laser oscillation. Experiments show that
gas cleanup is greatest near the cathode electrode; two
relevant processes are gettering action by metallic films
sputtered from the cathode and formation of a car-
bonaceous deposit (possibly including precipitation of
carbon) on tube walls near the cathode. Preliminuy life
tests on static CO2 lasers show that laser action terminates
after ^300 to 1000 hours when the laser is operated at
maximum output power. Life times as high as 3000 and
5000 hours have been reported for static lasers, but
their basic efficiency (~I to 2 percent) was below optimum
by a factor of about five.
The factors which are important fo: long-life CO2
lasers are not fully understood. Techniques which have
been proposed include:
1. Use of electrode materials such as platinum that
minimize sputtering and cleanup
2. Addition of water vapor
3. Use of quartz rather than glass discharge tubes
4. Rigorous outgassing of laser structure prior to
filling with CO2 mixture
5. Addition of oxidizing agent or catalyst to decrease
CO2 or CO dissociation rates
6. Minimizing gas contamination by careful selection
of all materials, including cements and mirrors,
which are exposed to the discharge.
Determination of the relative importance of these
parameters awaits further study.
1.4.3 Stability
Pheonomena that produce noise in the output laser
beam include:
1. Plasma instabilities of the gas discharge
2. Changes in minor spacing of optical cavity
3. Stability of cooling system
4. Competition between various rotational lines (in
CO2)-
Typical specifications on amplitude fluctuations of Ar,
Nd:YAG, and CO 2 lasers are — 5 percent ripple for the
spectral range from 1 Hz to 100 kHz. Two important
factors for minimizing plasma instabilities are proper design
of electrode geometry and ballast impedance. Fractional
changes in cavity resonance frequency f and mirror spacing
L are equal, i.e., Of/f = AL/L. This expression relates the
frequency stability of the laser to temperature fluctuations
in the cavity for known thermal expansion coefficients of
the mirror spacer material.
Linewidths (Doppler in case of gas lasers), f2, and
cavity mode spacing, c/2L, for he lasers of Table 23 are
shown in Table 27:
Table 27
LINEWIDTHS AND CAVITY MODE SPACING
L c/2L fl
Laser (cm) (MHz) It1Hz
Argon 50 300 3500
Nd:YAG 10 1500 ^ 104 (1.06µ)
CO 2 100 150 60
Whenever f  is less than c/2L, large output fluctuation, can
occur, as the cavity resonances sweep across the laser
(Doppler) linewidth, because of acoustic or thermal dis-
turbances. For this reason, a CO 2 cavity somewhat longer
than a meter may be desired to increase stability of TEMoo
oscillations; a folded cavity —2 or 3 meters effective length
should be sufficient. The CO 2 laser oscillation m	 be
restricted to a single rotational transition. Witho such
control, the spectral content of the CO 2 output (i.e.. with
respect to the various rotational lines) will be time
dependent.
Long-term alignment of ti-.e optical cavity in a space-
borne laser is essential. Means of periodically checking and
adjusting the cavity mirror alignment are recommended.
1.S Laser for Pulsed Op&W Bacon
Analysis of the optical beacon system (Chapter 4,
Section 4) shows that a Q-switched, high peak power laser
may be the preferred transmitter type. The desired pulse
repetition rate must be >100 p/s if the beacon servo system
is to compensate for system vibrations up to 10 Hz. The
proposed laser angular divergence is — IV radian and the
average output power >I to 10 W.
Q-switched lasers available for the beacon application
are the 0.69 micron ruby, 1.06 micron Nd:glass, and 1.06
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micron pulsed Nd:YAG. Typical characteristics of all three
lasers are 10 to 20 ns pulse width, beamwidth 1 to 5 mrad
(<1 cm beam diameter), and maximum average power 1 to
10 W. The maximum pulse repetition rate of ruby and
Nd:glass, however, is 10 to 20 p/s, which appears to be a
basic limitation imposed by relaxation phenomena in the
laser crystal.* Nd:YAG, on the other hand, has been pulsed
up to 50 p/s at 21 0 ns pulse width and 40 m joule/pulse (2 W
average power). 26 An Xe flash lamp was used; lamp life was
not studied in detail but >50 to 100 hours of life have been
observed in pteliminary test. Beam divergence as low as
10-4 rad can be obtained with an appropriate telescope.
The basic limitation on repetition rate in Nd:YAG is crystal
cooling; flow of a liquid coolant in direct contact with the
laser rod is presently most efficient. Rates up to at least
100 p/s should be achievable with the appropriate design.
Operation of the Nd:YAG with SHG at 0.53 micron
would permit use of more efficient detectors and therefore
higher overall performance of the beacon system.
Efficiency of SHG crystals are high with Q-switched laser
operation,' but life is limited by optical damage s ` to the
SHG material. Recent results3 with the new material
Ba2 NaNb 5 0 15 indicate that it would permit ^-100 percent
SHG 0-switched conversion efficiency without damage to
the crystal by the high intensity beam.
Pulsed Nd:YAG is recammended as the best
Q-switched laser presently avail,:ble for a high (-100 p/s)
repetition rate optics: beacon. Best performance would be
provided by operation in the SHG mode at 0.53 microns;
such a SHG laser with _>1 W average output power is not
known to exist but appears feasible with appropriate
developmental effort.
ultrasonic grating, inside the cavity. The fundamental
locking frequency is c/2L, which is 150 MHz for a cavity
length L of 1 meter. Subharmonic lock frequencies nc/2L,
where n is an integer, are achieved by appropriate adjust-
ment of the driving frequency of the time-varying loss.
Pulsewidth rl of the fundamental locked mode is
independent of the cavity length L and is given by
TI = 1/fl
where ft
 is the line width (Doppler width in the case of gas
lasers) discussed in Section 1.4. For argon and Nd:YAG
lasers, f, is 3.5 and 15 GHz, respectively, yielding sub-
nanosecond values for T I . Mode locking generally is
precluded for the CO 2 laser, since f, = 60 MHz and usually
only one longitudinal mode will oscillate for a given
rotational transition.t
Ratio of the peak-to-average power in a mode-locked
laser is N, where N is the number of longitudinal modes
oscillating. If f, is the linewidth for which the net gain of
the laser is greater than unity, then N = 2Lf1/c.
Mode-locking in the 0.53 micron SHG Nd:YAG Iaser
can produce a substantial enhancement in the average
power output because of the square-law relation between
fundamental and second harmonic power level... Sinith"
has shown that mode-locking increases the average 0.53
micron SHG output power by (2N 2 + I)/3(2N-1), which
approaches N/3 for large N. Ratio of the peak-to-average
SHG mode-locked power is 3N/2 for N »1 28 . If the 1.06
micron linewidth f t is 15 GHz and the cavity lengt', 1. is 30
cm, the number of longitudinal modes N is 30.
1.6 Mode-Locked CW Lasers
Lasers which produce 2 pulsed output with a high
repetition rate and narrow pulse width can be advantageous
for pulse position modulation (Chapter 4, Section 5) or for
reduction of background noise effects by gating pulse
detection circuits at the receiver. The mode-locked CW
laser'`' will produce such an output. Locking can be
obtained by placing an internal time-varying loss, usually an
*Special barium-borate glass with Nd has permitted low average
power operation up to 200 p/s with 1 re joule estimated energy
per pulse at 30 p/s. See Kamogawa et al, Japan J. Appl Phys, 5
(1966), p 449.
tExperimental demonstration of a mode-locked CO 2 laser was
descr!bed by E. Caddes and ethers at the Electron Device Meeting,
Washington, D.C., in October 1967, but efficiency and peak power
limitations appear to require further study.
$One possible exception is a YIG (yttrium-iron garnet) magneto-
optic modulator described by R.C. LeCraw of BTL at Intermag
Conference, Stuttgart, Germany in April 1966. Further develop-
ment is required to establish feasibility for deep space system use.
In the present form, this modulator is promising only in the near
infraree spectral region betveen 1.2 and 1.3 microns.
2. OPTICAL ki JDULATORS
In Chapter 4, Section 5, it is concluded that the
optimum methods of modulation for wide-band, deep-space
optical communication are biorthogonal phase shift for
coherent detection and binary polarization for direct
detection. To achieve a modulation rate > I Mb/s, an
objective in this study, nortmechanical modulation tech-
nicaes must be employed, e.g., electrooptic, acousto-optic,
or magneto-optic interactions. Modulator driver power
and/or insertion loss at present is lowest, by a wide margin,
for eactive (optically nonabsorbing) elect o-opt-ic and
acousto-optic modulators.# The following dis.: ,.:ssion there-
fore wail be restricted to these two types. At present,
electro-optic modulators provide superior performance for
the application under consideration. Modulator devices will
be evaluated primarily in terms of digital modulation, drive
power, bandwidth, insertion loss, and optical wavelength.
Size and weight will be considered only qualitatively in
view of the early stages of relevant device development.
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2.1 Reactive Electro -Optic Modulator Materials
The electro-optic theory of crystals, characteristics of
avaPable materials, and modulator design are treated
extensively in the literature and will be discussed only
briefly here. Reference 29 gives a recent review of the field.
A parameter basic to modulator design is the change of
refractor index, An, with applied electric field E. Both An
and E are vector quantities. Directions of E and the incident
light polarization, with respect to crystal axes, consequently
must be carefully selected for optimum modulation. For the
linear electro-optic effect, where quadratic and higher order
terms are neglected, An is given to a good approximation 29
by the electro-optic tensor
1
r
n^	 ij 
E
>	 (1)
where rij is the linear electro-optic coefficient. The indices i
and j can run from 1 to 6 and 1 to 3 respectively; however,
many rij values are zero depending on crystal class (or
point-group symmetry). Equation (1) must be summed over
ij, but in many cases of practical interest all but one can be
neglected. Fc: this case An -n3
 rE/2. The optical phase
change A 0 produced by the applied electric field is
2trL©n
	 rrLn3rEApp =
	 —	
X
	 (2)
where L is modulator crystal length in the direction of light
propagation and A is the vacuum wavelength. Equation (2)
applies directly to the case of phase modula':: where the
incident polarization is parallel to either tt ►. urdinary or
extraordinary axis (Section 2.3). With polarization modu-
lation, the icident beam is typically polarized at 45
degrees f- :he two axes (Section 2.2) and Equations (2)
becomes
ILE	 3	 3
_ —	 (nor o — nere
^	 (3)
ere o and a refer to the ordinary and extraordinary
.rization directions. The field E = V/D, where V is the
^ioAied voltage and the cross section of the crystal, is a
square of dimension D on a side. Another important design
parameter is the half-wave voltage Vn - eq•: •red to produce a
phase change of rr for a crystal in which L = D, i.e., a
cube-shaped modulator. V7r is basic since it is independent
of D; the relations for Vn
 can be obtaired from Equations
(2) and (3) when A0 = 7r and L = D which yield:
V,ff = An3r (phase modulation) 	 (q)
V^ = n 3 r - (polarization modulation) 	 ( 5 )
e c — o n
For the LiT1103 and Ba2NaNb5015 crystals discussed later
in Section 2.2, re = r33 , ra = r 13 (LiTa0-,), and ro = r23
(Ba2 NaNbs0 15 ). Note that for a crystal of length L, the
half-wave erive voltage Vla., i
n,
Un —	 a	 (6)
A diagrain of a reactive electro-optic modulator is
shown in Figure 76. Crystal cross section is assumed to be
roua: P , with a dimension D on each side. Matching of the
laser beam to the modulator is provided by a leas.
Optimum coupling i^ aciuFV:!d, in the case of a Caussian
bear. cross section. when the beam geometry inside the
crystal is that of a confocal _-esonator of length L. For .lris
condition the ratio D2 /L of the crystal d imensions is given
by 29
D2/L = 4A/nn
	 (7)
in practice V2 /L should be somewhat larger, by approxi-
mately a factor of 10, than 4A/ntr to allow margin: for
effects such as abErrations and mechanical tolerances. 29
Input modulation signal V(t) is applied by a driving
circuit to the crystal electrodes. The drive can be either
single-ended, as indicated in Figure 76, or push-pull. The
choice depends on circuit and mechanical design considera-
tions. Driver circuit output power is basically all reactive
because of the high resistivity of electro-optic materials of
interest. Reactive driver power, PD , for an applied field
E = V/D and bandwidth B is CV2
 B/4, where C is total drive
capacitance. If the dielectric constant is e, co is permittivity
of free space, and fringing fields are neglected, then
C = eoeL and PD
 becomes for V = VD  using Equation (6)
CBD2 V2 a eBD 22 V2
PD = 4L- _	 4L	 (8)
At optimum coupling D2 /L«X/n (Equation 7), from which
it follows that, for a given phase shift it and a crystal with
square cross section, dependence of drive power on
bandwidth, optical wavelength, and materials constants is,
for phase modulation,
(T 22
PD «	
) (BCV,2
	 « bcn'/n'r2	(9)
and, for polarization modulation,
D2
PD « (L ^ BEV,2„ « BeX3 /n (no ro -- ne r) 2	 (10)
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Figure 76. Reactive elec:_o-optic modulator
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Figure 77a. Schematic diagram of binary polarization ehxtro-optic modulator
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It should be noted that Equations (9) and (10) are for ideal
optical coupling, in practice PD must be higher, perhaps by
a factor of 10, to allow for margins. Note also the
advantage of shorter wavelengths (PD¢X3)
Material properties of greatest importance for electro-
optic modulator applications are:
1. Dielectric constant e, which affects driver capaci-
tance and propagation velocity of electric fields
through the crystal
2. Refractive index n, which is inversely proportional
to light-beam transit time through the modulator;
as noted later, transit-time effects can be neglected
for bapdwidths -10`0i
3. Electrooptic coefficient r, which, together with n,
determines the electrically induced change in
refractive index A n (see Equation 2)
4. Optical and electrical losses, as given respectively
by the absorption coefficient a and the dielectric
loss tangent S
5. Physical hardness, freedom from growth defects,
capability of single crystal growth in large boule
sizes, and minimum hygroscopicity, all of which
are necessary for fabricating durable and long-life
modulator crystals of usable size
6. Resistance to optically induced damage30 by
intense focused laser beams
7. Thermal expansion and thermal conductivity co-
efficients which affect thermally induced birefrin-
gence due to thermal changes in optical length or
thermal gradients.
Requirement 5 eliminates many of the known electro-
cutic materials as candidates for a modulator. Of those that
remain, the highest overall performance materials for the
0.5, 0.69, 1.06, and 10.6 micron wavelengths of particular
interest in this study are, at present, LiTaO 3
 and
Ba2 NaNb 5 0 15
 for the 0.5 to 1.06 micron range and GaAs
at 10.6 microns. It should be noted, however, that electro-
optic materials research is very active and that availability
of even higher figure of merit crystals is probable in the not
too distant future. Ba2 NaNb 5 O 1 5 is a new material 31 that
promises somewhat higher performance than LiTaO3.
Relative comparison of LiTaO3 to KDP, KTN, and LiNbO3
appears elsewhere 32 and serves as a basis for material
selection here for the binary polarization modulator.
Parameters, including E, n, and r for T 300°K are given in
Table 28 for the three selected materials. Precision of a and
r data in the tale is one or at best two significant figures
because of variati0'is 29
 in measurement technique, tr,nper-
ature and wavelength. However, Table 28 will be sufficient
for modulator evaluation within the wavelength ranges
given arc: for bit rates<_ 106 to 107 s i . Optical absorption
is typic.-,Ily a few decibels for the materials listed in Table
28 but va.:°s appreciably between samples, with optical
coupling, and with the quality of antireflection coatings on
the crystal ends. Losses of 1.5 dB for a 1 cm long LiTaO3
crystal' 2 at 0.63 micron and <0.1 cri i for GaAs3 3 at 10.6
microns have been observed experimentally. The ratio D2 /L
in the LiTaO 3 sample for which the 1.5 dB insertion loss
was obtained was about a factor of 10 larger than the
theoretical limit 4A/n7r (Equation 7), which suggests that a
tradeoff may exist in practice between drive power (Equa-
tion 8) and optical loss. Values reported for loss tan S of
GaAs are <0.01 when measured at 9.3 GHz2 9 and 0.001 at
2.5, 5.6, and 10 GHz.b3
2.2 Binary Polarization Electro-optic Modulator
(0.5 through 1.06µ)
Binary polarization modulation with direct (incoherent)
detection is proposed for 0.5 or 1.06 micron wavelengths
(Chapter 4, Section 5). Most promising modulator perform-
ance is currently offered with a LiTaO 3 or Ba2NaNb5O15
electro-optic material in the configuration shown in Figure
76. The E field is applied along the c-axis of the crystal, which
must induce a phase change of 7r (given by Equation 3) to
change from a binary 0 to a 1. Incident polarization can either
be linear, at an angle of 45 degrees to E or c-axis (Reference
32 is an example) or circular. Circular polarization is desired
at the modulator output to avoid transmitter-receiver angular
alignment. Binary circular polarization output (RH or LH) is
achieved as shown in Figure 77a. A X/4 plate is needed for ei-
ther arrangement, on the exit side for incident linear polariza-
tion 45 degrees to E and at the entrance for circular
polarization at the modulator input. Voltages applied from
the driver are zero for a binary 0 and VD 7r (O0= rr) for a
binary 1. Phase shift at V = 0, due to natural birefringence,
strains, etc., must be 2mr in both cases, where in an
integer. This zero field condition can be obtained by at
least two methods: 32 (1) by appropriate adjustment of the
absolute crystal temperature or (2) with a Babinet-Soleil
compensator at the modulator output. Mechanical motion
is required for adjustment of (2).
Precision control of the crystal temperature, T, is
essential to maintain a constant zero-field phase shift at
2mtr. Calculations" for a binary linear polarization output
from LiTaO3 show that AT must be <±0.045°C if the ratio
of I to 0 is to be > 20 dB with a 1-cm long crystal. This AT
requirement should be substantially valid also for circular
polarization output. In short, T must be maintained
constant to -I0-20C for the above po ► -sization modulator.
Power requirements include those of the modulator
driver and temperature control circuits. LiTaO 3 polari-
zation modulators have been designed and operated up to
10t Hz bandwidth. 32 Typical design parameters (see,
For example, Reference 32) are an aspect ratio L/D = 40 to
80, D = 0.02 to 0.025 cm, and C = 5 pf. Equation (8) and
Vir values of Table 28 show that the magnitude of the
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Table 28
CONSTANTS OF ELECTRO-OPTIC MATERIALS
LiTaO 3 * Ba2 NaNb 5 0 15 t GaAsc#
E3 40 51 12
ne 2.180 (0.63µ) 2.256 (0.53µ) -
2.175 (1.06µ)
r33(cm/volt) 3 X 10-9 (0.63µ) 5.4 X 10-9 (0.53µ) -
no 2.176 (0.63µ) 2.370 (0.53µ) 3.3
2.261 (1.O6µ)
r13(cm/v0lt) 7 X 100 (0.63µ) -
r23(crn/volt) - 1.3 X 10-9 (O.53µ) -
ral(cm/volt) - - l.t X 10-10
V 7 (volts), Equations (4) 2800(0.63µ) 1570 (0.63µ) 1.6 X 10 5 (10bµ)§
and (5)
Range of transparency O.4-5µ 0.4-5µ 0.9-16µ
* References 29 and 32.
t Reference 31.
* References 29, 33, and 34.
§ V7T = l-2 ) X/n3 741 for GaAs 111 crystal axis considered in Section 2.3.
reactive output power of the driver for B = 106 Hz is PD
-10-2 to IVW. The required peak-to-peak driver voltage
VD7r is (D/L)Vlr which at L/D = 50 and ?k = 0.5 micron yields
VDIr "45 and 25 V p-p . for LiTaO 3 and Ba2NaNb501s,
respectively. Low power (-I to IOW total input) tran-
sistor circuitry can readily provide the above PD and
VD7r levels. At L/D = 50, A = 0.5 micron, D = O.325 cm,
and n = 2.2, the ratio D 2 /L = 22 A/n or 17 times the mini-
mum value of 4Aintr from Equation (7), which :should be
more than adegiate margin. Transit times are Fufficiently
short that no traveling wave structures are needed at
B~10° Hz. Constant temperature control technology is well
developed and OT<IVOC is within the state of the art.
Estimated input power for an optimized temperature con-
troller operating with crystal temperature near ambient is
-1 to IOW. The size of such a modulator, based on those
built in the laboratory, is the order of 0.04 ft' (a cube 4 in.
on a side) and weight -5 to 10 lb. Data available on optical
damage with 4880A light show that at least 500W/cm2
(0.2W focused to a 0.2 mm spot) and 750W/cm2 (0.3W
focused to a 0.2 mm spot) can be transmitted througu
LiTa03 and Ba2 NaNb 5 0 15 respectively with no observable
damage. Care in heat treatment and poling of LiTa03 musl
be taken to achieve optimum damage resistance. 30,32 Car(
must also be taken to minimize photoconductive effect
which can produce a nonuniform transverse distritution of
the applied electric field. 32 Acoustic resonances, a result of
the natural piezoelectric properties of electro-optic mate-
rials, are minimized by appropriate mechanical design for
damping such oscillations. 32
The binary polarization modulator can be summarized
as follows:
Material	 Choice	 Future improvements iii
Ba2NaNb5Ois
	
1	 crystal growth technology
are needed to provide the
LiTa03	2	 requisite modulator effi-
ciency and life.
Crystal aspect ratio L/D:>50(D-U.02 - 0.04 cm)
Incident polarization: linear (at 45 degrees to c-axis) or
circular
Exit polarization: circular R H (0) or L H (1)
Zero field phase shift: 2m7r(m = integer)
Crystal temperature control: ^±10-2 °C
Reactive driver output power: _l (T2 - 10 4 W
Driver output voltage (D/L) Vjr = Da/L(nere -n3 rO):
^25 volts (Ba 2 NaNb 5 0 15 for X = 0.5 micron and
L/D = 50)
Power input to driver: -Ito IOW
Power input Lo temperature controller: ^-1 to 1 OW
Size: < 0.04 ft3
Weight: -5 to 10 lb
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*For E and light polarization along the 111 GaAs axis,
Vn = ^JT/2 A/n r4 i (Reference 29).
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Electrode structure: bulk modulator OK at B 106 Hz
(traveling wave structure not needed)
Insertion loss: < 1 dB (with antireflection coatings on
crystal).
2.3 Biorthogonal Phase Electro -Optic Modulator ( 10.6µ)
Materials that are transparent at 10.6 microns and have
a high, known electro-optic coefficient are GaAs ,29,33,3 4
Se, 3 S CdS ,2 9 and ZnTe . 2 9 The figure of merit n 3 r
(Equations 2 and 4) is highest for Se; n 3 r values for GaAs
and CdS are comparable. The crystal quality and/or size of
Se 35 CdS, and ZnTe is at present inadequate for practical
modulators. Consequently, of the four materials mentioned
above, GaAs, doped with Fe or Cr to increase the resistivity
to reduce dissipation losses, currently yields the best
performance at 10.6 microns. It is GaAs that will be
considered in detail in this section as an electro-optic phase
modulator.
Figure 77b is a schematic diagram of the binary phase
shift modulator. Incident polarization to the crystal is
IL-iear, which is changed to circular polarization at the
modulator output. The structure of GaAs is cubic
zincblende. Maximum phase shift is attained when the
E-field and light polarization are parallel and along a 111
crystal axis .29 The relevant electro-optic coefficient is r41
(Table 28). Modulator crystal is a parallelepiped with the
following orientation : 2 9
1. Light propagates normal to a 111 plane
2. Light polarization is along 111 axis and parallel to
E
3. Binary E-field pulses change phase of the coherent
light by zero (binary 0) or by 7r (binary 1)
4. Linearly polarized wave exiting from modulator
into circular polarization is converted by a quarter
wave plate, e.g., US 5N4 plate (Figure 77b).
Drive power PD varies as V near optimum coupling
(Equation 9); hence there is an important tradeoff between
PD and X If a factor of 10 margin is allowed in the D2/L
ratio of Equation (7), i.e., D2 /L = 40 X/n7r, then L ~10 cm
for a crystal thickness D of 2 mm. Feasibility of values of D
much smaller than 2 mm is doubtful because of optical
absorption, aberrations, and minimum allowable alignmer.'
tolerances. Total capacitance of such a modulator is
typically 15 pf. From Equations (6) and (8), the reactive
driver power at 106 Hz bandwidth for a 7r phase shift* then
is 40 watts and the required drive voltage V D jr = 3.2 kv.
Although this is a high voltage and represents difficult
circuit design problems, the dissipative power can l.e quite
low. Resistivities as high as 10a 12 cm have been obtained in
Ci-doped GaAs crystals for which the optical quality and
transmission were comparable to or better than for Fe
doping. Dissipative losses in a 0.2 cm X 0.2 cm X 10 cm
modulator with 3.2 kV across the electrodes would be
— 4 x 10-4 watts.
Therefore, the critical problems in a 10.6 micron GaAs
modulator are:
1. Pulse circuit design that provides ^-4 kV peak
voltage into a reactive load
2. Prevention of electrical breakdown either through
the gas surrounding the modulator or defects in
the modulator crystal
3. Minimize driving circuit power requirements, rv.g.,
with pulse circuits resonant at the pulse repetition
rate.
Another consideration is variation in static birefrippi,ce
due to temperature changes. This effect is much less in
cubic GaAs, where n x = ny , than for the tantalates or
niobates of Section 2.2. Although insufficient data are
available for quantitative evaluation, the permissible tem-
perature fluctuation is expected to be one or more orders
of magnitude higher than the ^-1ff2`C required for polari-
zation modulators in Section 2.2. Size, weight, and input
power will depend strongly on the specific driving circuit
design; it seems clear, however, that they will be higher (by
at least a factor of two) than those of the polarization
modulators discussed in Section 2.2. Further work on
driving circuits and/or new modulator materials is needed
for quantitative determination of volume, weight, and
power requirements of an electro-optic 10.6 micron
modulator.
2.4 Acousto-Optic Modulators
Interaction of light with propagating acoustic waves is
reactive and therefore potentially can provide efficient
wideband modulation of light. Analyses of acousto-optic
phenomena, in particular the dependence of modulation
index on materials constants, input power, acoustic fre-
quency, and bandwidth, appear in recent review articles
(see, for example, References 36, 37, and 38). Most of the
work to date has been concerned with theory and basic
materials properties rather than development of specific
devices. A primary reason for this is that, until the advent
of the laser, application of acousto-optic modulators was
limited by the lack of intense monochromatic light sources.
In addition, important advances in materials and acoustic
transducer technology have beer, made in the past few years
(see, for example, References 39 and 40). As a result,
intensive acousto-optical device development is in the early
stages and significant progress relative to the present stare
of the art can be expected in the next 5 to 10 years.
Efficient amplitude modulation is provided by the Bragg
angle acoustic modulator illustrated in Figure 7 8a. Because
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Gap 0.63 -0.151 -0.082 -0.074	 -
As2S3 1.15 0.308 0.299
	 -	 -
LiNb03 0.63 0.036 0.072
	 -
Ti02 0.63 0.011 -^. 0.172
	 -
GaAs 1.15 -0.165 -0.140 -0.072
	 -
Te 10.6 0.155 0.130
	 -	 -
0.178
0.0%5
of its u:. , utential applications, emphasis of work to date
in the acousto -optic field has been on the Bragg type. Laser
light is incident at the Bragg angle 8 b = Xo / 2Xa, where Xo
is the optical wavelength in vacuum and X. the acoustic
wavelength in the medium. Frequency w o
 of the incident
light is shifted to wo - wa or wo + wa upon Bragg dif-
fraction, depending on whether the transverse momentum
component of the light is parallel or antiparallel respec-
tively to the acoustic wave velocity (Figure 78a). With
sufficient acoustic power P a , all light leaving the transducer
will appear in the diffracted component.
Binary polarization modulation, preferred for deep
space communication at 0.5 or 1 .06 microns (Section 2.2),
can be achieved by utilizing the acoustically induced bire-
fringence effect. Polarization of the Bragg-diffracted light
will be at right angles to the incident light polarization for
all nonisotropic noncubic crystals in the case of a transverse
acoustic wave 41 . Optimum materials at present are Gap
 or
As2 S 3
 at 1.06 microns and LiNbO 3
 or TiO2 (rutile) at 0.5
micron; data for relevant materials parameters 39 are given
in Tables 29 and 30. A possible mode of operation is bi-
nary 1 for the diffracted light and binary 0 for the direct
transmitted light (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 78a).
Table 29
ELASTO-OPTIC CONSTANTS, p, OF ACOUSTO-OPTIC
MATERIALS39
Xo
(M:crons)
	
p it	 pre
	
P44	 P31
Recombination of the two beams into collinear waves for
propagation through the transmitting optics can be accom-
plished with a Koster'sp rism
 37 as shown in Figure 78b. The
following factors are of concern in this type of polarization
modulator:
1. A 3 dB loss appears at the Koster prism due to the
be-jnsplitter (Figure 78b).
2. ' :'he diffraction angle, 8d
 in Figure 78b, must be
maintained constant consistent with the desired
pointing precision.
3. Driver power is required for -10 6 b/s infor-
mation rate.
In view of the 3-dB loss at the prism, systems perform-
ance would be comparable without the prism and if pulse
modulation were used instead with the transmitted beam
only. The relation between incremental changes in diffrac-
tion angle B d and acoustic frequency fa
 is Afa = (°a OBd)/
Xo ; for Va = 4 x 105 cm /sec, No = 0 .5 micron, and
o B d = 10-6
 rad (0.2 arc-sec), and the required acoustic
driver stability is Afa = 8 kHz. For ^-106
 b/s information
rate, typical fa values are 107 - 108
 Hz, in which case
Of,/fa ^• 10 3 to 10 -4. Acoustic power Pa
 in the crystal
required for diffracting 100 percent of the light can be esti-
mated from the Pa/fa values given in Table 30, where
Pa/fa = Xo pu2 /3.6n 7 p 2
 (see Tables 29 and  30). It was
assumed during computation of these values 39 that the
acoustic beam height was near its minimum value of va/fs,
v ; f$ is the information rate, that the acoustic and opti-
c, ..,sses are negligible, and that the appropriate optimum p
coefficient is used for either transverse or longitudinal wave
propagation. Also, it should be noted that P a/fa
 a Xo,
similar to Equation ( 10) fir the electro-optic modulator.
Generally fa should be 10 to 100 times f, which yields
values for Pa
 of ^-5 to 60 mW at 0 .5 rricron (LiNb03 or
Ti02 ) and 1 . 5 to 100 mW at 1.06 microns (Gap or As2S3).
Typical coupling losses at the transducer at present are
Table 30
CONSTANTS OF ACOUSTO .OPTIC MATERIALS39
P va n
'2 Acoustical
NO
105
pva Pa/fa Wave
Material (Microns) n c sec (X10-11 MKS) (mw/MHz) Polarization
Gap 0.63 3.31 4.13 4.13 24.1 0.21 Trans.
As2 S3 1.15 2.46 3.20 2.6 347 0.179 Long.
^iNbOs 0.63 2.20 4.7 6.57 6.99 0.69 Long.
TiO2 0.63 2.58 4.6 7.86 3.93 0.87 Long.
GaAs 1.15 3.37 5.34 3.32 46.3 0.86 } Trans.
Te 10.6 4.8 6.24 2.2 4400	 - 7.14 Long.
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Figure 78b. Diagram showing possible light input and output configurations for
binary polarization acousto-optic modulators
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13 - 20 dB; if 13 dB is used, allowing for future advances,
then total acoustic driver output power PD is:
	
X(microns) fa = 10' Hz	 fa = 108 Hz
	0.5	 PD = 0.1W	 PD = 1W
	
1.06	 PD = 0.03 W (As2 S 3) PD = 0.3 W(As2S3)
	
-0.2 W (GaP)	 -2 W (GaP)
GaP would provide beater performance at 0.53 micron
than LiNb03 or Ti02 i but requires cooling to -77°K because
of band-edge absorption. 3 1 Such cooling could represent a
-%hscaitial penalty in deep space applications.
'i second, and more speculative, mode of acousto-optic
bina.y polarization modulation is collinear transmission 39
of the optical wave parallel or antiparallel to the acoustic
wave as illustrated in Figure 79. This mode has the advan-
tage that no Bragg deflection occurs. Therefore it would
not introduce the 3-dB beamsplitter loss or possible point-
ing errors due to drifts in w a , relative to the Bragg type of
Figure 78b. Three practical problems of the collinear
modulator, however, are (!) fabrication of an efficient
optically transparent transducer, (2) fabrication of an opti-
cally transparent acoustic absorber, and (3) transit time of
the acoustic wave which must be < 1 bit period. For a
velocity va ^-4 x 105
 cm/sec, the maximum length of the
acoustic medium is 0.4 cm at 10 6
 b/s. The optically trans-
parent coatings are probably not available with present art.
The preferred modulation at 10.6 microns in a deep
space link is biorthogonal phase shift (Chapter 4, Section 5).
This can be attained by the acousto-optically induced change
An in the refractive index n as shown in Figure 80. The re-
lation36 to 36 for On is
	
On = n 3Zs	 (11)
where p is the elasto-optic ;onstant and s is the strain.
Acoustic power Pa is defined'' as
	
Pa = 2 p a s2w h	 (12)
where p is mass density of the medium, w the width of the
acoustic beam at its waist, and h the beam height. Phase
change A4), given by Equation (2), is 04) = 21rwAn/Xo.
With biorthogonal phase shift modulation, Ad> = a or 0, thus
(An) max = Xo/2w which, when combined with Equations
(11) and (12), yields
p v3 a2 h
P a =
	
n 6 p 
2
	
o -	 (13)
Best materials at 10.6 microns currently 39
 are GaAs and Te,
for which the pertinent constants and the figure of merit
n6 p2 /pva are given in Tables 29 and 30. Material constant
data on GaAs in the two tables were measured at 1.15
microns; it will be assumed that the values hold also at 10.6
microns in the subsequent discussion of this section. A re-
quirement on this type of phase modulator is that the opti-
cal beam diameter Do
 in the interaction region must be
appreciably less than, say, ^-0.2, the acoustic wavelength
Aa . Values of Xa for fs = 106 bits/sec are (from Table 30)
0.3 cm and 0.2 cm respectively for GaAs and Te. If
Do
 = 0.2Xa , then the desired respective optical spot sizes
are 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, which are achievable with 40 to
60 cm focal length lenses for a l-cm diameter diffraction-
limited 10.6 micron laser beam. The respective acoustic
powers given by Equation (13) for h = w and 1\0 = 10.6
microns are Pa
 = 10 W and 1000 W for Te and GaAs re-
spectively. Acoustic losses in Te of a few dB/cm have been
reported42
 at 300 MHz acoustic frequency; however, only
very short acoustic columns are required (Figure 80) since
DO«Xa ; thus acoustic losses should not be a severe prob-
lem. Also, the acoustic width w can in principle be small
(0.2 - 0.4 Aa) which would keep absorption losses << 1 dB
(w-0. I cm' for GaAs and < 0.5 cm 1 for Te).
Te is the best material for the biorthogonal phase
modulator at 10.6 microns. Acous*.ic power P a
 is less, by
_! 0-2 , compared to the next best material, GaAs. If the
transducer loss is 13 dB, the driver power of a Te acoustic-
optic modulator would be 200 watts. Focusing of the
10.6 micron CO 2 laser beam to 0.4 mm diameter in the
interaction region is required. Work may be necessary to
reduce absorption losses in Te at 10.6 microns before such a
modulator would be practical.
3. TRANSMITTING OPTICS
The optics aboard the vehicle must satisfy demanding
and, to spme extent, contradictory requirements. The
surfaces must be figured and maintained to diffraction-
limited tolerances (^A/50 at the wavel^ngth used) to realize
the full capability of antenna gains at optical frequencies.
This must be done under remote and hostile conditions.
Although the distortions produced by gravity are relaxed,
the optics are exposed to meteoroid damage and to a harsh
thermal environment. The removal of convective cooling
means that heat is exchanged by conduction (where glassy
materials conduct poorly) and by radiation (where reflect-
ing surfaces radiate poorly). Since visible wavelengths are
the smallest of interest, tolerances are most demanding in
the visible range and are therefore considered here.
It is also important to estimate weight and costs of the
various aperture sizes of transmitters that might be put on
the vehicle. The difficulty here is that there is relatively
little hard experience to draw on, and costs especially are
uncertain.
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Figure 81. Telescope cost as a function of diameter
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3.1 Transmitting Optics — Costs
Cost, of course, very much depends on the degree of
quality which will be required, and this depends especially
on the wavelength used. Nevertheless, experience with
Earth-based telescopes has shown that cost is dominated by
aperture size. Moreover, the quality of optics required is, at
least below a certain size, similar to that of Earth
telescopes: the optical system must be diffraction-limited.
(And, as shown below, those large sizes which are not made
diffraction-limited do not deviate significantly from the
cost dependence of smaller, diffraction-limited telescopes.)
Thus, it may be reasonable to estimate the cost of the
transmitting optics from the costs of astronomical-quality
Earth telescopes. Also, the mounting problems are different,
but perhaps not unlike in difficulty. Although the space
unit is gravity-free in operation, it must survive a rocket
launch. The Earth telescope costs include the mounting
and, for all but the small sizes, the mounting involves
considerable sophistication in order to minimize gravity
distortions.
In 1964, the Whitford Committee summarized 43 the
construction costs of existing astronomical telescopes to
provide perspective to their recommendations for future
facilities. The plotted data indicated that cost was propor-
tional to collecting area. However, barely more than one
decade of diameter was covered, the projections for future
giant telescopes were not included, and at least one point
was in error. Therefore, current prices and recent estimates
for two decades of diameter are shown in Table 31 and
plotted in Figure 81. Thus, for example, the 200-inch Hale
telescope is omitted in favor of recent estimates for large
(>I00-inch) tclescopes.
Such a conglomerate necessarily includes telescopes of
substantially different characteristi.s, and these differences
should be understood before Figure 81 is interpreted. A
variation in the quality with increasing size is incorporated
in all such s, .dies; good small telescopes are diffraction-
limited, good large ones are not (for visible light). The
change generally occurs at about 10 or 20 inches. The large
ones are simply made good enough that atmospheric seeing
limits resolution. The points corresponding to "low"
quality small telescopes (surfaces good to perhaps ?/4) are
included to indicate the functional dependence of cost if
the surface quality of the large telescopes is approximated.
Another difference is th-t the total cost of large telescopes
usually includes non-tewscope items ranging from land to
ancillary instruments. Where these could not be separates',
total cost values are denoted by a cross in Figure 81. Bars
and boxes correspond to value ranges.
It is clear that ;:ost varies with diameter more rapidly than
by the square. Allowance for the differences between tele-
scopes in no way allows a square law to fit well. If pouits
beyond the range (16 to 200 inches) of the Whitford stud y4 3
are ignored, a second power fit seems less bad, but still not
accurate. An overall fit shows that the exponent should be
at least 2.5. It is interesting that the large telescope "total"
values fit the same straight line well. If they were corrected
to telescope-only values, then a square dependence nught
fit the large-telescope end. However, then a single law could
not hold for all sizes because of the constraint set by the
small telescopes. Indeed, if the values for "low quality"
sma.'I telescopes are used to estimate the dependence for
approximately constant surface qualit, , then the cost seems
to vary with about the cube of diameter.
These results are in conti,bt with the rather uniform
opinion of ast ► onomers that the square dependence fits
well. Rule, at the 1965 Tucson Symposium" on large
telescopes, observed that the simple square dependence had
been used th-oughout the symposium, and he contrasted
this with radio telescopes where the exponent is 2.5 to 2.7.
it would appear that the dependence of cost on diameter
for optical telescopes actually is not very different from
that for radio telescopes.
3.2 Transmitting Optics — Weight
The weight of a telescope to be put in space very much
depends upon the nature of the mission. The Orbiting
Astronomical Observatories (OAO's) had some relatively
light telescopes" (8 inches, 28 pounds; 16 inches, 74
pounds), but these were not of diffraction-limited quality
in the visible and were not complete communications
up.'ts. Perkin-Elmer has made individual designs19 for a
n.imbei of aperture sizes of diffraction-limited, complete
communications telescopes. This appears to be the most
accurate and r0evant set of weights available, and they are
listed in Table 32. No simple power law relation between
diameter and weight will fit accurately th° data in the table.
The smaller sizes would employ single-element primary
mirrors, but the 80 ami 120 inch minors would involve
active optics; they would be segmented, monitored, and
adjusted. The feasibility of this technique has been demon-
strated by Perkin-Ebner.
The question of how large a primary mirror is wanted
in a deep space vehicle is only one parameter in the
necessary trade-off study, but there is much to recommend
a diameter of about one meter. This is about the size that
can be accomplished before the weight and -on ►plexity of
a; tive optics are required. The size of the vehicles that
would be used first could contain 1-meter optics gracefully.
To make a meaningful improvement in telescope collecting
area, or gain, would involve, say, doubling the diameter.
Scaling the rest of the tvlesc c-,e up to a 2-meter primary
leads to a structure so massive that a very substantial
vehicle would be required. It is noteworthy that Strato-
scope 11, a balloon-flown telescope, had a 36-inch primary
which was successfully figured to X/50. Thus, the 1-meter
size represents well-establislied technology.
11
Table 31
TELESCOPE COSTS
Telescope
Aperture Location
(inches) Cost 0103 ) or Source Quality Comments
3.5 1 Questar High Large ratio of cost to
quality
7 4 Questar Hi3h Large ratio of cost to
quality
5 1-1.5 Tinsley Moderate
8 1 Tinsley Low
12 2.4 Tinsley Low
12 20 Fecker lastruments High
10 2 Celestron
16 11.5 Celestron
16 35 Boller and Chivens Observatory
quality
24 65 Boller and Chivens Observatory
quality
36110 200-300 Boller and Chivens Observatory
quality
80-90 1, 150-1,400 Eller and Chivens Observatory
quality
20 200 Baker-Nunn Satellite tracking
24 240 Grubb-Parsons Satellite tracking
36118 300 Whitford stud y° 3 Basic telescope*
60-84 800 Whitford study° 3 Basic telescope*
98 2,800 Greenwich Observatory, Basic telescope
England
150.200 8,500 Whitford stud y43 Basic telescope (about
18,500 total cost)
144 8,000 European southern Basic telescope estimate
observatory44 by Professor Heckmann
150 10,000 Cerro Tololo,45 Chile Probably total cost*
150 13,000 New South Wales, Probably total cost*
Australia4 s
240 33,000 Zelenchut,46 Russia Probably total cost
350-400 About Whitford stud Y43 Probably total cost
100,000
400 50,000- Estimate by4 '1 Probably total cost
100,000 I.S. Bowen
* Figures given for large telescopes usually include such costs as land, site-development, building, and auxiliary
instruments. Where the information was sufficient to eliminate these, the basic telescope cost is given.
t Scientific Research (November 1967), p 23.
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Table 32
TRANSMITTING OPTICS — WEIGHT*
Diameter (in)	 Weight (lb)
e 229-263
12 300
16 390430
20 540
32 825
80 13,500
120 16,000
3.3 Transmitting Optics — Environmental Effects
Two effects of the space environment are particularly
harmful to the transmitting optics and require careful
attention. These are meteoroid erosion and damage and
thermal deformations of the optics. They will be taken up
in that order.
3.3.1 Meteoroids
Meteoroid effects may be divided for convenience into
erosion by small particles and gross damage by larger ones.
The problem has been given rather extensive attention, as
the 311 references in a literature survey by Cosby and
Lyles ° attest. Even so, much of the work is not conclusive
or does not permit direct design calculations. There has
been a good deal of modeling, and measurements have been
made on ballistic ranges at velocities somewhat larger than
10 km/s. However, it appears that this work cannot safely
be extrapolated to the substantially higher meteoroid
velocities (30 km/s and higher) which exist (at least near
Earth).
Useful information on the probability of gross damage is
obtained from direct measurements by the penetration and
fracture sensors mounted on satellites. s
 ° Vanguard III, with
four particle sensors, recorded no particles; Explorer VII,
with one sensor, one particle; Explorer XIV, with four
sensors, no particles; Explorer I, with one sensor, no particles;
Explorer III, with one sensor, two particles; Midas I1, with
one sensor, no particles; and Samos II, with one sensor, re-
corded eight particles. Later, Explorer XVI, with eight kinds
of sensors, in a 4-month period detected about 40 particles,
allowing D'Aiutolos ' to calculate impact rates. He obtained
10-1 particle/m2
 s for masses greater than 10- ' ° gram and be-
tween 1V and 10-6
 particle/m2
 s for masses greater than  V
*These data were supplied by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation. The
weights are for complete communications, telescopes, including
parts such as secondary optics, beamsplitters, beampointing, and
point ahead subsystems.
gram. Then, it 1965, Mariner IV recorded rates up to 3.3x 10-4
particle/m's for masses greater than 10-13 gram. More up-
to-da , information should be obta.nable from Pegasus.
The salient feature of these results is that damage
seems to be a relatively rare event, with some satellites
sustaining no dart age. Cosby and Lyle observed that the
events detected are so sparse that meaningful average rates
sometimes cannot be determined. Even the rates obtained
for Explorer XVI seem to hold for very small particles near
the low end of the ma range given. The sensors employed
were intentionally made . eery fragile; they were designed to
be penetrated by very small particles (evidently of the order
of 10 microns in size). Mariner IV detected particles the
size of dust (evidently down to zbout 1/4 micron in size).
There does not seem to be clear evidence of even a single
encounter with objects large enough to seriously damage
equipment of ordinary size and strength, such as the
transmitting optics. Thus it seems reasonable, pending
further evidence, to discount the problem and suggest that
no special protection (against gross damage) be provided.
Like driving one's car, the hazards are real but not
sufficient to deter. The performance of the optical systems
on Mariners II and IV has led Becker to a similar
conclusions 3
Erosion by small particles also has received much
attention, and again the direct applicability of much of the
work is uncertain. However, two separate studies of the
erosion of iron meteorities have yielded similar and quite
encouragir_g numbers. Whipple and Fireman 14 found that
the rate of erosion did not exceed 1.5x10-7
 cm/year. Jaffe
and Rittenhouse" obtained a rate less than 30A/year, so
that the results agree within a factor of two or less. Here
the concern would be for the A/50 reflecting surfaces,
especially the primary, which would look straight into
space. However, X/50 is about 100 A, so at least three years
of erosion would be required to produce irregularities as
large as the starting surface figure. Thus it would be years
before any loss of gain would be noticed and decades
before the reflector would be useless.
3.3.2 Thermal Deformations
It is the presence of air, as a heat-exchange gas, that
largely reduces temperature differences on the surface of
the Earth. The artificial production of low temperatures
has, as its first requirement, the production of a hard
vacuum. In space, this very condition results in large
thermal gradients and hence distortions of the components
and structures. This is one of the most severe problems in
maintaining large, precise, optical systems in space, and in
the past it often has not received adequate attention. There
is a tendency to design sophisticated optical satellites which
lack sufficient control of temperature and temperature
gradients.
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The reality of the problem with large optics is
illustrated by experiences with the 200-inch Hale telescope,
as related by I.S. Bowen of the Palomar observatory. "All
of these mirrors we are talking about have such high
thermal inertia and poor conductivity that it literally takes
a week or two to get into equilibrium after a cold front
passes. This is true whether we are talking of quartz or
glass. 44 This is even more impressive when it is realized
that, by the standards of the present study, the 200-inch
unit is a relatively crude telescope. Its resolution is only
about 1.5 microradians because it is far from diffraction-
limited (for visible light). This is about the resolution of a
diffraction-limited 1-foot aperture. The resolutioa of the
I-meter diffraction-limited aperture under consideration
would then be about three times better (about 0.5
microradian).
Thermal effects on optics fall naturally into two
categories: expansion of the structure and distortion of the
elements. Expansion of the structure will be dealt with
first. The nature of the problem and the appropriate
solutions are illustrated by considering the critical matter of
maintaining focus. (In an optical communications tele-
scope, maintaining focus is equivalent to preserving beam
width.)
To preserve the full resolving power of a ]-meter,
diffraction-limited reflector of small f number (say, f/3)
requires very accurate relative positioning of the elements.
For visible light, the depth of focus of such an aperture is
only several microns, while the focal length is three meters.
Thus the distance from the primary mirror to a detector or
to a secondary minor must be maintained to about one
part in 106 . With w....._ -	 - —tion materials, tempera-
ture could not vary by more than a fraction of a degree
Centigrade.
One approach would be to use one material (such as
quartz, beryllium, or aluminum) for the optical elements as
well as for all supports. Then the entire structure would
expand together; the change would be a matter of scale
only, and focus would be preserved. Such a solution is not
suitable for balloon flights (such as Stratoscope), where
temperature changes rapidly, and probably not suitable for
an orbiting telescope for the same reason. However, for a
deep space flight this method might work out well.
Temperature changes very slowly during the flight.
However, near a planet there would be a rapidly changing
thermal environment — akin to the Earth satellite situation.
Alternatively, the elements could be supported
mechanically with very low expansion materials (or com-
posite, thermally compensated structures showing very low
overall expansion). Invar's coefficient is not so very low,
and its ferromagnetism is usually objectionable in space
vehicles. Pyroceram (Corning) and Cervit (Owens-Illinois)
are mole interesting. Over broad temperature ranges (tens
of degrees), these can show a coefficient below 10-' /°C. It is
not useful to give more exact data because these are
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families of materials and, to a considerable extent, charac-
teristics can be tailored to need.41
 A very impressive
.:andidate is Corning's new ultra-low-expansion (ULE)
quartz, but it is available in rather limited forms and sizes
and is of more interest for use in the primary mirror. It will
be discussed in more detail later. There seems to be no good
technical reason that large structural members could not be
made of Pyroceram or Cervit.
The thermally compensated, composite structure
represents an old idea. It has been designed in a new and
suitable form by Rogerson, and it is referred to as the
Rogerson tubes 6 It comprises reentrant tubes of magne-
sium and Inconel, and its total change in length from -65° to
-95°C is about one part in 106.
Still another means of maintaining focus is with active
feedback, as is done in Stratoscope II. S 7 It has been shown
that this operates successfully during balloon flights. It may
be required in general when large or rapid temperature
changes are expected. Stratoscope II is similar in many
respects to the design for an optical communications
telescope proposed by Perkin-Elmer. S Fine adjustment of
the optical axis of the telescope is accomplished by
displacement of a transfer lens normal to the optical axis.
The transfer lens is located where the eyepiece would be in
an ordinary telescope. The error signal for positioning the
lens is derived from an image divider in the last focal plane
of the telescope. When focus is correct, a specified, small
lateral displacement of the transfer lens produces the
maximum rate of change of error signal, since the spot of
light in the focal plane is then smallest. Thus, to focus the
telescope, a small, intentional dither is applied to the lens
while the secondary reflector is slowly moved axially. The
secondary is then positioned where the largest rate of
change of error signal is obtained. Such focusing is done
only intermittently. In Stratoz,^ope, this is under the
remote command of the observer on earth, but automation
of such a technique in space should be straightforward.
There are other positional tolerances, of course, but
focus is about as demanding a condition as any. The other
dimensions probably are readily maintained by passive
means; i.e., by careful use of low-expansion materials. An
example of one such necessary condition is collimation of
the secondary mirror, but here the positional tolerance is
much larger than for focus.
A tolerance problem peculiar to the communications
situation (as opposed to ordinary telescopes which are
receivers only) is maintaining the transmitter and receiver
axes parallel. For a 1-microradian beamwidth, presumably
the optical axes should be parallel to 0.1 microradian. This
implies two telescopes spaced by supports wherein differ-
ences in expansion always are maintained smaller than the
order of one part in 107 . This is about an order of
magnitude more demanding than focus, and even if very
low expansion materials are used, it seems entirely unrealis-
tic to attempt such an alignment in the thermal environ-
ment of space. (This does not imply that mechanical
problems alone are not sufficient to preclude such an
arrangement.) The evident solution is to employ common
optics for receiver and transmitter, separating channels with
dic`ioic beamsplitters. This is the approach taken by
Perkin-Elmer. 5 8
The second category of thermal effects on optics
involves distortion of the elements. Thermally generated
loss of figure of the primary mirror is probably the most
difficult of all thermal problems. (The other telescope
elements are much smaller and heat and cool more quickly,
and there are smaller absolute differences of temperature
across them.) The primary may be exposed directly to the
sources of the disturbing radiation: the Sun and the Earth
or planet. For other reasons as well, it is imperative that the
telescope .ever poin t_ directly at the Sun, but it will often
be impossiole to keep sunlight from falling obliquely into
the telescope tuba. There will be a similar problem with
reflected sunlight and thermal radiation from the planet,
when the vehicle is near it. The tube interior would be as
absorbent as possible, but reradiation will propagate energy
to the mirror, and in general it will not be uniform across
the diameter.
The third condition is that of a thermal gradient
normal to the minor axis. Then one side would expand more
and have a larger focal length. Surface figure then would be
lost, and this could not be corrected by focusing. For a
1-meter mirror of fused quartz, a 4°C difference between
sides would be una:ceptable.
Finally comes the most general case of a gradient both
along and across the mirror axis. If the temperature
difference between front and back differs from one side of
the mirror to the other by more than 0.1 00, the surface
figure will be spoiled. The difficulty is that fused quartz,
which now is the preferred minor material, has low thermal
conductivity and thermal gradients of this magnitude are
bound to occur unless very special precautions are taken.
Danielsons 9 has experimented with techniques for
alleviating this situation. When a heavy, blackened alumi-
num plate is placed just behind the mirror, it artificially
increases lateral thermal conductivity and reduces tempera-
ture differences between sides by a factor of 10. Once this
is done, it is possible to control the uniformity of the
front-to-back gradient. It then is necessary only to keep the
non-uniformity of the radiation coming down the telescope
tube within reasonable bounds. Danielson has found that it
should be sufficient merely to have a tube about two or
three times longer than the diameter of the mirror.
Danielson has given a treatment of this, and he has
outlined the situation for four possible thermal conditions
of the mirror.s 9 First, the entire mirror may be heated
uniformly to the same final temperature. The effect of this
is only to increase the focal length in proportion to the
change in mirror dimensions. This could be handled readily
by the type of active control of focus described before. The
second condition is when there is a thermal gradient only
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along the mirror axis; i.e., the front and back surfaces each
had its own uniform temperature. To a good approximation,
the effect of this also is only to change focus; the front sur-
face would curl but would remain a good paraboloid.
Recently, Spitzer and Boley published a thorough
analysis of the thermal deformations in a satel'ite telescope
mirror of fused quartz. 60 They considered the situation for
a low orbit (below 800 km) satellite, since there the
thermal environment is worst. (If thermal deformations can
be handled in a low orbit, then diffraction-limited per-
formance should certainly be attainable in higher orbit or in
space, where the thermal environment is more uniform.)
They concluded that, if the telescope tube is substantially
longer than the mirror diameter and if the sunlit Earth does
not shine directly on the mirror at any time, the likely
distortions are certainly within optical tolerance for a
I- meter telescope and probably also for a 3-meter tele-
scope. The situation would be similar for a system near
Mars or Venus.
Thug it appears that careful engineering with known
technology can lead to diffraction limited performance of a
1-meter optical transmitter in space. However, the proce-
dures required for doing this impose considerable con-
straints on instrument pointing. The primary mirror, at the
bottom of a telescope tube "substantially longer" than the
minor diameter, must not receive radiation directly from
the sun or a nearby planet (e.g., Mars). Clearly, the tube
should be as long as is consistent with the size of the
vehicle. A length of tube much greater than 10 feet
probably is not realistic. (Generally, the optical design
tends toward short, low f/number systems.) Hence, the
primary diameter is, say, 1/3 the tube length, and the
half-angle of the field from which the sun or planet must be
excluded is 18.4 degrees. This would seem to exclude
considerable regions of space from use by the optical
transmitter. If the satellite were near the planet, there
would then be a long effective occultation. This situation
seems burdensome, and consideration should be given to
erecting a long collimating tube outside the main vehicle
after it is in space. The tube could be designed similarly to
the present space unfurlable booms.
There is a real possibility of improvements through use
of techniques and materials not yet so well established.
Chief among these is the use of materials which might cause
less distortion because they possess either a smaller thermal
coefficient of expansion, a smaller speck heat, or a larger
thermal conductivity. In recent years, these novel possi-
bilities have received wide attention (References
44,56,57,61,62). Fused quartz, however, is an old, known,
and proved material. Large diffraction limited optics are
costly in time and money, and it has been correctly pointed
out that a cautious posture is essential aa,es Although no
alternative to quartz is yet known well enough to justify its
immediate use, this situation might soon change.
Metals have been considered. Aluminum is interesting
because it is tight and has large thermal conductivity.
However, it is very difficult to get a good polish on
aluminum, and its long-term mechanical stability is
uncertain.
Beryllium is exceedingly rigid; its ratio of modulus of
elasticity to density is five times that of quartz. It has been
used successfully for small mirrors, but there are numerous
technical problems in its handling and stability that are not
well understood. Thermal shock can spoil the surface of a
good beryllium mirror, and its long-term stability is in
doubt. Some measurements have shown considerable
mechanical hysteresis. (By, comparison, fused quartz has for
years been known for its exceedingly low hysteresis.
Schwarsch9d noted64
 that the 36-inch quartz primary of
Stratoscope II returned to X/50 after the temperature cycle
of the balloon flight and the shock of landing.)
The vitreous ceramics are of interest. These are partly
devitrified glasses, so they are 2-phase materials and their
stability is not certain. For example, they may contain large
internal stresses, and in very large blanks there is the
possibility that the material may have several different local
thermal coefficients. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain
material with a coefficient below 10-7/0C in a specified
temperature range. Meinel reported 44 that a 16-inch mirror
was finished from Pyroceram (Coming's product) and cut
in two without impairing its surface figure, thus demon-
strating negligible internal stress. Both Meinel 44 and Dietz
and Bennett62
 have reported that Cervit, Owens-Illinois'
vitreous ceramic, has successfully been polished to surfaces
that show sufficiently low scattering to be acceptable for
optical mirrors. Thus the vitreous ceramics appear to be
important possible substitutes for fused quartz in large
optics if reduced thermal distortion is desired.
Quite recently, another contender has appeared and
seems to show sufficient promise to merit first considera-
tion among the novel materials. This is Corning's ULE (ultra
low expansion) fused silica, number 7971. It appears to be
doped (perhaps with Ti0 2 ), and the resulting material
evidently is similar to ordinary fused quartz except for its
ultra-low thermal coefficient of expansion. Data supplied
by E.T. Decker of Corning indicate an average coefficient
of approximately 3x 10-8 /°C over the range-50° to +20°C. In
addition, there is a broad region at about -10°C, and another
at about +800 C, where the coefficient appears to be sensibly
zero. Thus the material is at least an order of magnitude
better than ordinary fused quartz, and perhaps far better
than that.
The other properties of ULE fused silica at present
seem to be good. Decker said that Corning's first (and
worst) piece was sent to Meinel at the University of
Arizona. It was 16 inches in diameter and 3 inches thick,
and it showed large internal stress. Nevertheless, the optical
shop at Arizona finished it to a surface as good as that
obtainable on ordinary quartz. The long-term stability and
behavior of ULE fused silica with temperature-cycling of
the material are not yet known. ULE fused silica is grown
from the vapor phase, and a boule 60 inches in diameter by
4 inches thick is obtained. It can then be sagged to an
approximate parabola of small f-number. This avoids
hogging out material and makes the best use of the 4-inch
thickness.
In summary, Spitzer and Boley60 have shown that the
thermal problem for a X150 1-meter reflector in space can
be solved, by very careful design, using even ordinary fused
quartz. Novel materials, and ULE fused silica in particular,
offer the hope that maintaining such a reflector may
become quite easy. An important question is whether use
of ULE quartz would relax the requirement that the Sun or
(near) planet must never directly irradiate the primary
mirror. This possibility deserves early consideration.
4. BEAM POINTING
Optical frequencies are considered for the carrier of
deep space communications because it is possible, in
principle, to generate narrower beams with smaller antennas
that can be done with microwaves. The hope is that, at
astronomical ranges, the narrower beams will yield an
improvement in received signal-to-noise ratio and hence in
communication rate. To what extent, in practice, this can
be realized depends on a number of technical questions, but
central to the problem is the matter of pointing very
narrow beams. Since previously the need did not exist, the
technology of pointing such narrow beams is new.
What pointing accuracies are required depends on how
fine a beam is used. That in turn depends on the frequency
and aperture selected, and such a determination lies outside
this section. Therefore, a beamwidth will be considered that
is limited by diffraction of the highest frequencies of
interest from the largest aperture suitable for that fre-
quency, since this is the most demanding situation: visible
light (W-0.5 micron) and a I-meter aperture (following the
argument given in Section 3). For these values, the width.
from null to null, of the central maximum of the Airy
diffraction pattern (far field of the uniformly illuminated
aperture) is about 1 microradian. This beam must be
pointed so it illuminates the receive. with about the central
1/10 of the beamwidth, so that the pointing accuracy is
about 0.1 microradian. But more is required. Both pointing
offset to compensate for velocity aberration (Bradley
effect) and the position of the receiver must be deter-
mined to a similar tolerance. Finally, if the pointing is
incorrect, there must be some means for generating a
pointing error and making corrections.
The assessment of how accurately narrow beams can be
pointed depends on whether the pointing reference is a
coordinate system or a beacon from a source to which the
beam is to be directed. The former case is more difficult
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and compounds the uncertainties in establishing the coor-
dinate system, in pointing an optical axis with respect to it,
and in fixing the receiver in the coordinate system. This is
absolute, or open loop, pointing as opposed to relative
pointing on a beacon reference.
4.1 Open Loop Pointing
The process of closing an optical communication link
must begin with open loop pointing at one end. (Once the
receiver at the other end has been illuminated, then the
simplicity of pointing on a beacon reference can lead into
an optical autotrack condition.)
The first requirement for pointing a fine beam is the
generation of the beam itself. Until quite recently,
diffraction-limited optics 1 meter in diameter were not
available. Until then, there was no need for them: the
atmosphere limited resolution, or bearnwidth (see Section
3). Stratoscope II, however, rose far enough above the
attiiosphere (30,000 feet) to use the resolution of a 36 inch
diameter diffraction-limited primary mirror. This called for
techniques for finishing, and especially testing, the surface
figure of large mirrors. Such a procedure, scatter plate
interferometry, was suggested by Burch 6s and developed
by R.M. Scott. $ 7 It was used to bring the Stratoscope
primary to a paraboloid within a probable error of
N50.57,64 (This was the measured figure before and after
flights, but it is not yet known how well it was preserved at
altitude with a temperature of -50°C. This will soon. be
determined. 6 a )
With the means in hand for producing 1-meter
diffraction-limited apertures, it is essential to determine
how well a (visible) beam from such an aperture can be
pointed on an open loop — or absolute — basis. If attention
is restricted to the space vehicle or to a synchronous
satellite (postponing for the time being the limitations set
by Earth's atmosphere), it is remarkable how much tech-
nology attains angular accuracies of about 5 microradians
(I second) or somewhat better. This is true for the
techniques of establishing the coordinate system, for
stabilization of the platform upon which the pointing is
done, and in setting an optical axis with respect to the
coordinates.
Star 'crackers, for example, are now familiar devices for
establishing coordinate systems on stars. Generally they
have been designed for coarser accuracies, but there is no
reason why they cannot specify a direction to within a
fraction of the diffraction limit of their primary apertures.
(In(.: ed, Stratoscope 11, a 36 inch star tracker, can point to
0.1 microradian.) Small telescopes, 2 or 3 inches in
diameter, can readily indicate a star direction to within 5
microradians. 56 An attractive arrangement would be an
array of such units—perhaps as many as six — each
pointing at a bright star and fixed with respect to each
other by the angular separation of the stars. The variation
in velocity aberration (an annual variation at the Earth)
could be taken out by command to the pointing system, or,
since it is changing slowly, the trackers could adapt to the
shift in apparent star positions. The combined information
would yield a coordinate system accurate to at least 5
microradians. [It is interesting that ITT Federal Labora-
tories (San Fernando, California) now offers a complete,
small (3 by 15 inches) star tracker for which a tracking
accuracy of 1-1/2 seconds is claimed. ITT Industrial
Laboratories (Fort Wayne, Indiana) has photomultiplier
tubes designed for star tracking. These are magnetically
focused image dissectors and, in laboratory work, a tracking
accuracy of about 0.7 second was reported.661
Attitude stabilization of platforms which simulate
space vehicles has been demonstrated at the NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffet Field, California. 67 68 A two-
rotor control-moment gyro was used for each of three
orthogonal axes, and the platform was on a ball and socket
air bearing. Attitude was maintained automatically to
within 5 microradians.
If the coordinate system is better than l second and
the platform is stable to 1 second, how well can an
optical axis be pointed on the platform with respect to the
coordinate system? Extensive optical experience suggests
that this accuracy also is 1 second or better. Two
companies make precision theodolites with which an
optical axis can be set by scale readings with an uncertainty
below one second. These are the DKM3 unit, made by Kern
& Co.. I A., Aarau, Switzerland, and the T-3 made by Wild
Heerbiu.-,g, Ltd., Heerbrug, Switzerland.
Fwther technology relevant to this question was
presented by D. Trumbo of Kitt Peak National
Observatory. 44 A study was undertaken to improve the
drive systems of tele v. ,. )pes 36 inches and larger. The polar
axis could not be d0!en directly because of the large
necessary torques, but the worm shaft could be. It appeared
that. by using digital techniques, the shaft position could be
read otit directly to correspond to an uncertainty in setting
or the polar axis of about 0.05 second (1/4 microradian).
There were larger pointing errors from the periodic error of
the worm gear, but the control system itself appeared to be
good to 0.05 second. After the Tucson Conference,44 such
a drive actually was tried on the Kitt Peak 84-inch
telescope. In tracking accuracy and response to guide
signals, it performed as expected. Since this method of
telescope guiding uses digital readings of shaft position, it is
as accurate when axis rotation is very small or zero as it is
with large rates. It also is easily adapted to automatic
tracking systems.
These comments need clarification when the optical
axis being pointed is that of a really large Eartlt-based
telescope. There will then be pointing errors induced by the
dependence of gravity distortion of the structure on angle
of elevation, by thermal gradients, and by errors of
construction such as bearing runout and misalignment of
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the bearing axes. In the case of a 120 inch telescope. careful
design can keep the accumulated error do- 'o several
seconds (perhaps 10 to 20 microradians)." y However, it
does not appear to be necessary to use such a large
Earth-based telescope to initiate open-loop pointing. A
large telescope would be wanted as the optical receiver and,
if the receiver optics were used for the transmitted beacon
as well (the common-optics of transceiver system), then
these errors would be involved. However, a smaller separate
telescope could serve as the transmitter, and for it such
errors can be made smaller than 1 second (as in a precision
theodolite). Furthermore, if the telescope is Earth-based,
the atmosphere introduces even greater uncertainties, as
will be seen below.
To summarize, it seems realistic to expect to point an
optical axis with respect to a coordinate system (the stars in
particular) with an overall accuracy of about 5 to 10
microradians when the vehicle is outside the Earth's
atmosphere.
To settle the overall question of the accuracy with
which a vehicle can be illuminated by an optical beacon
needs specification of the uncertainty of determination of
the vehicle position. This is done in Chapter 6, Section 1,
where it is shown that after about 60 days of tracking
information, which includes ar gUI !ar inputs, vehicle position
can be known to better than about 2 x 10 4 feet, or 6 kilt.
At a range of somewhat more than 10 8 kn., which would
be near encounter, the uncertainty in direction is only
about 0.05 microradian. At smaller ranges it seems that as
soon as accurate tracking information is available, on the
tenth day after injection. the spacecraft is 2.7 x 10' km
from Earth. and even there the uncertainty in position is
only 3.7 microradians. It therefore should be possible to
point an optical beam at the spacecraft with an overall
uncertainty of about 5 to 10 microradians. This could be
done from an Earth satellite. It would require a highly
sophisticated satellite, but it probably could be done.
In many ways it would be simpler to point from Earth.
except for one serious difficulty: random refraction by the
atmosphere. This is the geometrical reciprocal of astronom-
ical seeing, or loss of resolution. The transmitted beacon
must be broadened, to the extent of the uncertainty in the
angle of arrival of light from a star, to ensure illumination
of the spacecraft. However, it is difficult to obtain data
from astronomical observations which can be related
directly to the determination of angular width of a beacon.
Seeing usually involves integration of the angle of arrival
over a short period of time — of the order of a second.
Variations slower than that are taken or.t by telescope
guidance. In general, variable-rate driving is used, and the
telescope tracks the star. Since every effort is made to avoid
loss of resolution, little is known about how great the
absolute uncertainty can be over an entire night. Moreover,
the good seeing which has been reported was obtained at
night. The communications system must operate during the
day as well, when random refraction would be worse.
During the day the ground temperature is higher than the
air temperature (just the reverse of the situation at night),
and warm air will rise around the observatory, or ground
station, causing turbulence and poorer seeing. Seeing also
may be worse with decreasing elevation angle, but again the
available information is inadequate. (The average refraction
by the atmosphere for slant paths is not under con-
sideration here. Not only is this rather well known and
correctable to about I arc second for changes in average
barometric pressure and tem,.:rature, but appropriate star
sightings can provide automatic correction.) The overall
situation has been described succinctiy by Bowen:
"Unfortunately our ignorance of quantitative seeing is very
profound."
A good review of seeing is given by MeineL 6 t Data are
reported for a variety of observations in good astronomical
locations. A representative value for seeing disc diameter
seems to be about 7 microradians (1-112 seconds). All the
data, however, appear to involve an integration time of the
order of a second or less. Meinel has indicated ?0 that, at
observatories, seeing of about 7 to 10 microradians usually
is maintained nor extended periods. However, there are
occasional periods of very bad seeing, such as when a cold
front passes. Seeing then can "blow up" to 100 micro-
radians. S. Vasilevskis has commented that, when the
temperature has dropped at Lick Observatory, the seeing is
so bad that there is no use in attempting to avoid thermal
distortions of the mirror. 44 The total meandering of a star
image on an ordinary night has been observed at Bell
Telephone Laboratories (an ordinary location in New
Jersey). and an overall uncertainty in angle of arrival of
about 140 microradians was found. ? t Various observers
have found that laser beams, propagated over short (a few
hundred feet or more) horizontal paths near the ground,
diverge because of atmospheric refraction typically by 50
to 100 microradians.
It is true that the location for a ground station would
be selected with great care to avoid the worst conditions of
random atmospheric refraction. But it is also true that
selection would be constrained by probability of cloud
cover, that a large number of stations around the world
would be needed for sufficient diversity, and that selecting
even a conventional observatory site is now not a simple
matter for astronomers. 6 t Mountain top locations, which
are best at night, might be bad in the day. Air heated by the
mountainside in the daytime results in strong vertical
convection at the top. To make mattes even worse, this
tends to result in daytime formation of clouds above the
mountains. If the daytime seeing problem is eased !atgely
by rising air which has been heated by the ground, then
good daytime locations might be over water. Water in a lake
has a large effective thermal mass, owing both to the large
depth of absorption and to convection. Thus the diurnal
variatior in the surface temperature of water is much
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smaller than that of land, and the effect on the air over the
water should be correspondingly reduced. Possible locations
would be on small, flat islands or peninsulas, or, perhaps
better still, on man-made platforms elevated well above the
water on stilts.
The astronomers who study the fine structure of the
Sun, such as sunspots, have a similar site requirement for
best daytime resolution. According to Becker 72 there is a
belief among sunspot astronomers that a large body of
water adjoining the site is helpful. Becker reports'' that
the quality of daytime seeing is dependent on location. At
Sacramento Peak, 3 arc seconds is representative, with 10
arc seconds being the worst condition. However, at a site
used by Becker in Australia, the worst condition was 20 arc
seconds.
It is concluded that it is unrealistic to use values
ordinarily cited for astronomical resolution for the assess-
ment of the adequate width of an Earth beacon. Not
enough is known about how severe random refraction
might be, and the spacecraft must be illuminated by a
certain power density with very high probability, day or
night. Known worst conditions indicate that the beacon
width probably should be 50 to 100 microradians or
perhaps more. However, it is possible that the right station
in the right location (perhaps elevated over water) would
give better overall seeing. This is an area that very much
needs attention, and a funded study is recommended.
4.2 Pointing on a Beacon Reference
Once one end of the communication link has beei ►
illuminated by a beacon at the other end, then the
Technology of accurate pointing changes in kind and
degree. More accurate pointing is then accomplished in a
far simpler way. If a common -optics transmitter-recei:^;r is
used, then pointing the transmitted beam is only a matter
of tracking the beacon by the receiver. That is, there is no
reason why pointing accuracy cannot be made as good as
the accuracy with which an optical system can track a star.
As discussed above, this accuracy is a fraction of the
diffraction limit of the aperture of the telescope. This is
true provided only that the received signal is strong enough
to give good statistics in the tracking system,
remonstration that this can be done was provided in
the laboratory at the Perkin-Elmer Corporation. 49,5 s A
tracking accuracy of about 0 . 5 microradian was obtained
with a 40-cm primary mirror. This anmounts to about 1/8
of the full (null-to-null) beamwidth of such an aperture. (Full
details of this work are available in Perkin -Elmer reports to
NASA. s 8) So far, this has been done with very strong
beacons (the full beam from a laboratory laser), but the
plan is to develop the system at progressively lower signal
levels.
Additional directly relevant experience was obtained
with Stratoscope II. Its trr—king system can, in the main, be
used in optical communications telescopes. Stratoscope II
was lifted by balloon to about 80,000 ft and there the
entire 2-1/2 ton telescope body pointed to a star with an
accuracy of about 5 microradians. This amounted to coarse
pointing — the equivalent of stabilization of a platform in
space. (It is interesting that this agrees so well with the
laboratory work of platform stabilization at NASA/
Ames .)67,68 In the successful flights, the transfer-lens
system for fine pointing was not incorporated. However,
this system has been simulated in the laboratory, 73 and it
seems - - that this subsystem will enable Stratoscope II to
track stars to within 0 . 1 microradian 64 (which is about
1/10 the Stratoscope II beamwidth).
This success with Stratoscope II rests on some
reasonably well-defined technical conditions. It will be
instructive to examine these. Tracking on a star or optical
beacon requires that the received photon flux be large
enough to give good statistics within the period of the
highest frequency disturbance which has sufficient ampli-
tude to misalign the optical axis of the tracking system.
Since pointing must be maintained to within, say, 1/10  of
the beamwidth, then disturbances causing misalignments of
0.1 microradian would be objectionable in a 1-meter
(microradian) system. The most difficult point to assess is
the level and spectrum of mechanical disturbances to be
expected in the spacecraft, but Stratoscope II offers some
guidance.
Strstoscope II employed a mercury-float for an
azimuth bearing and flexure bearings for the fine elevation
and roll bearings. The flexure bearings had a maximum
excursion of ±5 degrees: beyond that, ball bearings pro-
vided larger rotations. Restoring torques between support-
ing frame and telescope body were provided by magnetic
torque motors. Thus, while the telescope was actually
tracking, there was no mechanical motion whatever except
for rotation of the mercury float and bending of the flexure
bearings. The forces guiding the telescope were provided
magnetically. Schwarzschild 44 pointed out that, for track-
ing faint stars, it is essential that there be no moving parts
of the ordinary sort in the vehicle. This specifically
excludes inertial wheels, gas jets and valves, ball bearings,
and gears. Thus, for example; the only acceptable bearings
are flexure bearings.
Information regarding the minimum photon flux can
be obtained from the weakest star which could be tracked
with such a system. This was a ninth magnitude star, and
tracking was limited by the presence of significant mech-
anical disturbances up to a frequency of about 10 cycles. In
the Stratoscope situation, the background light and
detector dark current were not dominating noise sources;
the important noise was quantum noise of the star, or
signal, photons. The detectors were RCA 7265 photo-
multipliers, having an S20 photocathode. This photo-
cathode has an average quantum efficiency of about 0.1
over about a 2100 A range. The overall optical loss was
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about 10 dB. Therefore, the rate of detected photo-
electrons was about 105
 per second, or 104 per cycle of 10
cycle disturbance. The important point to retain is that,
were there conventional moving parts in the telescope, then
the photoelectron rate would have had to be much higher
than 103 per second.
It is difficult to project this system directly to the
spacecraft situation, and especially to cstimate the ampli-
tude and spectrum of disturbances. However, some general
observations can be made. The communications telescope
should be designed so that while it is tracking (or
communicating) there are no parts in motion other than
small elements, such as a transfer lens, mounted on flexure
bearings. Since the main vehicle must have conventional
attitude-contr )l devices, such as control moment gyros and
gas jets, the telescope must be decoupled from the main
vehicle through a soft gimballing or the like. It can be
argued that the environment of deep space is mechanically
more benign than that of a balloon slowly swinging in the
upper atmosphere. However, the main vehicle of the
spacecraft would provide an environment which may well
be mechanically much noisier than that of a passive
balloon. Despite mechanical decoupling, it will be very
difficult to keep low-frequency disturbances out of the
communications telescope. Laboratory work with sensitive
instruments shows that isolation of large disturbances
below about 10 cycles is quite difficult. It may be, then,
that the beacon strength would need to be large enough to
allow tracking in the presence of a significant amplitude of
disturbances up to 10 cycles in frequency.
It is apparent that knowledge in this area is very
inadequate and that careful measurements are needed. It is
recommended that the type of communications telescope
that was developed by Perkin-Elmer be placed on a
platform which can simulate the space vehicle, such as the
facilities at NASA/Ames, and acquisition and tracking
studies be performed. The laser beacon should be reduced
in intensity to the signal level expected in deep space. By
means of a beamsplitter, background optical noise should
be superimposed on the beacon to simulate the presence of
Earthshine. Finally, the noise sources expected on the
spacecraft (control moment gyros, gas jets, and any motors,
gears, and bearings) should be operated, and the decoupling
which the telescope then requires should be studied.
4.3 Pointing Offset
Due to large relative velocities between Earch and
spacecraft, it is necessary to offset the axis of the
transmitted beam with respect to the axis of the tracked
beacon because of velocity aberration. This is a serious
matter because the offset can be orders of magnitude larger
than the beamwidth itself. The relative velocity normal to
the line of sight can be as large as approximately the Earth's
orbital velocity around the Sun, which is 107 4c, where c is
the velocity of light. Since
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where V. is relative velocity normal to the line of sight,
then 80rrs•1 can be approximately as large as 2 x 104 rad,
or 200 microradians. This is 200 times a beamwidth of one
microradian (still taking the "worst case" of visible light
and a 1-meter aperture), or 2000 times the allowed error in
pointing.
Whether a correct pointing offset can be executed
depends on whether tracking information yields sufficiently
accurate values for V. and on whether an optical device can
be developed to generate the offset with sufficient
accuracy. Chapter 6, Section 1 shows that after about 75
days of tracking, the velocity of the spacecraft can be
known within about 0.002 ft/sec. Therefore the error in the
value for pointing offset is only about
2 x 2 x 10"3/ 104 = 4 x 10-12 radian, or 4 x 10"6 micro-
radian, where the velocity of light is 109 ft/sec. Since the
required accuracy is only 0.1 microradian, the information
is far more than good enough.
The means for producing the offset is somewhat more
difficult. I •.i the Perkin-Elmer communications telescope s a
thin circular wedges (a Risley prism) were rotated to vary
both magi :tulle ana direction of offset of the transmitted
beam or+'.y. This type of device has the advantage of large
demultiplication of error in the rotational setting of the
disks from the error in :he offset of the refracted beam. It
was demonstrated that the prisms could produce, by
remote control, an offset which was accurate to 0.5
microradian. As it is, this is about five times poorer than is
required for offsetting a microradian bean. Moreover, this
particular device could produce a maximum offset of only
30 microradian. In the spacecraft w. offset perhaps seven
times larger would be needed. Thus wedges about seven
times thicker would be needed, and the offset would be
seven times more sensitive to errors in the rotational setting
of the disks. There also is the fact that the offset at the
wedge is larger than the offset outside the telescope by a
factor which is the telescope magnification. In the Perkin-
Elmer system this gave a maximum internal offset of 10 arc
minutes, so that the equivalent unit on a spacecraft would
need a maximum internal offset of more than a degree. It is
not now clear whether this would raise subsidiary optical
problems such as aperturing or aberrations.
Finally, there is the difficulty that this offset system
requires noisy moving parts. The disks are driven by gear
trains and servo motors. As discussed above (Section 1.2),
they should be excluded from a system designed to track
on weak beacons. The presence of such mechanical dis-
turbances would increase the necessary beacon power
greatly, and already the beacon power requirement is se++ere
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(Chapter 4, Section 4). A possible alternative, which should
be given close attention, is to offset by a pair of crossed
electro-optical prisms. The refraction produced in two
orthogonal directions then would be varied simply by
varying the strength of the electric field applied between
the parallel faces of the prisms. Using LiT20 3 in the prism
and a prism angle of 35 degrees, a deflection of 100
microradians could be produced by an electric field of 3000
volts/cm. Previous work has been performed at Bell
Telephone Laboratories and elsewhere on single prism
devices of this type, but so far little has been done with
two-prism, two-dimensional deflectors. There are diffi-
culties not yet resolved with such devices, for example,
changes in optical beam polarization due to deflector
birefringence, but the prism system remains a possible
solution to the very objectionable noise in mechanically
operated beam deflectors. Appropriate device development
is recommended.
4.4 Pointing Error
As was seen above, there are important uncertainties in
the pointing of the spacecraft transmitted beam. It is by no
rtteans certain that all of the necessary technology can be
developed for pointing with the necessary accuracy —
especially for generating the correct offset. Moreover,
there is the possibility of the steady development of
systematic errors, equipment malfunction, etc. It is neces-
sary to raise the question of what must be done if the Earth
station fails to receive the spacecraft beam, even though it
should, or if the Earth station receives the signal, but it
becomes steadily weaker. That is, it seems appropriate to
plan to incorporate a method for generating a pointing
error for the spacecraft beam, provided this can be
accomplished without an excessive penalty in on-board
complexity and weight.
Several methods can be used for measuring the
spacecraft beam pointing error. One is an array of
secondary receivers surrounding each Earth station. In
principle, the amount of error could be determined by
comparing the signals received at the elements of the array.
There are several disadvantages to such a system. First, if
the Earth stations are on the ground, this arrangement
would greatly increase the already large number of stations
needed for diversity. Even at that, the system could operate
only in the acquired condition, when the signal is received
but the beam is not centered on the station. When the error
is large and the beam is not acquired, no information on
pointing error can be obtained. Finally, if the stations are
on the ground, local atmospheric conditions will cause
signal fading peculia, to the various secondary receivers,
and spt ►rrous pointing errors will result. If it is placed in
synchronvis orbit, the array can be only one-dimensional,
and errors out of the equatorial plane cannot be read.
Another possible method would be to structure the
spacecraft beam. The wings of the bezm, for example,
could be coded according to quadrant. In some respects this
is an improvement over the receiver array method, but
some optical complexity must be added to the spacecraft.
The principal shortcoming, however, is that again there is
no error information when the beam is not acquired by the
Earth station.
A method which would function in both the acquired
and not-acquired modes is scanning of the spacecraft beam.
In the acquired condition, the beam could be scanned, for
example, in a square patter, with each corner or each side
of the square coded. Scan amplitude would be only a
fraction of the beam radius so that when there is a pointing
error the modulation of the received signal would be no
more than, say, 20 percent of the on-axis intensity. When
pointing is correct, there would be small modulation (at the
fourth harmonic), and the signal would be slightly less than
the on-axis maximum. When the signal has not yet been
acquired or has been lost, this same system could be used,
where now the beam diameter and scan amplitude would
merely be increased until, using long integration tines. the
signal is reacquired. (This scheme is elaborated on ism Chapter
4, Section 3.3, and in Appendix 5.)
Another important advant;4p of the scan technique is
that little complexity needs to be added either to the
ground station or to the spacecraft. Indeed, the spacecraft
communications telescope already incorporates the op,.ics
needed to generate such a scan. the prism system (Ri, y,
electro-optic, or otherwise) required for pointing . %ft et.
The scan would be executed about the pointing of set as a
mean position. (If the scanning operates steadily, as here
proposed, it militates ali the more for a nonmechanical
pointing,-offset device.) It would seem that only the
spacecraft circuitry would roved to be augmented for
addition of the scan capability.
The frequency of scan must be chosen with care
because of atmospheric effects. Random atmospheric
refraction causes an amplitude modulation of star bright-
ness. This is most severe with small apertures (producing
twinkling to the eye), but even for large apertures it would
impose noise for all frequencies within the characteristic
spectrum of the fluctuations. Many observations have been
made on the spectra of star scintillations (for example, see
Meinel's article on seeing)` r and on the fluctuations in the
received signal when but bearru are propagated through
the atmosphere. In all cases the widths of the spectra are of
the order of hundreds of cycles. The greatest range of
spectral width, at 0.63 micron wavelength, was reported by
Subramanian and Collinson,14 who found that spectral
width is dominated by atmospheric conditions. Those
measurements are summarized in Figure 82. The broadest
spectrum, measured during a rain squall, was about 1000
Hz wide. It appears, therefore, that a start frequency
somewhat higher than 1000 Hz would be a good choice
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Figure 82. Modulation power spectrum, P(f) vs. f, induced by atmospheric
turbulence on a 0.63 micron laser beam (P(f) = constant -e-*f where a
is a constant dependent on weather conditions)
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in the acquired condition. Atmosphedc modulation should
not then be significant. in the not-acquired condition,
larger beams and lower data rates probably would require
much slower scan rates.
If it is possible to develop a suitable pointing-offset
subsystem, then it appears feasible and appropriate to
design the supplementary pointing-error correction system.
A large gain in communication reliability can be obtained in
this way at relatively small cost in complexity.
S. RECEIVING OPTICS
For the purpose of this study, receiving optics differ
according to whether they -e suitable for coherent
reception or simply are collectors of optical power and can
be used for incoherent reception only.
5.1 Coherent Receiving Optics
For a receivet to qualify as coherent, it should be, from
an optical viewpoint, diffraction-limited. This implies sim-
ply that an optical wave which is spatially coherent will
pass thr-,ugh the rec-'- .r "without significant distortion of
the wavefront. Such a wave will show a divergence in the
far field limited only by diffraction, and the optical system
which transmitted it is then diffraction-limited. The detec-
tion system of the receiver can then make use of the
interference effects which plane waves will allow. The
effective area of coherent receivers can be increased by
using arrays of collectors, each smaller than the coherence
area, and combining the outputs coherently (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.3 for a brief discussion).
To be diffraction-limited is a stringent requirement for
large-diameter optics. Such surfaces are difficult to generate
and very difficult to maintain. Thermal effects and gravity
are extremely serious perturbations, and most investigations
of optical communications have not tended to give due
weight to these difficulties.
As in Section 3, the condition of the primary mirror is
the main consideration. The primary must have an rms
deviation from the correct shape (usually a paraboloid) not
more than 1/50 wavelength of the radiation used. As
discussed earlier, large telescopes are not this good for
visible light, but most of them are good for a wavelength of
10.6 microns (or are close to such a figure). This is the case,
for example, for the 84 inch minor on Kitt Peak 44 and the
200 inch Hale at Palomar.' S Also, as discussed above, tech-
nology has now been developed to produce mirrors which
have 1150 wave surfaces in the visible for sizes up to a 36
inch diameter (Stratoscope II).
The cost of telescopes is discussed in Section 3.1, and
the data are summarized in Figure 81. The cost of a
communication receiver should not differ much from these
values since they already include dome and mount. Perkin-
Elmer has performed a cost study 16 for a 120 inch receiver
(diffraction limited at 10.6 microns). Their $4 million
figure fits the oLher data in Figure 81 well.
The most serious and most ignored problem for a large
Earth-based optical receiver is that of thermal perturba-
tions. Bowen's statement 44 that large telescope mirrors lit-
erally take a week or two to get back into equilibrium after
a cold front passes bears repetition. Since the problem then
is a difference in cooling rate from the different sides of the
mirror, the practice (with the 200 inch) is to start 12 fans
circulating air rapidly through the support structure in the
hope that the structure will change about halfway to the
new ambient temperature in an hour or two. One Hartmann
test showed that a 5 degree drop in temperature caused the
outer 25 to 35 cm of the mirror to curl back by 0.3 arc sec-
onds, causing an image spread of 1.5 arc seconds. 44 This is
very serious for astronomical purposes, since the mirror fig-
ure is then five times worse than it should be. It would also
be very serious for coherent optical communications at 10
microns. since such a thermally deformed surface is far
from diffraction-limited at 10 microns.
Various measures are taken by the astronomers. In
addition to using fans, insulation such as bags filled with
aluminum foil is added to the edges and back of the mirror.
It is clear that the mirror must be quartz. but even this is by
no means sufficient. The astronomers make it quite plain
that thermal distortion is an unresolved problem 44 even
under night-time observatory conditions.
The environment for ground-based optical communica-
tion receivers is far more severe and far more uncertain,
since operation is required during the day as well. Observa-
tories obtain their good seeing and (normally) uniform
thermal environment by working at night on high ground.
The ground is colder than the air at night, and the chilled,
mixing air drains off downslope. By erecting a suitable
building and elevating the telescope well above this turbu-
lent, mixing region, a quite uniform environment is
obtained for the telescope. In the day, however, the warmer
ground causes an updraft and mixing air steadily rises
around the telescope dome. The telescope then is also
exposed to a heavy thermal load produced by thermal
radiation from the sky and scattered sunlight. The most
sanguine extrapolation from nighttime experience suggests
that the thermal distortions of the mirror will be very great
during the day. How great is not now clear, but it is equally
unclear whether coherent (i.e., diffraction-limited) recep-
tion at 10.6 microns will be technically feasible at all. To
make matters even worse, the diurnal variation in this
thermal load must be contended with. The most serious
condition is when outside temperature changes rapidly,
particularly when IL drops. Yet, for much of a typical
mission, it would be necessary to open the dome and start
"observing" just before sunset and on into darkness — a
thermal environment which changes profoundly in hours.
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Note in particular the mission displayed in Figure 134,
Chapter 6. At encounter with Mars (when the wide-band
link would be most needed), the Earth station must operate
at just this time — before sunset and into nighttime.
Telescope protection of the type now used for observa-
tories almost goes without saying. A dome which opens to a
limited part of the sky is needed not only in an attempt to
control the thermal environment but also to protect the
telescope against dirt and wind. The dome and telescope
should have independent foundations. Air-conditioning of
large capacity and versatility would be needed in a further
effort to match the dome conditions to outside conditions,
although it remains uncertain that thermal 'degradation
could be eliminated. Another serious thermal load is the
dissipation from the communications equipment, and
especially from the laser beacon if the receiver is to be a
common-optics transmitter as well. With the efficiencies
and output powers sometimes contemplated, tens or even
hundreds of kilowatts might have to be removed.
Another problem, less serious but still requiring atten-
tion, is variation in gravity distortions when the optics are
pointed in different directions. This influences the nature
of the mount for the whole telescope as well as the nature
of the primary mirror mount in the telescope. Most
astronomical telescopes have equatorial mounts in which
one rotation axis is made parallel to the Earth 's axis of
rotation, and the other axis is perpendicular. Rotation
about the polar axis alone then keeps the optical axis
pointed approximately at the star. However, in all its
varieties,' the equatorial mount involves a relatively large
mass (including the hardware which produces the polar
rotation) whose gravity loading changes with rotation. A
preferred choice would be the type more common in radio
telescopes: an elevation bearing held in a vertical yoke
which itself turns in an azimuth bearing. With this
arrangement, rotation of the aximuth bearing generates no
change in gravity deflections. This was described in some
detail in the study on a 120 inch receiver.69
Proper mounting of the primary mirror is a massive
mechanical problem. The 200 inch Hale telescope has an
intricate system of 36 counterweights. Even so, the
extensive discussion of the situation at the Tucson confer-
ence makes it apparent that gravity distortions are still a
serious problem .° ° For example, Bowen pointed out that
testing of the mirror is meaningless unless it is performed in
the telescope. To be sure it is properly adjusted, a large
mirror must be tested in all positions. Some new tech-
nology which should be followed closely is a pneumatic
support system for the mirror. This has a mercury-filled
neoprene tube inside the mirror cell, around the entire edge
of the mirror. When it is on edge, the mirror floats on
mercury, and, when it is reclining, it is supported by
hydrostatic air pressure. Hoag 44 has shown the improve-
ment in mirror figure that can be obtained by using such a
support system.
5.2 Incoherent Receiving Optics
5.2.1 Reflector Tolerances for Incoherent Optical
Receivers
Incoherent optical receivers (see Chapter 4, Section 7)
may employ large nondiffraction -limited collecting aper-
tures. Indeed, some studies" have suggested that appropri-
ately coated millimeter antennas might be used for this
purpose. It is pertinent to determine the tolerances required
on large optical collectors for use in incoherent receiving sys-
tems. See also Appendix 3, which contains a general discus-
sion of antenna tolerances. In this section, known results78
on the behavior of lenses or mirrors with random imperfec-
tions are applied to determine the relationship between
mirror size and "roughness" statistics, detector size, and
field of view (to background radiation) for incoherent
optical receivers.
5.2.1.1 Relation Between Geometric Imperfections
and Phase Error. Assume for definiteness that an imperfect
mirror is used as a collecting element; the corresponding
discussion for an imperfect lens would be quite similar. Let
the departure of the mirror surface from the ideal parabolic
shape be denoted by m(x', y') where x', y' are transverse
rectangular co-ordinates in the plane of the mirror. Then
assume the mirror distortion is a two-dimensional station-
ary Gaussian random process with isotropic statistics. The
distortion has covariance. 7 8
^e„(rx , ry ) = < m(x' + rx, Y'+ ry) m(x% Y) >=
^O(7), r	 rx2 + Ty 	 (14)m 
The corresponding spectral density is
00
Pm (fx , fY ) = Pn, (f) = 21rf^ ^pm(r)J0(21rfr)rdr,
(15)
f - fx 2 + fy2
with a similar inverse relationship. A complete description
of the statistics of the geometric imperfections of the
mirror is now given by specifying either the spectral density
Pm (f) or equivalently the covariance om(r).
The results in Reference 80 are stated in terms of the
statistics not of the geometric imperfections m of the
reflector, but rather of the phase deviations 7 of the
reflected wave (just in front of the mirror) from the
phase-front for an ideal mirror. Consequently, the phase
statistics must be related to the geometric statistics, i.e.,
ty(f) of Reference 78 must be determined in terms of
Pm(f) above.
'" If m(x', y) varies slowly compared to the free-space
wavelength X, this relationship is easily established by using
a geometric optics approximation. A typical ray striking the
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mirror at x', y' travels an extra distance 2m(x', y'), suffering
an additional phase shift
in the following work. From Equation (20) the covariance
of the phase devia'ions will consequently be
,f(x"y') x	 m(x l , y^)	 (16)
Therefore
Py(f)
	 ) " (f)	 (17)
subject to the restriction that
	
PPm(f)--O,f> const.	 (18)
where const. is smaller than 1.
Furthermore, in the analysis of Reference 77 any
components of y having spatial frequencies f > 1/X are not
propagated to the focal plane, but result in only local fields
in the immediate vicinity (^-X) of the minor, similar to the
evanescent fields present in cut-off waveguides or in total
internal reflection. Therefore, if Py(f) had significant
components for f > 1 /X, they should be dropped before
using the formulas of Reference 76, i.e.,
Py (f) , f <
Py M (f)= 0	 f> 1	 (19)
a
, and the .
 corresponding modified covariance"
	
spy (h) (r) =,& (r) ® AX(r)	 (20)
where 
2a
J rn	 (^ T)
A^(r) 
	
IT	 (21)T 
and ® represents the two-dimensional convolution opera-
tor, should be used in the statistical analysis of
Reference 78.
By using Equations (17) and ( 18), it is easy to compute
Py(f) from Pm(f) for f smaller than 1/A, and the value of
Py(f) for f > 1 /A is irrelevant. In the region of f ^- 1 /X an
accurate calculation appears difficult. (Furthermore, the
small-angle approximations of Reference 78 will limit the
accuracy of the results far from the axis of the optical
system, corresponding to this region.) Consequently, it is
assumed:
Py(f)=
0	 , f>
	 (22)
^Py(T) _ ( T) +Pm (T) O A.\(T)	 (23)
where AX(r) is given by Equation, (21) and, is discussed in
Appendix B of Reference 78.
A precise investigation of the accuracy of this assump-
tion appears difficult. It is known from the work of S.O.
Rice 79 that this assumption is not strictly true; in
particular, he points out that if the surface distortion is the
sum of two sine waves of wavelengths less than A, there will
be scattering even though neither of the two would yield
any scattering if it were present alone. For the case
considered by Rice; i.e., rms deviation Q X and rms slope
-C 1, it would be possible to investigate the error introduced
by the assumption of Equation (22) in detail. Furthermore,
this is an interesting case corresponding to a good mirror or
antenna. However, other cases not covered by Rice's
analysis will also be of interest here. Such an investigation
will not be undertaken here; it will be assumed on intuitive
grounds that Equations (22) and (23) give useful results.
This question does not appear to have been considered in
any of the standard treatments of random imperfections in
antennas, lenses, or mirrors.
5.2.1.2 Statistical Model of the Reflector. A great
variety of mirror distortion spectra P M (f)is possible,
depending on the size, construction, and method of
manufacture. The choice of Pm (f) here will be directed
taw .rd the possibility of the use of a good millimeter wave
antenna at optical frequencies. It is further assumed that
the reflector surface is of good optical quality, i.e.,
mirror-like as for a searchlight reflector rather than a matte
finish, e.g., dull aluminum. Although the reflector is
assumed to be good at millimeter-wave frequencies, it will
be assumed that it is poor at optical frequencies; i.e., the
reflector is not diffraction-limited at optical frequencies, as
a good telescope mirror would be. Even within these
restrictions a wide choice of roughness sp-ectra Pm (f) is
admissible, and two examples will be chosen as representa-
tive although others are clearly possible.
Gaussian Covariance. The first example assumes a
Gaussian covariance and spectral density:
,pm (T) = M Z a—(cr)2	 (24)
where M = rms deviation of the mirror surface from the
ideal paraboloid,
1
c
correlation length of mirror distortion.	 (25)
The corresponding spectral density is
asPm(f) = M2 C2 a— t ^ )	 (26)
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A related quantity of interest is the rms gradient of the
random surface m(x',y'), denoted by M `Jor the Gaussian
case [Equations (24) to (26)]
M'°	 <lVml 2 > = 2cM	 (27)
Two assumptions are made in this case: ( 1) The mirror is a
good antenna at X =1 nun = 1(T 3 meter but a poor antenna
at a = 1 micron = 10-6 meter. (2) The spectral density of the
mirror distortion has fallen off to essentially zero at f = 1 A
for a = 1 min 1(y,3 meter.
The first assumption requires
The mirror distortion spectrum of Equations (24) to
(27), subject to the assumptions of Equations (28) to (32),
yields a roughness spectral density that falls off so rapidly
with increasing spatial frequency f that the surface is
essentially perfect on an optical scale, i.e., has practically
no roughness at optical dimensions (due to scratches,
grinding, and polish). To see this, the rms surface roughness
of a small circular portion of mirror of diameter d will be
computed. Measuring about the average surface distortion
of this portion effectively throws away low-frequency
distortion components (with wavelengths longer than d).
Denoting this rms roughness by m (d) and substituting the
value of Equation (30) into Equation (26) produce
,rf 2
M(d) x 21r jl/d P m(f)fdf = 21r ji/d M2 c e-( , fdf
10-6 < M 4 10-3 meter	 (28)
so that
% x 10-1 < M < 'h x 10-4 meter	 (29)
A reasonable millimeter -wave antenna will probably have M
closer to the upper limit of Equation (29) than to the
lower, so that
M _ % x 10'4 meter	 (30)
in the following.
The second assumption yields
ac < 1, -L>  X for 7t = 10-3 meter	 (31)
consequently,
c > 10-3 meter	 (32)
stating that the correlation length is greater than 1 mm.
This condition [Equation (32)] insures that truncating
Pm(f) of Equation (25) at f = 1 /A for A = 1 mm = 10'3
meter will reduce the mean square mirror distortion M 2 by
less than 0.0054 percent, and reduce its mean square
gradient M12 by less than 0 .058 percent; these numbers
correspond to the minimum correlation length
1/c = I mm = lU 3
 meter, and will decrease rapidly as the
correlation length increases. The corresponding reductions
would of course be far smaller for a = 1 micron = 10x6
meter. Consequently the resulting modification in the form
of ^m (r), represented by the operation of Equation (23),
may be neglected for small z, which proves useful in
subsequent applications of the results of Reference 78 both
for millimeter-wave and for optical frequencies. Equations
(31) and (32) and (29) and (30) when substituted in
Equation (27) further guarantee that the rms gradient of
the mirror surface is less than 0.2.
= 1/4  X 10-8 f	 z e -Y dy = % x 10-s a	 (33)(n/cd)
Thus, for a portion of mirror 100 microns = 1(T 4 meter in
diameter, taking the minimum value of the correlation
length 1 /c [Equation (32)] yields
m2(10 -4) < 1/4 x 10-8 e -(10s)z = '/4 x 10-436
(34)
m(10 -4) < % x 10-218 meter = 16 x 10-212 micron
A similar calculation for a circular portion of the mirror 1
mm in diameter yields
	
m(10-3) < 0.36 micron
	 (35)
These results decrease rapidly as the correlation length 1/c
increases , beyond its minimum value of 1 mm. The
following table shows the diameter of a section of mirror
which will be essentially diffraction -limited at X = 1 micron,
for a few correlation lengths:
M = 0.05 mm, mis total surface roughness
M(d) = 0.05 micron
1	 0.1 cm	 1 cm	 10 cm
c
0.085 cm	 0 .85 cm	 8.5 cm
On intuitive grounds alone, it can be assumed that the
correlation length I /c is of the order of a few centimeters.
As noted above, the value of 1/c [and, more fundamentally,
whether the Gaussian covariance and spectrum of Equa-
tions (24) to (26) are even appropriate] depend on the
details of construction and manufacture, which are not
considered here. The correlation length 1/c is consequently
regarded as a parameter in the final results, within the range
specified above, without further justification. Correlation
functions of the form of Equation (24) have been used in
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the theory of random antennas° ° and in the theory of
propagation through a random medium.$1
While the above model provides one interesting case,
the great surface accuracy assumed at optical dimensions
makes it appear somewhat unrealistic. Therefore, the
following alternative model will be considered.
Exponential Covariance. As a second example,
assume an exponential covariance
	
^m (r) = M2 C C I r 1	 (36)
with corresponding spectral density
2rr/cZ
P (f) = M2
..,m	 1 + C2rrf^ 2	 3/Z	 (37)
c
This forrrl of covariance has also been used in the theory of
propagation through random media. 78 M and c again have
the physical interpretation of Equation (25). The total
spectral content in the vicinity of spatial frequency f [here
defined as P.(f) integrated over the elemental area 2Trfdf]
falls off as I/P for the spectrum of Equation (37) [see the
first relation of Equation (33)] . Thus the rms surface
deviation is, in this sense, proportional to the (spatial)
wavelength of the corresponding component of mirror
distortion; this might appear physically plausible. The
high spatial-frequency content of Equation (37) is clearly
far greater than that of Equation (26). The rms gradient in
this case is infinite, since the random surfaces are non-
differentiable. 78 Making similar assumptions to those for
Gaussian covariance [following Equation (27)] , the condi-
tions of Equations (29) to (32) are again required to apply
in the present case (exponential covariance). Equation
(32) insures that truncating Pn,(f) of Equation (37) at
f = 1/A for A = 1 mm = 10 3
 meter will reduce the mean
square mirror distortion by less than 1.57 percent, corre-
sponding to the minimum correlation length I /c = 1 mm.
This number again decreases as 1/c increases and is much
smaller at optical frequencies, A = 1 micron = lU 6 meter.
However, truncating Equation (37) reduces the mean
square gradient M' from - to some finite value; thus the
cusp at the origin in the covariance of Equation (36) is
removed by the operation of Equation (23). Further study
is necessary to determine if the modification in behavior for
small r may or may not be neglected in subsequent work.
The mirror distortion for exponential covariance
[Equations (36) and (37) and the condition of Equations
(29) to (31)] has significant roughness at optical dimen-
sions, in contrast to the case of Gaussian covariance
considered above. To illustrate this as in the Gaussian case
above, Equation (37) is used to compute the rms surface
roughness of a small circular portion of diameter d,
measured about the average surface distortion of the
portion:
M	 'fi x 10-4
m(d)	 _
1 + !2n s '/a	 1 + ^2n^ z . Y4(38)
cd)	 cd
whereas in Equation (33) the value of M given by Equation
(30) was used. By the restriction of Equation ( 19), c < 103
meters 1 , considering only circular portions of diameter
d < 2 mm, then (27T/cd)2 > 9.86, and Equation (38) may
be approximated by
m ft%x 104 cd	 2rr(d)	 2rr ^ cd	 ^ 1	
(39)
Consider circular portions of mirror 10 microns in diam-
eter. For a correlation length 1 /c = 1 mm,
	
m(10 _g ) = 2 .0 microns
	 (40)
for 1 /c = 1 m,
	
m(t 0 -S) = 0.63 micron	 (41)
The i irror tolerance at optical dimensions is clearly
signi''Lant here, and may be varied from quite poor to quite
good by changing the correlation length 1 /c over the range
of 1 mm to several cm. Again on intuitive grounds alone it
might be assumed that the correlation length I /c lies in the
range of a few centimeters. However, it will appear below
that the model of Equations (36) to (37) predicts optical
behavior far worse than indicated by common experience
for a well-polished reflector, e.g., a searchlight reflector.
Rather, this model seems appropriate for a poorly polished
aluminum reflector that is good for millimeter waves, but is
so rough optically that it yields a very diffuse spot at
optical frequencies.
5.2.1.3 Focal-Plane Field -- Gaussian Covariance. The
mean-square value of the (unnormaUed) focal-plane field
for an incident field consisting of an ideal plane wave of
unit intensity is"
< Iw1 2 > = 1 z tq ( `)	 (a2)
	
(AF)	 AF
where r is the radius from the axis measured in the focal
plane, A the free-space wavelength, and F the focal length
of the mirror.
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The function 61 is given for the millimeter region (small
rms phase error) by7s
-(tM- )2	 (4,ff2 aM J - (nc )2
4aM^ 2 
41  	 X<7 
^	
< 2a
(43)
In Equation (43), A(f) is the Airy disc function,
_	 J t (21rfa)
A(f) - rra2 n
	 (44)
The first term of Equation (43) corresponds to the
average field in the focal plane. For a perfect minor, M = 0,
the second term goes to zero and the first tens represents
the power in the usual diffraction pattern at the focal plane
for an incident plane wave. As the mirror becomes worse
and M increases, or alternately as the frequency increases
and A decreases, the contribution of the first term decreases
and that of the second term increases; however, the
approximation of Equation (43) fails before a very large
fraction of power resides in the second term. Thus a
different approximation is required for the optical region.
For the optical region (large phase error), the function
61 is given by
2
61(f) = e (^ ) A2 (f) + (- e—( 
7^f
4cM)2
141rM 2
1 :1,- 1 , 4M -4 ^ -4(4aM^ 2a 	 (45)
The first term of Equation (45) is identical to the first term
of Equation (43); however, here the first condition of
Equation (45) guarantees that the first term, which
represents the average focal-plane field, may be neglected.
The second condition guarantees that the small-angle
approximations, implicit in the above results, remain valid.
Equation (45) may be written in an alternative way
that is illuminating. Neglecting the first term of Equation
(45) and using Equations (42) and (27),
(
^C a F 2 	2	 2
<1w12> Ml
e-(4cMF)	
2M
a
)F 
e-(2MT
 J
(46)
gives the expected (unnormalized) intensity at the focal
plane, subject to the conditions in Equation (45). Equation
(46) does not depend on A (or, equivalently, on the
frequency) of the incident plane wave. Equation (46) is
easily derived from geometric optics; the only relevant
statistical property of the random surface is its rms
gradient.
Fowl-plane jleld -exponential covariance. For the
millimeter-wave region (small phase error), and using
Equations (22) and (37) above,
4-M )
2
	
f	 4rr2 aM 2	 161f = e	 A	 + 2	
+ (^
()	 2 ()
	 ( Ac )	 2af 2 3/2
ClcJ
4rrM\2
--
A/ .41 X< 1 -4 2a (47)
The interpretation of Equation (47) is similar to that
given above for Equation (43); their first terms are
identical. Equation (47) decreases much more slowly for
large f (corresponding to the tails of the focal-plane spot)
than does Equation (43).
In contrast to the previous case (Gaussian covariance),
the convolution of Equation (23) — which corresponds to
the truncation of the spectral density in Equation
(22) — modifies the behavior of ^,y(T) near the origin, from
cusp-like behavior to parabolic behavior.
In the optical region Marge phase error),
4,rM 2
	
Lf 2
G(f) = e—(^) A2(f)+( M^2 
a-(2M,)
	M 2	 1	 44rrM 2	 rrM 2(	 X1,50	 <C4
2aa2 1	 (47r!) 2	 (48)
where
	 V L2,,
M' = M	 (M' M)
	 (49)
and A(f) is again given by Equation (44). The first term is
negligible, and the second yields, via Equation (42), the
identical result to the righthand member of Equation (46);
this is again the geometric-optics approximation.
The first condition in Equation (48) again requires
large phase errors; the second combines the small-angle
approximation and the Munction approximation in evalu-
ating the convolution of Equation (35) of Reference 78,
and the final condition is associated with the parabolic
approximation.
For M given by Equation (30) and for X = 1 micron,
the correlation length must be less than 8 cm for the
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parabolic approximation to he'd. while the same quantity
must be greater than 12 . 5 cm !or the small angle approxi-
mations to be valid. While strictly ' speaking there is no
overlapping region, assume for
1
­ 0.1  meters = 10 cm	 (50)c
that Equation (48) gives a useful approximation. For
smaller correlation lengths 1/c the mirror becomes so poor
that the small-angle approximations fail (and the mirror
ceases to be of interest). Much larger correlation lengths do
not appear to be of interest here, on intuitive grounds; if
they were, the problem could be treated but the parabolic
approximation would fail.
5.2.1.4 Numerical Example — Gaussian Covariance
'gym (r) = M 2 a 
(CT)2 
[Equation (24)]
M = 0.5 x 1(T4
 meters, rms total surface roughness
[Equation (30)]
2a = 10 meters, mirror diameter
F = 10 meters, focal length (i.e., assume an f/1 mirror)
Focal Plane Field at X = 1 mm = 10 -3
 Meters
<Iw12>= T073
 F)2 {0.674,2 10 3 F +
jrr	 r	 2
3.89 a 2 e `c 10-3F)
10-3 < 1 < 2a = 10 meters	 (51)
c
The first term of Equation (51) is the diffraction pattern of
an ideal antenna [Equation (47)), reduced in total power
to 67 percent by the imperfections; the second term
represents the power scattered by the imperfections, here
39 percent of the total. (These two numbers do not add up
to 100 percent because of the inaccuracy in the small phase
error approximation. The rms phase error here is
r = 27r x 1 / 10 radians = 36 degrees, which is significant
compared to 27r radians = 360 degrees.) The angular half-
widths of the focal-plane spots of the two components are
roughly:
(r)	 = 1.2 X 10-4
 radian [average component — firstF ay.
term of Equation (51)] (52)*
*Spot radius of the average component is defined quite arbitrarily at
the first zero of the Airy function AM [Equation (45)1. Spot
radius of the random component is defined such that 98 percent of
the total power is included. For Gaussian spots, as in the present
case, halving the radius will reduce the power to 63 percent of the
total.
In view of the restriction on c [Equation (51)] ,
10	 < 1	 (53 )
.^ (
TO random 
For sufficiently small correlation length, 1/c < 5.3 meters,
the spot size of the random component will be larger than
that of the average (o: coherent) component; the previous
intuitive idea that 1/c a few centimeters thus leads to a
random component several orders of magnitude larger in
diameter than the coherent component. In particular, for
F = 10 meters, the spot sizes become:
I (cm)	 0.1	 1	 10
rav (mm)	 1.2	 1.2	 1.2
•	 r random (m)	 6.36	 0.636	 0.0636	 (54)
Focal-Plane Field at a = I Micron = 10 -6 Meter
1 _ t	 r 2Ow P)=	 0.25X10-4 ( )2e Zoocto F,
(10"6 F)2 	
c
2X 10-4 4 1 -C 6.28 X 103 meter	 (55)
The angular half-width of the focal-plane spot is
approximately
r	 r
F	 E= 4X 10'4 c	 (56)
From the restriction on c [Equation (55)] ,
0.636 X 10-7 -4F -9 2	 (57)
For F = 10 meters as assumed above.
C (cm)	 0.1	 1	 10
r (cm)	 400	 40	 4	 (58)
r is approximately the required radius of the optical
detector.
5.2.1.5 Numerical Example — Exvonential Covariance
Xm (r) = M 2 e-c( '> [Equation (36)]
M = 0.5 x 10-4
 meter, rms total surface roughness
[Equation (30)]
2a = 10 meters, mirror diameter
F = 10 meters, focal length (i.e., assume an f/1 mirror).
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Focal-Plane Field at A =1 mm =10r3 Meter.
( I w 1 2 )	 10.674 AZ 	 r ) +
(10'3 F)2	10-3 F
2r 1
3.89 `a 2 e
_n
c 10-3F)
, c)
10'3
 < c < 2a = 10 meters	 (59)
The discussion following Equation (51) for Gaussian
covariance, up to and including Equation (57), applies to
the present case of exponential covariance also, with the
exception of the spot size for the random component,
(r)F` random The distribution of power in the random
component differs in the two cases, falling off much more
slowly in the tails of the focal-plane spot for exponential
covariance [Equation (59)] than for Gaussian covariance
[Equation (51)] . For 98 percent of the total power
included in the spot, the random component for expo-
nential covariance is 12.5 times larger than that for
Gaussian covariance [Equation (52)] , for the same correla-
tion length I/c; however, for 63 percent of the total power
included, the random component for the present case is
only 1.25 times larger.
Focal-Plane Field at A = I Micron = 10-6 Meter.
Equation (50) restricts the discussion to a single correlation
length, 1/c = 10 cm. From Equation (49)
M' = 0.396 for o = 0.1 meter 	 (60)
Then 2
( I W 12) = 	 a	 = e + (o.792F)	 1 = 0.1 meter10.792F^	 c
(61)
The angular half-width of the focal -plane spot is approxi-
mately
F = 1.58, = 0.1 meter	 (62)
Thus for F = 10 meters,
r = 15.8 meters	 (63)
where Equations (61) and (62) have been computed en the
same basis as before. Clearly this mirror is very poor;
further, as the correlation length 1,/c decreases it will get
much poorer still (and the analysis will fail completely).
*The effective solid angle to background radiation is given by
n - nr2 lF2 , independently of the reflector imperfection statistics,
where r is the radius of the photodetector.
5.2.1.6 Discussion. It appears that the use of a
reflector good to millimeter -wave tolerances in an inco-
herent optical receiver will require detectors of substantial
diameter (or alternatively large arrays of small detectors
and associated amplifiers). The example of Section 5.2.1.5
ii optimistic in two respects:
1. The Gaussian covariance predicts a surface much
too smooth at optical dimensions.
2. An f/ I mirror has been assumed. (Doubling the
focal length doubles the spot size and hence the
required detector diameter.)
The requirement that the antenna be good at A = 1 mm
(i.e., suffer a decrease in gain of 1 .7 dB at A = 1 mm)
imposes a roughness tolerance of about 2 mils rms. The
correlation length I/c of the surface roughness is crucial;
the larger it is the better. The table of Equation (58) shows
that for 1/c = 10 cm a detector 8 cm in diameter is required
(to receive 98 percent of the incident power), while for
1/c = 1 cm a detector 80 cm in diameter is required.
Thus, to achieve a detector diameter of 8 cm 3
inches with a 33-foot diameter f11 mirror, its surface
tolerance must be 2 mils, the surface distortion correlation
distance exceeding 4 inches. This would seem to imply a
large area vacuum photomultiplier as a detector, with the
ccnsequent restriction to the visible portion of the spec-
trum.
The above results imply a large acceptance angle for
background radiation in such a system. In the example
discussed in the preceding paragraph [Section 5.2.1.5,
Equation (58), 1/c = 10 cm] , the half-angle defining the
field of view of the receiver is 4 x 10-3 radians, correspond-
ing to a solid angle of 161r x 10-6 x 5 x I(Ts steradian.*
For the shorter correlation lengths in Equation (58), these
angles will be correspondingly larger, with poorer noise
performance resulting (see Section 5.7).
The above results (see also Appendix 3) indicate that
optical collectors can not be built with millimeter toler-
ances unless the correlation length is several meters. Stated
somewhat differently, when surface errors are large com-
pared to a wavelength, then the angular field of view is
determined essentially by the rms deviation of the slope of
the surface. Assuming correlation lengths of the order of 10
cm, then the surface errors would have to be less than 2
microns to achieve a field of view of the order of 10-4
radian.
5.2.2 Possibilities for an Incoherent Optical Receiver
To put the above results otherwise, average surface
slopes must be so small that the surface, when viewed by
eye, has a characteristic optical polish and will look like a
good mirror. This suggests possibilities for an incoherent
receiver which may be more fruitful then the coated
millimeter-antenna approach. In particular, solar furnaces
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answer rather well the description of an incoherent optical
receiver. They are designed to form an image of the sun
with sufficiently small error that the image is not signifi-
cantly larger than that obtained with a perfect reflector
(i.e., one having negligible surface error:). Of course, the
sun subtends 32 minutes of arc at the earth, so this
requirement is rather loose for present purposes. Never-
theless, these are devices which have been built and
successfully operated, and may offer some realistic guide-
lines.
It is not useful to survey solar furnaces broadly — only
to examine the newest, largest, and best of them. The solar
furnace operated by the Army Quartermaster Corps at
Natick, Massachusetts appears to be the largest in the
United States. This has a stationary sphericalerical "concen-
trator" and a movable planar reflector (or heliostat) in
order that the work at the focus can be stationary. The
concentrator comprises 180 two-foot-square concave
minors in a square array which is 14 minors on each edge.
(There is a blind spot in the center, so there is a 4 mirror by
4 mirror hole). The useful area is 720 square feet and the
focal length is 35 feet. According to Fred Penniman,"
each mirror, made by the American Optical Company, is
1/4 inch thick and cost $ 70. Thus the total minor cost was
$12,600. The frame cost was about $50,000, studding was
$10,000, and alignment cost $2,000 .82
 Total reflector cost
was therefore about $75,000. This is in agreement with the
general approximate rule given by Daniels ° 3 that solar
'furnaces with high optical precision may cost over $ 100 per
square foot. The resolution of the reflector was found by E.
Fazio to be about 1/4 degree.82
 Even at that, thermal
expansion of the supporting structure (which has no
enclosure) causes loss of resolution. The best minor surface
is aluminum, overcoated with silicon monoxide, but even
this does not last more than a year. The mirrors are
regularly recoated and replaced.
Perhaps the most interesting solar furnace is at Tohoku
University, Sendai, Japan. 84 This is a paraboloid with a
10aneter-diameter circular aperture. The reflector is set
back into a building, and doors enclose it when it is not in
use. The reflector is segmented into seven concentric bands,
each containing a number of mirror panels. The mirrors are
front-aluminized by vacuum-evaporation, but no silicon
monoxide overcoat is used, and the mirrors must be
recoated regularly. The panels were prepared individually,
each shaped to its part of the paraboloid, although all
panels in one band have the same shape. The reflector is
remarkable in that the tolerance for angular error in the
reflected rays is only 1/2 milliradian. This furnace thus
demonstrates that an incoherent receiver can be built, at
reasonable cost, having a field or view of 1/2 nlWiradian.
Actual cost was not stated, 64 and an inquiry regarding this
has not yet been answered.
Beyond solar furnaces, there ^ little definite informa-
tion regarding technical feasibility of incoherent receivers
except for two studies. Sylvania° b is studying the design of
a paraboloid with a 10-meter-diameter aperture and a
10-meter focal length. This would have about 800 molded
epoxy mirrors each with an area of about 0.1 square meter.
The mirrors would be servo -positioned to 1/4 wave length
of visible light, and a field of view of 0.1 milliradian would
be obtained. The estimated cost of each mirror is about
$30. This is quite inexpensive considering the $70 figure for
the mirror cost of the Natick solar furnace and considering
that the minors for the receiver would be optically much
superior to these in the furnace. Sylvania 's estimate for
total cost of the receiver is $1 million.
Perkin-Elmer has reported86 a study of incoherent
receivers, giving some technical detail but no cost estimates.
(No study of cost as a function of size or tolerance seems to
have beem made by anyone.) Perkin-Elmer considers a
spherical primary minor comprising many segments,
perhaps hexagonal, and al l ,..3de by replication for
simplicity and low cost. A secondary package would rotate
about the center of curvature of the primary. This would
contain a secondary and a tertiary mirror for all-reflecting
optics (suitable for use at 10.6 microns). The uncorrected
primary would display such spherical aberration that thd
field of view would be quite large. The secondary and
tertiary minors would correct the spherical aberration to a
circle of confusion of 6 arc seconds. The minors also
provide a large effective focal length, so that the f-number
would be f/30. This is sufficiently collimated so as not to
increase the passband of narrowband interference filters.
The use of all-reflecting optics leads to a design in which
the middle third, or a little more, of the primary diameter
used is obscured by the limited acceptance of the secondary
and tertiary, although this is not inconsistent with the
precedent of the loss (or blockage) in Cassegrain-type feeds.
A field stop would provide a 20 arc second field of
view. This would be about the smallest field which would
be attainable by such a structure when all degradations are
included. If each segment had a 40 inch diameter and there
were a 0.0004 inch tilt on that diameter, the reflected rays
would have an angular error of 4 seconds. If the tilts were
randomly oriented, the initial 6 arc second circle of
confusion would grow to an overall diameter of 14 arc
seconds. When atmospheric seeing is added (especially the
relatively poor, but unknown, daytime seeing), the total
field of view would come to 20 arc seconds (100
microradiansj at least.
The tolerance on mirror tilt suggested here is only one
part in 106 . This is small enough that considerable
attention would have to be paid to thermal distortions.
(Recall the sensitivity even of the Natick solar furnace with
its 1/4 degree field of view.) With ordinary materials of
construction, temperature differences of the order of a
degree would rninlign this receiver. A supporting structure
of invar would be technically attractive, but, on rite scale of
this structure, economically prohibiti". The rem would
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certainly have to be enclosed, and temperature uniformity
would have to be attained through rapid circulation of
conditioned air. The cost of such an enclosure would be a
major part of the total cost, and it would increase very
rapidly with the size of the receiver. This tolerance on mirror
tilt also would require regular realignment of the mirrors. If
active control of the kind proposed by Sylvania were not
used, then at least the segments would require periodic
(perhaps nightly) testing and adjust.-nent.
Two types of primary structure were considered by
Perkin-Elmer. The primary would be very large and heavy,
and, to avoid turning it, one possibility is to make it a fixed
hemispherical bowl. For an aperture of 10 meters, as seen
by the secondary package at any one time, the bowl would
have a diameter of perhaps 30 meters or more. Hence, to
avoid fuming the primary, a huge structure results in which
only a few percent of the total reflector would be included
in the field of the secondary at any instant. The enclosure
would be correspondingly large and expensive. The
secondary would be in an elevation-azimuth bearing, of the
type described previously for the diffraction -limited
receiver, except now turned upside down, with the azimuth
bearing hanging from a frame suspended over the bowl.
An alternative would be a primary whose shape would
be only part of a spherical zone 10 meters wide. This would
stand vertically on a very large azimuth bearing. Here the
disadvantage would be the large mass the azimuth bearing
must carry, but the great advantage is a large reduction in
necessary size of structure and enclosure. The secondary
package here would turn on an elevation bearing supported
by the same azimuth bearing.
It is impossible now to choose between these (and
perhaps other) alternatives for the type of primary struc-
ture. This would require an extensive design and tradeoff
study. However, in view of the scale of total structure
required for a fixed primary, one would hope that careful
and resourceful design of a large azimuth bearing would
permit a steerable primary at far lower cost than that for a
fixed primary.
The Perkin-Elmer study gave considerable weight to
the need for sky coverage down to the horizon and to the
resulting difficulties of design. The problems of optical
attenuation, refraction, and noise militate strongly against
small elevation angles. Since an array of stations around the
world would be required in any case, it would appear likely
that lowest overall cost would result from coverage at each
station not below about 30, or perhaps 20, degrees.
6. OPTICAL FILTERS
The main purpose of a predetection optical filter is to
increase the signal -to-noise ratio of the radiation falling on
ex detector. This is achieved by reducing the background
noise that is present outside the signal band by using a
narrowband filter and at the same time minimizing self-
emission noise from the filter itself. Sin ge the —106 to
107 Hz signal band of a deep space optical communication
system is very small relative to the filter pa►sband, the only
filters of interest in the present study are narrow bandpass
types.
Optical filters with narrow bandpass are based on the
interference principle, of which there are three basis types.
They are thin film filters, Fabry-Perot filters, and birefringent
filters. The first two employ interference of direct and mul-
tiple reflected wave components. The third is based on inter-
ference of differentially retarded orthogonal polarization
components through a birefringent medium. A brief descrip-
tion of each type is given in Section 6.1. The next two
sections consider the state of the art of these filters for
visible and infrared regions. Recommendations are made in
Section 6.4.
6.1 General Principles
6.1.1 Thin-Film Interference Filter
Filters of this type consist of a set of many alternate
quarter-wave layers of high and low refractive index dielectric
films that are separated from a similar set by a half-wave
dielectric spacer. Since the dielectric films have low loss,
high transmission can be achieved at the peak of the pass-
band. If Tr and T 2 are respectively the transmissions of the
two sets of dielectric reflectors, and R 1 and R2 their respec-
tive reflectances at the interface of the spacer, then the
peak transmission, T,,,., at the center of the band, is givenbya7
T T
TMU 
° (1 R	 (64)
where R' = R 1 R2 . It can be observed from Equation (64)
that, for nonabsorbing and nonscattering dielectric films, a
transmission of 100 percent can be achieved. The half-power
bandwidth is Given bye?
^^ = mrr2X 
arc airs 2 M	 (65)
where m is the order of interference, A the wavelength of
uperation, and dO/der is the average rate of phase change
upon reflection from the two reflecting systems. Typically,
d4b/d1► is assumed to vary linearly over the width of the
passband. It can be observed from Equation (65) that in
principle the bandwidth can be made arbitrarily small by
increasing R toward unity, which in turn can be achieved
by increasing the number of layers in each set of reflectors.
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However, due to technological difficulties involved in achiev-
ing uniformity and evenness of multilayer coatings, the band-
width attained in practice is limited to small but finit values,
as will be discussed in more detail later in this section.
The thin-film interference filter technique has been
used in visible, near infrared, and far infrared wavelength
regions. Thin-film technology is well advanced and this filter
type has advantages of large aperture size, wide field of
view, and good temperature stability. It is relatively insensi-
tive to small mechanical vibrations and normally needs no
supplementary blocking filter. However, it suffers from the
disadvantage that the minimum attainable passband, as limi-
ted by technology, is wider than that for the other two
filter types.
A slight tilt of the filter from normal incidence shifts
the passband to a shorter wavelength. Thus, orientation of
the filter at a slightly tilted angle in the neutral position
provides tunability, by slight perturbations about this posi-
tion, to higher or lowf- ►
 wavelp.%ths.
6.1.2 Fabry•Pernt filter
Basic constriction of the Fabry-Perot filter is the sxane
as that of the thin-,dm type except that the spacer layer is a
thick, self-pup,-urtuig structure. Spacing bet%v en ri-f two
sets of coating is egtA to an integr:t numt,e- of half-
wavelengths. Thus, Fl-cations (64) aril (65) apply to the
present case also. Decac,e the hai►-wave separator plate is of
higher quality in the Fabry-Perot st ► i:cture, the dielectric
reflecting layers can be coated more evenly. Thus, band-
widths can be achieved which are narrower than in the case
of the thin-film type. Furthermore, it can be observed from
Equation (65) that the width of the filter passband can be
reduced by increasing the interference order m. This is
achieved in the Fabry-Perot filter with a thicker spacer.
However, since adjacent resonant modes (or passbands) are
separated by AX - lym in a Fabry-Perot cavity, an increase
in in the separation between adjacent modes.
Consequently, a blocking filter generally must be used with
Fabry-Perot filters to mask the unwanted passbands.
Very narrow bandwidth filters have been achieved at
visible and near infrared wavelengths using the Fabry-Perot
technique. This can easily be extended to the 10.6µ wave-
length region, though no reports of development of such
filters could be found in the literature. These filters have
many advantages over the thin-film interference filter. The
passband is narrower and the transmission higher. It can be
tuned over a wide range, which is limited primarily by the
blocking filter characteristics, by varying the angle of inci-
dence. Continuity in wavelength range is achieved by using
adjacent higher or lower order modes. Performance of the
Fabry-Perot filter compares well with the thin -film inter-
ference filter with respect to temperature stability, aperture
area, and field of view. One major drawback of the Fabry-
Perot filter is that a blocking filter of a few tens of Angstroms
bandwidth (e.g., Ba = X/m = 20A when A = 5000A and
in 250) must be used.
6.1.3 Birefringent Filter
The birefringent filter, originally proposed by Lyot,ss
can be produced in many modified forms. These filters have
been used in the past largely in connection with solar ob-
servation. They differ from the thin-film and Fabry-Perot
filter; in principle of operation and complexity of con-
struction. They are designed on the principle of interference
of orthogonal polarization components that have passed
through layers of birefringent crystals. The direction of
propagation is perpendicular to the plane containing the
optic axes in the biaxial crystals and in any direction per-
pendicular to the optic axis in uniaxial crystals.
The birefringent filters can be designed to have very
narrow bandwidths, though this may require very precise
alignment of crystal axes. They are also tunable. The tuning
is done by rotation, about the filter axis, of one or more of
the several crystals arranged in series with respect to the
others. The field of view of the filters is typically a few
degrees. A procedure for synthesis of filters with desired
passband characteristics has been proposed by Harris,
Amman, and Changs ' and has been investigated by
Amman and Yarborough" This method affords more ver-
satility and a reduction ir_ the numoer of components by a
factor of two is claimed.
The birefringent crystals are usually long and are very
sensitive to temperature changes. Besides, the 0 1 a;ident polar-
ization must be linear and aligned with a specific transverse
axis of the birefringent filter. This alignment is insured with
a polarizer element at the filter input, which in general
introduces optical loss unless special modifications of the
filter device are made to accommodate arbitrarily polarized
incoming radiation. Such modifications, which have been
proposed by Evans' ^ and Amman, '= reduce the effective
aperture size. The birefringent filter aleo requires a blocking
filter (of the same order of banfipass as for the Fabry-Perot
type) to stop unwanted passbands. Consequently it suffers
from the same disadvantage mentioned above in cwrinection
with the Fabry-Perot filter.
6.2 Fikm for the Visible and New4lisha W Regions
The performances of filters at visible and near infared
wavelengths are comparable and hence have been grouped
under a single heading. The optimum filter type for these re-
gions depends on the specific mission. A compromise gen-
erally must be made between various parameters which
include passband, transmission, angular sensitivity, detector
area and allowed temperature fluctuations. The discussion
here will be restricted to the present art for each filter type.
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Of the three types, the thin-film filter has received the
most developmental attention and probably has very closely
approached the lower limit on the width of the bandpass.
The primary problem is very, smallunevaenness in the films.
A bandwidth of about 1.SA at 6328A wavelength with
—30 percent transmission is attainable. Translating this to
near infrared wavelengths, the same fractional bandwidth of
about 0.025 percent can be expected. Temperature stability
is very good ( < 0.1 A shift in wavdength per °C and negli-
gible change in bandwidth). The range of temperature that
the Flter can withstand mechanically is very wide (-IOfC
to 50°C is typical). The aperture diameter can be made
fairly large — more than 2 inches; also the field of view is
wide — about 5 degrees at normal incidence. A change in
the angle of incidence of more than a few degrees shifts the
band center noticeably toward shorter wavelengths, as men-
tioned previously. The magnitude of the wavelength shift
Da for small angles of incidence can be theoretically cal-
culated from the relationshi p93
2002
IoAI = 	 2	 (66)
where lb is the center of the passband at normal incidence,
8 is the angle of incidence, and P is a constant that depends
on the number of layers in the reflecting films and the order
in the spacer. There is, in general, fair agreement between
the calculated Pnd measured values. Figure 83 shows the
experimental results for three dielectric thin film filters 94
The percent shift to shorter wavelength is plotted as a func-
tion of angle of incidence, which, as may be noted from the
figure, is relatively insensitive to the percent bandwidth. It
has A..,o beep experimentally found that the bandwidth is
rela,!vell insensitive to the angle of incidence.94
The ar;u►ar field of view for the thin-film filter varies
with the angle of incidence. The s..gulw field of view is
here defined as the solid angle for which the magnitude of
the wavelength shift with angle of incidence is less than or
equal to 1 / 10  of the 3 dB passband. The transmission at
these limits on the field of view should be 90 percent or
more of the maximum transmission. A set of curves for
the variation of field of view with incident angle for differ-
ent bandwidths is given in Figure 84. The field of view
initially increases with the angle of incidence, reaches a
maximum, and then decreases to a nearly constant value.
It appears advantageous to design the filter for a few de-
grees off normai incidence for two reasons. First, the filter
can be tuned to lower or higher wavelengths by respectively
increasing or decreasing the angle of incidence. Second,
the change in the angular field of view with angle of in-
cidence can be minimized. Figure 85 summarizes transmis-
sion vs. fractional bandpass AXIX for the best commercially
available ^'.dn-fibre filters. It may be observed from the fig-
ure that the transmission decreases as AXIX approaches zero.
Fabry -Perot filters can provide a narrower bandwidth
than the tldn-film type. Herriot9 S has made a Fabry-Perot
filter for 6328A radiation with (1/2)A bandwidth and 60
percent transmission. The separation between adjacent
bands is 15A, and consequently the device requires a
blocking filter of the thin-film type. The angular depend-
ence of Fabry -Perot filters is very similar to that of the
thin-film filter. Consequently, the discussion given earlier
in this section for the thin-film filter applies to the present
case. The wavelength shift with angle of incidence also is
toward shorter wavelengths; however, the Fabry -Perot filter
is superior to the thin-film filter in that the wavelength can
be increased by increasing the angle of incidence sufficiently
to pick up the next lower order mode. However, this will
not be a convenient arrangement to use in practice. Figure
86 gives the theoretical and experimental results on the
wavelength shift with angle of incidence for a Fabry-Perot
filter with a mica substrate as the spacer. $7 It would be
advantageous, as in the case of the thin-film filter, to de-
sign the filter for a few degrees off-normal incidence so that
the band center of a single mode can be shifted to lower or
higher wavelength by respectively increasing or decreasing
the angle of incidence.
The angular field of view for a Fabry-Perot filter is
given in Figure 87 with width of passband as a parameter.
As in the case of the thin-film filter, it is again better to
ope, ate at a few degrees off normal incidence for minimizing
dependence of the angular field of view on changes in angle
of incidence.
From the points of view of aperture area and filter
thickness, the birefringence filter is the least attractive. The
aperture area is restricted by size limitations of the bire-
fringent crystal; minimum length of the crystal is dictated
by the narrowness of the filter bandwidth and the bire-
fringence characteristics of the crystal used. Steel et al 96
have built a birefringence filter of the Lyot type, a few
inches in Iength, that has a bandwidth of (1/8)A in the
visible region and is tunable over ±16A, As mentioned
previously, the birefringent filter also needs a blocking
filter. Transmission of the filter that Steel et al built is 12
percent, including that of the blocking filter. Another dis-
advaAtage of the bifringent filter is its extreme sensi-
tivity to temperature. A temperature change of 0.01°C
produces a change in the differential retardation of 1 de-
gree in the above example. Consequently, temperature
stability better than 0.01°C will be desirable. For simplicity
of design, the temperature is maintained about 10 °C above
ambient by placing the filter in a temperature-controlled
oven. The angular field if view is 2-1 /4 degrees. The filter is
tuned by rotating the relative crystal orientations about the
axis of the filter. Consequently, tuning does not signifi-
=.tly alter the bandwidth or the field of view of the filter.
A modified version of this filter type, the basic principle of
which is described in Reference 89, is under development . 9 7
This has the added advantage over the conventional bire-
fringent filter in that the shape of the passband can be
tailored to specifications.
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6.3 Filters for 10.6µ Wavelength Region
The only narrowband filter type on which published
information could be found for this spectral region is the
thin-film interference filter. Specifications on a commer-
cially available filter 9 a contain about 3/4 percent fractional
bandwidth. This corresponds to about 760A bandwidth at
10.6µ. Typical transmission is about 50 to 60 percent. It
has about the same order of temperature stability as those
described for visible region (Section 6.2). A tunable filter in
this region99 has been produced by deposition of a filter
with continuously variable thickness on a circular disc. The
angular field of view for commercially available 10.6µ filters
for normal incidence is on the order of a few degrees. Figure
85 shows transmission and fractional bandwidth character-
istics of the best commercially available thin-film filters at
l0.6µ.
It is technologically feasible to produce a Fabry-Perot
filter at 10.6µ wavelength, with Irtran as one possible sub-
strate or spacer material. With this type, one can expect to
achieve bandwidths in the range of a few tens of Angstroms.
Due to lack of crystals with large birefringence at 10.6µ, it
is not apparent that an efficient 10.611 birefringent filter
can be produced. No work on either Fabry-Perot or bire-
fringent narrow-band filters at 10.6µ seems to have been
reported.
6.4 Conclusions
For the visible and infrared wavelength regions, three
types of narrow-band filters are a,., ,ilable — thin-film, Fabry-
Perot, and birefringent filters. The narrowness of the pass-
band is limited to approximately 1.5A in the thin-film filter,
whereas the other two types can be made narrower (Table
33). The birefringent filters suffer from the major disad-
vantages of long lengths (several inches) and sensitivity to
temperature change (AT < 10 °C). For space use, the
thin-film or the Fabry-Perot filter seems preferable. The
choice between the two will depend on specific require-
ments of narrow bandwidth and tunability.
The choice of narrowband filters for the 10.6µ wave-
length is limited, since only thin-film filters with ? 0.75
percent fractional bandwidth presently are available. The
thin-film types can be made tunable by continuous variation
of the thickness of the separation layer mounted on a disc.
However, from the existing infrared technology, it should
be feasible to produce a narrower filter, of the Fabry-Perot
type with a bandwidth on the order of a few tens of
Angstroms, that will also be tunable by varying the angle of
incidence.
*Note that units of this definition of NEP is watts/Hz's'. Also note
that total noise power PN
 in bandwidth B is PN =NEP • B'-.
7. OPTICAL DETECTORS
Many reports and publications have carried very elab-
orate discussions of the different kinds of optical detectors
for various wavelengths. In this report attention will be re-
stricted to the most promising detectors for 0.5 µ, 0.69 µ,
1.06 µ, and 10.6 µ wavelength regions, since these are the
ones of greatest interest for the deep-space optical com-
munication system considered here (Section 1).
A figure of merit frequently used for detectors' oo is
n? M' R, where n and M are the quantum efficiency and in-
ternal gain, respectively, of the detector and R is the equiv-
alent output load resistance. This figure of merit generally
is bandwidth dependent and is a measure of the noise
equivalent power (NEP) at the detector input. It is especially
useful for comparison of wideband, or of highspeed, photo-
detectors when the bandwidth is fixed. The NEP is here de-
fined* as the amount of light power which produces an rms
signal current just equal to the noise current in a bandwidth
of one hertz. However, the ns Ma R figure of merit is not
used here to compare detectors, since the requirements for
the types of mission considered in -this study are general and
not restricted to a specific bandwidth.
Photodetector noise also can be expressed in terms of
the equivalent do photocathode dark current (ID)Eq-
This is determined by placing a calibrated light source at
the detector input and adjusting the light input power
until the rms output noise current in a 1 Hz bandwidth due
to the light source is exactly equal to that due to internal
detector noise. This light input power is called NEP and is
related to the equivalent do photocathode dark current
( ID) Eq by	 2
ert
1I 
1	 (NEP)2
t Df Eq 2(hp)2
where a is the electronic charge and (hp) the energy per
photon. It is important to distinguish (I D ) Eq from the do
photocathode dark current I D (obtained by dividing the
output anode dark current by the detector gain). I D usually
contains noise contributions from leakage over stem and
base, dynode emission, and other sources.' o'
Comparison here is based directly on the NEP defined
in units of watts/(Hz)y2 , or detectivity (D*) defined in units
of cm4Hz)'h/watt. The detectivity D* is normally used to
specify the noise performance of solid-state detectors and is
independent of the size of the detector. NEP for a specific
detector can be derived from D* using the relationship
NEP -
D*
where A is the area for the detector. NEP should be such
that the dominant detector noise is either background-
limited (commonly called BLIP detection) or limited by the
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Table 33
FILTERS FOR VISIBLE .AND NEAR-INFRARED WAVELENGTH REGIONS
Description	 Thin-Film	 Fabry-Perot	 Birefringence
Bandwidth (3dB)	 1.5A at 6328A
Blocking filter requirement	 None
Peak transmission (percent) 	 ^-30
Size: Aperture	 Few inches
Thickness	 Thin (—mm)
Angular field of view (degrees)
	
­5
Temperature stability	 —0.1 A/°C
Tunability	 Yes
0.5Aat 6328A [41] 0.125Aat 6582.8A [94]
1.6Aat Imp [87]
Yes, less than 15A Yes, less than 32A wide
wide [91]
—50 (with blocking filter) —10 (with blocking filter)
Few inches —1.5 inches
Thin (
—mm) Few inches
—2 —2
O.oArc [87] 10 retardation change per
0.01°C. Consequently,
temperature stability of
better than 0.01°C required.
Yes Yes
shot noise of the signal (noise-in-signal detection) at a de-
tector temperature as near to 300°K as possible (that is,
requiring least refrigeration).
The maximum data rate considered for the deep-space
communication systems under study is on the order of one
megabit, and consequently a postdetection bandwidth of
10 MHz should be adequate for the preferred direct detection
at visible and 1.06-micron wavelengths (Chapter 4). Because
of this relatively long response time, ^-100 ns, a wide choice
of available detectors exists at these wavelengths. At 10.6
microns heterodyne detection is preferred (Chapter 4) and a
bandwidth of 10 MHz is adequate for heterodyne detection
if correction is made for the Doppler shift prior to mixing.
Without Doppler shift correction, very wideband 10.6-micron
detectors (^-5 GHz — see Chapter 5, Section 1.3) are needed.
In selecting detectors for comparison, an important
criterion is the internal detector gain. A sufficiently large
gain will decrease that portion of the equivalent noise at the
input, due to thermal noise of the output circuitry, to neg-
ligible levels. Another factor in the choice of detectors is the
quantum efficiency 71, which should be as high as possible.
It will be seen later that high gain has a stronger influence on
NEP than does high quantum efficiency. For example, high-
gain, low-n photomultiplier detectors provide better NEP
performance at 1.06 microns than do low-gain, high-1 solid-
state detectors.
Some secondary considerations should be taken into
account in the selection of detectors for space-flight appli-
cations. These are the photocathode area; size and weight of
the detector and cooling system, if any; size and weight of
the power supply for the detector; mechanical strength;
and lifetime of the detectors. A comparison of detectors
based on these merits depends on the individual missions,
and only a general discussion is included here.
Detectors can be classified into two main categories
from the point of view of the characteristics mentioned in
the previous paragraph, namely (1) vacuum detectors using
external photoelectric effect and (2) solid-state detectors
using internal photoelectric effect. The active photosurface
dimensions of the vacuum detectors can be varied from
about 0.005 inch to a few inches. However, the maximum
solid-state detector surface dimension is only a few milli-
meters and can be as low as a few tens of microns for certain
wideband low-noise detectors. The small size is disadvan-
tageous for three reasons. First, it decreases the field of view
when it is used in conjunction with a collecting lens with a
finite focal length. For example, a detector 50 p in diameter,
placed at the focal plane of a lens of 3 in length will
limit the field of view to 0.015 milliradian or approximately
3 arc seconds. Second, severe mechanical alignment prob-
lems of the detector receiving telescope are also introduced.
Third, it would limit the receiver diameter for an imperfect
incoherent detection system.
Solid-state detectors, however, are superior to the
vacuum detectors from power, weight, and size considera-
tions. The power-supply requirements are lower for the
solid-state detectors — a low-voltage power supply dissi-
pating a fraction of a watt. However, photomultipliers need
a power supply (a few kilovolts) that can dissipate a few
watts and a means for thermal dissipation. The weight of a
photomultiplier and its power supply will be on the order
of 10 lb, an order of magnitude higher than that for a solid-
state detector. Solid-state detectors also prove to be superior
from considerations of ruggedness and reliability, although
photomultipliers can be designed for space qualification
with lifetimes sufficiently long for most missions (on the
order of thousands of hours).
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Sections 7.1 and 7.2 compare the NEP of various de-
tectors at the four wavelength regions of interest. The
choice between heterodyne and direct detection will be
discussed in Section 7.3 in the light of the information ob-
tained in the previous two sections. The final section con-
tains a recommendation of the type.of detectors for each
wavelength.
7.1 Detectors for Visible and Near -Infrared Wavelength
Regions
Because of the large current gain and low dark cur-
rent, photomultipliers are attractive for the visible and near
IR regions for low-level signal detection. The choice of
photocathodes, with typical quantum efficiencies for the
different wavelength regions, is given in Table 34.* Photo-
multipliers have a few hundred megahertz bandwidth capa-
bility, which is more than adequate for the present mission.
Tables 35 and 36 compare detectors selected for high per-
formance for the 0 . 5-,u and 0 .69-p regions, respectively.
Even at room temperature, it is possible to achieve an NEP
in the range of 10-15 to 10-16 watts/(Hz)% . This figure can
be further improved by a few orders of magnitude by cool-
ing the detector, as shown in Tables 35 and 36. NEP data
are not available for all cooled photomultipliers that have
been selected for low noise. However, it is possible to esti-
mate the NEP for these on the oasis of the data available
for other similar tubes. As an example, for the ITT-FW 130
photomultiplier tube with S -20 photocathode listed in
Tables 35 and 36, there are no published data of NEP for
refrigerated conditions. An estimate for this detector can be
made from the results obtained for another 5 -20 photo-,
cathode. It has been reported' 02 that cooling an EMI
9558Q with S-20 photocathode from 300°K to 110°K will
reduce the NEP by two orders of magnitude. On the basis of
this experience ITT-FW 130. when cooled to 110°K, can be
eitpected to have an NEP of 1.3X 10' 18 watts/(Hz)% at
0.5 µ and an NEP of 4X 10-18 watts/(Hz)y2 at 0.69 p. Also
given in Tables 35 and 36 are data for a static crossed-field
photomultiplier and for the best solid-state detector, the
silicon avalanche photodiode. The reason for choosing an
S-20 (translucent) photocathode at 0.5-p wavelength in-
stead of an S-17 (opaque) photocathode with a higher
quantum efficiency is that the dark current of a photo-
multiplier using the 5 -17 cathode is much higher.t From
Tables 35 and 36 it can be observed that the best choice of
detectors for 0.5p and 0.69µ, from the viewpoint of NEP,
are the electrostatic (no magnetic field) photo multipliers.
*Table 34 is restricted to selected commercially available photo-
cathodes; other experimental materials with higher quantum effi-
ciency have been reported and are under development.
to search was made for quantitive dark current data on S-17
photocathodes, but none was obtained.
Table 34
CHOICE OF PHOTOEMISSIVE CATHODES FOR
DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS ,
Wavelength Quantum Efficiency #
(microns) Surface Type (percent)
0.53 5-17 22
0.53 S-20 20
0.6943 S-20 2.6
1.06 S-1 0.04
# Maximum available value for selected photocathodes.
Multiple bounce photocathode structure with reflecting
structures can increase the effective quantum efficiency
further; see an article by Oke apd Schild, A^1.Opt.,
April 1968, in which an increase of a factor of about 2
was reported for an S20 photocathode at 5300A.
In the near infrared region (1.06-p wavelength), the
quantum efficiency of the photoemissive surface is reduced
to 0.04 percent for even the best commercially available
cathode, S-1. In contrast to this, the quantum efficiency of
the photodiodes is high for the infrared spectrum and con-
sequently makes them the apparent choice as a photode-
tector. However, the large current gain in photo multipliers
makes their performance comparable to that of solid-state
detectors, as shown in Table 37. Thus, at room temperature
the photomultiplier and the two avalanche diodes all yield
an NEP of about 10-' 2 watts/(Hz)'"=. However, the photo-
multiplier response can be greatly improved by cooling the
tube. An improvement of five orders of magnitude in NEP
for Amperex 150CVP, from 10-" to 10-16 watts/(Hz)%,
can be achieved', ° 2 by cooling it from room temperature
to 110°K. Using this as an estimate, one may expect to
achieve an NEP of 1.2X 10- 17 watts/(Hz)y- for the ITT-
FW 118 photomultiplier at 110°K. No NEP values this low
have been reported for a solid-state detector. Thus, the
photomultiplier offers substantially superior performance
at 1.06-p wavelength but at a penalty in required cooling,
weight, and bulkiness.
7.2 Detection at 10 .6-fit Wavelength
The choice of detector for the 10.6-M wavelength is very
limited. There are currently tv ,o principal types of detectors
that meet the requirements of good sensitivity. Both require
low temperature cooling, in 2°K to 77°K range, depending
on detection. They are germanium extrinsic photocon-
ductors and bolometers. The photoconductors respond
faster than bolometers but have poorer sensitivity. Table 38
gives the details on three photoconductors — Ge:Cu(time
constant r < 1 ns), Ge:Hg (r 10 ns), and Ge:Au
(r — 30 ns) — and two bolometers — Ge (r = 400µs)' ° 6 and
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C (r = 0.01 s)r07. Specific diameters are selected to illus.
trate typical NEP values. The NEP for a 0.5-mm diameter
Ge:Hg photoconductor is 1X 10-1 2 watts/(H#6 and for a
5-mm diameter is about 1X 10-" watts/(Hz)% . A 4.4-mm
diameter germanium bolometer has an NEP of 1.6X Ur i 1
watts/(Hz)% at 4.f K, and 5X 10-13 watts/(Hz)% at 2.15°K.
A few words of caution are in order in interpreting
Table 38. D• values of all the three photoconductors ap-
pear lower than the D' value of the background thermal ra-
di..tion, which is SX 10 1 ° cm-Hz%/watt at 300°K for 2rr
steradian field of view. Thus for a direct detection system
using photoconductors the background noise appears to be
limiting. This is not necessarily a basic limit, since the
background intensity can be reduced by several orders of
magnitude by cooled narrow bandpass filters. The filter
narrows down the field of view and, in addition, allows only
a small portion of the black body spectrum of the back-
ground radiation to pass through, thus increasing D •. The
cold shielding also reduces thermal noise from the optical
components in front of the detector. Thus, even at a 10.6 -►t
wavelength, the noise in signal operation may be feasible
using a photoconductor with cooled filter. Further devel-
opment of efficient narrow band cooled filters at 10.6 µ is
needed before definite conclusions can be made.
7.3 Heterodyne Vs. Direct Detection
The choice between heterodyne detection and direct
detection at any of the wavelengths is dependent on many
facto-.s and is considered at length in Chapter 4, Section 9.
Discussion here will be limited to a comparison from
the viewpoint of equivalent detector noise only. Back-
ground sky noise and noise in signal are not considered.
Direct detection has several practical advantages over
heterodyne reception. They include:
1. Less stringent requirements on transmitter fre-
quency stability and spectral quality
2. No local oscillator (including associated critical
alignment with signal wavefront)
3. No Doppler shift correction
4. Useful detector diameter can be larger, permitting
larger collector diameter and less critical detector
alignment
5. Less required tracking precision
6. Useful collector diameter not limited by the finite
coherence diameter dictated by atmospheric turbu-
lence.
Tables 34 through 36, discussed previously, show the
NEP in watts/(Hz) 4 for the different detectors based on a
continuous analog input to the detector. A plot useful for
application of the NEP data to a digital communication
system is that of noise equivalent energy per bit N as a
function of bit rate Rb . Figures 88 through 90 show these
plots for 0.5, 0.69, and 1.06 micron detectors respec-
tively, where N is computed from NEP values, bandwidth
B, and bit rate Rb by the relationships:
N = NEP - By'/Rb
B Rb
N N NEP/Rb'/z
 (joules/bit)
The quantum limit of 1 photon per bit also is indicated on
each of the three figures. It may be noted from the figures
that N decreases with increasing bit rate and extends below
the quantum limit for some of the detectors at Rb 106
bits/sec.
If the detector at 0.5 µ or 1.06 µ wavelength is either
on a ground station or in a synchronous satellite above the
Earth's atmosphere, it can be seen from Figures 88 and 90
that for an information rate of one megabit per second the
photomultiplier detector noise can be below the quantum
limit. If the receiving station is on the ground, d irect de-
tection will then be superior to the heterodyne detection be-
cause of degradation of beam coherence and the advantage
of larger co'ector size that can be used. Outside the Earth's
atmosphere, beam coherence degradation is negligible and
the collector size will be limited by the spaceship weight and
stability. Even then, it might be advantageous to use direct
detection using photomultipliers. However, if the size,
weight, and power advantages mentioned in Section 7.1 for
a solid-state detector become dominant, heterodyne detec-
tion at 0.5 and 1.06 microns must be considered.
The 0.69-p wavelength is attractive primarily from its
high peak power capability and is considered for application
as an optical beacon from the ground (see Sections I and
4). Figure 89 shows that, at a data rate of 10 3 or higher, it
is possible to achieve an NEP for an uncooled photomulti-
plier within three orders of magnitude of the quantum limit.
During acquisition, the angle of arrival of the beam may be
far from the axial direction of the system optics, and this
may cause special problems if a heterodyne system is used.
Direct detection therefore appears to be most promising at
this wavelength, even though the equivalent noise energy
per bit is appreciably above the quantum limit.
At the 10.6 µ wavelength, the NEP for the best photo-
conductor at a lanegabit rate is about 101 s joules/bit,
which is about five orders of magnitude higher than the
quantum limit of 1.87X 10-2 ° joules/bit. Thus the back-
ground and detector noise is unduly excessive for d irect de-
tection at 10.6 µ, and heterodyne detection is preferred.
7.4 Conclusion
The following conclusions are made on the basis of the
above discussion. Commercially available electrostatic photo-
multipliers have been selected on the basis of lowest
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Table 39
RECOMMENDED DETECTORS
NEP in Watts/(Hz)"' Detector
Wavelength or Tem	 nature
°in µ Type of Detector D* in cm-(Hz) 1 ^2 /Watt K) Comments
0.5 Photomultiplier 10-16 300 300 NEP may be improved by
(S-20 photocathode) 10_18* decreasing effective cathode
size
0.69 Photomultiplier 4 x 10-16 *
-ra
300 NEP may be improved by
(S-20 photocathode) 4 x 10 110 decreasing effective cathode
size
1.06 Photomultiplier 10-12 300 NEP may be improved by
(S-1 photocathode) 10-15 255 decreasing effective cathode
10-17 * 110 size
10.6 Photoconductor Photoconductor performance
(Ge: Hg) 3.5 x 1010 (D*) <40 severely limited by backgrounc
(Ge: Cu) 1.3 x 10 10 (D*) 4.2 Coherent detection preferred.
Bolometer Bolometers operate under
(Ge) 5 x 1010 (D*) 4.2 BLIP condition (reached at
8 x 10' (D*) 2.15 4.2° K for this sample).
However time response is slow
(400 µsec).
*Estimated NEP and not measured.
noise performance, at 0.53 µ, 0.69 µ, and 1.06.0 wave-
lengths. The attainable NEPs for these wavelengths are
summarized in Table 39. At room temperature, NEP values
of the orders of 10- 16 , 10-' S, and 10-12 watts/(H#'2can
be achieved at 0.53 µ, 0.69 µ, and 1.06 µ wavelengths re-
spectively. One or more orders of magnitude improvement
in NEP may be effected by cooling the detector. An NEP
of 10-15 watts/(Hz)v! has been achieved at 1.06 µ by cool-
ing the detector to 255°K. A further decrease of two more
orders of magnitude in NEP may be feasible by reducing
the temperature to 110°K. It is worth noting that, even at
room temperature, none of the special vacuum detectors
such as the crossed-field type (with higher price and weight)
or solid-state detectors (with smaller photosurface) out-
perform the commercially available photomultipliers in
terms of low NEP for the megahertz bandwidth system. Of
course, penalty has to be paid in terms of weight (-10 lb),
size (^-0.05 ft 3 ), and power dissipation (^- I watt). Back-
ground noise due to scattered sunlight can be limiting at
these wavelengths; with the use of narrowband filters it can
be reduced significantly at the detector surface. Thus the
detection will be only shot -noise (or noise-in-signal) limited.
Direct detection is preferred for 0.53 µ, 0.69 µ, and 1.06 µ
wavelengths.
The threshold of detection at the 10.6-µ wavelength
may be background-limited (depending on the extent
of cooling and filtering used) or detector -noise limited
[D* 10" cm4Hz)% watt for megahertz bandwidth sys-
tem]. Hybrid detection can be considered at 10.6µ. The
lower-noise Ge bolometer can be used for low data rate
tracking channel as a direct detector [D* = 5X 1010
cm(Hz)Y2 /watt at 4.2 '`K] and a cooled photoconductor
as a '!eterodyne detector [D* - 3.5X 10' 0 cm(Hz)4/watt
at < 40° K1. These results are summarized in Table 39.
8. OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS
Section 4.8 considers the use of an optical predetection
amplifier at the receiver terminal for enhancement of the
signal-to-noise ratio in direct detection systems. The analy-
sis there shows that the amplifier gain G should be :Zllmr0
at visible and near infrared wavelengths to overcome losses
due to quantum efficiency n and receiver transmission r0.
Photocathode quantum efficiencies are 11 and 0.04 percent
respectively at 0.5 and 1.06 microns (Section 7) which, for
To
 = 0.3, correspond to desired gain magnitudes ; of 15
and 39 dB respectively. Somewhat higher gains are useful
x 10.6 microns because detectors with low-noise internal
gain presently are not available. A 10.6 micron predetection
amplifier with - 50 dB gain appears advantageous to mini-
mize effects of the high inherent noise of photoconductor
detectors (Chapter 4, Section 8). It is the purpose of this
section to discuss relevant optical amplifier devices; empha-
sis is placed on experimentally achieved gain magnitudes.
Coupling of the optical radiation from the large diameter
receiver mirror into the amplifier can be provided by an
appropriate collimating lens near the receiver focal plane.
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8.1 Argon Ion Amplifier (0.48 and 0.51 Micron)
Gain measurements 10 at 4880A and 5145A of 1 and
2 min argon amplifiers are shown as a function of dis-
charge current in Figure 91. Data were obtained with no
axial magnetic field; higher gain is expected with an H field,
— factor of 2 increase, based on output power enhance-
ment data.
Gain is much higher at 4880A, as is well knuwnl 11,
even though the output powers at 4880 and 5145A are
comparable. Based on the limited data of Figure 91, gain
G a 1/D3 at 4880A, which is a stronger dependence on tube
bore D than the normal G a 1 /DZ observed for most neutral
gas lasers. Input coupling to the amplifier must be provided
with an appropriate matching lens (see, for example, Secti.
2.1). The ratio of D to amplifier length L for optimum
match isD 2 /L = V Equation (7), Section 2]. If D = 1 mm,
then the maximum possible length L at 0.5 micron is 150 cm.
Typically, a factor of ten margin is recommended; i.e.,
D2 /L = 40 X/a, to allow for alignment tolerances and aber-
rations in which case L = 15 cm for D = 1 mm. The desired
gain of 15 dB at argon laser wavelengths appears feasible
in a single pass, only for the 4880A "ne and for which the
amplifier bore is ^ 1 mm. The length of such an amplifier
must be 100 cm or more (using data of Figure 91), which
requires an optical coupling geometry very close to the dif-
fraction limit. In short, feasibility of a single-pass argon
predetection amplifier is marginal. Other approaches, such
as the wall stabilized arc discharge,' 4 may improve the per-
formance; e.g., a larger amplifier bore would permit multi-
ple passes in a single discharge, but these await future de-
velopments. Power and weight requirements of the amplifier
appear comparable to those of the argon laser (Section 1.3).
8.2 Nd:YAG Amplifier (0.53 and 1.06 Micron)
Gain at the 1.06 micron wavelength in Nd:YAG is
quite low, 7 percent in a 1-1/4 inch long by 0.2 inch
diameter rod." 2 Consequently, the probability of attain-
ing the desired 1.06 micron gain of ^- 40 dB is very unlikely
with Nd:YAG, even when multiple passes in larger diameter
and longer rods are considered. A possible alternative is a
Nd amplifier using ho.: crystals other than YAG. High
small-signal pulse gain, 60 dB in a 1 meter long rod, has
been reported in Nd:glass' 13 when pumped with 24 K
joules in 3 ms. CW operation of Nd at 1.06 microns at
300°K with other host crystals include' 14 CaWO 3 (1.0580
microns) and CaM00 4 (1.0610 microns). A definitive
assessment on the practicality of non-YAG host crystals
awaits additional data on their gain and linewidth charac-
teristics. Nd:glass is perhaps the most promising material,
but CW operation i , rods with diameters sufficiently large
for practical interest remains to be demonstrated. In
addition, match of the 1.0648 micron Nd:YAG to the
slightly shorter 1.06 + micron wavelength but broader
linewidth of CW Nd:glass would have to be investigated.
Means for direct amplification of the 0.5324 micron
second-harmonic wavelength of Nd:YAG is improbable
because no laser transition from gaseous or solid lasers is
known to exist at this wavelength. Tunable optical para-
metric amplifiers" S are a possibility but appear only
speculative at present for 0.5324 micron.
8.3 CO2 Amplifier (10.6 Micron)
Gain of nonflow 116 and flowing" ' -119 CO 2 ampli-
fiers at 10.6 microns has been determined over a wide range
of amplifier geometry and discharge parameters. Figure 92
shows gain G as a function of amplifier bore diameter D
near optimum discharge and gas pressure condi-
tions.116, 119 Highest gain is obtained with a CO2 :He:N2
mixture in the flowing case and with CO2 :He in a
nonflowing (or static) amplifier. Data for the widely
studied CO 2 :N 2 mixture is also included to illustrate the
large gain enhancement when helium is added to the
flowing mixture.
A multiple-pass 10.6 micron amplifier has been de-
scribed by Kogelnik and Bridges.' 17 They obtained about
15 dB total small signal gain in a 20 min 5-pass
amplifier. Respective discharge and cavity lengths were 1
and 1.5 meters. Higher gain. (— 20 dB in five passes) should
be possible, as indicated in Figure 92, with a CO 2 flow rate
of 100 cc/min STP and with a mixture of CO 2 :N 2 :He of
1.3:1.5.4 torn' 19 instead of the 40 cc/min STP CO2 flow
rate and the higher gas pressure indicated in Reference 117.
Increases in CO2 flow rate above 100 cc/min STP can yield
further gain enhancement; e.g., 7.8 dB/meter was observed
in a 12 min amplifier at 160 cc/min STP CO 2 flow
rate.' 19 A gain — 50 dB can be obtained by placing three
such amplifiers in series with a collimating lens between
each one. Gain with a non-flowing gas is much less, about
1/3 of the flowing case in a 20 min amplifier. Lifetime
is also less (Section 1.4). For a ground-based predetection
amplifier at 10.6 microns, the flowing gas multipass type is
the one to use; with a satellite receiver relay, the choice is
not as clear, but gain and life advantages of the flowing
type appear substantial relati , a to the weight advantage of
the nonflowing amplifier. As stated also for the argon
amplifier, weight and power requirements of each CO2
amplifier should be very nearly the same as that of the
oscillator (Section 1.3).
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PRECEDING, P_AG AL• ANK NOT, LILAAM
CHAPTER 4. OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
1. BACKGROUND NOISE
Methods of communicating optically are, to varying
degrees, vulnerable to and degraded by the presence of the
background radiation superposed on the signal. This vul-
nerability is especially important when detecting weak sig-
nals by the direct detection (i.e., energy detection) method.
As is well known, background radiation is usually a much
smaller handicap in heterodyne detection. This section
identifies the most important sources of background
radiation, presents numerical values of the background :.hat
maybe considered typical, and discusses briefly the rele-
vant statistics of the radiation. The discussion is confined
to gross characterization of the background, and the many
effects which determine the details of the background are
neglected.
1.1 Sources and Magnitude of Background
In the visible portion of the optical region, at wave-
lengths below 1 micron, scattered sunlight is the most
significant source of background radiation. In daytime,
for a telescope on the ground (and except in the prac-
tically prohibited situation in which the telescope views a
portion -f the Sun, the background is due to scattering
from the Earth's atmosphere. This is a diffuse background.
The Sun itself may be approximated as a blackbody radi-
ator at 6000°K, and the scattered light which reaches the
telescope has a spectral distribution determined by this
temperature (but smaller in magnitude than direct sunlight).
For the night sky (anu in the visible region) the principal
background radiation is caused by sunlight scattered from
extra-terrestrial objects (e.g., planets) which are unavoidably
within the telescope field of view during a communication
mission. The same will be true for a receiver placed
outside the Earth's atmosphere on a satellite. This can be
illustrated by background light from scattering of sunlight
from Mars. In such a case the background may not come
from the entire field of view of the telescope, since the
scattering object will in general not subtend a larger
angle than the field of view of the telescope. This depends
on the distance to the scattering object (as well as its size)
and the quality of receiver optics.
At longer wavelengths, in the vicinity of 10 microns,
the radiation from direct blackbody emission will be con-
siderably greater than that from scattered sunlight. Hence,
for a receiver on the ground, the background (again
diffuse) is due to blackbody emission at about 300°K.
For a satellite receiver the background (at infrared) is
mainly due to direct emission from the extraterrestrial
body; e.g., for Mars a 238-degree blackbody.'
In the diffuse case the background may be usefully
described by the spectral irradiance, NA, defined as the
power pe, unit area-solid angle-wavelength (for example:
watts/crr - -steradian-micron). Alternatively, one may
define :he power per unit area-solid angle-Hertz, N..
These are simply related by
()NP = N AA —y	 1
where A is the wavelength and v the frequency. Back-
grounds that are not diffuse may be described by the
power per unit area per wavelength (or per Hertz) at the
receiver. That is, one can define the intensity spectrum
a„ or the equivalent rrA, where
aP = 7r	 (2)
Another description for the same information encom-
passes both the diffuse and nondiffuse cases and is some-
what more directly useful for consideration of heterodyne
detection as well as certain aspects of direct detection. In
this description the background is assigned to a discrete
number of distinguishable transverse field modes t (or di-
rections of propagation) and longitudinal modes, as well
as to one of the two independent polarizations with which
a plane electromagnetic wave can be specified. Then the
background radiation can be described either in terms of
163
energy per mode or by the number of photons per mode.
known as the degeneracy' and here denoted by S.
For a diffuse background, where the radiation in a
bandwidth W is spatially and uniformly spread out and
falls on a receiver of collector area A R with solid angle of
acceptance SIR, the number of modes received in time t is
'OR Wt
x2
hence the number of photons per mode is
6 _ 2 (^) A ^RSIRWt
R R Wt
x2
and a geometric factor which is nominally the ratio of the
solid angle subtended by the primary source (the Sun) to
that into which the scattering takes place, of the order
of 10 -s .
 Based partly on experimental observations and
partly on calculationt 1
atmosphere-scattered sunlight
6 -s 240-6 (ehv/6000k _ I)-i
If the sunlight is scattered by Mars, the Pffective degeneracy
results from 'he same sort of modification to the degeneracy
of the Sun, except that the scattering coefficient may differ
and the solid angle of interest (that of the primary source at
the scatterer) is that which the Sun subtends at Mars. A
representative figure is°
sunlight scattered by Mars
or
	
6 - 1.3x10-6 (ehv/6000k _ 1)-i
NP = 2 A 6	 (3)
The factor 2 arises from the convention
 --dopted here that
NP is for arbitrary polarization (w!.ich includes two inde-
pendent polarizations), while the term degeneracy will be
reserved here for only one.
For an object which does not fill the receiver field of
view, there is a related expression for irv. Supposing that
the luminous object, whether it be a scatterer or a primary
emitter, subtends solid angle 92; there are then 12(AA)/A2
transverse modes in which radiation falling on the area AA
is divided (this light is again emitted in all d irections from
the object), leading to the intensity spectrum:
rry = 2 
^2 
6 • S2	 (4)
For a blackbody at temperature T the degeneracy is
given by
6blackbody = (e
hv/kT _ I) -i	 (5)
This expression is d irectly applicable to direct emission,
and is used here for infrared wavelengths. In the visible
region, one must use the effectivc degeneracy instead, be-
cause of the scattering of the sunlight before it reaches the
telescope. For sunlight scattered by the atmosphere, the
blackbody degeneracy is multiplied by a number which is
the product of a scattering coefficient (of the order of 10')
*There is a 1:1 correspondence between a mode and a cell of phase
space having volume 0 where h is Planck 's constant.3
tThis calculation ignores the fact that the scattering is frequemy
dependent. When applied over a narrow range of wavelengths, say
from 0.5 to 1 micron, this does not re-. :a in a gross error.
In Table 40 the effective degeneracies in the background
radiation are summarized for some wavelengths of interest.
By using Table 40, the amount of background radia-
tion which falls on a receiver may be simply calculated from
Equations (1) through (4). Care must be exercised to use
the appropriate solid angle to calculate the contribution
from the "small" source (here illustrated by Mars) which
may unavoidably be within the receiver field of view in
accordance with the communication mission under study.
1.2 Background Noise Statistics
In a classical or wave-like description of l ae electro-
magnetic field associated with the background noise, the
electric and magnetic fields Luociated with a single mode of
the radiation each have a Gaussian distribution, independent
of one another and of the folds from every other mode of
the radiation. This is the most random (or maximum en-
tropy) distribution, which is appropriate to thermal noise.
Since the energy is quadratic in the field quantities, the
energy of the i th mode may be written as
Ei = xi + Y2
	
(6)
where xi
 acrd yi
 are random variables which stand for elec-
tric and magnetic fields, each Gaussian, while the energy
associated with N modes is
N
E = L (x'+ Yi)
	
(7)
i=1
Energy is distributed among the different modes in such a
way as to yield the largest amount of randomness.
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section. This review is not intended to be exhaustive, but
it is hoped that it presents representative data and accur-
ately reflects the current level of understanding of -these
phenomena. Following this summary, an assessment of the
importance of the known results to various types of optical
communications systems will be presented. Some experi-
ments are suggested which could provide much needed data
to further aid in the evaluation of proposed systems.
2.1 Summary of Observed Phenomena
Some observational data describing the atmospheric in-
fluence on field amplitude, phase, and mutual coherence
functions are summarized below. Depolarization will not be
considered, since atmospheric depolarization at optical
wavelengths has been shown to be negligible.$
2.1.1 Amplitude Related Effects
2.1.1.1 Attenuation. Observations of attenuation in
clear air have been reported, as well as attenuation resulting
from precipitation of various kinds.
A series of measurements were performed recently in
Colorado by A. L. Buck, 9 and clear air attenuations along
elevated propagation paths averaging approximately 0.2
dB/km have been reported. Clear air attenuation is ex-
pected to decrease rapidly with increasing altitude, how-
ever.l 1
T. S. Chulo has measured the attenuation due to pre-
cipitation (rain, fog, or snow) over a 2.6 km path at Bell
Telephone Laboratories' Crawford Hal location in New
Jersey. Data were taken at 0.63, 3.5, and 10.6µ. Attenua-
tions from dense fog were observed in excess of 65, 45, and
60 dB above clear weather levels for the respective wave-
lengths. True attenuations are unknown in these instances
since the latter bounds were set by receiver sensitivities.
Results of measurements made in a light fog are shown in
Figure 93. The attenuation is greatest at 0.63µ and is due
primarily to scattering. Progressing to longer wavelengths,
the attenuation drops off, and at 10.6µ absorption is the
dominant effect.
Attenuation from rain does not vary as greatly over the
range of wavelengths examined. Attenuation is smallest at
0.63µ and is due again primarily to scattering. Rain attenua-
tion increases with wavelength (Figure 93), and at near
infrared (IR) wavelengths, scattering and absorption con-
tribute about equally.
No consistent wavelength dependence was observed in
attenuation by snow. For the same equivalent liquid water
density, attenuation from snow lies somewhere between the
corresponding values for rain and fog.
2.1.1.2 Fluctuations. The term "fluctuation" gen-
erally refers to a fluctuation in the field that is deduced
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fr2m an observed fluctuation in the output of an optical re-
ceiver. Two types of receivers have been used to observe
optical prupagation effects: direct detection and hetero-
dyne receivers. One should exercise care in distinguishing
between the two types of observations, since these devices
respond to fundamentally different (but assuredly related)
moments of the aperture field.
Temporal records of the fluctuating outputs of these
two types of receivers appear to be very similar. They are
characterized by a relatively steady noise-like trace inter-
spersed with sharp spikes or bursts; these pulses of peak
output may occur at 50 to 100 ms intervals and may be of
10 to 25 ms duration. In both cases, these peaks have been
observed to rise to a limiting value under relatively good
atmospheric conditions, but seem to be randomly distrib-
uted under conditions of high turbulence. The power
spectra of direct detected and heterodyned signals have
been observed to display differences, although the gross be-
havior under varying atmospheric conditions is again
similar.
2.1.2 Fluctuation Magnitude
Direct detection measurements of these fluctuations
and certain parametric dependences have been made by
Peteranecz and Simons, 12 P. B. Taylor, T. S. Chug R. F.
Lucy et al, ls M. Suor. , _lanian and J. A. Collinson, 16 and
D. L. Fried et al . 17 All meaw.ements of fluctuations in the
outputs of direct detection receivers described below were
made at 0.63p.
Peteranecz and Simons 12 and P. B. Taylor 13 have de-
scribed measurements over a 16.5 km path in Dayton,
Ohio. The path was elevated (about 70 m on the avcrage)
and passed over many types of terrain. A 4.3 cm collecting
aperture was employed and peak receiver outputs were
observed to range up to 30 dB above the quasi-steady level.
Simultaneous microwave measurements over the same path
showed power scintillations of the order of 1 dB.
T. S. Chu g+
 has observed fluctuations induced by clear
air turbulence over the same 2.6 km path mentioned
earlier. 10 He reports rms fluctuations of the signal averaging
30 percent of the average level, but ranging between
extremes of 10 and 90 percent. The largest fluctuations
were observed in the presence of the Sun. A measurement in a
strong crosswind (transverse to the propagation path, with
velocity —30 mph) showed no increase in the fluctuation.
An eight-fold increase in receiver aperture diameter resulted
in a reduction in percent rms fluctuation by a factor of
nearly two (from 60 to 30 percent). Diurnal variations in
fluctuation were also noted.
Buck9
 has also investigated the fluctuation observed
with a direct detection receiver and he suggests the f ne
structure of the fluctuation records is a result of "internal
breakup" of the beam, while the large bursts are due to the
beam "wandering" in and out of the collector aperture. He
section. This review is not intended to be exhaustive, but
it is hoped that it presents representative data and accur-
ately reflects the current level of understanding of these
phenomena. Following this summary, an assessment of the
importance of the known results to various types of optical
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clear air have been reported, as well as attenuation resulting
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A series of measurements were performed recently in
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elevated propagation paths averaging approximately 0.2
dB/km have been reported. Clear air attenuation is ex-
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since the latter bounds were set by receiver sensitivities.
Results of measurements made in alight fog are shown in
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the attenuation drops off, and at 10.6µ absorption is the
dominant effect.
Attenuation from rain does not vary as greatly over the
range of wavelengths examined. Attenuation is smallest at
0.631A and is due again primarily to scattering. Rain attenua-
tion increases with wavelength (Figure 93), and at near
infrared (IR) wavelengths, scattering and absorption con-
tribute about equally.
No consistent wavelength dependence was observed in
attenuation by snow. For the same equivalent liquid water
density, attenuation from snow lies somewhere between the
corresponding values for rain and fog.
2.1.1.2 Fluctuations. The term "fluctuation" gen-
erally refers to a fluctuation in the field that is deduced
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fr^m an observed fluctuation in the output of an optical re-
ceiver. Two types of receivers have been used to observe
optical prupagation effects: direct detection and hetero-
dyne receivers. One should exercise care in distinguishing
between the two types of observations, since these devices
respond to fundamentally different (but assuredly related)
moments of the aperture field.
Temporal records of the fluctuating outputs of these
two types of receivers appear to be very similar. They are
characterized by a relatively steady noise-like trace inter-
spersed with sharp spikes or bursts; these pulses of peak
output may occur at 50 to 100 ms intervals and may be of
10 to 25 ms duration. In both cases, these peaks have been
observed to rise to a limiting value under relatively good
atmospheric conditions, but nern to be randomly distrib-
uted under conditions of high turbulence. The power
spectra of d irect detected and heterodyned signals have
been observed to display differences, although the gross be-
havior under varying atmospheric conditions is again
similar.
2.1.2 Fluctuation Magnitude
Direct detection measurements of these fluctuations
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Peteranecz and Simons 12 and P. B. Taylor 13 have de-
scribed measurements over a 16.5 km path in Dayton,
Ohio. The path was elevated (about 70 m on the average)
and passed over many types of terrain. A 4.3 cm collecting
aperture was employed and peak receiver outputs were
observed to range up to 30 dB above the quasi-steady level.
Simultaneous microwave measurements over the same path
showed power scintillations of the order of 1 dB.
T. S. Chu 14 has observed fluctuations induced by clear
air turbulence over the same 2.6 km path mentioned
earlier. 10 He reports rms fluctuations of the signal averaging
30 percent of the average level, but ranging between
extremes of 10 and 90 percent. The largest fluctuations
were observed in the presence of the Sun. A measurement in a
strong crosswind (transverse to the propagation path, with
velocity —30 mph) showed no increase in the fluctuation.
An eight-fold increase in receiver aperture diameter resulted
in a reduction in percent rms fluctuation by a factor of
nearly two (from 60 to — 30 percent). Diurnal variations in
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 has also investigated the fluctuation observed
with a d irect detection receiver and he suggests the Fne
structure of the fluctuation records is a result of "internal
breakup" of the beam, while the large bursts are due to the
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has measured the fluctuation index a n
 (defined as the ratio
of sample standard deviation to sample mean) of the re-
ceiver output for a path length of 4 km as a function of
receiver aperture diameter. Like Chu, he observes a defi-
nite reduction in an
 as the receiving aperture is enlarged.
Buck observed no systematic variation in an
 for path lengths
ranging from 550 m to 145 km.
Lucy and his coworkers' s
 have performed simultane-
ous heterodyne and direct detection measurements over a
1 km path at the Sylvania Research Laboratory in Waltham,
Massachusetts. In computing sample probability density
functions for the d irect detected signal, fluctuations were
observed to be greatest and the average level lowest i .i clear
weather. The fluctuation decreased and the average level
increased under weather conditions which progressed from
clear to overcast to light rain. Reported observations"
taken with different sized collection apertures appear to
indicate that the percent fluctuation (or fluctuation index)
decreases with increasing aperture diameter. However, Lucy
indicates' a that, considering additional (unpublished) data,
no definite conclusion can be reached from his group's re-
sults.
Subramanian and Co4inson, 16
 at Bell Laboratories, have
investigated the percent fluctuation (or "depth of modula-
tion" as they describe it) over ranges of about 30 to 800 m.
They observe a rapid decrease in fluctuation with increasing
aperture size. However, they report that the percent fluctu-
ation does not decrease beyond a finite "residual" level
reached as the collecting aperture becomes larger than the
direct beam. Residual fluctuations of a fraction of a per-
cent are observed at the distances examined. When all of
the beam is collected, the percent fluctuation was observed
to increase with the 3/2 power of propagation distance
(from 30 to 800 m). It was observed that this dependence
on path length was independent of weather conditions; how-
ever, for a fixed distance the percent fluctuation depends
sensitively on atmospheric conditions, having been ob-
served to change by a factor of two or three in a matter of
seconds. Attempts to determine the dependence of per-
cent modulation on atmospheric variables were unsuccessful.
Fried, Mevers, and Keister' 7 measured fluctuations at
0.63µ over an 6 km path at the Autonetics Electro-Optical
Laboratory in California. Their purpose was to measure 'he
fluctuation statistics as the size of the collection aperture
was varied. The theoretically predicted log normal distribu-
tion was expected for small apertures and a transition to
Gaussian statistics was expected as the receiver cross section
increased. However, the statistics were observed to be log
normal for all apertures varying in diameter from 1 mm to
1 m. This apparently anomalous result gave rise to the con-
jecture by these investigators that this phenomenon is asso-
ciated with the finite cross section of the laser beam.
D.H. H6hn21,22 has also measured the statistics of inten-
sity fluctuation at 0.63µ over 4.5 and 14.5 km paths at the
University of Tubingen, Germany. He observed the log
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normal distribution for small collection apertures, but has
also observed deviations therefrom. In particular, he has
recorded normal distributions for the intensity for the
largest (80 mm) apertures used.
Measurements of the fluctuation in the output of a
heterodyne receiver have been made by Rosner' 9 and also
by Lucy et al.' s These measurements were performed at
0.63µ. F.E. Goodwin" has also recently reported observ-
ing fluctuations in a 3.39,u heterodyne system.
Rosner utilized the same 2.6 km propagation path em-
ployed by Chu at Bell Laboratories, and his heterodyne re-
ceiver had a 9.5 cm collecting aperture and utilized an
afc-controlled local oscillator to mL. ntain a 70 MHz i-f.
Rosner observed peak outputs ranging up to 16 dB above
average levels. Differences between peak and average levels
were smallest in windy weather (wind speed > 25 mph) on
both clear and overcast days. The greatest differences were
observed in the morning hours in clear weather. It was ob-
served that, in the absence of rain, the behavior of the de-
tected signal was strongly dependent on the presence or
absence of sunlight; unusually constant signals were ob-
served in the presence of high winds (see Figure 94). Rosner
suggests that the sharp bursts apparent in his observations
may be due to a momentary absence of turbulence-induced
phase distortion in the incoming signal wave.
The heterodyne receiver used by Lucy and his col-
leagues at Sylvania employed spatial tracking of the angle of
arrival of the signal as well as an afc system to maintain an
i-f of 30 MHz. The receiving aperture was-20.3 cm in diam-
eter. Sample probability density functions for the hetero-
dyned signal were obtained for clear, overcast ;
 and rainy
weather conditions. The reduction in the width of the dis-
tribution (fluctuation), or the fluctuation index, as this
sequence of conditions is encountered is not nearly as ap.
parent as it is for the corresponding (simultaneous) direct
detection distribution. Heterodyne sample densities were
not computed for various aperture sizes; however, this work
is currently being undertaken.' °
F.E. Goodwin2 ° hat reported on tests performed with
a 3.39µ heterodyne communication system at the Hughes
Research Laboratories in Malibu, California. Utilizing a
7.6 cm collecting aperture, rms fluctuations in signal am-
plitude of 10 percent were reportedly observed over a 300 m
propagation path.
One should keep in mind that given the smallest collec-
tion apertures used in the foregoing measurements are very
large in terms of the wavelength of interest. Consequently,
one can at best obtain only an estimate of the fluctuation of
the average amplitude or intensity from these observations.
Furthermore, one should certainly not ignore the probable
influence of phase distortion in the heterodyne results.
Typical results obtained by the abovementioned investiga-
tors have been gathered in Table 41, along with an indication
of certain pertinent conditions attending their observations
(where available).
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2.1.3 Fluctuation Rate
Fluctuation rate measurements, in the form of power
spectral density analyses of the received signal, have been
performed for the most part with direct detection receivers
at 0.63µ. Among others, Buck, 9 Chu,' 3 Hogg,' 4 Lucy
et 4" and Subramanian and Collinson 2 ' have contributed
to these investigations. Generally, the spectra of the direct
detected signals display exponential distributions at base-
band with typical widths of a few hundred Hertz. The
spectral shape and width have been observed to be rela-
tively insensitive to propagation path lengths (ranging from
a few meters to 145 km), or to what fraction of the trans-
mitted beam is collected by the receiver. The spectral
width, however, does seem quite sensitive to the intensity
of turbulence along the path; e.g., as manifested by cross-
wind.
Hogg' 4 first described the spectra at 0.63µ and sug-
gested that the distribution appeared to be exponential.
Subramanian and Collinson2 5 were the first to suggest the
invariance of the spectra to chaiiges in path length or aper-
ture size. These suggestions were based on data taken over
120 in 360 in in which variable apertures were
employed which could collect all or only a small portion of
the signal beam. Bounds on measured spectral widths
ranged from 70 Hz in a calm atmosphere to 1100 Hz in rain
and gusty wind. Buck has confirmed the lack of dependence
of spectral shape and width on path length for large dis-
tances. He does suggest an aperture dependence for a fixed
path length at frequencies below 20 Hz, however. Chu' 4
has reported a slight reduction in spectral width with in-
creasing aperture. He reports an appreciable increase in
spectral width with a strong crosswind, but no correspond-
ing increase in fluctuation power (fluctuation index). Chu
has also recently described' 3 the wavelength dependence of
the spectral distributions. Observations at 0.6311, 3.5µ, and
10.6µ indicate that the exponential representation is reason-
ably valid at each wavelength out to about 100 Hz, and that
there is a definite decrease in spectral width with increasing
wavelength. (Some deviation from theoretically predicted
behavior is noted, however.*) The work of Lucy et al's
strengthens the existing direct detection observations. In
particular, the spectra shown for different weather condi-
tions very graphically display the broad spectra associated
with high turbulence conditions (clear, sunny weather) and
with rain, and the narrow spectral width of low turbulence
conditions (overcast).
Lucy and his coworkers have provided the only pub-
lished' s
 account of spectral measurements of the fluctua-
tions of heterodyne-detected signals. Their work is all the
more interesting in that they have obtained simultaneous
direct and heterodyne detection measurements. They show
that the heterodyne "ctra are not grossly different from
the direct-detected distributions and that the general trends
with changing atmospheric conditions are similar. They
remark that the heterodyne fluctuations contain stronger
high-frequency components, and they attribute this to the
great influence of phase distortion on heterodyne response.
From the similarity in the temporal fluctuation records,
it is not surprising to find similarities between the hetero-
dyne and the direct-detection fluctuation spectra. One
should bear in mind, however, that these power spectra cor-
respond to different moments of the signal field: the first
moment in the case of the heterodyne, the second moment
in the case of the direct-detection receiver. These differ-
ences do not seem to have been heretofore investigated and
their examination could prove to be of considerable im-
portance.
2.1.4 Phase Fluctuations
Buck' has reported observing phase fluctuations at
0.63µ over a 48.8 m path. He used a homodyne detection
technique with an equal-arm Michelson interferometer in
which one arm was protected from disturbances. Only a
small amount of data was taken, and consequently no firm
conclusions could be reached. Of the samples obtained,
Buck determined that the "overall standard deviation" was
2.5 radians. From the records included in his paper,
short-term fluctuations of the order of 1 radian are apparent
at rates of the order of 5 Hz (which, it was suggested, were
probably due to mechanical resonances).
2.1.5 Accounting for Atmospherically Induced
Fluctuations
In deciding how to properly include the effects of
turbulence-induced optical fluctuations, it is crucial to ob-
serve that the importance of these fluctuations is largely
determined by the relative time scales involved: As indi-
cated by the data presented above, atmospheric phenomena
and the resultant optical fluctuations are characterized by
time constants of the order of milliseconds. A high data
rate optical communication system, however, may transmit
at megabits per second. In such a system, time intervals of
10 seconds (decision interval, or bit period) are of impor-
tance. Consequently, when calculating the performance of
such a system; e.g., the probability of committing an error
after a le second observation of the received signal, at-
mospherically induced phase and amplitude fluctuations
should not enter. The signal amplitude and phase may be
assumed to be constants in such calculations, random vari-
ables fixed by a particular realization of the atmosphere.
Subsequent averaging over the ensemble of atmospheres
may then be appropriate.
2.1.6 Degree of Coherence
The spatial dependence of the correlation within the
signal field is of interest here. This dependence is frequently
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parametrized by a coherence distance (roughly the distance
within which the correlation between separate points in the
field is significant).
Goldstein et a127 have performed measurements at
0.63 µ and at 1.151, at the Air Force Eleetro-Optic Surveil-
lance Site in New Mexico. They employed a heterodyne
receiver with a variable collection aperture and observed
propagation effects over 4 and 24 km paths. However, no
definitive data were obtained at the infrared wavelength
because of equipment difficulties and atmospheric absorp-
tion. The visible measurements did not encompass a suffi-
cient range of collection aperture diameters to allow a
precise determination of the coherence distance directly.
Their measurements do show, however, that the coherence
distance changes significantly with atmospheric conditions
over relatively short time intervals (15 min). It was also
quite apparent that the coherence distances were consider-
ably smaller for the 24 km path as compared to the 4 km
path. These data confirm qualitatively what one would ex-
pect on purely physical grounds. Measured values of the
average refractive index structure constant (C n) may be
combined with Equation (8) of Reference 27 (an expression
due to Tatarski") to estimate the coherence diameter. The
average value of Cn obscrved on the 4 km path indicates an
average coherence diameter at the receiver of 1.15 cm. Com-
parable observations of Cn for trte 4 and 24 km paths yield
coherence diameters of 3.5 and 2.75 em, respectively.
Lucy and his group, in presenting their results," do
not employ the notion of coherence. However, they do pro-
vide measured "heterodyne efficiencies," from which one
can estimate the diameter of the coherence area. The data
taken over their I km path at 0.63 p indicate coherence
areas with diameters ranging from 0.36 to 0.7 cm, corre-
sponding to clear, sunny conditions for the smaller value
and overcast or light rain conditions for the larger. These
measurements were made with the 20.3 cm aperture. The
efficiencies observed with a series of smaller apertures indi-
cate a coherence diameter of the order of 1 cm. The angular
alignment tolerance they observed can also be related to the
coherence area (Section 6.4), and these observations pro-
vide an in%:rpendent and consistent indication of the 1 cm
value. Samples of the foregoing estimates, along with certain
theoretical estimates to be discussed in Section 2.2, have
been collected in Table 42.
Hinchman and Bucks attempted to measure intensity
fluctuation correlations in a 0.63 µ laser beam at a distance
of 15 km. Intensity correlation could not be detected for a
photomultipher separation of 15 cm.
In comparing his theoretical work with some observa-
tions, Reiger" presents some data obtained by Protheroe
and Chen wtdch indicate an intensity correlation distance of
*The appearance of ans or Cn2 depends on the choice of represen-
tation of atmospheric effect •A. Those qualities are closely related;
see Reference 27 or Equation 6.2 of Reference 39.
4 or 5 em associated with intensity fluctuations in a field of
starlight. These numbers corn: Spond to intensity correlation
diameters of 8 to 10 cm.
2.1.7 Lack of Experimental Data
From the above summary, and particularly from Table
41, one can see that, although some experimental results
have been obtained, the existing empirical knowledge is far
.from complete. More definitive and systematic experiments
related to all aspects of the atmospheric optical propagation
problem are needed. Of notable significance is the absence
of optical propagation measurements over vertical paths;
such measurements are crucial to an evaluation of an Earth-
based receiver operating in a deep space optical communica-
tion system.
2.2 Theoretical Considerations
Some of the analytical -ork which relates to tl cr exper-
imental results reviewed in the previous section will be
summarized below.
2.2.1 Amplitude-Related Effects
2.2.1.1 Attenuation. Predicted values of clear air at-
tenuation have been given in an RCA report er and are
stated in terms of percent transmission over a vertical path.
For a 100 km vertical path, transmission in the visible range
under "exceptionally clear" conditions is indicated to be
near 90 percent; transmissions for "clear day" conditions
are specified at 20 percent.
A convenient tabulation of the dependence of atmos-
pheric transmission on wavelength and zer.Ath angle under
clear conditions may be found in the Perkin-Ekner report
(Reference 4, Table 3-1), along with a brief discussion of
some of the factors responsible for clear air attenuation.
Elterman34 has described a model, based on a clear stand-
ard atmosphere which includes an aerosol component, from
which clear air attenuations may be determined.
Expressions for the attenuation from scattering of the
mean or coherent wave in a homogeneously turbulent at-
mosphere have been obtained by J. B. Keller3° and L. S.
Taylor. 31 For an inner scale size of 10 cm and for refractive
index fluctuations* (an) ranging from 10' 16 to 10'14 , the
attenuation has been computed fc.r he wavelengths of in-
terest in Table 43. The values in the table do not indicate
the attenuation that will be experienced by the total wave
(coherent and incoherent waves), and consequently cannot
be erectly compared with observed attenuations; e.g., the
0.2 dB/km average level observed by Buck.9 However,
the indicated attenuations in the visible are consistent in
order of magnitude with certain of Rosner's 19 heterodyne
measurements.
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Attenuation from precipitat ion has also been examined.
The RCA report mentioned above indicates w-.1v about 1
percent transmission (20 dB loss) over a 100 km vertical
path through a light fog.
The experimental work of T. S. Chu lo d--scribed earlier
Was complemented by a theoretical analysis of scattering
and absorption resulting from precipitation in the lower
atmosphere. A precise prediction of precipitation attenua-
tion is hampered by the uncertainty in particle size distribu-
tion and forward-scattering contributions. Chu's analysis is
based on the work of Van de Hulst,32 and the results are
summarized in the cures of Figures 95 ant i 96. The experi-
mental data shown in Figure 93 are in good quantitative
agreement with the predicted attenuations for rain, and
confirm qualitatively the wavelength dependence for fog.
Although 10 p attenuation by fo is much smaller than at
visible wavelengths, lop attewsation may nevertheless be as
great as 40 dB/km for liquid water concentrations of
0.1 gnt/m3.
2.2.1.2 Fluctuations. Various techniques for deter-
mining amplitude fluctuations have been developed. The
wave optics method has been used by Tatarski, 26 Chernov 4r
and others, and P. Beckmann33 has employed a simplified
geometrical optics scheme. The analytical expressions for
the amplitude fluctuations readily lend themselves to central
limit theorem arguments, which indicate that a wave need
penetrate a turbulent medium only a relatively short dis-
tance before its amplitude tends to obey a log normal
distribution. (See Section 2.1 for comments on the experi-
mental verification of the loR normal distribution by H-id
et al,"I and also by Hohn.2 r )
2.2.2 Phase-Related Effects
2.2.2.1 Phase fluctuations. Beckmann 33 has obtained
an expression for the spatial dependence of phase fluctua-
tions in a turbulent medium, as well as expressions for mean
square fluctuation rates under various conditions. The fluc-
tuation and its rms derivative are shown to vary directly
with the product an k L th, where on is th,: standard devia-
tion of the refractive index, k is the wave number in a non-
random medium, and L is the length of the propagation
path. The dominant source of temporal phase fluctuations
is observed to be crosswind; i.e., wind blowing transverse
to the nomina! beam direction. This result assumes that the
temporal variation of refractive index is due primarily to
drift (rather than to turbulence or diffusion).
*Recently reported is rms tracking accuracies of f251A rad must be
improved if flucwations in angle of arrival are to ;x usefully com-
pensated for in fields (in the 0.5 to 1.0p region) having coherence
distances greater than a f'-w centimeters.
tWith the development of an improved atmospheric modEt, indica-
tions are that these values are pessimistic.
2.2.2.2 Angle of arrival fluctuations. Beckmann also
obtained expressions for the angle of arrival and has shown
that the distribution of these fluctuations will be Gaussian.
Hufnagel4
 has estimated the bounds on the ang!- of arrival
fluctuations expected at a ground receiver operating at
0.63 p. These estimates are shown in Table 44 and indicate
bounds on the fluctuation expected when an initially uni-
form plane wave traverses the entire atmosphere.
Table 44
EXPEL i ED FLUCTUATION IN ANGLE OF ARRIVAL,
AFTER HUFNAGEL (Perkin-Elmer Report, Table 3-3)
rms Fluctuation: u rad
Zenith Angie
(degrees)	 Receiving Aperture Diameter
	
0.131m	 1.31m
	
8.5	 3.68
3G	 9.12	 3.98
	
10.1
	
4.41
60	 11.88	 5.24
From the discussion of angular misalignment in a het-
erodyne receiver given in Section 6.3 arld in Appendix 6,
one finds that a 0.5 p heterodyne operating with a 13 cm
coherence diameter (corresponding to a coherent 0.13 m
aperture) cannot tolerate angular deviations in excess of
3.85 p rad. Similarly, with a 1.3 m coherence diameter
(1.3 m coherent aperture), deviations greater than 0.38 µ
rad are excessive. Under the best conditions (pointing to the
zenith), Hufnagel's computations indicate possible fluctua-
tions of the order of 2 and 10 times these values, respec-
tively. These results indicate ; i .e need for an angle-tracking
heterodyne receiver;" if the fluctuations indicated are ob-
served, the usual "fixed direction" heterodyne would per-
orm very poorly. Reiger29 has also determined values for
the rms angle cf arrival in the visible region for various
model atmospheres, and his computed values fall well within
the bounds obtained by Hufnagel.
2.2.3 Degree of Coherence
A number of formulations have been put forth for the
determination of the coherence properties of a wave propa-
gating in a rand-n medium. One of the earlier solutions is
due to Hufnagel and Stanley, 35 who determines: the mutual
coherence function for a wave which has traversed the entire
atmosphere along a vertical path. The method relies on the
use of a model atmosphere, and the ground level mutual
coherence function at 0.63 p has been computed; a coher-
ence distance slightly greater than 1 cm is obtained .4 Similar
computations at 10 p may be performed, and one finds
ground level coherence distances of the order of 30 cm.t
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L.S. Taylor31 has calculated the mutual coherence
function by means of a stochastic perturbation technique
developed by J.B. Keller.30 Taylor indicates that his analy-
sis points up defects in certain other methods and he at-
tempts to clarify the region where his and other existing
solutions are valid.
Beran36 has obtained a solution for the mutual coher-
ence function in a turbulent half-space by an iterative tech-
nique. Brown 37 has employed a selective summation
procedure to determine the first two moments of a field
which has propagated a large distance through a weakly in-
homogeneous medium. Brown has shown that his solution
reduces to that found by Hufnagel and Stanley's s
Reiger2 9 has determined the intensity correlation func-
tion for visible light transmitted vertically through the earth's
atmosphere by a geometrical optics procedure. Tatarski has
obtained a similar solution using wave optics techniques. 2 6
Hufnagel and Stanley's work, and also Reiger's, suggests
that much of the degradation from turbulence occurs in the
atmospheric layer near the earth's surface. Fried 39 has
computed the improvement to be expected by elevating the
receiver and shows that, at 1µ, the coherence diameter can
be nearly doubled by raising the receiver 3 km above
ground level (a change from roughly 5 to 9 cm). These
numbers correspond to zenith viewing under daytime con-
ditions and would increase if a more optimistic atmospheric
model were to be used in their determination.
The various solutions for the mutual coherence func-
tion in a turbulent medium have been obtained through use
of a variety of techniques and approximations. These solu-
tions do not yield grossly different results. The major point
at issue seems to be the range of validity of the existing
solutions; this is currently a controversial topic and some
relevant discussion may be found in Taylor's paper, 31 and
also in an article by Fried .40
2.3 Influence of Propagation Effects on Communication
System Performance
Having observed (Section 2.1) the great difference in
time scales for turbulence-related atmospheric phenomena
and for high-data-rate communication systems, one may
assess the effects of atmospheric-induced phase and ampli-
tude fluctuations on such systems by considering the effects
of slow, random changes in phase and amplitude on receiver
performance. The effects of spatial coherence on the vari-
ous types of optical receivers must also be considered.
2.3.1 Amplitude Fluctuationss s
In the case of amplitude fluctuations which are slow
compared to the communication rate, the average error
probability Re of a digital comrrunica taon system may be
obtained by calculating the error probability for a constant
signal amplitude R, and then averaging over the distribution
of amplitudes p(R).
	
Pe = f ce dR p(R) P^(R)
	 (12)
0
Consider a binary orthogonal modulation system (e.g.,
polarization-shift-keying) in which envelope detection is em-
ployed. For constant signal amplitude R in the presence of
additive Gaussian noise with variance N, the error probability
is given by
	Pe (R) = i/2 xp (-R'/4N)	 (13)
Although Equation (13) is not exact for many of the modu-
lation systems of interest in this study, it is representative
of the essential exponential dependence of error probability
on signal-to-noise ratio.
There is even less basis for the choice of the fading dis-
tribution p(R) Scattering theories° 1 which relate log R to a
path integral suggest that R has a log normal distribution.
An alternate description, which seems to have as much theo-
retical basis (for example, it is consistent with single scatter
theories) and yet is more manageable analytically, is to as-
sume that the received s:;aat consists of the sum of a sinu-
soid with amplitude A and a narrow-band Gaussian process
with variance a2 . The resulting envelope then has the
Rician distribution
r	
2 + A2
P(R) = az I. \ aR^ exp	 2 } (14)
The average signal power, S, is given by
S=
 2
ap	 2
fo
dR R2
 P(R) = 2 +a2
Let
a2 = a S
(16)
'^2 = (1 — a) S2
Therefore a is the fraction of the signal power which is in the
"fading mode"; a = 0 corresponds to a steady signal; a = I
corresponds to a Rayleigh fading signal.
It is readily shown from the above that the average
error probability is given by
Pe _ (2 + ai ) - 1	 (
exp - ^i 4c) S/Pe	(17)
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Note that for a # o, Pe decreases as (S/N)- ' rather than
exponentially as in the nonfading (a = o) case.
In Figure 97, Pe is shown as a function of S/N for
a = 0. 0.1, 0.5, 1. It is seen that even for a as small as 0.1,
6 dB more average signal-to-noise ratio is required to achieve
P@ = 10-4 than in the nonfading case.
Diversity techniques may be employed to reduce the
effects of fading. Direct detection systems which employ
aperture sizes greater than the coherence area and relatively
wide fields of view may achieve some of the benefits of
space and angle diversity, but there is inadequate informa-
tion on how amplitude statistics depend on aperture size
and field of view (see Section 2.4).* Also, coding tech-
niques (e.g., time interleaving) may be used to obtain the
benefits of time diversity, with, however, some disadvan-
tage in transmitter complexity.
Although existing information does not permit precise
evaluation of the performance of optical digital Comm-mi-
c.ation systems over atmospheric paths, it appears clear that
approaches which simply account for the atmosphere by an
average attenuation may give grossly optimistic results.
2.3.2 Phase Fluctuations
The sane mechanisms which give rise to amplitude
fluctuations also give rise to temporal phase fluctuations in
the received signal. A d,iect-detection optical communica-
tion system will be insensitive to such fluctuations, but they
will, in general, affect the performance of a heterodyne
receiver. However, if the phase fluctuations are slow com-
pared to modulation rates of interestj then they may be
tracked in the same way that the Doppler variation is
tracked. The phase fluctuations increase tl •e minimum
bandwidth of the frequency tracking circuits; but if the
resulting bandwidth is small compared to the communica-
tion bandwidth, then the power required in the carrier need
be only a small fraction of the total signal power. Thus,
slow phase fluctuations impose no inherent penalty on
communication performance.
2.3.3 Coherence Degradation
The relative importance of degraded spatial coherence
within the signal field differs between direct detection and
heterodyne-type receiving systems. When the collecting
aperture is small and coinciees with the photosensitive sur-
face, the direct detect on system is not critically dependent
*The diversity improvement resulting from large aperture direct
detectors has ^een estimated in a recent paper by W.N. Peters and
R.J. Arguello.'2
upon a large coherence area; such a system may perform
well in a signal field with very poor spatial coherence prop-
erties. The information rate and error probability are more
seriously affected by a widening of the field of view, and
temporal fluctuations in signal and background fields in-
duced by atmospheric turbulence.
In practice, however, direct detection collection aper-
tures must frequently be made large, and a minor or lens
is required to focus the collected energy on a small photo-
surface. In such situations, degradation in focusing due to
poor spatial coherence can become a serious problem.
Whatever configuration is employed, the performance
of a heterodyne receiver is strongly dependent on the co-
herence areas of both signal and local fields. As shown in
Section 6.3, the signal power at i-f may often be propor-
tional to the smaller of the local and signal field coherence
areas. For a propagation path traversing the entire atmos-
phere and terminating at groundlevel, Hufnagel and Stanley's
calculation strongly indicates that the signal coherence
area will be the limiting factor at optical wavelengths. To
improve the information rate for a given error probability
(Section 6.4), one would like to obtain as large a signal
coherence area as is possible. This improvement can per-
haps most easily be accomplished by placing the receiver
above as much of the turbulent ground layer as possible.
When small coherence areas prevent efficient use of a
collection aperture of desired or specified size, a diversity-
combining system way have to be employed. One may
think of this as a technique which artificially expands the
effective coherence area.
Fried 4 3 has recently investigated the fluctuation to be
expected in the power output of a heterodyne receiver.
(He computes what one might call a power fluctuation in-
dex.) He shows that when. the collection aperture diameter
exceeds a certain pa,,u::^,icr ro (e-zsentially the coherence
diameter), the fluctuation grows rapidly. However, Fried's
results must be interpreted carefully because his averaging
is taken over the ensemble of atmospheres. His results do
not adequately relate to the power fluctuation that would
be observed within a decision interval in a high data rate
system, and hence do not necessarily imply that a high
probability of error should be associated with heterodyne
receivers.
Heidbreder44 has shown that the form of the structure
function employed by Fried is very close to that correspond-
ing to a randomly tilting incoming plane wave. In attempt-
ing to explain a result which runs counter to what one might
expect intuitively, Fried has observed the latter similarity,
but he does not suggest that the predicted gross fluctuations
might be significantly reduced by an angle tracking hetero-
dyne.
2.4 Suggested Experiments
tAs noted in the next section, it is the spatial rather than the	 Knowledge of many physical parameters describing thetemporal character of the phase fluctuations which provide the
principal difficulty. 	
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Figure 97. Effects of amplitude fluctuations on the performance of digital
communication systems
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meaningful use of theoretical results, reasonably accurate
estimates of refractive index structure constants and struc-
ture functions — and their parametric dependence — must
be obtained. Here, however, consideration will be restricted
to direct field measurements needed to predict optical com-
munication system performance. The measurements needed
fall into two general categories: ( 1) those of pertinence to
both direct detection and heterodyne systems and (2) those
primarily of importance to heterodyne systems.
Type 1 Measurements
Structure and general parametric dependence of signal
fluctuations; i.e., dependence on wavelength, prop-
agation path length, size of collecting apertur°, at-
mospheric conditions, etc. The existing fluctuation
measurements have been made with narrm , bears
and it is known that beam wandering contrib4'es ,o
these fluctuations. 9,12,28,33 Perturbations internal to
the beam are felt to be the dominant effect, but if
possible these effects should b: separatet,
Type 2 Measurements
a. A general parametric investigation of the cohersiico
distance at the ierrpiaus of a vertical propagation
path is needed. In particular, the dependenc=e on
receiver height above ground Icvel should be
determined.
b. A careful study of the fli --(nation i p, wrAe of
arrival is necessary. A p arametric investigation is
again called for anO particular attention should be
given to tiie determination of'whether or not the
observed fluctuation-, be within the capabilities of
angle tracking heterodynes.
Finally, it is noted that the Woods Hole Summer Study
Group 45 has described measurement technic. ,.°s that might
prove useful in this work. The suggested a periments could
well involve the use of balloon, aircraft, and satellite-bome
equipment, as well as controlled laboratory experiments.
3. BEAM-POINTING CONTROL AND ACQUISITION
PROCEDURES
In space communication using optical frequencies,
beam pointing is of critical importance. The basic require-
ments on the bears-pointing control system are the ability
(1) to determine the difference between the actual and the
desired transmitter positions, (2) to respond to this differ-
ence by driving the transmitter to the desired position, and
'Estimates of the performance of the Stratoscope II tracking sys-
tem are based on a private communication from Prof. M.
Schwarcchild of Princton University.
t The term Earth beacon will be used either to refer to a beacon on
the Earth or on an Earth satellite.
(3) to stabilize the transmitter at the desired position despite
disturbances. The particular method of implementing these
requirements depends on the required pointing accuracy.
Systems with pointing accuracies of 10 -5
 radians are well
within the capability of the present attitude control art.
Attitude control devices and star trackers accurate to within
5(10)6 radians are available. Figure 98 (Figure 1 of Re fer-
ence 46) summarizes the pointing accuracies achievable by
various attitude control devices. The performance of the
Stratoscope II tracking system' is included in F gure 5-6
for comparison. For an accuracy of 10 radians, beam
pointing can be achieved in an open loop mode. The space
vehicle reference frame can b • determined by star tracker i.
and the desired positions of the beam transmitter and the
space vehicle can be obtaried from tracking information
and stored in an on-board guidance and control computer.
The beam-pointing control system and the associated atti-
tude control system acting in a closed loop mode can, by
referent ., to th^ stored positions, stabilize both the space
vehicle and tt1c beam transmitter near their respective de-
.4t;d positions. The attainment of pointing accuracies of
IA-6 to ITT radians will require the use of transmitting
telescope optics as an attitude , wit-or. The telescope
measurements will first be used to esta,;'. t•h . rp apparent
line of sight between the Earth station and the telescope,
and Tien used for track.ag the Earth stat i on. For these ac-
m acies, beam pointing can stih be achieved in an open loop
:node. However, to aid the space vehicle in the acquisition
and tracking of the Earth station, a beaten at the Earth sta-
tion vd be necessary. For a pointing -ecuracy better than
S 0 ' ra:^3ns, attitude sensors corresponding to a space-
borne telesG ; k , with a primary lens , uameter considerably
larger t; ,an _ meter will be necessary. Unless technological
'J%akthroughs result in a dramatic reduction of weight of
the 'att; tndo sensors accurate to within fractions of 107'
radians, system:, with accuracy requirements of this order
of magnitude will not be feasible in the near future,
In the fallowing sections, the discussions on beam con-
trol systems and the associated attitude control systems will
be confined to systems uti'iziiig an Earth beacon.t
3.1 Space Vehicle Beam Pointing Control Systems
In addition to the Earth beacon, it is assumed that only
space-to-Earth optical communications capability is re-
quired, but a low rate channel is available both from the
space vehicle to Earth, and vice versa. The low rate channel
will enable the space vehicle to receive Earth commands,
and relay infonnation concerning its state to the Earth prior
to optical communications. It will also serve as a back-up
channel.
The expected position of the space vehicle relative to
the Earth station is known to within a certain accuracy
from trajectory computations made prior to launch and
from trajectory measurements performed early in the flight
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of the space. vehicle. Frorr these data the Earth beacon can
be pointed toward the expected position of the space
vehicle with sufficiently wide beamwidth and intensity to
assure detection and tracking by the receiving telescope on
the space vehicle (see Section 4.1).
The tracking telescope on the space vehicle will share a
common optical system with the transmitting telescope such
as the Perkin-Elmer optical system discussed in Section 4
and in Reference 47. This arrangement, when it is suitably
designed, not only results in a weight reduction but also
offers considerable advantages in tracking and in precise
beam )i. ' ating.
Tracking the Earth beacon by clewing either the entire
telescope system or the vehicle will provide neither the
desired speed of response nor the required accuracy. A
transfer lens systems, together with an appropriate steering
device will be necessary to track the beacon image appear-
ing in the telescope field of view provided that the presence.
of the beacon in the telescope field of view can be detected.
Since these devices will be light in weight and will require
little actuating power, the tracking error can be eliminated
almost instantaneously. Of course, the range of movement
of the transfer lens system will be limited (to conserve
optical quality and for mechanical reasons). A second
control loop will be needeu to position the optical axis of
the telescope to coincide with the beacon image, thus
restoring the transfer lens to its neutral position. A third
control loop (the space vehicle attitude control system) can
then be used to restore the telescope platform to its neutral
position by re-orienting the space vehicle. (These three
levels of control are designated by the letters C, B, and A
respectively in Section 3.3.)
For t ie last two control loops, the actuators may be
a combination of control moment gyros (CMG's) and re-
action jets. The CMG's will be needed to provide the
necessary accuracy, while the reaction jets will be needed to
desaturate the CMG's and to provide torques for high rate
maneuvers. When the telescope is directly mounted on the
space vehicle, the second and the third loops mentioned
above can be combined into one.
The apparent line of sight between the Earth beacon and
the tracking transfer lens is chosen as one of the reference di-
*ections, not simply because it appears as a natural selection,
but mainly because the telescope system provides the best
available attitude error sensor aboard the space vehicle.
Based on the tracking error, the transfer lens movement to-
gether with the telescope and the vehicle attitude control
systems hopefully will be designed to quickly reduce the
trackinn error to an acceptable level. For the case at hand,
the aec °ptable Xracking error should be less than the toler-
able pointing error (10 6 to 10-7 radians).
To account for the long transit time delay between the
vehicle and the Earth station in the case of a deep space
mission, the optical axis of the transmitter transfer lens must
be offset from the apparent line of sight between the track-
ing transfer lens and the Earth beacon. This point-ahead
angle varies slowly with time as function of the relative
velocity between the space vehicle and the Earth station.
For a Mars fly-by, a typical point-ahead angle can be shown
to be less than 2(10T4 radians and the variation of the
point-ahead angle is of the order of 19-7 radians/thrs, as
showt in Figure 99 (Reference 48, p. 54).
The ooint-ahead angle can be computed from orbit in-
formation and intooduced to the beam transmitting transfer
lens in a feed-forward mode. Complete feed-forward opera-
tion for an extended period of time may not be advisable
because no means is available to compensate for errors due
to either a long-term component drift or to inaccuracies in
the point-ahead information. These can be taken out either
by an additional feedback loop (the grand loop) or by a
periodic correction from the Earth, based upon tracking
information. Thus the optical system on the space vehicle
must perform the following functions:
1. The development and utilization of appropriate
error signals for tracking the Earth beacon
2. The generation of point-ahead signals and the
utilization of these signals for pointing the Earth-
bound beam.
To combine these functions in a single optical system,
each with adequate freedom of movement and precison,
will require much ingenuity on the part of the optical de-
signer. The Perkin-Elmer system described in Chapter 3,
Section 4 and in Reference 48 appears to be able to combine
the above mentioned functions adequately.
From the above discussion a multilevel, multiloop space
vehicle beam pointing control configuration is evolved. The
block diagram for it is shown in Figure 100.
The quality of stability of the control configura,'
shown in Figure 100 depends only upon the quality
stability of each individual loop (Apr ­radix 4; see also Ret.
erence 49 for a more complete dis - -sion). Thus, the con-
troller design for each loop can be , 	 idually undertaken.
Conventional design methods can be utilized here without
any difficulty.
In Figure 100 twd error sensors are shown in a parallel
configuration; one has a wide-view window for developing
the error signals used in aligning the tracking telescope
optical axis with the earth beacon image. The other has a
narrow-view window for developing error signals for the
transfer lens to track the beacon image. Since the sizes of
the view windows are different, i t is possible to cascade the
error sensors optically so that the narrow-view fine error
sensor will stay inactive until the tracking error is reduced
t(_: all , _'ceptable level. In_ Figure 100 movement limiters are
shown to reflect the physical constraints placed upon the
motion of the transfer lens and the telescope platform. A
dead band is introduced between the vehicle attitude con-
trol lory 4nd the telescope-platform gimbal-angle pick-off so
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that the vehicle attitude need not be adjusted until the gim-
bal angle becomes fairly large.
It is worth noting the following:
1. The location of the Earth station receiver has not
been specified. The point-ahead computation
should account for the angular difference between
a ground receiver and a satellite receiver.
2, When the Earth beacon is situated on the ground,
the presence of the atmosphere will affect the
beamwidth and the intensity of the beacon. To
assure adequate intensity of the beacon image at
the space vehicle, a pulsed Laser with time gating
at the vehicle receiver may have to be considered
(Section 4.1). The stabi!ity and control design prob-
lem may then be considered in the discrete time
domain rather than the continuous time domain.
This, however, does not alter the nature of the
problem.
3. In Figure 100 it was assumed that the Earth bea-
con image will appear in the space vehicle tracking
telescope field of view, and that the transmuting
telescope transfer lens is pointing ahead in all
loop mode. The disturbance effect of the trans-
mission beam (mostly atmospheric), the inac-
curacies in the point-ahead signal due to misalign-
ment and calibration errors, and the long-term
component drifts are not compensated for. The
acquisition of the Earth beacon and the compensa-
tion of the above-mentioned errors will be discussed
in the following section.
3.2 Acquisition Procedures
Before the beam pointing control system shown in Fig-
ure 100 can track the Earth beacon, the beacon image must
appear in the tracking telescope field of view. Similarly,
before optical communication can commence, the Earth-
bound beam must also appear in the view of the receiver. Ire
both cases, acquisition procedures will be required to insure
successful operation.
For the space-borne optics to acquire the Earth bea,;on
signal, it is assumed that the beacon is sufficiently powerful
(see Section 4.1) to provide adequate SNR ratio at the track-
ing telescope detector against the Earth-shine background,
so that :.ubsequent tracking of the beacon image is possible.
It is assumed that the position of the Earth station with re-
spect W the space vehicle can be determined to within some
known accuracy such that, when the space-borne telescope
is pointed toward the predicted position of the Earth sta-
tion, the field of view of the telescope is sufficiently wide
to encompass the station position uncertainty.
*Based upon private communication from Jerry Kollodge of the
Radiation Center at Honeywell.
To accomplish Earth acquisition, the vehicle is first
commanded to align one of its body axes (the Sun tracker
axis) with the Sun. Coarse Sun sensors with nearly 360
degree of field of view and reaction jets provide the error.
signals and the actuating power for bringing the sun within
the view of fine Sun sensors. Fine Sun sen nis, such as
the OASO critical angle prism Sun sensor whj;.h is being
developed for N 1SA by Honeywell* are capable of resolv-
ing pointing errors to within lffs
 radian or less. Using
these sensor ou tputs, CMG's align the Sun tracker axis with
the Sun. The Sun line together with the apparent line of
sight between the vehicle and the Earth beacon (yet to be
acquired) provide the vehicle attitdue reference frame. Prior
to alignment of the Sun tracker axis, the telescope will have
been offset from the Sun tracker axis through platform
rotation by th.: angle formed by the intersection of the Sun
and Earth lines. This angle will have been precomputed
from trajectory information and will be stored in the
on-board guidance and control computer. For a Mars flyby,
this angular variation is typically of the order of I degree/
day, which implies that ample time is available for a more
accurate angle estimation based on post-launch tracking
data. The relatively slow rate of the angluar variation also
implies a small on-board computer memory requirement. If
this angle can be predicted accuractely to within 1/2
degree, then a telescope with a 1 degree field of view (such
as the Perkin-Elmer system discussed in Chapter 3, Section
4) will assure Earth acquisition.
(From Mars, the Earth subtends an angle of 8X 10-5
radians and the orbit of a satellite at synchronous attitude
subtends and angle of 1.2::10 radians. Thus, if the Earth
is acquired, the Farth beacon wil! also appear in the I
degree field of view of the tracking telescope and beacon
tracking will be possible if the beacon power is adequate.)
After the Sun tracker axis is aligned with the Sun, the
vehicle is ;ommanded to rotate slowly about this axis (e. g.,
2.5 rev/hr) to acquire the Earth. When the magnitude gate
and the logic circuits of an Earth shine deter for indicate
that the Earth has passed through the field of view of the
telescope, the space vehicle will stop its rotation. The space
vehicle is then commanded to rotate in the opposite direc-
tion about the Sun tracker axis at a slower rate (e.g., 0.5
rev/hr) until the Earth reappears in the telescope's field of
view. Capon the reappearance of the Earth the rotation com-
mand is removed and the `•-,am pointing control system
shown in Figure 100 is actuated. The residual motion of the
vehicle (0.5 rev/hr) will be sufficiently slow that the vehicle
tracking telescope transfer lens will have no difficulty in
tracking L'te Earth beacon. With the apparent line of sight
between she Barth beacon and the tracking telescope trans-
fe ► lens e,tablished, the point-ahead angle is added vec-
torially :o the reference direction to give the pointing direc-
tion for the Earth bound laser beam.
It was noted previously that the angular information re-
quired for Earth acquisition is a function of the trajectory
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time. This information when refined can also be used to
generate the point-ahead angle. Taking the difference be-
tween an angle corresponding to trajectory time t and an
angle corresponding to trajectory time t + Td where (Td is
the round trip transit time delay) will give the magnitude
(in the sense of polar coordinates) of the point-ahead sig-
nal. The orientation of the point-ahead signal can be refer-
enced to a line which is the projection of the vehicle-Sun
line into a plane perpendicular to the apparent line of sight
between the vehicle telescope transfer lens and the Earth
beacon. It follows that the point-ahead information can be
stored in triplets of magnitude, orientation, and trajectory
time in the guidance and control computer. The accuracy
of the angular information required for the point-ahead sig-
nal must be order of magnitude better than the accuracy
requ ired for Earth acquisition and will require correspond-
ingly larger computer memory.
If the initial pointing of the optical beam fails to
achieve optical communication, a scanning procedure, to be
described below, can be used to assist acquisition of the
Earth-bound signal.
Assume that the Earth beacon is being tracked but, due
to an equipment misalignment, the initial pointing of the
laser beam fails to achieve optical communication. A scan-
ning signal is superimposed on the nominal pointing direc-
tion. The beam width may be broadened to reduce the
number of lines of scan needed to cover the field of search
which is chosen to encompass the uncertainty of the Earth
station location. Each scanning position in the chosen field
of search is coded so that its position with respect to the
nominal pointing direction is determined. The search pat-
tem can be in the form of a square raster or a divergem
spiral, or it can be performed in any sequential mann--r
which covers the entire field of search. The pointing error
is detected at the Earth station receiver when one of the
coded scanning beams is received. Correction signals for the
nominal pointing d irection can be generated either at the
Earth station or on the space vehicle. In the latter case the
error cede is returned to the space vehicle via the low-rate
channel; the on-board guidance and control computer pro-
cesses it to generate the correction signal. It follows from
this discussion that, for any given field of search, the pourt-
ing error is quantized in terms of the beam size used to scan
through the field of search. When the pointing error is re-
duced to zero, it simply implies that the locatior of the
Earth station receiver is known to be within an area cor-
responding to the scanning beam size. This be ing sty it is
obvious that the next step is to choose a field of search
corresponding to this angular area and to choose a corres-
pondingly smaller scanning beam size. It will be conven-
ient to use a fixed search pattern so that the same codes can
be used over and over again to denote the same relative
position of the scanning beam with respect to the nominal
pointing d irection regardless of the size of the actual field
of search.
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Repetition of steps like this will successively reduce the
beamwidth to a level suitable to commence optical com-
munication. By nature of the process, the Earth station
location is assured of being within the area covered by this
beamwidth. Thus, acquisition will be achieved and biases
will be reduced to an acceptable level during the process.
As an example, suppose the initial uncertainty of the
location of the Earth station receiver can be confined to a
[50(10) 1' steradians field of search, and a zcanning beam
of width 25(10) radians beamwidth is chosen that the
scan pattern consists of 4 positions A, B, C, and D. Then
reception of a coded beam corresponding to position A will
allow th-, location of the Earth station receiver to be
confined to a [25(10) ] 2 steradians area. In the r.-wt step,
a 12.5(10) radians beam can be used to cover the
[25(10)']' steradians field of search. Reduction of the
minting error to "zero' would narrow the location of the
Earth station to one of the four [ 125 X (10)112 steradians
area. Successive steps similar to the above can then be used
to achieve the desired accuracy.
For each fixed field of search, the space vehicle —
Earth station-space vehicle loop (the grand loop) can be
described by a dynamical system with a delayed input.
Although the delay is truly time varying, the variation is
sufficiently slow (in relation to control response time) for
the delay time to be considered a constant. A controller
design procedure for the error removal in the grand loop is
shown in Appendix 5.
The total control response time required for reducing
the quantized pointing error to "zero' for each chosen field
of search can be separated into two terms, a gain indepen-
dent term Td corresponding to the round trip delay time
and a gain dependent term Te
 (see Figure 3, Appendix 5).
If in are required to reduce the initial size of the
scanning beam to the communications beam size and if Te
is the time required for the space-borne optics to acquire
the Earth beacon, then the total acquisition time Tac can
be estimated by the simple expression
Tac = m(Td + Tc) + Te
Thus, for the example considered previously, a factor of
two reduction in the scanning beam size would require nine
steps to reduce the field of search from [50(10) ] 2
steradians to (10-7 )2 steradians. At Mars distance, typically
Td - 20 min. and Te ~ 60 min. Thus, the minimum time
required for acquisition is 240 min (assuming T C = 0).
On the other hand, a reduction of the beam size by a
factor of 10 during each step of change of the field of
search requires in 3, so that the minimum acquisition
time is Tac = 120 min. The reduction in acquisition time is
achieved at the expense of more complex codes for the
scanning beam.
Once acquisition is completed, the normal communi-
cations mode will begin. During this mode, because of the
difference in the dimensions of the illuminated area and the
dimensions of the Earth-station receiver, open-loop point-
ing can be realized if the pointing error is periodically
corrected. On the other hand, it might be desirable to avoid
the costly process of reacquisition by correcting the point-
ing error in a closed-loop fashion. Error sensing, in this case,
can be achieved in an analog manner by recording the
variation in the intensity of reception as the beam
transmitter scans through a circular pattern (see Chapter 3,
Section 4 for possible means of error generation).
The block diagram modifying the part of Figure 100 to
accommodate the closed400p acquisition procedure de-
scribed above is shown in Figure 101.
The additional equipment required to implement the
closed-loop acquisition scheme shown in Figure 101 will be
the electronics for introducing the biasing signals, a mech-
anism for introducing different beam divergence, and
additional memory for the control and guidance computer.
3`3 Attitude Control and Tracking
In Section 3.2 the hierarchy of beam-pointing control
and the associated attitude control loops was outlined. Here
a more detailed discussion of the three levels of control will
be given.
Three levels of control will be necessary: (1) control )f
the vehicle as a whole to the order of one degree or better,
(2) control of the main tracking and transmitting telescope
and related equipment to an accuracy of better thar.
3(10)'5
 radian, and (3) control of the transfer lens to
achieve fine tracking to an accuracy of 5(10)' radian.
These subsystems are necessary to save control energy that
would otherwise be required to point the vehicle to high
precision and also to quiet the tracker, isolating it from
disturbance forces caused by random telescope motions.
The three levels of control will be discussed in order.
Attitude control of the entire vehicle will most likely
be achieved by gas jet — control moment gyro actuation
and star tracker — beacon tracker sensing. It is known that
with accurate sensing of angular errors a gyro — gas jet
system can control attitude to the order of 5(10)' radian
or better.
Studies of the orbiting astronomical obs, rvatory (OAO)
attitude control system have shown that, even in relatively
severe terrestrial torque environment, 5(I OT' radian (rms)
error can be maintained (References 46, 50, and 51). This
is accomplished by using a precisely balanced air bearing
supported table (vehicle) controlled by three control
moment gyros. The gyros must be periodically unloaded by
firing gas jets to "dump" momentum stored in the gyros by
gravity unbalances and external disturbances. The experi-
ments cited were carried out at the Boeing Company, at the
General Electric Company, and at NASA Ames Research
Center. At the latter laboratory, an elaborate chamber is
under construction to isolate the experiment from air cur-
rent and seismic disturbances; with this new facility, they
expect to be able to demonstrate steady-state pointing ac-
curacies of 5(10)-' radian rms. These experiments indicate ?
that the necessary vehicle control accuracy may be achieved
if adequate sensing accuracy can be ensured.
The tracking telescope (level B) can be controlled by
tracking the beacon signal and a star. The telescope and re-
lated equipment may be connected to the main vehicle by
flexure bearings and torqued by torque motors or other low-
friction electromechanical devices. Control of such a system
to I O-5 radian is well within the capability of the servo art.
Separate control of the telescope may save control energy as
compared with control of the entire vehicle to 1 / 10 arc min-
ute. The specific tradeoff in terms of equipment com-
plexity, weight, reliability, and other factors must be car-
ried out for each vehicle design.
Perkin-Elmer has designed the telescope mount for
Stratoscope II using flexure pivots and electromechnnical
drive mechanisms. The vehicle itself must be (vibrationally)
very quiet so that large vehicle disturbances are not trans-
mitted via the telescope mount to the transfer lens system.
In this manner, Stratoscope II was able to point at a star to
5(10)' radian rms accuracy. For the system under consid-
eration, the vehicle would normally be rather "noisy" from
gas jet firings and moving parts. It will be necessary to go to
great lengths to quiet the vehicle in order to reduce
disturbances of the tracker. (See the discussion in Section
4, Chapter 3.)
The control at level C, the tracking system, is most
crucial in terms of ultimate accuracy limits and thus point-
ingcapability of the optical communication beam. A system
similar to that designed by Perkin-Elmer for space applica-
tion (Reference 47) seems essential. The basic elements of
this tracker are (1) a transfer lens suspended by a torsion
bearing and controlled in position by linear electromechani-
cal devices and (2) an image-dissecting prism which detects
the position of the image blur circle. Four detectors are
used, one for each quadrant of the image-dissecting prism.
There are two main sources of error in this tracking
system: (1) the shot effect and background noise caused by
random photo impacts on the photomultiplier tube and (2)
the random acceleration of the telescope attitude motion.
An analysis of these effects is given in Section 4.2 to estab-
lish the tradeoff between reducing the effect of telescope
disturbances and raising the number of photons per second
(beacon signal power) that enter the receivinb aperture.
The random accelerations of the telescope cause a
random motion of the transfer lens. This causes the pointed
laser beam to wander because common optics are used for
the beacon tracker and transmitter. To decrease this dis-
turbance, tighter control (wider servo bandwidth) must be
applied in the tracking loop. However, the increased tracker
bandwidth allows more of the (white) error detector noise
and background noise to be amplified by the servo loop.
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This also appears as a random motion of the transfer lens,
producing the same effect as the acceleration noise. There is
a tradeoff between good acceleration response (tighter
loop) and good detection noise response (narrow-band
loopl. This tradeoff is the essence of the tracker design. The
possibility of achieving high beacon power and thus lower
effective detector noise will be analyzed later. Here it will
be assumed that the detector noise level is lived and the
requirements for reducing disturbing accelerations on the
transfer lens system will be emphasized.
A rather wide beacon beam may oe required from the
Earth station to illuminate the tracking optics. On command
the tracking system aboard the spacecraft will begin a scan
of its field of view. If the signal is strong enough and the
disturbing accelerations low enough, the acquisition will be
made. Then the vehicle will transmit a signal to the Earth
station, allowing the Earth station to refine the beacon
beam-width based on the received signai direction from space.
The critical time period is the initial acquisition period
of the Earth beacon signal. During this time and the time
before the beacon beam can be narrowed, the vehicle must
be "quieted" by closing down all possible systems that might
disturb the tracker optics. In particular the spacecraft atti-
tude control system can be turned off, leaving only the
telescope controls. These measures would maximize the
chances of acquisition. Specific levels of beacon power and
disturbance level will determine actual feasibility.
3.4 Conclusions
In this section, the beam-pointing control system con-
figuration, the acquisition procedure, and the physical
limits to pointing a laser from deep space have been con-
sidered. It appears that the point-ahead system hardware and
prediction capability allow point-ahead to within ItT 7 ra-
dian, hence the attainment of pointing accuracy to within
I(T6 to 1(T' radian depends on the ability to track the bea-
con to within fractions of this order of accuracy. The de-
tailed analysis shown in Section 4 appears to show that this
sets a requirement for beacon power which is very difficult
to obtain with currently available devices. In addition to
this difficulty, successful beacon tracking (thus beam point-
ing) to this order of accuracy also requires an extremely
quiet vehicle, as indicated by the experience of Stratoscope
II. The telescope should be tightly controlled and all friction
or vibration-producing torque sources should be eliminated.
Since the parameters governing the acceleration and acting
on the tracking transfer lens system are not well known,
further analyth al studies of the attitude and tracking loops
s' ould be made to determine the effects of disturbances on
*"Earth receiver" is used here to indicate either a ground-based or
earth satellite receiver.
tracking. Correlation of the analytical studies with tracking
simulations using actual hardware should be made.
As the next step in development of a pointing system,
it is recommended that a piece of developed tracking hard-
ware, e.g., the Perkin-Flmer tracker, be mounted on a work-
ing air-bearing table to annulate all three levels of attitude
control and tracking hardware. The air-bearing table, e.g.,
the facility at NASA-Ames Research Center, would be con-
trolled at various levels of pointing accuracy, while the track-
ing system and telescope servo performed its function on a
laser signaf and simulated background source. The signal and
background sources would be suitably attenuated to be
equiraient in signal and noise properties to a beacon with
Earthshine background at planetary distance. Efforts would
be made to simulate actual mission conditions for each part
of the system. Such an experiment will play a crucial role in
determining the feasibility of a deep space laser pointing
system.
4. BEACON CONSIDERATIONS
This section analyzes the power requ ired by a cooper-
ating optical beacon, at or near the Earth. This beacon
appears to be an indispensable part of the system when very
narrow communication beams, due to the use of visible
frequencies, are employed. In Section 4.1, the power re-
quired for initial acquisition is examined. In this phase, the
beacon beam must be sufficiently broad to assure illumina-
tion of the space vehicle; hence the signal power intensity
at the space vehicle will be smaller than when a narrow
beam is used. In Section 4.2, the tracking loop is analyzed,
and the implications for the beacon power are noted. This
analysis is a steady-state analysis, and the numerical ex-
amples chosen are based on the vehicle disturbances experi-
enced with Stratoscope. It is possible that the level of
disturbances and their frequency will be slightly lower than
Stratoscope figures during the acquisition phase, as the
space environment may be more benign. It might further-
more be possible to perform the tracking control (after
acquisition) with a narrower beam than the acquisition;
hence, the beacon power required may be somewhat less
than for acquisition.
.1 Beacon Power Requirements for Acquisition
An optical beacon from the earth may be required to
point a narrow-beam optical communication signal from a
deep space vehicle to an Earth receiver.* The beacon beam
should be sufficiently broad to intercept the space vehicle
on an open loop basis. Furthermore, in the acquisition
mode, the space vehicle receiver .must have a sufficiently
wide field of view to ascertain that it is receiving the
beacon, and the acquisition must occur in the presence of
considerable background radiation (Earthshine).
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The Earth subtends a solid angle of about 10-8
steradian from Mars 108 miles away. Since, in the acquisi-
tion mode the field of view will certainly be greater than
this, the acquisition receiver in the spacecraft must operate
in the presence of a full Earthshine background. In the
visible region this corresponds to a radiant intensity ay of
about 6(10) -22 watts/m2 - Hz (see Section 1). Assuming
IA wide optical filters which correspond to a bandwidth of
about 1011 Hz, the background noise per unit area is
6(10)-11 watts/M2. If a 10 watt CW optical beacon with a
beamwidth of 1 milliradian is assumed and no allowance is
made for atmospheric attenuation, then there would be a
beacon level of 10-15 watts/m2 at the space vehicle. It is
clear then that with a CW beacon the acquisition receiver
will be strongly background-noise limited, and excessively
long integration times would be required for detection. This
suggests that a much narro-er beamwidth and/or a high-
power pulsed beacon should be employed.
If it is assumed that dark current and receiver thermal
noise are negligible, it follows from the results of Section 7
that the time required for detection is given by
n wv 1
1 + 7r,^
T = 30	 (18)
ns A RqTo
hp
where	 ns = received signal power per unit area
AR = area of receiving aperture
i? = detector quantum efficiency
ro
 = transmissivity of optical receiving system
Irv = radiant intensity from Earthshine =
6(10)-22 watts/m2 -Hz
W = optical filter bandwidth.
It is assumed in Equation ( 18) that a signal-to-noise
ratio of 15 dB suffices for acquisition. This corresponds to
the calculation of the required signal-to-noise ratio for
tracking control (see succeeding section), and approxi-
mates the 13 dB figure which can be used for binary com-
munication (Section 7). In practice, the signal-to-noise ratio
required for acquisition may be as high as 20 dB, as sug-
gested by Stratoscope II experience (see Chapter 3).
The signal power per unit area at the receiver is approx-
imately related to the transmitter power and beamwidth by
Pt
 t	 (19)
A (Ro6)2
where	 Pt = transmitter power
7  = transmissivity of optical transmitter and
path from transmitter to receiver
Ro = range
9 = beamwidth.
As an example, consider a 1 meter diameter receiving
aperture, nTo = 0 . 1, zr = 6(10)-22 watts/m 2 - Hz, W = 10u
Hz, ra = 1, Ro = 10 meters, and X = 0.5 micruns. With
these parameter values, Equations (18) and (19) are used to
calculate transmitter power for beamwidths of 10-4 and
10 -s
 radians, and the results are shown in Figure 102. For
the longer detection times, the curves correspond to the
case where the background noise in the optical Our band-
width greatly exceeds the signal. In this regime P t is given
approximately by
Pt	
30avWhvAR 2	 {Ro6)2	 (20)
ti 777 0 T	 T A	 AR
The detection time must be much less than the period
of the principal angular disturbances of the telescope sys-
tem. Stratoscope II experience suggests that these disturb-
ances may be as high as 10 Hz and that T must be less than
10 -2 seconds (see Chapter 4 and the following section). It
follows then from Figure 102 that a CW beacon having a
beamwidth of 10 -4
 radian requires several hundred watts.
This is beyond the limits of existing CW lasers in the visible
region.
It follows from Equation (20) that Pt is proportional
to the square of the beamwidth, so that reasonable beacon
powers may be obtained if the beamwidth can be narrowed
below 10-4 radians. Although the tracking system has an
angular noise well below 10 -4 radians (see Chapter 7) it is
questionable whether biases can be kept this small.
It is possible, of course, to acquire at shorter range and
to narrow the beacon beam as the range increases. However,
there is the need for reacquisition following handover, and
the question again arises as to the narrowest beam which
can be pointed from the ground station, on the basis of past
trajectory information, with full confidence of illuminating
the space vehicle. The use of 0 = 10­4 radian for this num-
ber appears optimistic particularly if the ground station is
on earth and atmospheric degradations ale encountered. (In
that case, there is a lower bound on the beacon beamwidth
caused by atmospheric spreading.)
A reduction in beacon power may be achieved by re-
ducing the optical filter bandwidth (IA was assumed above)
or the post-detection filter bandwidth (1/T = 160 Hz is re-
quired in the analysis of the tracking loop operation in the
following section), but Pt varies only as the square root of
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these quantities and dramatic improvements are not ex-
pected.
The above discussion assumes a CW beacon. It is of in-
terest to determine the requirements on a pulsed beacon. In
a range of 10 11 meters, it follows from Figure 102 that a
pulsed beacon with a beamwidth of 10-4 radian, a peak
power les.i than 0.1 megawatt and a pulse duration of 1 Ms
would pr :)vide sufficient energy for detection above the
background. A 0.1 joule pulse is certainly within the capa-
bility of pulsed lasers; the difficulty arises in that the laser
would have to be pulsed at a very high rate. In the tracking
control loop analysis, it is indicated that a rate of 1600 p/s
might be required for tracking. Even if the detection filter
bandwidth is an order of magnitude narrower perhaps be-
cause of a quieter environment in space, a pulse rate in ex-
cess of 100 p/s is indicated. This is an average power of
about 10 watts and is outside the range of present high
power lasers (see Chapter 3).
The situation is somewhat better at a beamwidth of
10 -s radian, where the corresponding numbers are some-
what less than a 1kW pulse with a duration of 1 µs. At a
rate of 1600 p/s, this corresponds to an average power of
about 1 watt and is likely to be achievable. The CW require-
ment for this narrow beamwidth is about 3 watts, which
may be achievable.
It is implicit in the alfove calculation for the perform
ance of a pulsed beacon system that the receiver is gated
about the true arrival. In the acquisition phase this cannot
be done, and a larger threshold (and consequently a higher
signal level) is required because of the increased number of
times at which a false alarm may occur. The increase w..
threshold is readily estimated. In the absence of signal the
detector envelope may be assumed to be Rayleigh distrib-
uted. It follows that, if there are M independent times at
which a false alarm may occur, then the false alarm prob-
ability is given by
—R2 / 2a2 M	 —R21/ 202 (21)
Pfa=1- (1—e M	 ,	 =e
where RM
 is the threshold, 0 2 is the variance of the noise,
and R 1 is the threshold that would apply if the receiver
were gated. For Pfa << 1, it follows from Equation (21)
that
2
M 
=1 + log M	 (22)Pfa
Ri	 — o^
g 
For example, for Pfa = 10-s and M = 6(10)2 corresponding
to a 1 I& pulse with an interpulse time of 6(10) -4 s) then a
2 dB threshold increase is required. To obtain the same de-
tection probability, the signal power must be increased by
approximately the same factor.
It should be noted that the above calculations were all
performed for Mars distances. The Earth shine background
ant intensity, wi,, decreases a I/Ro. In Figure 102, the
transmitter power as a function of detection time is also
plotted for a range of 10 AU(1.6x10 12 meters). At the
shortest detection times the power required varies approxi-
mately as k 2 since, at these very short times, the system
operates ul approximately the shot noise limit. At the
long ^r detection times (in the background noise limit),
Equation (20) is applicaule and the transmitter power re-
quired is approximately proportional to Ro. The acquisi-
tion of an optical beacon at 10 AU does r^;t appear
feasible. At 1600 p/s and 0 = 10 -5 radian, more than 100
watts average power for a pulsed high-power laser would be
required (i.e., about 1600 pulses of nearly 0.1 joule in each
second). Even assuming that the pulse rate can be reduced
by a factor of 10 leaves the requirements for the laser
beyond attainment.
Unlike the usual situation at microwaves, the power re-
quirement on the beacon is more severe than that on the
high data rate communications transmitter. This arises
largely from the fact that ti ; beacon, which is pointed on
an open loop basis, must operate with a considerably
broader beam than the narrow-beamwidth spacecraft trans-
mitter.
4.2 Tracking Loop Analysis
The basic limitation in the pointing of a laser beam to
high angular precision is the ability of a common optics
tracker to track an Earth beacon in the presence of back-
ground and shot noise and when disturbed by random ac-
celerations of the telescope system. The acceleration
disturbances acting on the transfer lens of the optical sys-
tem can be reduced by a tight (wide-bandwidth) servo loop.
However, the wider the bandwidth of the servo, the more
(white) detector noise is allowed to disturb the system. To
reduce detector noise a narrow bandwidth is desired. There
exists an optimum servo bandwidth: to achieve the mini-
mum rms tracking error in the presence of detector noise
and disturbing accelerations. This optimum is found in this
section as a function of signal-to-noise ratio of the detected
beacon signal.
4.2.1 Assumptions
The tracker consists of the main reflecting mirror, a
transfer lens positioned by the tracking loop, and an image-
dissecting prism which acts as an error detector. The fol-
lowing analysis will be limited to one dimensional motion,
because the right-left and up-down systems are uncoupled
and dynamically identical. Let 0 denote the actual beam
direction, Bi the desired beam direction, and 0 = 8i - 0
the error in beam direction (Figure 103). The error signal is
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Figure 103. Block diagram of transfer lens servo
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processed by focusinb the Airy disc of the light signal on
the image -dissecting prism to get an error signal that varies
as a function of the error h($). Associated with the error
signal is background and shot noise from the detection
process. The detector output is processed by a servo equal-
izer and filter network with transfer function:
G(s) _ (sT+1)2
The output of the compensating network is denoted as u
and drives the transfer lens electromechanical actuator. The
dynamics of the transfer lens system is assumed to be a
simple inertia, I/s2 . This assumes that the electromechan-
ical driver is very fast for the purposes of noise analysis.
The block diagram of Figure 103 shows detector noise n,
and disturbing acceleration n2 from the motioi: of the tele-
scope mount, which is itself controlled. Small vibrations
induced by moving parts, gas jets, and control motions
(limit cycles) will contribute to the acceleration input n2.
The following further assumptions are made to facil-
itate an adequate approximate analysis of the steady-state
noise response:
1. The detector nonlinearity h(d) is taken to be linear
near d = 0 and reach a completely saturated state
corresponding to a = Bbw/2, where Bbw is the
diffraction-limited benmwidth of the main optic.
Saturation corresponds to an error signal such that
the Airy disc lies entirely to one side of the image
dissector. The incremental slope is (dh!dd) 0.0 =1.
2. The .etector noise n 1 is assumed to be white (pre-
filtering) noise. Thes an ular n
	
in a band-
width W is ae = Vbw J 
antw
 
on , where
unSmax is the max m electrical signal correspond-
ing to full angular signal B bw/2 and on is the rms
post detection electrical noise. The power spectral
density of the noise n I is then
_ (Lbw 2 Nd
S
No	
2	 max
where No, Nd are the angular and electrical noise
power per unit bandwidth ( (radian )2 /Hz] .
3. The detector integra tion time T is small compared
to 1 w t , the lead time constant. The effect of the
lag term breaking at I/r is neglected in calculating
the primary response of the servo. The filter
1/(sr+1)2 must be used to keep the driver signal u
from saturating.
4. The gain K is adjusted for critical damping,
K = 4w1.
*s is the Laplace transform complex frequency variable,
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S. The acceleration noise n2 is assumed to have
an exponentiTaut^ation function 02(T) _
ap a —wa ITI , where w  is the spectral band-
width and oa is the mis acceleration disturbance.
b. The beamwidth O bw is the same as the transmitted
banmwidth of outgoing laser signal, since the
optics are common. The ratio of benmwidth to rms
tracking noise is k = B bw/(O3) t/2 and may be taken
to be a constant, for example, k - 10.
4.2.2 Optimum Noise Response
In the linear region (k > 1) of h(d) the response in the
s-domain with B i = 0 is
sI +42
s + G(s)
4w t
 (s+w l)n l + (sr+l)2n2
(sr'+l) (sr'+1) (s+2wt)2
U = G(s) Is2nr — no
52 + G(s)
4w t (s+w t ) (s2ni — n2)
(sr' +1) (sr"+I) (s+%it )2
The factoring in the denominators in the forgoing expres-
sions follows (Figure 104 from rw t << 1 a and that T'w i
and r"wt remain small compared to one if K - 4wr. The
lags (approximately r) provide attenuation in the forward
loop to avoid overdriving the transfer lens driver amplifiers
and electromechanical actuators.
The spectral density functions corresponding to n I and
n 2 are:
= r B bw } 2 NdSt
 = No 1 2 ` Smax
2waa^
S2 (w2+wn )
where s = iw. The variance (zero mean) of 0 is by Parseval's
theorem:
r
W1 + iw(a2)=	 dw(IbNew') L 2 2
2A	 L4w t —w +4iwc.w t
wt —iw
4wr —w2 —4iww i
	 +	
r2wa
 °a , ! °a
2n	 a—iwRwa+ua]
_r
2
x= = .
ooa Sk2N x (wr/^)°pt i/2/t	
12)]
10^d a
opt 
0.10 0.075 24.1
0.20 0.151 8.4
0.5 0.383 1.96
1.0 0.776 0.612
2.0 1.57 1.76X10-1
5.0 3.97 3.19X10"2
10.0 7.96 8.33X10-3
20.0 16.0 2.13X10-3
50.0 40.0 0.346X10-4
100.0 80.0 0.86X10-4
2u0.00 160.0 2.18X10'5
500.00 400.0 3.49X 10-6
1000.00 800.0 8.7X10"?
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I(2wt' iw)2
 I I
By using the tables on page 372 of Newton, Gould, and
Kaiser $2 one obtains the relation:
2 S@b2*Nd w
t+
 aa(4wt+wa)
d r 
8^_  
16wt (2wt+w5
To normalize this expression, set x = w t /wa . Using the
definition of k gives
092	
,	
(4x+1)
o;Jwa	 16X3(1-x/X,^(2X+1)2
where X. a BS2 x /5K2Ndwa . The parameter x. is propor-
tional to the signal-to-noise ratio in the disturbance band-
wid'.h, divided by the square of the ratio of benmwidth to
rats tracker noise. The variable x a w t/wa is the ratio of
servo bandwidth to disturbance bandwidth.
The response function J/(a;/wa'goes to infinity at
x a 0. From +- at x = 0, the response function decreases to
a minimum value denoted [0 /(aa/we)] 0 P at xopt , and
then rises to +- at x a x,,. For x > x
.
 thereare no positive
values of the right-hand side. r
In Table 45 the values of LW t^A'a/wN opt and
xnpt are tabulated for various values of x„
Taking the servo system bandwidth as Sw, /4, the
signal-to-noise ratio may be written as 2SmaxiSNdw,.
Setting k= 10 for good overall performance, the value of
x„ is thus determined. For each value of x,,, the lead fre-
quency wr is chosen to correspond to the rninimum (mean
Table 45
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
square) angular excursion which is then set equal to 9 t,/ 10
in order to assure tracking the main optical beam. A
tabulation of representative values, suitably normalized, is
given below.
® bw j(aa/wa 	 (wt /wa}	 L^mixt'tj
19.6 0.383 32.6
6.12 0.776 32.2
1.76 1.57 31.8
0.319 3.97 31.5
0.0833 7.% 31.4
011213 1611 313
0.0035 40.0 31.2
This indicates that a signal -to-noise ratio of 15 dB is re-
quired. The bandwidth of course increases with the normal-
ized bearnwidth dbw . For a disturbance of 5011 rad
(rms) in a bandwidth of f, = 10 Hz, a servo bandwidth of
160 Hz is required to achieve a ebw a 1 µ rad.
It has been proposed that a high-energy pulsed laser be
used to sieve beacon power at sufficient beamwidth. Such
lasers lose single-pulse energy as the pulse repetition rate
increases. The servo requires approximately 10 samplWs/Hz
of servo bandwidth to operate as an efficient sampled data
system with low ripple. 53 For the example given above,
the servo bandwidth was 160 Hz. Thus thr pulse frequency
of the beau would require 1600 pis. is is quite large
for a high-powc: laser.
4.2.3 Conclusions
The study of the optimum trade-off bandwidth showed
that the disturbing accelerations acting on the transfer lens
may limit performance in the presence of tracking noise.
The bandwidth : .nd signal-to-noise ratio for a typical dis-
turbance environntcnt indicate trouble with the beacon sig.
nal power. This study certainly points to the desirability c>f
tests of actual hardware under realistic disturbances and
weak signals with background noise.
A more complete study would incorporate more real-
istic models of the tracker and the transfer lens system. The
nonlinearity of the acquisition process could be simulated
on an analog computer. Use of the Wiener filter nethods of
Reference 32 instead of the critical damping criterion could
lead to somewhat improved performance. Refinement of
the model of disturbances would be desirable.
S. MODULATION
In principle, the use of a coherent optical curia affords
the sane flexibility of modulation as a conventional radio
carrier. In practice, however, the characteristics of optical
REAL
mm-
AXIS
t SZ + K(S+W,) - 0
^--• X x
__
Figure 104. Root locus in S-plane vs. gain K
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transmitters, modulators, and detectors, together with prop-
agation effects, tend to make the situation somewhat dif-
ferent at optical than at microwave frequencies. It is the
purpose of this section to point out these differences, to in-
dicate their consequences, and to recommend modulation
techniques suitable for both heterodyne and direct-detection
optical systems.*
In the case of heterodyne detection in an Earth satellite
receiver, coherent modulation and detection techniques may
be profitably employed. As in the microwave case, maxi-
mum efficiency may be obtained with a biorthogonal modu-
lation system in which the signaling waveforms are
comprised of phase-reversal sequences. These may be ob-
tained by driving an electro-optic modulator with an
appropriate binary waveform, which takes on the values ±V
volts, such that a transition of 2V volts results in a phase
change of slightly less than 180 degrees in the optical carrier.
The above modulat,on system requires that the carrier
phase remain essentially constant over a pulse period. This
requires only that the spectrum of the phase noise, arising
e±then from oscillator fluctuations or atmospherics, be nar-
row compared with the modulation rates of interest. For
megabit communication rates this is easily satisfied, but for
kilobit rates and below, this can be a serious problem.
Slow amplitude fluctuations are a more serious prob-
lem, because reduced signal power may cause a very signifi-
ant increase in error probability since then no averaging
over the fluctuations takes place in an observation interval.
Indeed, if the received signal amplitude is Rayleigh distri-
buted, then the error probability is no longer an exponential
decreasing function of E /No (the energy per bit normalized
by the noise power per unit bandwidth), but decreases as
(E/Nov i . As shown in Section 2, the presence of even weak
amplitude fluctuations can cause an appreciable increase in
the E/No required to achieve a small error probability (see
Figure 97).
Thus, in the case of heterodyne reception, modulation
considerations are the same as in the microwave case (where
phase-shift modulation is the preferred approach) assuming
phase fluctuations are slow (valid assumption for most cases
of interest) and either amplitude fluctuations are sufficiently
weak (questionable assumption for earth reception) or ap-
propriate margin is added.
In the case of direct detection, phase-shift modulation
cannot be employed because the detector is insensitive to
phase. The choices available here are:
1. Polarization shift modulation
2. Amplitude modulation (on-off)
*As discussed in Chapter 1, Section 6, attention will be restricted to
digital modulation systems. In the case of optical systems, this af-
fords the additional advantage of relaxing linemity requirements on
the modulator.
t Note that a 1 A filter width at X = 0.5 micron corresponds to a
bandwidth of 1.2 (10) 11 Hz.
3. Discrete pulse-position modulation
4. Discrete frequency shift keying.
In binary polarization modulation, information is con-
veyed by the polarization of the optical signal, i.e., two
orthogonal polarizations are employed to convey a 0 and a 1.
The choice between orthogonal linear polarization or right-
and left-hand circular polarization is one of the convenience
rather than of theoretical performance. However, circular
polarization has the advantage of being Insensitive to mis-
orientation of spacecraft and receiver co-ordinate systems
and is also insensitive to Faraday rotation.
In the receiver, the two polarizations are optically
separated and separately detected. The decision as t-: which
polarization was transmitted is made on the basis of which
polarization channel contains the largest signal in the bit
period of interest. The theoretical performance of this ortho-
gonal binary system (see Section 7) is the same as an on-off
system which employs the same average power. The on-off
system  also has the advantage of requiring only a single de-
tector, and no polarization separator is required if back-
ground noise is not a problem. On the other hand, and on-
off system requires twice the peak power of a CW system to
achieve the same average power, However, at a duty factor
of 50 percent, a laser transmitter will generally be peak
rather than average power limited at the large pulse rates re-
quired, so that the on-off system has a 3 dB penalty relative
to the polarization system. Also, in the polarization system,
a comaprison is made between two channels, rather than
comparison with a threshold as in the on-off system. The
latter .technique is much more sensitive to amplitude fluc-
tuations caused by atmospheric attenuation. In addition,
for tracking and synchronization purposes, it would be nec-
essary to guard against a long string of "offs." For all these
reasons, polarization modulation is clearly superior to amp-
litude modulation.
Binary frequency-shift keying (FSK) is likewise an
orthogonal system and has the same theoretical perfor-
mance as binary polarization modulation. Moreover, Mary
frequency shift may be employed to achieve an Mary
orthogonal system with theoretical performance approach-
ing that of biorthogonal (Chapter 1, Section 6) systems.
There are, however, two difficulties with this approach, one
practical and the other theoretical. From the pratical
standpoint in a direct-detection FSK system it is necessary
to employ frequency shifts greater than the resolution
capability of optical filters. Such frequency shiftst
typically exceed the line-width capability and tuning range
of a single laser, and hence would necessitate multiple
lasers.
A more fundamental problem arises in the detector. In
an Mary FSK receiver, the incoming signal is divided into
M channels, each of which contains a bandpass filter
centered a, 'he appropriate frequency. In a conventional
microwave system, this power division results in a decrease
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in the signal level accompanied by a corresponding decrease
in noise, so that the signal-to-noise ratio is unchanged.
However, in an optical system which operates at the
quantum limit, a reduction in signal level due to power
division results in a relative increase in shot noise. Thus a
binary optical FSK system which divides the incoming
signal equally between the two channels suffers a 3 dB
penalty relative to a polarization system in which virtually
all of the signal may be recovered in the appropriate
polarization channel.
Direct-detectioi, optical systems cannot afford the
luxury of power division prior to the detector. Although it
is feasible in principle to build optical FSK receivers based
on frequency-sensitive beam-deflection techniques, it is not
expected that the losses associated with such techniques
would be sufficiently low to justify their use. Thus, both
for reasons of implementation and in terms of expected
performance, FSK systems are less attractive than binary
polarization modulation.
The use of discrete pulse-position modulation permits
the achievement of M-ary orthogonal systems without the
power-division problem associated with FSK systems. Also,
the modulation problem=viz., ,7ontrolling the time at which
the laser is pulsed—is simpler. For PPM systems to have
marked superiority to polarization modulation, comparable
average power must be radiated and duty factor must be
low, implying large peak power. There is still the require-
ment for high average pulse-repetition frequency (high data
rate requirement) and variable interpulse times (because of
the modulation). This may not be practical with con-
templated laser systems and will incur considerable
complexity at best. (Numerical estimates of potential
benefit of PPM systems are given in Appendix 9.)
By the process of elimination, it appears that binary
polarization modulation is a likely choice for direct-
detection optical systems.
6. HETERODYNE DETECTION
The use of optical heterodyne detection systems may
be advantageous in both satellite-borne and ground receivers.
For a satellite receiver, where it might be anticipated that in
the absence of an atmospheric path there is negligible
disturbance in the signal beam, one can consider use of
coherent modulation as in conventional communication at
longer wavelengths. This will be possible as long as the
laser frequency itself is sufficiently stable. When an
atmospheric path is involved, the maintenance of relative
temporal phase between signal and local fields for appreci-
able periods of time is uncertain.* Nevertheless, the
*If the relative phase is changing slowly with respect to the bit rate,
measurement of this relative phase is possible and in principle,
would permit use of temporally coherent modulation.
heterodyne principle may still be profitably employed for
incoherent modulation. The benefits to be derived in so
doing are the conversion gain, which minimizes the effect
of detector noises, and the improved (relative to direct
detection) discrimination against background noise. The
latter discrimination derives from the well-known fact that
for the mixing of waves spatial phase coherence must be
maintained, hence only the background radiation which is
in the same transverse .node(s) as the local oscillator
radiation will mix with it.
6.1 Heterodyne Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The combined local, signal, and bacl ground fields excite
a photocurrent which undergoes an essentially noiseless
multiplication M to form the photomultipher output. After
filtering, the , urrent in the IF band may be written as
'IF
—M( tso+ibo+isb+ibb+ins+inb +ino+ind+i thlM )	 (23)
These terms.are defined as:
iso = current due to mixing of signal and local oscil-
lator (LO)
ibo = current due to.mixing of background and LO
rsb = current due to mixing of signal and background
rbb = current due to self-mixing of background field
ins = shot noise current"generated by signal
inb = shot noise current generated by background
ino = shot noise current generated by LO
ind = shot noise component of dark current
ith = effective thermal noise current in IF band
Here an ideal local oscillator is assumed which introduces
no noise other than a contribution to the shot noise: i.e.,
there are no LO sidebands. Biernson and Lucy 54 have
carefully enumerated the various contributions to the noise
(except for the background self-mixing) and the reader is
referred to their work for a more complete discussion.
Forming the signal-to-noise ratio, again after Biernson
and Lucy
i2
SNR =	 so
ibo + isb + ibb +ins + inb + ino +ind + i2 /M 2 (24)
Expressing the mean-squared currents in Equation (24) in
terms of the collected optical powers and other system
parameters leads to
2C2 PSPo
SNR =
	 4kT B
	
2C2 (pbhPo+ pbh ps+ pbh pb ) +	
a1 
+
RaM-
	
2eBC(Po+ ps+ Pb+ Pd)	 (25)
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The quantities appearing in Equation (25) are defined as
follows:
C = oe
l.v
where h = Planck's constant (6.63x10-34
 Joule-sec)
v = Frequency of radiation
n = quantum efficiency of photosurface
To = Transmissivity of predetection optical Mter
e = Electronic charge (1.6x 10 - ' 9 coulombs)
k = Boltzmann's constant (1.38x 10_ 2 3 Joule/°K)
Ta = Noise temperature of IF amplifier (°K)
Ra = Input resistance of IF amplifier
B = Bandwidth of IF filter
PS = Signal power collected by receiving aperture
po = Local oscillator power collected by receiving
aperture
Pb = Background power generating shot noise
Pbh = Background power translated into IF band
by LO
Pd = Equivalent optical input power giving rise
to dark current. -
Equation (25) may be simplified to read
Ps
SNR =
	
Ps Pb	 1 2kTaB by xPbh i+ — +	 +	 +Po
 Po 	Po M2 Ra	 oe
hvB 1 + Pn•
firo 	Po	 (26)
where	 Pn = Ps + Pd + Pb
If Po can be made sufficiently large, and if Pbh is small,
Equation (26) becomes
SNR = To s (27)
which defines the ideal heterodyne response, limited only
by the local oscillator shot noise.
*In semiconductor nomenclature, shot noise is the generation-
recombination (g-r) noise.
tThis assumes that the specified value of NEP is for a measurement
corresponding to conditions; i.e., detector temperature and back-
ground level, which are of interest in the application under
consideration.
The analysis leading to Equations (26) and (27) must
be altered slightly before it can be used to describe
photodetection in the 10µ wavelength region (see Chapter
3, Section 7). Modification is necessary because photo-
multipliers are relatively ineffective in this range; photo-
conductive detectors are found to be most useful at or near
10µ wavelengths. One need note that, for the photo-
conductive detector, M = 1 and if a dark current is defined
it must be an equivalent quantity. That is, for these devices,
it is difficult to separate the various contributions to the
residual noise. However, an equ ivalent dark current may be
defined whose resultant shot noise* is equal to the
combined thermal noise, background shot noise, and shot
noise induced by the bias current. The quivalent dark
current and its corresponding optical input P d
 can be
calculated for any given photoconducting detector from its
specified "noise-equivalent-power" (NEP). Consequently,
one may use Equation (26) at I Oµ if one drops the thermal
noiset term and also the background term from . Pn , and
recognizes that these will be accounted for by the equiv-
alent Pd
 component of Pn.
61 Operating at the Shot-Noise Limit
When the fast two terms of the denominator of
Equation (26) are dominated by the last term, the limiting
response described by Equation (27) may be approached.
However, before the limiting response can be achieved, it is
also necessary that
P
Pn << 1	 (28)
0
which follows if this inequality holds for each of the terms
comprising Pn ; i.e., if
P
Ps << 1 or Po >> PS = 7r
	
(29)
0
P
Pb << I or Po >> Pb = NVRR AR W	 (30)
0
Pd << 1 or Po >> Pd 
= ^Ie Id	 (31)0	 0
In these expressions, ,Ts is the signal power density at the
photosurface, AR is the area and OR the field of view of
the receiving aperture, Ny is the background irradiance
discussed in Section 1.1, W is the bandwidth of the
predetection optical filter, and Id is the average dark
current emitted by the photosurface. The quantities appear-
ing on the right in the above expressions have been
computed for some typical system parameters.
Received signal power levels have been estimated,
assuming a transmitter-receiver separation of 10 11 m, and
the estimates are shown in Table 46.
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The information in Table 40 (Section 1 . 1) was used in
computing the background flux due to atmospherically
scattered sunlight and direct thermal radiation, quantities
which are necessary for the computation of Pb shown in
Table 47.
Table 48 contains values of dark current and the corre-
sponding equivalent optical input power for some commer-
cially available photodetectors which can be used at the
wavelengths of interest.
From the data in the preceding tables, the most intense
source of shot noise in the 0.5 to 1.0µ range is of the order
of 10 sw. At 109 the equivalent dark-current input power
is considerably greater being in excess of 2 milhwatts for
the detector considered. As a result, even a modest sourcee
of LO power is sufficient to insure that the shot noise will
be dominated by the LO. Submicrowatt levels will suffice
in the visible, while milliwatts, or even some tens of
milliwatts, may be required at lOµ Having observed that a
local oscillator dominated shot noise condition can be
reached under reasonable circumstances, the effective local
oscillator shot noise, hr B/nro , must be compared with the
first two terms in the denominator of Equation (26). The
comparison appears in Table 49.
Table 46
RECEIVED SIGNAL POWER
Transmitted
SZ* T Power
A (steradian) (watts) As
0.511 10 - 12 1 (Argon ion 10 -10 w/m2(cw)
laser)
1.0µ 4X 10-12 100 (Nd:YAG	 „ 2.5X 10-9 w/m2 (cw)
laser)
1 k (pulsed at 5 2.5X 10 s w/m2
5 kHz)
10.01.1 4X 10 10 10 (CO2 laser) 2.5X 10-12 w/m2 (cw)
*Transmitter beam divergence taken as 4X diffraction limit: SZT = 4X(A/D)2.
Table 47
EFFECTIVE BACKGROUND NOISE POWER
^R AR W
Nv (steradian) (m2) (A)
0.5µ	 5.7X10-14 w/m2 -ster-Hz 10-12 1 0.1
1 1.0
Atmosphere Scattered Sunlight 10-8 (atmosphere limited) 1
1
0.1
1.0
lµ	 8.OX 10-14 w/rn2 -ster-Hz 4X 10-12
1
1
0.1
1.0
Atmosphere Scattered Sunlight 4X 10-8 (atmosphere limited) 1
1
0.1
1.0
10µ	 4AX 10-10 w/m2 -ster-Hz 4X 10"10
1
1
10
750
Direct Infrarad Radiation From
Atmosphere at 300 K 4X 10-8 (atmosphere limited)
1
1
10
750
*Receiver field of view taken as 4X diffraction limit, 4 X(X /D)2 , except when limited by atmospheric turbulence.
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ffsAR (AR = lm2)
(watts)
10.10
2.5X 109
2.5X.1(Ts
2.5X 10-"2
Pb = NVStR AR W
(watts)
6.9X 10 -"6
6.9X 10-'S
6.9X 10-12
6.9X 10-11
9.6X 10-I6
9.6X 10-1s
9.6X 10-12
9.6X 10-1.'
5.3X 10-12
3.9X 10-10
5.3X 10-'0
3.9X 10-s
Table 48
PHOTODETECTOR DARK CURRENT
by
Pd = rltoe Id
a Device Surface	 n	 M Id (watts)
0.511 7265(PMT) S-20	 0.18	 2X 107
1.2X 10-132
(at 25 C) 1.5X 10'
12 w
1.01, 7102(PMT) S-1	 0.0036	 1.5X 105
4.5X I0' 1 t a
(at 250C) 1.6X 10-8 w
l0.0µ Ge'Cu(photoconductor) —	 0.5	 1.0
9.4Xo10-3a
(at 4 K) 2.3XIO-3w
Table 49
A COMPARISON OF THE NOISE TERMS IN THE
DENOMINATOR OF EQUATION (26)
^R *	 hvBPbh	 ff ro
Wall	 z
a
P M2R	 rtTOe
_ o	 a
0.5µ	 10-12 ster. 1.1X10-17w	 2.2X10-1Ow "1.6X10 
24 w
PoRa
1.01,	 4X10-12 ster. 6.4X10-17w	 5.5X10-9w 1.8X10-17 w
PoRa
Included in
l0µ	 4X10-10 ster. 3.5X1G'13w	 4X10 12 w equivalent
dark current
*pbh is that part of the background power contained in one transverse mode as seen by the receiver which lies in the two
temporal sidebands of total width 2B. Hence, assuming the spectrum is flat over a narrow region,
Pbh - Ny(2B)nRAR
The entries in Table 49 assume an IF bandwidth B of 100
MHz (10$ ) and that ro = 1. Since it is unlikely that a value of
Ra less than a few tens of hundreds of ohms would be used,
submicrowatt LO power levels are adequate to reacht the
optimum performance indicat^d by Equation (27) at both
0.5 and lµ. At 10µ, heterodyned background radiation is
considerably more significant but still well below the
dominant shot noise.
tln computing the values shown in the last column of Table 49, the
rated PMT multiplications (see Table 48) were used. However,
operation at the required local oscillator power levels will
necessitate a reduction in gain if the manufacturer's maximum
anode current ratings are not to be exceeded. It is not difficult to
show that the required reductions can be affected without
upsetting the desired shot noise limited condition (uWbAng the full
PMT gain is not necessary for shot noise limited operation).
6.3 Notions of Importance in Heterodyne Detection
The formal development of the expression for the
signal-to-noise ratio given in Section 6.1 is strictly valid
only for quasimonochromatic fields which closely approxi-
mate plane waves at the collecting aperture (assuming one
uses a classical description of the photoelectric interaction).
Furthermore, the local and signal fields must be perfectly
aligned: the wave vectors must be colinear.
It is important to recognize that the mixing terms (e.g.,
iso) entering Equation (29) represent interactions between
the various componentL,of the aperture field. The mean-
-square mixing current iso , for example, is proportional to
PsPo as assumed in Equation (25) only when the signal and
local fields are uniform in intensity and display perfect
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Figure 105. Schematic representation of an optical heterodyne receiver for use
in an FSK communication system
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spatial coherence over the receiver aperture. In general, a
mean-square mixing currem is given by an expression such
as the following for iso:
z
	
'so — 2 hVZ
	
f  f xsxs xoxa dz r d2 r'
A A	 (32)
Here Z is the intrinsic impedance of the radium surround-
ing the photosurfo ;e Z = tut and x, = x s ( i ) and x' = x s )
are the electric field amplitudes of the signal (see Ippendix
6) at r and T: Similar notation is used for the local
oscillator field amplitudes and signal and LO fields are
assumed statistically independent. The double integral is
evaluated over the receiver aperture, or the plane of the
photosurface.39
The integrand in Equation (32) is a product of
correlation functions and each factor is significant only
when T and T' are separated by less than the coherence
distance of the appropriate field. This means that the
evaluation of Equation (32) will lead to
t? oe z
	
i2 = 2	 as 7ro AR min (as,ao ) F	 (33)
where ors and aO are representative power densities and as
and ao are the coherence areas of the signal and local fields
respectively. F is a factor dependent on the beam
geometries and power distributions- (the case of Gaussian
beams is treated in Appendix 6). Since the coherence areas
may be very small, Equation (33) indicates that the mixing
current will be seriously limited if either field displays poor
spatial coherence properties.
Equation (32) and its analogues are further based on
the assumption that the interacting fields propagate
colinearly. When this is not the case, the integrand in
Equation (32) must be modified by the inclusion of a
factor which accounts for relative carrier dephasing across
the aperture. The unavoidable presence of this term
strongly affects the angular field of view of the heterodyne
receiver. When ideal plane waves are being heterodyned, the
field of view SLR is known to vary ass 6
z
SLR = R
	
(34)
However, when the fields display imperfect spatial
coherence, the relation given by Equation (34) must be
replaced by an effective field of view
^z
SL =	 35min (a,,a.)
*This block diagram will serve to guide the analysis but certain fea-
tures will be subsequently modified.
wWch may represent a sizable increase over the former
expression.. Observe that Equation (35) represents a
reduction in local and signal beam alignment tolerance, but
at the same time implies a weaker interaction (smaller iso)
between these fields.
6.4 Heterodyne Communication System
Consider a simple (temporally incoherent) communi-
cation system employing a heterodyne receiver, a sche-
matic of which is found in Figure 105.* While the
modulation could be any binary orthogonal modulation
(such as polarization shift modulation) consider a
frequency shift system: The incoming signal consists of one
of two orthogonal frequencies (or frequency bands). The
receiver is assumed to be in perfect synchronization with
the transmitter. After the incoming radiation passes
through an optical filter W and is detected, the resultant
currents, pass through parallel IF filters with pass bands B
at the nominal frequencies f l f2 (corresponding to the
modulation). The filtered IF currents are then squared and
time averaged for an interval T. The two channel outputs
are then compared; the decision on the transmitted beam
frequency is based on the sign of the difference of the
outputs.
One can compute the mean I z and variance ai 2 of the
random variable
fT12T 0 iz (t)dt
Assume that U22 :2BT o 2 and that 'no is a zero mean
Gaussian random variable which is independent of iso.
From this, the mean and variance of the test statistic AI2
(=1 2 a — 12p) can be found to be
012
 = iso
and
a2 z= 1 (022 + 4 i2	 + 4 1zDl 2BTIO
	
so i2no	 no
If one assumes that Al l is well approximated as a Gaussian
random variable, the integration time (or bit period) can be
found from the equation
i^^
z	
=K
U612
Here, DI/QAl 2 may be usefully regarded as the communi-
cation signal-to-noise ratio. The quantity K is the solution
of	
Pe = fi (-"IK)
PE being the desired error probability and 4^ the tabulated
function defined by
t
^(t) 
J2 TOO e x2/2dx
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For an error probability of 1(T 3 , K, which varies slowly
with PE, is about 10 so that the information rate H = 1/T is
about 10 so that the information rate H = I/T is
Equation (37) can be made as small as the information
bandwidth H without losing information. Hence, Equation
(37) may be written
i
H x 2B	 'so
z
10o i +4 iso 'no + 4 ino
'so
or z^x
H - 0.05E
	
'so 'no
	
1 + ino / iso + 4 ;z—	
(36)
22 i-2
If the relative phase between signal and local oscillator
is virtually unchanged over a bit period and if amplitude
fluctuations imposed by the atmosphere are negligible
(Section 2.1.5), the last term in the denominator goes to
zero. In that case Equation (36) may be expressed in terms
of the optical powers
H - O.OSrlroPs/hvB
	
B 1 + hvB/,qroPs	
(37)
From this equation, it can be seen that the term in the
denominator which causes a deviation from the "shot noise
limit," H ac riroPs/hv, becomes unimportant when
B < r/roPs/hv; hence, it is desirable to make B small.
Implementing the schematic diagram in detail implies
transmitting pulses of two different carrier frequencies,
entailing rapid tuning of the transmitter (or switching
between two transmitters). Alternatively, the frequency
shifting can be introduced by modulating the phase of the
carrier in accordance with the information to be trans-
mitted. This can be done with a small-deviation FM. In this
case the carrier is transmitted along with information-
carrying side bands. Then at the receiver a wideband IF
filter can be followed by a carrier tracking filter using a
voltage-controlled oscillator (actually tracking the he-k°ro-
dyned carrier), and the measured frequency can be mixed
with the information-carrying bands. The spectral density
of the transmitted carrier may be made large to achieve
accurate tracking while the width can be kept narrow so
that little power is wasted in transmitting this reference.
The filters at f t , fz can assume a very narrow width, as long
as the carrier frequency does not change appreciably during
an information interval. Therefore, the bandwidth in
*Since the product of bandwidth and integration time is now unity,
one can no longer appeal to the argument that the output of the
integrator is approximately Gaussian. This results in a small change
in the constant, which has been ignored in Equation (38).
nroPS/hi,H
H 0.05 H I + hvH/rirops
This implies that rlro Ps/hvH is approximately 20, so that
one achieves the shot noise limit*
H - 0.0511roPSJhv	 (38)
One further point: in this scheme if the doppler
shifting of the carrier (due to motion of the transmitter) is
slow with respect to the information rate, the IF filter can
be made sufficiently broad to accommodate the frequency
excursions due to doppler shifting and no tuning of the local
oscillator will be necessary.
In Figures 106 and 107 are plotted estimates, based on
the shot-noise limit, of transmitter power required as a
function of information rate for various circumstances. In
the visible region (Figure 100, 0.5p, 1.Oµ it has been
assumed that rrro = 10-2 and that coherence length is 10 cm
for a ground receiver and exceeds the assumed 1 meter
receiver aperture for a satellite receiver. At the infrared
wavelength (Figure 107) 10µ, tir o has been taken as 10-'
while the ground level coherence length assumed is I meter.
In all cases, the length of the communication link has been
taken as 108 miles, and the transmitter is assumed to be 1
meter in diameter and diffraction-limited. No atmospheric
attenuation was included in the calculation.
It can be seen from an examination of Figure 106 that,
even at the shot-noise limit, transmission at high data rates
from deep space to a ground receiver, at visible frequencies
using heterodyne detection, requires transmitter powers
that are not practical for the foreseeable future. This is
principally due to the limitation of useful receiving aperture
imposed by small coherence area. Almost certainly,
performance will be improved somewhat by detector
development, quite possibly by an order of magnitude.
Nevertheless, the use of heterodyne detection in the visible,
for information rates exceeding 1 megabit per second and
distances exceeding 1 AU seems to hold little promise for a
ground receiver.
At 10 microns, the situation is somewhat better due to
the (anticipated) larger coherence area and the use of
detectors which are quite efficient. However, it should be
remembered (Section 2) that the estimates of coherence
area (and other associated data) are as yet without
experimental verification. Estimates of the performance
and reliability of a 10-micron heterodyne communication
system from deep space to a ground receiver are crucially
dependent on knowledge, such as amplitude fading and
spatial phase stability, which is yet to be obtained.
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Figure 106. Transmitter power (P t ) vs. information rate (H) for a visible
heterodyne receiver at wavelength
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Figure 107. Transmitter power (P t ) vs. information rate (H) fo: a 10p
heterodyne receiver
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6.5 Homodyne Detection
The homodyne receiver resembles the heterodyne in
the sense that it too employs a locally generated field
which, when mixed with an incoming signal field, yields a
conversion gain and others of the advantages associated
with the heterodyne. In contrast to the heterodyne,
however, the nominal local and signal frequencies are the
same; thus the post-detection filtering is performed at
baseband.
The theoretical advantages of the homodyne have been
pointed out by Olivers s and others . s 9 The principal
advantage over the heterodyne is an increase in conversion
gain for given signal and local oscillator powers. This
happens ideally when the signal and local fields are in phase
so that their product (on conversion) has average power
which is just the product of their amplitudes. In the
heterodyne, by contrast, the mixing term is periodic, and
hence has average .atue i.aif' that of the product of
amplitudes. The poten tial 3 dB ad%antage which in this way
accrues to the humod% ne system implies the existence of a
phase-locl:ir, ^ scheme to accomplish this for two -<- iilators.
The feasib0 ity
 of such a sysem has been demonstr?rt:d
experimentally eo
Interest iii t..^ 1,umodyne system also z frorn its
attractiveness to V!e exnerimentalist. 'Cac hete: Ayne sys-
tem requires precise control of V a fr y, nienry offset of the
local oscillator with respect to the signal field, and the
homodyne provides a convenient way of avoiding this
stability problem in the laboratory. One may simply divide
the output of a single laser and use one portion as the signal
beam and the other as a local oscillator."' Prior to the
development of useful laser afc systems, this technique,
with the addition of a frequency translator in the LO leg,
was in fact utilized to perform heterodyne experiments. 2 7
If the signal is transmitted through the atmosphere and
there is disturbance of the temporal phase by atmospheric
effects, the relative phase between the signal and local
oscillator is likewise disturbed. However, as is pointed out
in Section 2.1.5, the atmospheric effects will generally be
governed by a time scale which is long compared to the
inverse c+
 the information bandwidth. That is, the
atmosphere will remain "frozen" for many bit periods. For
example, If the information rate is 1 MHz and the spectrum
of atmospheric processes does not extend beyond 1 KHz,
then it should be possible to measure the phase of the
incoming signal (with an attendant negligible loss in the rate
of desired information) and adjust the phase of the local
oscillator to achieve the maximum signal.
In the following section the performance of an
idealized incoherent digital binary communication system
*Note that this averaging is only over the ensemble of shot-noise
realisations.
will be considered. Indeed, if the assumption made herein
about the slow rate of chang:, of transmission conditions is
valid, it would be possible to use coherent modulation. (In
fact, the same is true for a heterodyne receiver.) Never-
theless, as discussed previously, digital modulation is easier
to implement and also offers flexibility of coding tech-
niques. Furthermore, the idealized performance of a digital
system approximates that of coherent systems (in terms of
signal-to-noise ratio) and adequately illuminates the
physical limitations on either category of system.
6.5.1 Homodyne System Performance
Consider the performance of a binary polarization shift
modulation system. (Actually, the homodyne receiver
might be implemented with a number of comparable binary
orthogonal modulation schemes with the same perform-
ance). A block diagram is shown in Figure 108. A pulse of
duration T is transmitted by the signal oscillator in one of
two orthogonal polarizations. At the receiver, the incoming
signal and background radiation are optically filtered (to
reduce the background self-beating contributions), then
passed through a polarization separator to be separated into
the two polarizations. In each of the channels of the
receiver, a single component of signal plus noise is mixed
with the local oscillator of appropriate polarization. Each
detector output current passes through a baseband filter of
width B. Then the current is squared and this is time-
averaged for an interval T, which is assumed to i- perfectly
synchronized with the transmitter. The decision as to which
polarization was transmitted is made on the basis of which
channel has the larger output.
While a more detailed analysis of the performance is
presented in Appendix 7, the result will be derived
heuristically here. Assuming (as in the analysis of hetero-
dyne performance) that the local oscillator has sufficient
power, that the background degeneracy is sufficiently
small, and that B is sufficiently small, the remaining
baseband currents (assuming the transmitted pulse is in the
polarization denoted by a) are
is
 = i
,,
 + 'so + 'no
The laser spectra are so narrow and the atmosphere is
assumed sufficiently quiet over the pulse period T that io
and iso can be considered as deterministic. in channel
where the signal is absent,
t(iato+ino
The mean*
 difference in the output
fl12 =I fO i2adt--L Tie at0
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Figure 108. Schematic representation of an optical homodyne receiver for use in a
polarization modulation communication system
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For a strong local oscillator
All = is - i = iso + 2iso'o
2
B 'so
"het 2K i2
no
is then	 be limited to a very narrow band, one would obtain [from
Equation (36)] that
A2 x 
2isoto
To compute the variance of al e , note that
'a ['o + 'so + 2io iso , + 2ino(io+iso)
The term in brackets is deterministic in this model; the
second term is dominated by 2io iso . Thus
a 2 ^ 4i2 a?
	
'a	 o 'no
The same is true of 62i^ . Hence
a©12 = ai2 +012
a 0
or
a2d12 2 (FB—T
1
 aia
1 22= BT 4Vi
Vi
no
To obtain the performance of the communication
system, one proceeds precisely as in Section 6.4;
K J©i2 120O12
where K depends on the desired error probability per bit.
Thus the information rate H = 1 /T becomes
i2
H=B soK U2
'no
or, since ino is a zero mean random variable,
2B iso
	
"horn = K iso2	 (39)
6.5.2 Discussion
It is instructive to compare this result directly with the
heterodyne result. If, for the heterodyne, one makes
assumptions comparable to those made for the homodyne.
i.e., that io is , and iso can be treated deterministically and
that the shot noise which affects the decision-making can
Thus, one finds the oft-quoted result that the homodyne
enjoys, in principle, a 3 dB advantage over the heterodyne,
One should note, however, that for the heterodyne case iso
stands for a time-averaged quantity in these analyses.
Therefore, since in the heterodyne case i so is an alternating
current, the time-averaging introduces an additional factor
1/2, not present in the homodyne, when iso is related to
the optical powers and the detector efficiency parameters.
Hence in obtaining Equation (37), it was assumed that
22
iso = 2 by a PSPo
 = 1 .4 PTO a P P2	 by	 s o;
where the explicit appearance of the factor 1/2 in this
expression comes about from measuring the time average of
the alternating IF current i so . In the homodyne case, this
factor is not present, so a direct comparison of the two
resaults would appear to indicate that, for the same optical
signal power, the homodyne . information rate is 6 dB
greater than that of the heterodyne.
On the other hand, it is possible in principle to modify
the heterodyne receiver so as to measure the energy after
converting, a second time, from i-f to do without incurring
any penalty. This would make the heterodyne performance
(taking K = 10)
"het" 107roPs/hv
In the homodyne case, this "second detection" is not
necessary, as a do terra is obtained directly. Thus
1
Hhom .,s 5 firo Ps/hv
Because of similarity to the heterodyne, no illustrative
computation of the performance of the homodyne will be
carried out. One should remember that the limitations
imposed on useful aperture size by limited spatial coher-
ence of the signal beam, and the Doppler shift problem in
space communication applications, are common to both
receivers.
7. DIRECT DETECTION WITH PMT
Conceptually and in implementation, the simplest
receiver for optical communication is that employing
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direct detection. In this receiver all the energy which lies in
a spectral band passed by an optical filter (and which can
be focused on an optical detector) is accepted without re-
gard to any phase properties or any spatial restrictions such
as apply to mixing. As no special provisions other than the
use of the predetection filter are made to discriminate
against background noise, this noise will degr4de perform-
ance of a direct detection system to a greater extent than it
will that of a heterodyne receiver. Furthermore, when the
incoming signal is weak, as is tt pical in deep -space com-
munication, the intrinsic detector noises ( thermal noise and
da►k current shot noise) may be large compared to the
unavoidable signal shot noise. The detector noises will be
prohibitively large unless there is a noiseless (or nearly
noiseless) gain mechanism to magnify the signal shot noise
(as well as the signal) with respect to the detector noises.
In the visible portion of the spectrum, photomultiplier tubes
(PMT) exist which can perform this function. In this section
the performance of a communication system with binary
polarization modulation and direct detection will be
analyzed and discussed.
7.1 Sources of Noise
Consider signal plus background radiation falling on a
PMT after passing an optical predetection filter and a
polarizer. Assume that the signal has the proper polariza-
tion so that all the collected optical power in the signal, and
half that in the background, strike the PMT. The output
current fiom the PMT is time-averaged over an interval T,
assumed long compared to the time constant of the pre-
detection filter. (The integrator acts as a narrow filter of
width 1/2T, so no additional filter is included for consid-
eration.)
In addition to the signal contribution and the mean
contributions due to background and dark current, the out-
put of the detector will exhibit fluctuations due to a number
of sources which are listed and discussed below:
1. Shot noise on the signal
2. Shot noise on the background noise
•In this discussion the self-beating of the background radiation
means thou contributions which are at baseband, as the others
are assumed to vanish in the time integration.
f If the signal occurs in many transverse modes, as will be the can
when atmospheric fluctuations spread the received signal out over
a large solid angle (with respect to that which the transmitter
subtends), then mixing occurs in any modes. However, in each
mode the signal contribution to 3 is consequently reduced and
the result mixing fluctuation is the same. That is, for signal in N
transverse modes
= N =^ A SZ 
	
A SZInR 
J\2 
WT	 R R WT
3. Mixing between signal and background noise
4. Self-beating of background noise*
5. Detector thermal noise
6. Shot noise on detector dark current.
This assumes that the received optical signal does not
itself fluctuate.
1. Shot noise on the signal. This is due to the random
emission of electrons from the photosurface. It is
always present when signal is prece p t. Assuming for
the moment a multiplication of unity, when the
signal produces an average photocurrent I V the
variance of the averaged sh ,x noise current (which
has zero mean) is
	
^	 els
	
°I	 T
where a is the electron charge.
2. Shot noise on the background noise. This term is
also due to the random emission. If the back-
ground radiation produces a mean current I n , the
variance of the resulting shot noise current is
eln
0 2 T
Shot noise is experimentally known to have the spec-
trum of white noise over quite large bandwidths. A
more fundamental description of the same phenomenon
is given by expressing the output as the number of
photoelectrons in some time interval. Then the above
relations are equivalent to assuming that the output
photoelectrons due to either signal or background are
both Poisson-distributed, and hence have variance equal
to their mean value. It should be clearly appreciated
that the shot-noise behavior is most significant when
the number of photoelectrons (or the rate of their pro-
duction) is relatively small, and when the discrete
character of the radiation is most observable.
On the other hand when the degeneracy (the number
of photons per mode as discussed in Section 1) of the
background radiation is large, the number of quanta in
the radiation will be large and the fluctuations will be
dominated by the mixing terms introduced as noise
sources (3) and (4) above. These can be shown to have
the form (Appendix 8):
3. Mixing between signal and background noise.#
21$in
03 Y AR 1R
X2
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where AR , S?R are the receiver area and solid angle of
view and it is here assumed that the background radia-
tion is isotropic.
4. Self-beating of background noise.
12
02 =	 n
a A—^ WTA
These terms can be significant when compared with
o1 , 02 only if
In > eWAR 12R
A2
Since	 In = I?ro 
N2 
AR	
w 
e
thenA In - ttro^ ^eW = rrro SeW
R
X2
where n is the quantum efficiency, ro the (midband)
transmissivity of the optical filter, and S is the
degeneracy of the background radiation (one polari-
zation). Thus for the detection to become essentially
classical, i.e., where fluctuations in the wave-like mixing
interactions dominate the particle-like shot-noise be-
havior, the degeneracy S of the background radiation
must be large compared with (Tjro) r , necessarily larger
than unity. This is a situation that never exists at
optical frequencies as can be seen from Table 40.
5. Detector or thermal noise. For a detector with
effective temperature Td and resistance Rd , the
variance of the (zero mean) thermal current is
= 
2kTd
S	 RdT
6. Shot noise on detector dark current. This current
is due to thermionic emission from the photo-
cathode in the absence of signal and is temperature
dependent. As the emission times are random, the
fluctuations will also appear as a shot noise current
with variance
The detector fluctuations os and 06, as mentioned pre-
viously, will seriously degrade communication performance
unless steps are taken to minimize their importance. In the
visible portion of the spectrum this can be done with respect
to os using photomultiphers. When the current gain in the
PMT is M, then the fluctuations a; through oa (as well as
o6) are multiplied by M 2 . Consider the ratio of background
shot noise to thermal noise:
v2 = M
2 
Rd eIn
os 2kTd
If M2
 Rd is sufficiently large, the thermal noise contribution
can be neglected. M2 Rd
 is the power gain, sometimes re-
garded as a figure of merit for the PMT. In typical deep-
space applications, the ratio o?/os will be large. In such
applications, the signal intensity is so weak that it is neces-
sary to use very large receivers (not diffraction-limited) to
achieve the desired communication obje.;dve. Consider a
10-meter diameter receiver aperture with a field of view of
108 steradians and assume there is an optical filter one
angstrom wide at a "carrier" of I micron. Then for a re-
ceiver with tyro = 10 (which may be somewhat conserva-
tive) and a background due to sunlight scattered from the
atmosphere (Section 1),
In = 10-11 amperes
Thus, assuming a detector temperature Td = 300°K
2kTd
eln " 5X109 ohms
When M2 Rd exceeds this figure, the thermal noise can be
neglected with respect to background shot noise. There
are 63 in fact PMT 'S with power gain upwards to 10 12 . If
instead the background is due to Mars, 2kT d /eIn will be
about four times as large but still small enough with respect
to M2 Rd to neglect thermal noise.
It is conceivable that some deep -space missions will be
performed with very much smaller background radiation.
For example, when the length of the communication link is
very much longer, the source of the background radiation
subtends a much smaller solid angle and hence In will be
very small. Even in such a case, the thermal noise os may
be small compared to the signal shot noise u i . Consider
221=M2RdeI
as 2kTd	 s
where I d is the mean dark current.	 In general, for a given information rate H there is a practical
eld
T
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lower bound on 1 3 . For example, in the binary polarization
system considered below,
I s > 10 eH
vi	 M2 loe
Thus	
a^ ^	 l:T	 Hd
For a power gain * of 1012 ohms and Td = 300°K.,
v2 > 300-5 H.
as
Thus when H exceeds about 105 bits per second, thermal
noise will be negligible with respect to signal shot noise.
At lower information rates and at very weak backgrounds
thermal noise will degrade performance unless carefully
cooled PMT 's with larger power gain are employed. For
the sequel, however, it is reasonable to neglect as.
With respect to dark current, this can be neglected
with respect to signal shot noise when o 1 i o6 = Is/Id is
large. Assuming again that practical systems always operate
with more than one signal photoelectron per bit, I s ?> el-l'
one can neglect dark current when H > I d le; i.e., when the
information rate exceeds the mean rate of emission of dark-
current pho ,electrons. As the latter can be controlled to
small values, less than 1000 per second when cooled, dark
current can be neglected at modest information rates.
With the neglect of detector noises and the relative
unimportance of the classical fluctuations in optical eom-
munications (due to weak degeneracy) one may concentrate
solely on the shot noise or quantum regime. The signal-to-
noise ratio after time averaging is
12T
SNR =
e(I s + In)
This can also be expressed in terms of the optical power in
the signal Ps and in the background Pb:
P2
 T
SNR = by
	
3 
P	 (40)
P^ + ^b
*For the diode detector as a special type of PMT, the tube imped-
ance at high frequency is principally capacitive. Thus for informa-
tion bandwidth H. Rd - I /HCd, where Cd is the detector
capacitance. For this case, as M = 1,
M 2 Rd • 10e 2 H	 e2
2kT	 2kTdCd
and thermal noise can be neglected with respect to signal shot noise
U this ratio ( independent of H) is large.
7.2 Binary Polarization Modulation
The communication system analyzed is illustrated sche-
matically in Figure 109. The light collector of the receiver
has area A R and solid angle of view O R . Following the
optical filter, a polarization separator divides the incoming
radiation into the two orthogonal polarizations employed
by the transmitter. Each is detected with a PMT. Current
at the output is time-averaged for a bit period T and the
decision is based on which channel has the larger average
current. Perfect synchronization is assumed. Denoting the
channel containing the signal by cr and the other by 0, the
observable is Al = Iaj - 10. which has mean value Al = 1 s . The
variance of the difference is
o\ = T (1 , + 21n),
where the coefficient 2 which multiplies I n
 comes from the
background shot noise in both channels. Assuming that Al
has a Gaussian distribution ( the validity of this assumption
is discussed below), the integration time required to achieve
a desired error probability Pe is given by setting
K = (AI)2
a2
A]
where K is determined by the equation
PE=41(— FK)
Here P. is the desired error probability (per bit) and (b (t) is
the (tabulated) function,
L
u
41 (u) = r I	 e-t21,2dt
^/,n
For an error probability of 1T 3 , K (which is quite insen-
sitive to P.) is approximately 10. Thus, the information
rate H . which is the inverse of the integration time, is
I2
H ^-- 0.1 a 
(Is 
3 
Win) bits/;econd
In terms of optical powers,
Ps
^T° hp
H = 0.1 1 + Pb / Ps	 (41)
If the background power is distributed in N spatial (trans.
verse) modes, each with the same degeneracy S. then
Pb = 'NS hvW
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Figure 109. Schematic representation of direct detection receiver
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For example, if the background radiation is diffusely spread
out over the entire field of view of the receiver, then fol-
lowing Section 1,
Pb = 2 R Z R BhvW = NvS2R AR W
where as before, N. is power per unit area-solid angle-Hertz,
and H can be conveniently expressed in terms of the signal
intensity (power per unit area)jj 
s 
at the receiver:
l 
Ra AR
H = 0.1 in7o 
_rV	
(42)
Rs )
There is a further point of interest with reference to
the foregoing analysis. The assumption that A I is Gaussian,
which is justifiable for large WT on the basis of heuristic
arguments involving the central limit theorem, may be
circumvented. Since one is dealing here with shot-noise
limited behavior (on both signal and background), one can
carry out the analysis in terms of particle statistics. The
number of signal photoelectrons is actually Poisson (as-
suming a well-stabilized laser is used as the signal source64),
as is the number produced by the background. Their sum is
likewise Poisson and an equation which is almost precisely
the same as Equation (42) may be derived directly for a sys-
tem which compares the number of photoelectrons in the
two channels.
7.3 Numerical Examples and Discussion
It is of interest to compute the transmitter power re-
quired to achieve certain communication objectives. For
greater generality Pb is represented by*
2AR W
Pb
 = AZ hPI6iS2i
where W is the width in Hz of the predetection filter, Ili
the solid angle at the telescope which a background noise
source i subtends; and i runs over all sources of background
noise within the field of view of the receiver. Equation (42)
*A familiar illustration of the use of this relation is furnished by
considering a thermal source at low frequencies, b y << kT, being
viewed by a diff xtion-limited receiver. Then VIAR = SIR,
6 = kT(hv (for one polarization), S2 =12 source (< 92R). Hence
Pb = kTW 12 source/SIR-
can be rewritten and solved for the required signal intensity
at the receiver:
n __ H IOhv1	 1+ 2 ARW^iIli r+	 43
	
a• s AR 17'r,	 2 1	 4
	 Ili OH ()
The signal intensity can be expressed as
n
	 (WRO
D2
"s ' TAPt 	a)
where TA is the attenuation due to the atmosphere, P t
 the
transmitter power, Dt the diameter of the transmitter, and
Ro
 the length of the communication path. Equation (43)
has been used to calculate P t
 as a function of the desired
information rate, the results of which are plotted in Fig-
ures 110 through 113. In these calculations it has been
assumed that the predetection filter has a width of one
angstrom, nTO = 1 ff 2 (corresponding, for example, to
n = 0.05 and To = 0.2), Dt = 1 meter, and Ro = 1.6X 10"
meters (108
 miles). The communication is assumed to come
from a vehicle in the vicinity of Mars and, for a satellite
receiver, sunlight scattered from Mars is taken as repre-
sentative of the background radiation. In the calculation
for a receiver on the ground, where the telescope has been
taken to have 12 = 10-8 steradian, corresponding to the
atmosphere induced broadening of the received beam,6 s
the contribution due to atmosphere-scattered sunlight is
about one order to magnitude greater than that due to
scattering from Mars and the latter has been neglected. For
the ground receiver, the atmospheric transmissivity r A =
0.7 has been assumed 65 which corresponds to good seeing
conditions.
An inspection of Figures 110 through 113 shows that,
for small information rates, a large additional power is re-
quired to overcome the effect of background noise, i.e.,
relative to the power required at what is usually called the
shot noise limit:
H IOhv
s AR Wo
(At the shot noise limit, 10 photoelectrons are required for
this system for each bit of information.) When the informa-
tion rate is large, however, the additional power required
over the shot-noise limit is small. An inspection of Equation
(43) shows that the effect of background noise (which leads
to requiring additional power) is contained in the size (rela-
tive to unity) of the term
(fro) R ( I Bil2i ) W
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This term can be readily seen to be' 1/10 the ratio of the
rate at which photoelectrons due to the background (both
polarizations) are generated to the information rate. Hence,
when the desired information rate exceeds approximately
1/10 the rate of photoelectron generation from background
noise, the shot-noise limit is virtually achieved (since then
the rate of photoelectron generation from the signal must
be correspondingly strong). At an information rate of 106
bits per second, the ratio in question is not large for a re-
ceiver of 10 square meters. This small a receiver may only
be used if there is adequate transmitter power available,
about one watt or more (for a distance of 1 AU). For an
available transmitter power of approximately 1/10 watt, a
larger receiver must be used, the ratio of background photo•
electrons to information rate is larger, and there is a more
significant degradation due to the background.
The term which implies the degradation due to back-
ground noise is proportional to the filter width W, hence
the required power grows only as W i /3 even in the back-
ground-limited regime.
In the foregoing discussion, it has been assumed that
all the collected signal power is detected, hence that the
photodetector is large enough and the telescope optics con-
structed and maintained with sufficient accuracy to make
this a reality. That is, all the spatial modes of the signal are
collected and it is assumed that intensity fading can be
neglected. Finally, it should be observed that the angular
divergence of the transmitted beam has implicitly been as-
sumed to be 1/2 microradian (at 0.5 p wavelength) so that
a stringent requirement for pointing the transn itter and the
receiver has been imposed. The validity of each of these
assumptions is open to question and is discussed elsewhere
in various parts of this report.
before the output of the amplifier strikes a photodetector
with quantum efficiency r!. The output current is sub-
sequently time-averaged over an interval T. Assume that the
input to the amplifier would for unit gain produce an
average signal current I s
 and an average current due to the
background radiation  .Then the fluctuation terms listed in
the analyses of the direct detection system, Section 7. 1,
would be modified by a factor G for each current
contribution which appears in that section. Consequently,
listing the variances of the time -averaged currents:
Signal shot noise: of - GeIs,'T
Shot nose on background: of = Geln/T
Mixing between signal and background noise:
21  in
03 = G= . MWT
	 I=
Self-beating of background noise: o4= G2 . ^
In writing these variances, it has been assumed that the
signal is evenly spread into M spatial modes, where M is the
ratio of receiver area to the coherence area of the signal. It
is assumed that the amplifier is designed to provide gain G
for these transverse modes but none other and all M modes
are seen by the detector .6 S There is another important
difference between this analysis and that of the direct
detection receiver previously considered; namely, that the
spontaneous emission noise of the amplifier is added to the
background and amplified. This amounts ideally to one
photon per Hz for each mode.b e
Hence
In = >lroMW(l+b)e
8. OPTICAL PREAMPLIFIER
The optical preamplifer receiver furnishes another
method of enhancing the signal and so: se of the noise
fluctuation with respect to the detector noises. In such a
system the preamplifier makes the rate at which photons
strike a photodetector so large that the particle -like shot
noises become negligible compared with the %ave-like
mixing noises. As a result, the performance of such a
system is independent of quantum efficiency and the
transmission losses in the optics as will be shown,
8.1 Analysis
The signal-to-noise performance of an optical pre-
amplifier receiver can be most easily understood by
regarding the receiver as a variation of a direct-detection
receiver. Assume that a polarized signal plus background
noise of the same polarization are passed through an optical
filter of width W and subsequently amplified with gain G
where b is in number of photons per Hz per transverse
mode in the background radiation and ro is the trans-
missivity. Since at optical frequencies S << I (Section 1)
in 
2%
As before
PsIs = r♦ro 
by 
e
Comparing the particle -like terms with the mixing
terms,
G;2	 _ eMW _ 1
04 03 GIn Grlro
Hence if G >> (n7o)`, the shot-noise terms can be
neglected.
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In addition to the above fluctuations one has, once -
again, the detector noises:
Thcnnal noise:
	
os n_
RdT
eI
Dark current shot no-^a:	 orb = T
T
Comparing thermal noise with the background self-beating
fluctuations (whicu are always important for this receiver
because of the amplified spontaneous emission noise) gives
detector noise. (As discussed in Section 6.2, in rating such
detectors the dark current fluctuation, principally due to
generation-recombination, is lumped with other noise
sources.) The ratio is easily seen to be
0_ (Gqro )2 MWe
d
Hence if
;^J.)
I /2
Care	 W
the dark current is negligible. For a good detector cooled to
low temperature, Id/e is of the order 10 ' 6 photoelectrons
per second. Thus for M = 50 and W = 50 MHz, one can
neglect dark current if
_ (CMTO)2
OS 2kTd/MWRde2
Hence, if
r /2
2kTd
(C*rlro) >	 2MW'Rde
thermal noise may be neglected .*
 It should be noted that
the predetection filtering W may be imposed by the
amplifier gain characteristics (e.g., the width of the laser
transition with Doppler broadening). For a CO 2 laser
amplifier ( 10.6p), this is about 0.5 x 105 Hz. Assuming this
bandwidth and Td = 300 degrees, Rd = 102 ohms, and
M = 1, one gets
'/2
W7x103
However, the equivalent resistance may be quite a bit
higher and, for 10 .6µ,# M will be larger as well. Typically,
M may be expected to range between 10 and 100, while Rd
may range from 104 to 107 ohms. One is justified in
anticipating, therefore, that amplifier gain of perhaps 30 to
40 dB will be more than adequate so that the thermal noise
will be negligible with respect to background self-beating
noise for this system. This being the case, one may also
expect G »(rrrd-1 , hence the shot noise contributions
will also be negligible compared with the mixing noises.
The ratio of noise self-beating to detector dark current
must also be examined. For a photoconductive detector at
10.6u. the dark current is likely to be the most significant
*Note that at strong signal power, when Opal-background mixing
exceeds the self-beating, this criterion for neglecting thermal noise
may be unduly stringent.
tEmphasis is here placed on a preamplifier system for the infrared
laser. In the viable region, high gain PMI's will by themselves limit
the importance of thermal noise. Furthermore (as will be sub-
sequently shown), at visible frequencies direct detection with a
PMT should give superior performance to a system employing an
optical preamplifier.
Grrro > 0.2 x 104
This implies, taking qTo = 0.2, a gain of about 40 dB.
Summarizing, one finds that for gain somewhat ex-
ceeding 40 dB (and when great care is taken to reduce
detector noise), one can expect the dominant fluctuation
terms to be 032 , 042 , the wave-like effects due to mixing.
The resulting signal-to-noise ratio becomes
Is
G2 I5	 1 In/MW
SNR =  
	 = 2 —1-- T
	
G2 ' 
21sT » + 
2: 1L 
	
1 + n
	
MWI, MWT	 s
In terms of the total optical power Ps (in one polarization)
I	 Ps/h''
SNR = 2 MhPW
	
1+ 2PS 	(b3)
Note that this result is independent of detector quantum
efficiency n and transmissivity of the optics ro. It is
important to observe that Ps is the sig►ial intensity
integrated over the entire optical aperture: any limitation
imposed on the signal-to-noise ratio by the limited co-
herence of the signal over the aperture is in the quantity
M = AR/as (>1), where as is the coherence area of the
signal.
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8.2 System Performance
Consider a simple communication system using binary
polarization shift modulation which is a straightfarward
modification of that analyzed in Section 7. The only
difference is that the polarized signal plus background
radiation is passed through the optical preamplifier before
it strikes the photodetector.* As before, the decision as to
the polarization of the incoming signal is made on the basis
of the larger time-averaged current. The difference in the
two time-averaged currents contains two contributions to
the self-beating. Thus, if the difference is denoted by Al,
Gz 1 
21s In	2In 
1UA =	 MWT + MWT
Repeating the previous procedure and assuming AI is
Gaussian, for PE = 10-3 the information rate becomes:
PSJhv
H =e0.05
1 + Mh W	 (64)
P,
or
(7rs/hv) AR
H -- 0.05
1 +	 hvW	 (65)
asmin(AWas)
Note that Equation (65) does not exhibit a saturation of
information rate with receiver area (as does the heterodyne
receiver) and for receivers larger than the coherence size H
is simply linear with receiver area.
In Figure 114 is plotted the transmitter power required
to achieve a desired information rate for a 10 micron
transmitter: It is assumed that atmospheric transmission is
0.7, the coherence area is 1 square meter, W = 108 Hz, the
length of the communication link 108 miles, and the
receiver area 10 to 100 square meters (M = 10, 100). It can
be observed that over most of these curves the transmitter
power required is inversely proportional to the square root
of th. receiver area. This can be seen from Equation (65):
For all but the largest information rates, the denominator
of Equation (65) is dominated by the amplifier noise term,
thus (since AR > a) the information rate goes as trs AR.
For space communication, a complication is added to
the amplifier receiver (in common with the heterodyne
receiver). The bandwidth of a 10.61.- amplifier is about 50
MHz, which is much too narrow to accommodate the
changes of frequency of the received light resulting from
*Note that care must be taken to see that in each channel, which
contains radiation of a single polarization, the amplified spon-
taneous emission noise is again polarized. If this is not done, there
will be self-beating contributions from each of two polarizations
which add extraneous noise. In practice it should be possible to
eliminate the unwanted polarization of the noise in each channel.
Doppler effects. For some amplifiers this difficulty could
be overcome by tuning the amplifier response to corre-
spond to the frequency of the incoming light. The
10.611 COz amplifier is not tunable, but this does not rule
out the possibility of using it. At the receiver, the incoming
signal could be translated in frequency to be always in the
passband of the amplifier. This will result in some loss of
signal power.
9. COMPARISON OF RECEIVERS
In this section, partly for the sake of summary, the
idealized performance of various types of receivers con-
sidered in the previous sections will be compared:
heterodyne, direct detection, and (optical) preamplifier
receivers.
9.1 Visible Frequencies (0.Sµ)
9.1.1 Direct Vs. Heterodyne Detection
The very serious shortcoming of a heterodyne receiver
situated on the ground is the restriction on useful receiver
aperture size imposed by atmospheric transmission. This
will be more than enough to counterbalance, in favor of
direct detection, the possibility of achieving shot-
noise-limited performance for the heterodyne receiver.
For a receiver on a satellite, where this restriction on
aperture size is not applicable, the heterodyne may enjoy an
advantage. However, as will be shown, one can anticipate
this advantage will be slight because the background
environment is usually less severe for a satellite than a
ground receiver and the d irect-detection receiver itself may
operate close to the shot-noise limit when on a satellite.
Consider the expressions previously derived for infor-
mation rate, letting the subscripts H and D denote
heterodyne and direct respectively. Assuming that the
heterodyne employs double detection
10 PSI .,Jhv
_ Mo PSD/hv
HD	 10 1 + Pb /PS D
Setting HH = HD
 = H, the desired information rate, and
solving for the ratio of signal power required in the direct
case to the heterodyne case, one readily finds
PSD _ 1	 1	 W _
PSH 2 +	 4 + 10 hvH
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As was done previously, Pb
 may be expressed in terms of
the degeneracy 6 as well as the number of spatial modes of
background noise seen by the receiver, N = AR S2 /X2
Pb = (26) N • W • by
Writing the above equation in terms of the receiving
aperture and transmitter powers,
ptD	 as	 1	 1	 r?roNW6
PtH — AR 2 + 4 + 5H (67)
where, as before, as is the signal coherence area. Equation
(67) can also be recast in terms of AR/as as follows:
	
PtD	 As	 2 +	 4 + 1a s / \ AR !tH	 R	 *	 as
	
where	 5HA2
a* — (rrro)W612
In this form, it is readily seen that PtD/PtH is a monotonic
decreasing function of AR/as. The latter, in turn, has a
minimum value of 1, so that
PtD	 _ 1 +	 1 + rasl
pil	 2	 4	 \ a*max
and is a function of H, tending toward unity when H is
large. In fact, one can anticipate that in practice, for
H = 106 bits per second, as/a* is a small quantity.
Let A = 0.5µ, rrro = 5x 10 2 , W = 6x 1010 Hz (0.5 angstrom
optical filter), 6 = 2x10-s and let S2 be a figure representa-
tive of limiting of the aperture by the atmospheric turbu-
lence, S2R = 10-8 . Then a* ~ 2 square meters, whereas as
will be much smaller than this (Section 2). Thus the
maximum value of PtD/PtH (on the ground) for H = 106
will be very close to unity and more generally, forAR>>as,
the direct-detection system' will require much less power
than the heterodyne. For example, assuming (in addition to
the foregoing parameters) that AR = 25 m2 (5 meter
aperture) and a s
 = 25x 10-4 m2 (5 cm coherence length),
PtD /PtH ^ 4x 10-4
t In certain applications (missions) the field of view of the receiver
may not include the planetary background at all. Then both
receivers can be shot-noise limited and hence will require equal
power.
The heterodyne system re .tuires about 34 dB more trans-
mitter power to achieve an information rate of 106
bits/second on the ground than a direct-detection receiver
for 0.5µ radiation.
The foregoing discussion applies to a receiver on the
ground. For a receiver on a satellite, it may be assumed that
as
 = AR , but 11 will likely be smaller than for a ground
receiver as it is the angle subtended by the source of the
background radiation. Considering the background to be
Mars at 108
 miles and again letting H= 10 6
 bits/second,
one finds
PtD x 1.6
PtH
That is, even though the coherence area is not limiting, the
background is a less severe problem so that only a 2 dB
advantage is obtained by using a heterodyne receiver. t The
inherent simplicity of direct detection more than outweighs
this small potential advantage. Thus, direct detection will
be a clear choice over heterodvne detection at visible
frequencies.
9.1.2 Direct Detection Vs. Preamplifier Receiver
The potential advantage of the preamplifier receiver
over direct detection is that its performance is independent
of the detector efficiency if the signal power is adequate to
overcome the spontaneous emission noise that is introduced
by the amplifier. !n the case of visible frequencies, the noise
introduced in the amplifier is normally so large that one
cannot achieve this potential advantage.
Let the subscript P denote the optical preamplifier
system d compute the ratio of transmitter powers
requires )r each of the receivers for (equal) information
rate H. Let M denote the number of spatial modes in which
the signal is found (M = AR/ad and which the receiver is
ideally designed to amplify. One finds, after some straight-
forward algebra:
1
	 +^ 2PtP = 2()   	 (68)
1
	 VT
1	 (rrro)NWD6
2 ++ 	5H
In this expression, Wp is the gain-bandwidth of the
amplifier and WD the width of the optical predetection
filter. Since M > 1, the quantity MWp/20H will, fc,
information rates that are of interest (say, H= 106),
dominate the numerator. For example, an estimate of Wp
may be several GHz, in which case MWp/20H > 10 2 . That
is, as indicated above, one is usually not operating the
preamplifier receiver in the "shot-noise Tnnit." On the other
hand, while WD will usually exceed Wp, it may be only
about one order of magnitude larger, so that
(71r0)MWD6/5H is much smaller than MWp/20H. Physi-
cally, this simply says that the amplifier is producing many
more noise photoelectrons than would be caused by the
natural background light. Only when H is very large can the
ratio Ptp/PtD become unity, and it must be larger yet
before the ratio can approach its asymptotic value, 2(7170).
Therefore, from a theoretical performance viewpoint,
direct detection is preferable to use of a preamplifier at
visible frequencies. From a practical viewpoint, the diffi-
culty of achieving appreciable gain at visible frequencies.
may be an even more compelling reason for using direct
detection. This is despite the fact that, since high-gain
PMT'S may be used in conjunction with an optical
preamplifier, the amplifier gain required is not large. That
is, to obtain the limiting performance of Equation (64), it is
only necessary at visible frequencies that the amplifier gain
G»1/7170 , since the gain in the PMT itself can be used to
overcome the inherent detector noises.
9.2 Infrared Frequencies (101A)
9.2.1 Heterodyne Vs. Preamplifier Detection
At this frequency, direct detection need not be
considered as there are no detectors with sufficient internal
gain such that detector noises become negligible.
To compare preamplification with heterodyne one can,
after straightforward manipulation, write the ratio of
transmitter powers required:
	
Pip 77TO
	 !W--p
1 +	 1 +	 (69)
	
PtH M	 SH
As H becomes large, the asymptotic ratio becomes2(71rO)/M
which, for a receiver on the ground where N might be large,
is quite a significant advantage to the preamplifier receiver.
However, taking Wp = 5x10' Hz, MWp/5 = 107 M sec' so
that only if H is unrealistically large may this great a benefit
be anticipated. More typically, for H = 10 6 , one has
	
Pip	 WP
TIT, SMHPtH
*Under certain circumstances, the efficiency a of a CO 2 laser will
approach 1, since the lower level depopulates much more rapidly
after pumping than the upper level. If the principal mechanism for
depopulating the upper level is relaxation, then a may be as large as
0.9.
For H = 106, WP = 5x107 Hz, PtP/PtH — nro 10/M. Forlarge M, this can still give an advantage to the preamplifier
system. For example, suppose the coherence length for
10µ radiation is one meter, then for a 10 meter diameter
receiver, M = 10' . Assuming a "detector efficiency," 7170,
of 0.2, the heterodyne system requires about 12 dB more
transmitter power than the preamplifier system. Actually,
the above relations (as well as the analysis in Section 8)
assume an ideal amplifier. In reality there is not one photon
per mode in the effective input but
1 _	 nz
e	 n2 — ni
photons per mode, where n l , n2
 are the occupation
numbers for lower and upper states of the laser. More
accurately, then, it can be easily shown that
PtP ve °°410(for H = 106 bits per second)tH
Hence, for less optimistic assumptions about both the
receiver antenna and the amplifier efficiency,* the power
advantage to the preamplifier system might diminish
somewhat. For example, if e = 1/2 and the receiver aperture
is 5 meters, the advantage shrinks to about 5 dB.
For a receiver on a satellite the situation is different
because M = 1. In this case the preamplifier system may
require more transmitter power than the heterodyne.
Thus, for a 10,u communication system, the pre
ampl ifier receiver is slightly more efficient than the
heterodyne for a ground receiver and comparable or slightly
inferior for a satellite receiver.
9.3 Visible Vs. Infrared Performance
!-laving investigated, insofar as possible under assump-
tion:; it was necessary to make, the best ideal systems for
visible and infrared radiation for both ground and satellite
receivers, it is now desirable to compare the performance of
these best systems relative to one another. To do so,
calculate the ratio of transmitter powers required to achieve
an information rate H.
9.3.1 Ground Receiver
Here a direct detection receiver (D) at XD = 0.5 µ is
compared with a preamplifier receiver (P) at Xp = 10 y. The
ratio of transmitter powers P t
 required is calculated from
above relations to be:
Pt(10µ) AD A R D 2(nro)D
Pt(0. Sµ) Ap AR p	 E
M Wp
1 +
	 1 + 5H
1 + 1 + t7o)D • NWD
5H
In this equation it has been assumed that the transmitter
apertures are the same for both eases; i.e., That it is not
significantly easier to make a sizable (of the order of a
meter) antenna for 10p than for 0 . 5 micron when the
antenna must perrorm the transmitting function from
space. Assuming now that the receiver apertures are
likewise the same and that e = 1,
MWp
P'(10µ)	 1 +	 I + 5H
Pt(O.Sµ) — 40(r?ro)D
1 t	
4(M°)DNWD6
SH
Consider again a calculation for H = 106 bits/second.
Taking Wp = 50 MHz, MW p /5H dominates unity. Let
N = AR 12/A2 (where A = 0.5µ) and note that for represen-
tative figures, taking a large receiver, the quantity
4(r7ro)D NWP 6 /5H will also dominate unity. (For example:
AR = 25 m , SQ = 10-8 , an estimate of the atmosphere
imposed limit, W D = 6x10 10 Hz, H = 106,
(Wo)D = 5x10-2 , S = 2x10-8 gives a value 48.)
Thus
Pt( IOµ) _	 (nTo)DXD^'p
Pt(O.Sµ)	 20	 aSP S26WD
AD(gro)DWp
20 dsp	 St6WD
Using the above values gives
Pt ( I 0A) __ 4.5
Pt (0.5µ) dSP
where dsp is the coherence length for 10 µ radiation in
meters. If this is estimated to be one meter, this gives a
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factor of 4.5 more transmitter power requited for the l0µ
system than for the 0.5µ system. On the other hand, the
10 micron transmitter is estimated to have greater overall
power efficiency (see Chapter 4, Section 1.2) than the
0.5 µ. While precise quantitative estimates are premature, it
appears likely that the 101A system will require less overall
power in the space vehicle to achieve 10 6
 bits per second
information rate to a ground receiver.
The absolute values of transmitter powers required are
compared in the following table.
	
Range	 Pt (0.5µ)	 Pt (10µ)
	
(mi)	 (watts)	 (watts)
	
108	0.23	 1.0
	
109	23	 100
The assumptions upon which these results are based are
given in the following table.
Assumptions
0.5µ	 l Oµ
Receiver area, A R	25 m2	 5 m2
Transmitter diameter, Dt	1 in 	 m
Detector efficiency, nro	 5xI(T2	 Irrelevant
Background degeneracy	 2x10-8	 Irrelevant
Predetection filter bandwidth 0.5 A
6x10 10 Hz)
Gain bandwidth of amplifier	 5x 107 Hz
Receiver field of view	 R = 10-8 sterad(atmosphere limited)
Signal coherence diameter 	 1 in
Atmospheric transmissivity 	 0.7	 0.7
9.3.2 Satellite Receiver
For a satellite-borne receiver, the analysis carried out
previously suggests a comparison of a heterodyne receiver
(H) at 10µ with a direct-detection receiver (D) at 0.5 M. The
ratio of required transmitter powers becomes
Pt(0.5µ) (rlro)HARHAD
Pt( IOµ) (r?ro)DARDXH
— ]1(?ro)D6NWD(70)
2 	 SH
In this equation it has been assumed that (since there is no
atmospheric transmission) the coherence area at 10;A is at
least as large as the receiver aperture employed. For a
satellite receiver N, the number of spatial modes in the
background radiation, will be determined, as discussed in
Section 1, by the particulars of the mission. It is given by
N = ARD
x2
where 12 is the solid angle subtended by the background
radiation. Assume H = 106 , ARD = 10 square meters, and
take S = 1.3x10-8 (Section 1) and the other parameters as
before. Then one can define Steff by the equation
(nrro)DSNWD
	 12
5H	 Sleff
and calculate S2eff = 3x10-9 sterad. Thus, if S2 < 19-9
sterad, one can neglect n/92eff• That is, if the background
radiation source does not subtend a greater solid angle than
this, then the direct-detection receiver is virtually in the
shot-noise limit. Coincidentally, Steff is approximately the
solid angle subtended by Mars at a distance of 108 miles
from the earth. Therefore, a small error will usually be
incurred if one neglects the background radiation in
Equation (70), leaving
Pt(0.59) _ (►ITo
 )H AR H XD
Pt( 10Ft)	 (n7o)D ARD )LH
One might reasonably assume that the receiver area used is
the same in both detectors, since the size will be limited by
difficulties of a mechanical nature. Thus
Pt(0.59)	 I (n7o)H
Pt(109)	 20 (nro)D
Using as estimates (nTo)D = 5xIT2 , (nTo)H = 0.2 gives the
result that the 109 transmitter requires 5 times as much
power as the 0.59 transmitter to achieve H = 10 6 bits per
second information rate to a satellite receiver. This is about
the same ratio that was found for a ground receiver.
Therefore, as was pointed out before, the 109 system
probably requires somewhat less power in the space vehicle
because of larger power efficiency. The absolute values of
transmitter power are listed in the following table:*
*In calculating this table, it was not assumed th}t the direct-detection
receiver is shot-noise limited at a range of 10 miles. This accounts
for the deviation from the factor of 5 computed above for the
ratio of transmitter powers.
	
Range	 Pt (0.59)	 Pt (109)
	
(mi)_	 watts	 watts
	
108
	0.14	 0.5
	
109
	 0	 50
The assumptions involved are listed below.
Assumptions
0.59 109
Transmitter diameter 1 m 1 in
Receiver area 10 m2 10M2
Detector efficiency, nTo 5x10-2 0.2
Mars background degeneracy 1.3_s —
9.4 Discussion
In the above calculations many assumptions of a
qualitative nature, and many quantitative estimates, have
been made. First, calculations were made on the basis of
specific binary modulation schemes. The relative merits of
the different systems should be nearly insensitive to the
choice of modulation, but the absolute values of trans-
mitter pe vers required are, of course, dependent on the
choice. T hen choices of system parameters were made, such
as receiver efficiencies and aperture sizes. Here the com-
parisons do depend on the choices of these parameters but
it is not expected that they are extremely sensitive to
changes which are not large, say, within an order of
magnitude. On the other hand, H = 10 6 bits per second has
been used throughout, and the systems comparisons are
quRe sensitive to the desired information rate. For
example, as H gets very small, the signal powers required
become small, the effect of background radiation becomes
large and the heterodyne system tends to be favored. If H
becomes vary large, the signal power required becomes large
and finally the preamplifier receiver tends to become
favored. Thus, all the results contained here must be
reconsidered in the light of changing communication
requirements.
As has been emphasized, the foregoing considerations
have been for some quite idealized circumstances. It has
been assumed that it is possible to design an efficient 109
amplifier with high gain and the desired directional sensi-
tivity, to build large aperture rec Aivers and maintain them
with necessary tolerances, to compensate t'or Doppler shifts
and operate a large aperture heterodyne system, to point a
narrow beam with great accuracy, etc. These assumptions
are evaluated in other sections of this report, principally in
Chapter 3. The foregoing analysis, in fact, tends to show
that while optical communications at megabit rates from
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distances of 1 to 10 AU is feasib,..rom a communication
	 probably not clearly detertmned from a comparison of
performance point of view, the choice of system is
	 idealized systems performance a.'one.
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New Technology
PULSE POSITION MODULATION FOR
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
In optical communication systems there are three
fundamental sources of noise which can limit the
communication capacity. The most basic is the shot noise
in the detected signal current which is sometimes called
quantum noise. Except for rather impractical conditions of
very wide bands, very small signals, and the absence of all
other noise, this may be treated as white Gaussian noise
with a signal-to-noise ratio of P,/2hv per cycle, which for A
= 1p, is 187 dB per watt. The second noise source is the FKT
noise of the amplifier following the optical detector. Its
importance depends on the detected signal level delivered
by the photo-detector. It can be overcome by noiseless gain
in the photo-detector and, since photodetectors are
square-law devices, the signal-to-FKT-noise ratio is
proportional to the square of the optical signal power.
Noiseless gain can be realized by heterodyne detection,
photomultipliers, and tc some extent by solid state
avalanche detectors. The third source of noise in many
communication applications is background optical radiation
reaching the detector with the signal. The background
radiation is detected like the signal and produces output
current with its accompanying shot noise as well as beat
product noise components due to self beats and beats with
the signal. Only the beat with the signal is a function of
signal level and it, as well as the background self beat noise,
is usually small relative to the shot noise. Thus, a given
background produces a fixed noise level independent of the
signal.
In optical systems the significance of output
signal-to-noise ratio as a figure of merit can be different
from the classical signal-to- constant-added-noise ratio. This
happens when both the FKT noise and the background
noise, which are constant, are dominated by or comparable
to the signal shot noise. Thus, with on-off pulse signal
modulation with zero background and zero FKT noise, a
given signal - to - noise ratio on the received pulses would
produce the same "on" errors as a 6 dB better
signal-to-noise ratio when the same noise is present during
both the on and off periods, and would produce no "off
errors at all. When background noise dominates in an
optical power detector system, the output signal-to-noise
ratio is not proportional to received signal power but to its
square. Thus a reduction in the required signal-to-noise
ratio because of reduced bandwidth, error correction, etc.,
by I dB results in only 1/2 dB reduction in the required
transmitted power.
There have been a number of proposals to use pulse
position modulation (PPM) for optical communications.
The analysis has been developed from the basic Poisson
distribution of photoelectrons with the implication that the
gain achieved is due to this "quantum" treatment of
communication signals. A more prictical view would seem
to be that the quantum gain and, in many cases, even the
gain due to the absence of signal shot noise in off periods
(or its variation with signal intensity) are small or
non-existent because of the presence of constant system
noise which is independent of signal level. This is
particularly true if photomultipliers cannot be used.
Heterodyne detection does not have these gains because the
noise in the output is constant regardless of signal, although
a signal-to-noise ratio of P,/hv is ideally possible. In spite of
the above remarks, PPM can yield gains in effective
signal-to-noise ratio or reduced error rates for the same
average signal power in the absence of any quantum effects.
This gain results from the square-law detection, the use of a
much wider system bandwidth, and the PPM. It is effective
against constant added noise from any source.
An efficient simple optical communication system
would utilize binary pulse code modulation (PCM) with
switching between the two polarizations at the transmitter,
a receiving channel for each polarization at the receiver, and
a differential decision device yielding a plus-minus binary
baseband output. The error rate vs. signal and aackground
noise levels for such a system has been calculated in
Reference 2 using the Poisson distribution of received light
photons to determine the signal output fluctuations or
noise. The calculation has also been made with the
assumption that the noise is represented by "white" noise
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with a Gaussian distribution and the same power. With the
pure Poisson distribution when the total receiver output
contains no background noise of any kind, a given smal!
((10' 3 ) error rate requires about 3 dB less signal power than
would be calculated using the Gaussian approximation. This
difference disappears rapidly in the presence of background
noise, however, and for equal signal and background noise
powers the difference is less than 1 dB. In almost all
practical situations, therefore, the simpler Gaussian noise
calculation is quite adequate, and if there is an error it is
conservative rather than over-optimistic.
This chapter describes a system which incorporates Q
switching, cavity dumping, multiple lasers, PPM, and
polarization modulation with the object of increasing the
communication capacity of the simple reference system
described above in bits per watt of average radiated light
power. The system is based on a proposed modulation
scheme which should be capable of delivering short PPM
pulses with the same average power as the CW pumping
system will yield for CW operation for a Nd-Yag laser.
The modulation arrangement will be described and
then the gain relative to the simple system due to the
increased peak power and squarelaw detector will be
described. This is followed by a discussion of the further
gains achieved by PPM combined with polarization
modulation and the use of multiple lasers. An optimam
amount of PPM is found for maximum system' gain. An
estimate is then made of the equivalent transmitter power
gain of the proposed syAem over the simple polarization
-modulated system for the same error rate. Since much of
this system gain depends on using a much wider bandwidth
for the proposed system, the advantage, in the face of
equipment limitations, will decrease for high capacity
systems. However, at a bit rate of 106 , substantial gain
should be realizable.
simply reversing the usual practice of pulsing the dumping
modulator to produce an output pulse. If the dumping
circuit is biased to enable the dump path for no applied
modulation voltage, then a short pulse of suitable length
will produce the effects indicated in Figure B. Before the
signal puiw- is applied, the laser rod is coupled to the output
and has no cavity. During this period the CW pump is
pumping atoms:n the active material or "charging" the
laser. In the time scale of interest and the absence of
stimulation by cavity radiation, most of the atoms inverted
will remain so until the signal pulse switches the cavity
"on." Laser oscillation then starts to build up and reaches a
peak at some time characteristic 3f the system Q, pump
power, and charging time. The length of the modulation
pulse is adjusted so that the modulating pulse falls to zero
at the peak of the laser buildup. 3 When it goes to zero it
reestablishes the output path and the peak laser energy is
dumped as an o:.tput pulse. The laser then remains inactive,
but charring, until the next modulation pulse comes along.
The length and amplitude -of the output pulse will
depend on the fall time of the modulation pulse and the
cavity length. Zero fall time would yield a pulse length of
2LIC if L is the cavity length and C the speed of light. The
output pulse is lengthened as the modulation fall time
becomes finte and can be adjusted over a limited range in
this way. The laser buildup time will depend on the pump
power, cavity losses, and cavity length. The arrangement
appears to be sufficiently flexible so that the CW average
power capability of a pump-laser rod combination can be
approached with short pulses at relatively high repetition
rates by optimizing the cavity length and modulating pulse
shape and duration. In the example of the proposed system
described in this chapter, we are interested in a pulse length
of 5x10' 9
 seconds, and a repetition rate of about 5x104.
The charge time would vary from 17 to 23x10' 6 seconds.
1. PPM LASER MODULATION
Basic to the systems to be discussed is a transmitter
capable of delivering the same average power with the same
efficiency while the pulse length and duty cycle are reduced
and also capable of being pulse position modulated. Such a
laser transmitter has not been described as far as is known,
but a combination of known techniques to produce the
desired characteristics appears to be possible. Combined Q
switching and cavity dumping have been used to achieve
high peak powers. 3,4 In the arrangements described, flash
lamp pumps and separate controls for the Q switch and
dumping functions wets used. Such arrangements are not
suitable for high speed pulse position modulation.
However, if we start with the Nd-Yag laser which is
capable of CW operation, and provide a cavity dumping
polarization modulator calcite-prism combination as shown
in Figure A, the desired operation should result from
2. SQUARE-LAW GAIN
Consider a pulse modulated communication system
with a capacity of H bit: per second. Mention of "gain'
throughout the discussion will usually refer to gain with
respect to a reference sy , tem in which the average power
output, Po , of the transmitter laser is polarization
modulated by a binary signal. After attenuation by
transmission, the average signal power, P,, arrives at the
receiver detector. In the reference system the average power
and the pulse peak power are the same. In the other
systems discussed, the received pulse peak power is P m , but
the average power is equal to the Po of the reference
system.
The transmitter source is assumed to have the property
that the average power delivered, PQ , remains constant and
independent of the pulse duration when it is pulse
modulated. The Q-switched Nd-Yag Meer with a constant
232
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pump source that has been described should approximate
this performance. If the pulses come at a constant rate, J
per second, the received peak: pulse power, Pm , will be
inversely proportional to J and the pulse length r. Thus,
Pn 2bPn
Pm
 = Jr= J	 l)
where b = 112r is the minimum bandwidth required to
receive the pulses without loss.
In the output of a photo-detector normalized to a 1
ohm impedance level, the peak pulse power, S, will be
z	 zS = (I
p,	
_ 
217epnb
	 (2)
by	hvJ
where n is the detector quantum efficiency, a is the
electronic charge, h is Planck 's constant, and v is the optical
frequency. The signal shot noise power when the pulse is
present will be
4,77e2P^,bz
Nsh	 hvJ
and the background noise power will be
NB = Nob
where No
 is the total background noise density resulting
from received background radiation shot noise, dark
current shot noise, and FKT noise. Then the signal-to-signal-
shot-noise ratio is
S _ nPn
Nsh	 hvJ	 (3)
and the sigrai-iL-background noise is
z	 zS _ (L7^ePn 	 b (277ep,,)	 i	 (4)NB
	hvJ	 No	 hvJ	 2Nor
Note that when the bandwidth is adjusted to fit the pulse
width and the average power is independent of the pulse
width, the signal -to-signal-shot-noire ratio is independent of
the pulse width or bandwidth. However, the
signal-to-background-noise ratio is directly proportional to
bandwidth or inversely proportional to the pulse width.
Thus the tolerance of pulse systems in general for all types
of constant background noise will be improved under the
assumed conditions by maximizing the bandwidth, and this
improvement will not eatail any penalty with respect to
signal shot noise. This improvement is referred to as the
square law gain.
3. PPM GAIN
If b is made as large as possible, further gain can be
achieved by reducing the pulse rate J in Equations (3) and
(4) to a smaller value if this is done without reducing the
information capacity. This can be accomplished by utilizing
pulse position modulation (PPM) to derive more than one
bit of information from each pulse. If a synchronous
system is assumed, then each pulse can be made to occur in
any one of S time positions. There are I /Jr resolvable time
slots available between the unmodulated pulses. If we
utilize S of these possible time slots then each of the J
pulses can represent R bits where
	
R = Log2 S	 (5)
and
	J = H/R	 (6)
The smallest possible J will result if all the resolvable
time slots are utilized. However, if this is done, then there is
a possible modulation sequence calling for two of the J
pulses to occur in adjacent time slots. This would allow no
charge time for the Q switch laser and no second pulse
would occur. Therefore it is necessary to limit the portion
of each 1 /J time period in which pulses are permitted to
allow some minimum charge time for the laser. This unused
time will determine the amplitude of the minimum
transmitted pulse. There will be some optimum J that will
deliver the maximum minimum pulse power for a system
with capacity H and a given bandwidth that determines the
resolving time. For this optimum pulse rate J, only a
portion a of the pulse period will be required for pulses and
the remainder will be available for charging the laser. This is
illustrated by the timing diagram in Figure A.
There are other modifications that are available for
improving the sysfem performance. Since charge time
determineE pulse amplitude, a simple way to increase this
would be to use multiple lasers with successive pulses
coming from each of L lasers in sequence. Each laser would
then be responsible for H/L bits of system capacity, the
-iverage transmitted power would be increased by L times,
and the minimum peak power would be somewhat more
than L times greater. Conversely, the unused time reserved
for charging a single laser system can be filled ir with pulse
trains from multiple lasers to increase the system bit
capacity at the same performance level without the need
for additional transmission paths.
These advantages can readily be obtained passively by
combining two lasers without loss by utilizing the two
orthogonal polarizations and calcite prisms. If more than
two lasers of the same frequency are to be combined into a
single optical system without loss, time  multiplexing with
active switches is quite feasible with polarization
modulators. In a tree arrangement starting with calcite
prisms for each pair of lasers, two polarization modulators
could combine four sources, four could combine eight, and
so on. These polarization combining schemes will yield
on output signal on both plus and minus polarizations.
Another polarization modulator can be added to the
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combined pulse stream to yield all plus or all minus pulses
for a single polarization signal and thus save one receiver
channel.
Since two transmission polarizations are available, they
can be utilized for further improvement of the s)..tsm. if
the laser is followed by a polarization modulator, then each
pulse can be either plus or minus polarization as demanded
by the encoding logic. If each pulse has two possible values,
then only half as many pulse positions, S, are required.
Reducing the required number of used time slots will
reduce the active time and increase the charge time and
pulse amplitude. It will also increase the number of lasers
that can be time multiplexed. Each J pulse represents R
bits. The use of two polarizations in this way adds one bit
to R at a cost of doubling the error rate, because any single
pulse may appear in either of the two required receiver
channels each of which contributes errors. The increase in
error rate for the same pulse amplitude will be more than
compensated for by the reduction in J and the resulting
increased pulse amplitude. The net gain will be greater for
small R.
4. COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Figure A shows both a functional diagram indicating
the major components for a 1 laser PPM system and also a
timing diagram for the resulting pulse train. The
polarization modulator in the output light path may be
omitted if the gain from using two polarizations is not
considered worthwhile..
Figure C is a functional diagram of a receiver suitable
for this PPM system. If only one polarization is used, one of
the identical parallel paths is removed. It may be that more
sophisticated and effective noise reducing cJcuits for
quantized PPM are available, but the processing indicated in
Figure C should yield reasonably good results. The
incoming pulses are first sliced so that only pulses above a
threshold level pass the slicer. Beyond the slicer a time gate
is indicated which passes only pulses occurring during the
active part a, of the cycle. This eliminates any false pulses
coming when none could be transmitted.
The remaining pulses go to an error reducing circuit
which examines the interval a to determine if more than
one pulse has been received If so, it selects the highest
received puise as the signal for that interval. At this point
further information can be obtained if the time between
the present pulses and the last preceding pulse is measured.
Since the amplitudes of the transmitted pulses will vary
somewhat depending on their charging time, this time can
be used to weight the received multiple pulses in making a
choice. Having selected one pulse per interval, its position is
interpreted as one of S numbers from which H/J of the
original information bits can be derived.
All the above operations must be carried out with
pulses of r width, or bandwidth b, and the speed at which
the necess.-ry logic can operate may well by
 the limiting
factor in the system, since there is gain from greater b.
In this system low error rates can be achieved with the
average background noise power received, P H . much greater
than the average s;final power, %. This means that the do
photocurrent will be proportional to PH . The maximum
range for a given transmitter power and error rate will be
achieved with a precise setting of the slicer level. This
optimum level depends on the prevailing background noise
level which may change with time. Thus the slicer level, or
the linear signal gain preceding the slicer, must be
controlled by the do photocusrent.
Figure D shows a two laser transmitter arrangement
which gives somewhat more gain than that caused by
simp y doubling the average power of a single laser system.
The . ombination of the two laser outputs results in a two
polarization signal with alternate plus and minus pulses.
Either the polarization modulator shown can be used to
invert one set of pulses to reduce the system to a one
polarization system with a smaller error mte, or the
plus-minus output can be retained and the polarization of
each transmitted pulse controlled by the en.-oding logic.
The latter arrangement will improve performer ce somewhat
at the cost of more complex encoding-decoding. This
transmitter requires the same receiver system as the single
laser transmitter.
5. OPTIMIZING THE PPM DESIGN
Assume that a capacity of H binary bits is required and
that the maximum bandwidth that can be used is b Hz. The
objective is to find the values of the number of time slots S,
the pulse repetition rate per laser J, and the proportion of
time a allotted to the PPM, as shown in Figures A and
D, that will maximize the minimum transmitted pulse
peak power P for a system using L lasers with an average
transmitted power of Po watts per laser.
In a multiple laser arrangement the bits per laser will be
H/L. If each transmitted pulse has a value of R bits, then
the number of pulses transmitted per laser will be
RJ = L and R = H
	
(7)
Li
The number of time slots required for a pulse to convey R
bits is
S = 2R
 = 2H/LJ (g)
In Figures A and D means are provided for sending
each pulse as either plus or minus polarization. Thus each
pulse position can actually represent two states. Other
means, such as amplitude modulation or different
frequencies, might be used to increase the number of states
represented by a single pulse in a time slot. The number of
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time slots required is reduced by the number of states
represented by each pulse. Using a for the number of states
per pulse, Equation (8) becomes
Zk	 2H/LJ
and
	R = log2 SO	 (10)
From Equation (7r
H
	J = L log2 So	 (11)
The width of the individual time slots is T = 1/2b
seconds. The total time occupied by the S slots is
ST = 2b(12)
Since the pulse period is 1/J, the portion of the period
occupied by the S positions is
JSSH
a + 2b _ 2bL1092SO	 (13)
For constant average power from the laser, the peak
pulse power is given by
P = Po = PQ2b
JT	 J
if the charge time is I/J.. Figure D shows that, when PPM
is used, the minimum charge time is (1-a)/J and the
maximum is ( 1+a)/J. Then the peak power of the pulses will
be
	P0 2b	 P02b(I-a)	 _ P02b(l+a)
Pav = J , Pmin =	 J	 ' - max —	 J	 (14)
and	 P	 !Tax
= (1-a)
	
m = (I+a)
	 (15)
Pay	 Pay
An optimum system design will be one in which the
minimum pulse is maximized. Using Equations (9), (13),
and (14)
Pmin2b 2H/LJ
_	
_	 (16)
Po	 J	 (3
Setting the derivative of Pmi„/Po
 with respect to J equal to
zero yields
__	 H	 _	
/H
	
Jm	
L loge ( 2bW l L loge( 2.89bLO 	
(17)
H loge2 ) 	` H	 f
Substituting Equation (17) in Equations (16), (13), (9), and
(10) yields
PPmin _ 2HL(1092 2.89bp - 1.445
	
(18)
0
a =
	 1.445	
(19)
2.89Lbp
loge	 H
S = 2.89Lb	 (20)
H
R = loge 2.89 Lbp	 (21)
Equations (17) to (21) give the parameters of a
modified PPM system optimized to yield the highest
amplitude minimum pulse. Table A lists the values of the
various parameters calculated for systems utilizing different
numbers of lasers with and withoui polarization
modulation in some cases. For all systems listed in Table A
the receiver bandwidth is assumed to be 10 8 Hz, and the
information rate 106 bits per second. The 16 laser system is
not possible because aD1, but more than 8 lasers could be
used without reducing a below the optimum value. It will
be noted that the peak pulse power increases somewhat
more than linearly as more lasers are used. In a linear
system, this would presumably be compensated for by the
greater signal-to-noise ratio required by the increase in S
with the number of lasers, but in the square-law optical
system the increase in pulse power should yield a real
performance gain. The system parameters were calculated
to yield a maximum minimum Y,.' :°, but the ratio of the
average modulated pulse to the laser average power for each
system is listed in Table A.
Table A
MULTI-LASER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
L ^i R JX10-4 S a l+a Pay
1_a go
1 1 8.17 12.22 289 0.177 1.43 1,640
1 2 9.17 10.90 289 0.157 1.38 1,833
2 1 9.17 5.44 578 0.157 1.38 3,670
2 2 10.17 4.91 578 0.142 1.33 4,070
4 2 11.17 2.24 1,156 0.129 1.30 8,930
8 2 12.17 1.03 2,312 0.119 1.27 19,400
16 2 13.17 0.474 4,624 0.110 1.25 42,200
Information rate, H = 10 6 bits/second
Receiver bandwidth, bm = 108 Hz
L = Number of lasers in transmitter
0 = Number of pulse states (polarization)
R = Bits per transmitted pulse
J	 = Pulse *ate per laser
S = PPM time slots used per laser
a = Proportion of laser pulse period used for PPM
Pay = Peak power of average modulated pulse
Po = Average power per laser
6. POWER GAIN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
An exact analysis of the error rate performance of the
proposed system is far beyond the scope of this chapter,
but it is possible to estimate the effective transmitter power
gain of the system to within 1 or 2 dB quite simply with
respect to the well-documented system of Reference 1. This
can be done by assuming Gaussian noise and depending
upon the fact that for useful error rates the error rate varies
more than an order of magnitude per dB change in
signal-to-noise ratio for all kinds of noise of interest.
The Gaussian noise approximation calls for about 3 dB
more signal-to-noise ratio than the true Poisson noise in the
shot noise limited case with no background noise. As
background noise is added, this difference drops to less
than I dB when the shot noise and background are equal,
and is practically negligible for greater background.
Background noise is understood to mean all constant noise
including background radiation, FKT noise, and dark
current noise. The steep error curve will be invoked in
estimating the performance of the proposed system.
The reference system is a binary polarization
modulated system which delivers a peak pulse power Pn to
the detection system along with a total background optical
power of P B . The receiver separates the polarizations and
feeds each polarization component to a separate-
photo-detector. The outputs of the detectors are operated
differentially so that in each time slot there is signal shot
noise plus background shot noise from both polarizations
(full PB
 shot noise) and either a positive or negative signal.
The bit capacity is H and the bandwidth bn = H/2.
The system of Figure D has the same bit capacity
divided between two lasers each with the same average
power P,, as the reference system transmitter. Each laser
operates at a pulse rate, J, and both PPM and polarization
modulation are used. The receiver, shown in Figure C, is
assumed synchronized and has two separate channels for
the two polarizations. Differential reception cannot be used
here and each channel receives the full transmitter output
with a peak power of Pn, and background noise P B /2. It is
assumed that the optimum slicing level which depends on
PB
 and Pn, in the receiver channels is automatically
in intained.
In both the reference and modified PPM systems, the
pulses are received by a square-law photo-detector which
produces a signal pulse peak current
nPSe	 (22)
IS — by
The output pulse signal-to-shot-noise ratio is
Ugh	
2hvb	
(24)
It is interesting to note that, in the Nyquist limit H = 2b, U
is the number of photons per pulse for a binary system.
In the presence of uniform background radiation of N
wltts per square meter per steradian per Angstrom, the
received background power is
N
PB L:
AnBX2
C 	 (25)
where A is the receiver aperture area, U the field of view in
steradians, B the pre-detection optical bandwidth in Hz,
and C the velocity of light. Other background noise will be
contributed by post-detector amplifier FKT noise and the
detector dark current. The FKT noise power is 4FKTb/Rg
where F is the noise figure of the post-detection amplifier
when fed by a source resistance Rg driven by a noiseless
infinite impedance signal current source. The dark current
shot noise is 2eIDb.
In the modified PPM system the pulse is shortened and
the bandwidth is increased so that the average received
power Pn is held constant. Assuming the minimum
bandwidth, the pulse length is r = 1 /2b,n and the peak
puise power is
Pn 2bmPn
Pm = Jr - J
	
(26)
The receiver square-law detector input includes the
coherent signal and the received background radiation
which have different spacial distributions over the detector
area. Taking the spatial distributions into account in
evaluating the cross product terms, the signal and rms noise
powers in the detector cutput can be evaluated using
Ric.:'s5 relations for the output of a square-law detector.
Adding terms for the dark current shot noise and
post-detection amplifier FKT noise, the received pulse
signal-to-noise ratio is
nPnUm __	
[	 277X2 PB	 1 11 X2 P112 hvJ l 1 +
	
+hvABE2	 Pm hvABSt + PB
(2'77
2FKThv IDhv
+ ^e2 Rg +
In most cases of practical interest the second and third
	
Where PS
 is the pulse peak power and a shot noise rms 	 terms representing detector beat products can be dropped	 _=
	
pulse peak current, assumed Gaussian,	 in comparison to the first and fourth terms which represent
	
2PSe2rlb
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signal shot noise and radiation background shot noise
I N =	 ( )	 respectively. The last two terms simply add to P B if
by	 present, and it will therefore be assumed that P B
 has been
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adjusted to take these terms into account if they are
significant. Then we have
U =	
nPn
UM
	
p
	
(28)
hvJ I I 
+ PM
,
m
For the reference system J = H = 2b,,, so that
Un =
n	
P
Pn	 (29)
p
2hvbn I I + B
 n
The relations in Equations (28) and (29) cannot be
used directly to compare the two systems because the
reference system uses a differential decision device while
the PPM system must use a slicer decision device. In the
presence of PB the slicer device will require a greater U than
the differential device for the same error rate. We will
assume that an error rate E is required and that the
coherent differential binary U n required by the reference
system for this error rate is known. We will estimate the
Um required for a slicer system with the same error rate per
pulse time slot.
The comparison is made first for the case in which a
slicer is used to make the decision in a simple binary on-off
modulation system adjusted for equal mark and space
errors compared to a differential system with the same
error rate per pulse. The required pulse power will be found
in the two cases. The pulse power Pn required in the
balanced case, to give the signal-to-noise ratio Un
corresponding to an error rate E, is from Equation (29)
K, Un 4PB
Pn =
	
1+	 1 +V
2	 'r Un
(30)
2hvbn
K 1 =
n
W	 K2 Un PBUn	 W 
=C
 
2
by
(31)
2e2 nbm
K2	
by
We have used P B /2 rather than PB
 because the slicer system
requires only one polarization. The bandwidth of the on-off
system is bm and is one-half the pulse rate as before.
For a mark signal, when a pulse with a pea k power Pm
is present, the slicing level current W is subtracted from the
signal current and the available signal current, using
Equations (22) and (31), is
2U 
r,Pg
la = (K 3 Pm -W) = K3 Pm -	 2 (32)
K =e3	 by
The rms noise current I n in a mark interval is the current
corresponding to the sum of the signal and background shot
noises
In VK2 (Pm +____!a-)
Then
K2 UnPB
	
_ la 
_ K3Pm -
	 2
An = n
	
P	 (33)
I	 K2(Pm + 2 )
In the on-off pulse system with a slicer, the slicer level
must be adjusted so that the mark and space errors are
equal, although the noise in the two intervals is different
because there is no signal shot noise in a space interval.
When no pulse is present, only background noise appears in
the detector output and the slicer current reference W is set
to exceed the rms value of the background noise current by
the factor Un which is the rms signal-to-noise current
ratio required for the error rate E. The rms shot noise
current due to background radiation is given by Equation
(23) if PB /2 is substituted for P, Then
Solving Equation (33) for Pm yields
2Pg
Pm = K4
 Un 1 +
VK4Un (34)
K2	 2hybm
K4	
K3	 n
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Then the ratio of the peak pulse power P m required
for an on-off modulation system with a nicer decision
device and an error rate E for both on and off intervals to
the peak pulse power P„ required by a polarization modu-
lated system with a differential decision device and also
having an error rate E is
2PB
pni	 2K4 Un 1 + K
4 U
P =	 n	 (35)n 
K, U„ 1 +^_
4PB
 
K'Un/
Evaluating the constants, Equation (35) becomes
PB r)
2b m (I +
Pm	Vhvbj. (36)
P	 2PB'7 \
bn ^I +	 I +	 J
hvbn Un
This relation reveals one of the peculiarities of optical
systems due to square-law detection. For equal bandwidth
systems, if PB = 0 (shot noise limited), then Pm /Pn = 1
because the slicer decision level W = 0 and the systems are
the same. The on-off system is actually better because there
are only half as many errors, but this will not change the
power required very much. The slicer system also has the
advantage that only half as much average power is
transmitted. This zero background case is the condition for
which the Poisson noise distribution reduces the error rate
calculated with the Gaussian approximation so the actual
UN required is about 3 dB less than the assumed value. If
the background noise is dominant, Equation (36) gives a
ratio of Pm /P„ _ 12-. This is the usual slicer disadvantage of
a factor of 2 in the baseband portion of the system, but it is
reduced to vf2- with respect to the received power by the
square-law detection. Looking at it the other way the
normal 3 dB power gain of baseband polar systems is
reduced to 1.5 dB by the square-law detector.
In comparison with the system of Figure D, it has a
received average pulse power gain given by Equation (14)
	
P (average pulse) 	 2bm
	
Po
 (transmitter output) 	 J
and a required received power ratio relative to the reference
polar system For the same error rate given by Equation
(35). The net gain is the ratio of the transmitted pulse
powers of the two systems to the ratio of the received pulse
powers required for the same error rate.
	
2b	 2PBr1
	
M	 I+	 1+
	^ hvbJ	bnnUn
	
G =_....	 (37)
	P m
	J	 pB
	
pn
	1 + hvb
m Un
Equation (37) gives the approximate equivalent power gain
of the two laser PPM system over a single laser polar
system.
Table B lists some calculated values of P„ [Equation
(30)), P,,, [ Equation (34)] and G [ Equation (37)) for a
specific case. These equations and the calculations in this
section involve two major approximations that will require
correction factors which are small due to the steep error vs.
signal-to-noise ratio curve. The first correction arises
because the transmitter pulse power varies depending on
the pulse position code from (1+a) to (1-a) where a is 0.177
for the system considered. This will increase the error
probability for some pulses and decrease it for others. An
Table B
INFLUENCE OF THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AND
BACKGROUND POWER LEVEL ON THE GAIN OF
THE TWO LASER PPM SYSTEM
U = 10
PB Pn P,n G G(db)
10-6 4.49 X 10-9 9.36 X 10-8 195.0 22.9
10- 8 4.58 X IT° 1.3 X 10-8 143.0 21.5
IT° 5.58 X IT' ' 4.9 X 10-9 46.2 16.6
IT"' 2.10 X IT'' 4.1 X 10-9 20.8 13.2
I0- ' 4 2.00 X 10'" 4.0 X 10-9 20.3 13.1
U=20
10-6 6.34 X 10-9 1.35 X 10 -7 191.0 22.8
10-8 6.52 X 10- '- ° 2.07 X 10-8 128.0 21.1
10-9 2.21 X IT° 1.20 X 10-8 74.4 18.7
IT ° 8.64 X IT" 9.27 X IT" 37.8 15.8
IT" 4.83 X IT" 8.41 X 10-9 22.7 13.9
10- ' Z 4.09 X IT" 8.13 X 10-9 20.4 13.1
10-14 4.00 X IT" 8.00 X I T 9 20.3 13.1
A = 10-6 , n = 0.1, bn = 5X 105 , bm=108
PB = Watts total received background radiation
Pn = Watts received peak pulse power required for the
reference system
Pm
 = Watts received peak pulse power required for the
two laser PPM system
G = Increased transmission path loss for the two laser
PPM system
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overcorrection reducing the gain by 0.7 dB would maintain
the error rate on the weakest pulse. The other correction
involves the PPM system. All time slots must be examined
for each pulse and an equal probability exists of error or
false pulses in all of the 577 slots that do not have pulses.
This first calls for a slightly greater slicing level to reduce
this probability. This will, for fixed signal power, increase
the probability of error for the marked time slot. If the
transmitted signal power is simply increased in the case of
Pa noise dominant by 1 dB, it will permit the slicing level
W to be increased by 52 percent. This will increase the U
for the space intervals by 4.6 dB which would be much
more than necessary. There are also sophisticated methods
of reducing the effect of these space errors since it is known
that only one pulse should be recorded. Another point that
must be taken into account here is that a pulse interval
error causes about 10 bit errors in the H bit stream so that
lower error rates must be provided. All these factors should
not increase the required transmitter power by more than
about 1.5 dB.
For the overall system, the 100 percent conversion of
average laser power to pulse power is probably the weakest
link. If we allow a correction of 3.5 dB for this, the system
gain figures are reduced by a total of 5 dB. This leaves a
gain of 18 dB for the high background case and 8 for the
shot noise limited case. The gains given in Table B are
relative to the power per laser and, since the system of
Figure D discussed in detail has two lasers, he actual
total transmitted power is two times or 3 dB greater than
that of the reference system. This reduces the actual total
power gain by another 3 dB. However, the remaining gain is
substantial and the multi-laser PPM arrangement appears to
be very worthwhile for bit rates in the neighborhood of 1')6
that are of interest for deep space communication. Since
bm has been chosen somewhere near present practical
processing limits and the gain falls off with increased pulse
rate, it does not look very promising for the bit rates of
hundreds of megabits or more required for land
communications.
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